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PREFACE

Computer Science and Statistics: The Tenth Annual Symposium on the Interface was a

continuation of a series of Interface Symposia which has developed rapidly both in quantity
and quality. The objective of the Interface is to provide a forum for statisticians,
computer scientists and numerical analysts to discuss important problems in the rapidly
growing field of statistical computing. The workshop structure of the Interface, bringing
together a variety of people from different disciplines, is an effective mechanism for
consolidating and disseminating technical advances and for identifying important problems
whose solution would benefit both statistics and computer science.

Attendance at the Tenth Interface was high with over 440 participants. As the list of

the participants at the end of these proceeedings show, participants came from all over the
United States and several foreign countries.

The highlight of the Tenth Interface was the superb Keynote Address, The Mathematization
of Computer Science, presented by Anthony Ralston, Chairman, Department of Computer Science,
SUNY Buffalo.

Following the format of the Ninth Interface, the Tenth Interface consisted of six

Workshops and three Poster Sessions. There were three concurrent Workshops on the first day
and three on the second day. The Workshops had 42 invited speakers and the Poster Sessions
attracted 47 contributed papers.

The Evaluation of Statistical Software Workshop was divided into two sessions on

Statistical Program Packages for Small Computers, Chaired by Ivor Francis, and Computing
Approaches to the Analysis of Variance from Unbalanced Data, Chaired by Richard M.

Heiberger. In the first session invited speakers reviewed statistical programs for small
computers, their languages and portability and prospects for statistical systems for the new
generation of minicomputers. In the second session authors of ANOVA programs discussed
issues leading to the choice of appropriate hypotheses for a given set of data and the

default decisions taken by their programs. The Nonlinear Models Workshop, Chaired by John
M. Chambers and John E. Dennis, presented important new material for the fitting and
analysis of nonlinear models. The Graphics Workshop, Chaired by Jane F. Gentleman, was
concerned with the choice of graphics hardware and human engineering in graphics software.
The Large Data Files Workshop, Chaired by Gordon Sande, Jr., emphasized computing for "messy
data" obtained under incompletely controlled situations. The Numerical Analysis in

Statistics Workshop, Chaired by Richard A. Tapia, was concerned with the exchange of ideas
and experiences with the goal of determining directions for future education and research.
The Maintenance and Distribution of Statistical Software, Chaired by Mervin E. Muller,
featured invited discussions by developers and users of major software of techniques for
more effective maintenance and distribution of software.
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AN INTERACTIVE STATISTICAL PROCESSOR FOR THE UNIX TIME -SHARING SYSTEM

Peter Bloomfield
Department of Statistics, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. 08540

ABSTRACT

An interactive statistical processor has been developed
for the Unix time-sharing system. A unified command syntax
has been imposed by using a command-interpreting "shell"
program, which communicates with user at his or her terminal
and initiates execution of separate programs to carry out the
required operations. Uniformity of these operational pro-
grams has been achieved by using a single structure for files
and providing a library of subroutines for analyzing the
standard syntax for specification of options.

Since the shell knows nothing about the programs that
it executes, except for default places to find them, new
commands may be added even during the course of a session.
Users may develop and use their own commands without making
them publicly available, and if the command has the same
name as a publicly available command, the user version is

found first and executed, thus effectively redefining the
command for that user.

Key words: Interactive data analysis; data analysis on
mi ni computers

.

1. INTRODUCTION

Isp, the interactive statistical processor described in this document,
was developed to provide a flexible way of using an extensive collection of
data analysis programs on a minicomputer. The requirements were that the
data analyst should be able to enter, modify and save data on disk files,
to reexpress the data in various ways, to select subsets of the data in var-
ious ways, and to carry out various analyses of the results of these opera-
tions. The processor has been in daily use from the day it was first in-
stalled and has been used for a large number of analyses, often accounting
for the largest single component of the daily use of the minicomputer on
which it is run.

2. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The limited main memory of a minicomputer requires that a data analysis
package such as isp be based to a large extent on a mass storage device,
typically disk. In the case of isp, the only component of the system that is
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resident in main memory is a command interpreting "shell" program. The shell
carries on all the interaction with the user, accepting free-format commands
with a simple syntax, essentially the same as is used by McNeil (1977). When
a command is parsed successfully, the shell initiates the loading from disk
and execution of the appropriate program, and passes arguments to it that
specify the (disk-resident) data set to be operated on, what results are re-
quested, and what options have been exercised by the user. The results may
appear as output on the user's terminal, or may be placed in new disk files,
or both

.

The functions of the various programs have been chosen to avoid duplica-
tion as far as possible. Thus, for instance, the regression program may pro-
duce a file of residuals, but no plots. There are several programs for pro-
ducing a variety of graphical outputs. If a user wishes to give a single
command that will cause a sequence of programs to be run (possibly a re-
expression followed by a regression followed by a plot of the residuals
against the fit), a macro may be constructed to do this.

The shell program contains no information about the possible commands.
In fact, a command may refer to either a macro file or an executable program
file, and these may be in the user's area of disk or the system's area. The
name of the file is the same as the name of the command, and the four poss-
ible locations are searched in turn for a file of that name. Thus commands
may be added or changed simply by installing a file in the appropriate area.
Also, a user may implement commands for himself that would not be available
to other users. Furthermore, since the user area is searched before the
system area, a user may install his own version of a system command.

For simplicity all data are handled in a single format internally to
isp, and to avoid repeated conversions that format is binary. There are
utility commands, "read" and "print", for converting from character format
to binary and vice versa . Binary format files are called variables . All
files are created in a temporary area on disk that is cleaned up and re-
moved when the session terminates. Files may be copied into permanent areas,
of which there is one for character-format files and one for binary-format
files.

3. PORTABILITY

Isp was developed on a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-11/40 mini-
computer, operating under the Unix Time-sharing System (Ritchie and Thompson,
1974). Features of Unix that are important in the design of isp are

- the ability of one program to initiate loading and execution
of another program

- the ability to create, delete, extend, truncate and otherwise
modify disk files during the execution of a program

- a convenient, nonrestrictive file system structure.

A similar processor could be developed for any combination of computer and
operating system that offered these facilities. In the programs that carry
out actual analyses, system dependent aspects such as file-handling have been
restricted almost completely to a few library routines. They are mostly

3



written in Ratfor (Kernighan, 1974; see also Kernighan and Planger, 1976; Rat-
for is abbreviated from rat ional Fo r t ran ) , but may easily be preprocessed in-
to Fortran. The shell program, however, is liberally interspersed with Unix
system-calls. It is written partly in the language C (Ritchie, 1974) and
partly in the compiler-compiler language Yacc (Johnson, 1974). Since these
compilers are not widely available other than on Unix systems, the shell
would need almost complete rewriting for other systems.

4. AN EXAMPLE

The following is a short example of a session with isp, in which a set
of data is typed in at the terminal, displayed and analyzed. (Characters
typed at the keyboard are underlined. Lines typed at the keyboard are ter-
minated by a 'carriage return'. The symbol '"D' marks a control-D, which,
when typed immediately after 'carriage return', indicates the end of input.)

The first command is to 'make' a file called 'junk', which contains the
data

.

*make junk
1 0

2 3

3 2

4 3

5 6

~D

The second command is to 'read' the data in 'junk' (i.e., convert to bi-
nary format), and place it in a variable called 'var'. This line may be read
as 'read junk onto var 1

.

* read junk > var

The next command is to 'list' the names and types of files that have been
created. Variables (that is, binary format files) are listed as 'arrays'.

* list
junk text
var array ( 10 )

Since we want to use 'var' as an array of 5 lines each with 2 entries,
the utility 'let' is invoked to reshape 'var 1

.

*
1 et var = var (5.2)

A second use of 'list' verifies that 'var' now has the right shape.

*
1 ist

junk text
var array (5,2)

The 'print' utility is used as a second check that 'var' is correct.

* print var
1.0000 0.0000
2.0000 3.0000
3.0000 2.0000
4.0000 3.0000
5.0000 6.0000



1 va r
' had more

Simple typewriter scatter-pl ots may be produced by 'scat'
has only two columns, no options need be specified. If
umns, the command might be 'scat var {x=3;y=4}' (options are always
in {}). The defaults are x=l and y=2.

'var'Since
col -

encl osed

*scat var
6.00

0.000
1.000 5.000

The 'regress' command below fits a straight line (i.e., regresses
2 on column 1 with a constant term). The symbol '>' is used as in the
command above to indicate the disposition of output variables. Since
'regress' may produce more than one output, we specify 'res @ vresids' to
indicate that the output known internally as 'res' is to be produced and

col umn
' read

'

placed in a variable called
put, 'regress var > vresids
will not be produced, since

1 vres i ds '

.

would have
no variable

regress var > res @ vresids

Since 'res' is in fact the first out-
the same effect (any other outputs
name is gi ven)

.

vari abl

e

coef f corr

,

t -s tat

1.20000 0.875190 3. 13340

intercept
multiple r

f-statistic

-0.800000
0.875190
9. 81819

The output 'res', here in variable 'vresids', consists of two columns,
the first containing the fitted values and the second containing the residuals
(this is also true if 'regress' is used for multiple regressions)
following command produces a scatter-plot of residuals against

Thus the
f i tted values
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*s cat vres i ds

1 . 40

1.00
0.4000 5.200

The 'delete' utility is used to remove files from the temporary area
se is redundant here because all files in the temporary area are re-Its use is

moved on 'exit

* d e 1 e t e junk var
*

1 ist

resids array (5,2)
* e x i t

5. CURRENT ISP COMMANDS

The following commands are currently implemented in isp. The data anal-
ysis methods are based on those described by Tukey (1977). Similar commands
are described by McNeil (1977). The robust methods are developments of tech-
niques described in Andrews et al. (1972) and Huber (1973). Several other
commands exist in an experimental state.

System Commands

make create a text file
edit edit a text file
read read a text file, converting to isp variable
save save an isp variable or text file for future use
load load a previously saved variable or file
delete delete active variable(s)
unsave unsave saved objects
list list contents of active, data, text, or system areas
print print variable or string
let algebraic and manipulative capability
explain how to explain something
rename rename a file
copy make a copy of a file
echo echo command arguments



Data Analysis

boxplot schematic plots
stemleaf stem and leaf displays
code coded di spl ays
fivenum fivenumber summaries
biweight robust estimates of location (biweight M-estimate)
compare comparison (schematic) plots
scat scatterplots

Robust Fitting

robust regression
oneway anova
twoway anova

Least Squares

stat basic statistics of batches
corr correlation matrix
regress regressions
eigen eigenvalues (real symmetric matrix)
princo principal components
svd singular value decomposition
cancorr canonical correlations

Time Series

smooth Tukey's smoothers
fft Fast Fourier Transform
pgram periodogram
xpgram cross periodogram
cohphs phase stuff

Util ities

gplot Gsi, Tektronix graphics
trans matrix transposes
sort sorting (Shell sort)
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MINIBMD: A MINICOMPUTER STATISTICAL SYSTEM

R. Buchness, L. Engelman
Health Sciences Computing Facility, UCLA, Los Angeles, Ca. 90024

ABSTRACT

The falling prices of minicomputers, their evolving capabilities,
and their increasing presence in biomedical settings has motivated the
Health Sciences Computing Facility to develop a minicomputer statistical
package. Minicomputers are commonly used in biomedical research for data
acquisition and screening. For statistical analysis, users of minicom-
puters must either use inadequate vendor packages or write their own
software.

The MiniBMD package will be a reliably crafted, well supported sta-
tistical system operating on a wide variety of minicomputers. It will be
arranged into a set of FORTRAN modules, (such as data input, screening,
editing, description and various statistical routines) tied together by
a supervisory program having simplified problem specification and tai-
lored output routines. The modular structure will make it easier for the
researcher with a specialized problem to modify or plagiarize the neces-
sary routines. Documentation will be provided at both the program and
module level

.

Because the biomedical researcher requires quality software, metic-
ulous numerical crafting and testing will be used in developing the Mini-
BMD series. A manual including test runs and annotated output will be
provided to assist the investigator in proper program usage. Input and
output will be finely tuned for both the batch and interactive investi-
gator.

Keywords: Biomedical; FORTRAN; minicomputers; software; statistics

1 . INTRODUCTION

At present, the minicomputer user desiring a general statistical package is faced
with the prospect of a) using vendor packages, b) hiring an application programmer, or c)

becoming a proficient programmer. The first option is often rejected because vendor
packages 1) do not exist, 2) are inflexible, 3) have insufficient scope, or 4) are not

well tested and documented. Hiring an application programmer is often impossible due to

lack of funds. Few investigators can afford both an application and system programmer for

their minicomputers. This leads to a search for the unlikely blend of both programming
types. Transient students are often used as application programmers but this is generally
inefficient: their goals seldom include documentation, quality coding and adequate testing.

After rejecting the first two options the investigator is often forced to become a pro-

ficient programmer himself. Although some knowledge is mandatory for proper facility
management, a full time study is usually an unnecessary dilution of the investigator's
research

.

At best, none of the above alternatives is likely to provide the researcher with a

full range of up to date techniques. These considerations point to the need for a reli-

bly designed, wel 1 -supported statistical system for minicomputers, that will allow the

researcher to screen, edit, examine and analyze his data. The MiniBMD system is being
designed and developed to meet these requirements.
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Minicomputer software has lagged behind hardware because of the enormous development
cost to the vendor. To avoid this cost, the hardware oriented manufacturer often acquires
his software from the user. However, the prospects of developing the MiniBMD package
have brightened due to considerable advancement in system software for minicomputers.
This software takes the form of monitors, compilers, editors and linkage routines which
make the maintenance of such a package more feasible.

In conjunction with advanced software support, the vendors now supply extensive
auxiliary storage management routines. This allows the user to add, delete and maintain a

considerable number of auxiliary data files. These files can be accessed through mini-
computer FORTRAN, Most minicomputer vendors now offer ANSI 3.9 1966 standard FORTRAN
(ANSI 1966) to their users. A statistical package written using this standard would suffer
from a rather weak FORTRAN definition. Fortunately, a majority of minicomputer vendors
have uniformly extended the standard to produce a more powerful FORTRAN. These extensions
include mixed mode expressions, direct access, and file and error handling, and several
other features not provided by the ANSI standard. In addition, most vendors provide
character manipulation either directly or by utility subroutines.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

2.1 Comparison with BMP and BMDP

The MiniBMD statistical package is an entirely new system and will be quite different
internally from the existing BMD and BMDP statistical packages described in Dixon (1973,
1975) and Frane (1976). This difference takes several forms, including: 1) less use of
main memory, 2) more extensive use of auxiliary storage for intermediate storage of data,

3) alternate batch or interactive modes of operation and 4) terse as well as extensive
output

.

2.2 Use of main memory

The average minicomputer has an address space of 32K 16 bit words. Considering that a

typical BMD program has a 30K 16 bit word storage area, the new series will have a com-
pletely different storage philosophy. Some minicomputers provide dynamic storage alloca-
tion on a subroutine basis and this reduces the core storage requirements on these machines.
But a general system of dynamic memory management may be required for machines with severe
core restrictions.

In order to reduce core requirements, the MiniBMD package will be composed of rela-
tively independent modules. This modular construction wil 1 allow the use of OVERLAY
management. The specification of OVERLAY structure varies widely but the option exists
on most minicomputers. It is possible that the new series will use some of the ideas de-

veloped in the BMD series which assist in core storage management. However, these ideas

will have to be further developed.

2.3 Use of auxiliary storage

A standard option for a minicomputer system is a disk storage device capable of storing

well over one million real values. The MiniBMD data base will be transferred from disk by

a resident executive. The executive will create and process annotated data files which
contain the origin, history and description of the data in question. The form of the data

base on auxiliary storage will be expanded because of the powerful transformation capa-
bilities of the package. Using the annotated file, an investigator will be able to evalu-
ate a transformation that produced a new variable.

2.4 Batch and interactive modes

In a batch job, program flow is completely specified before submittal. An interactive
job has the advantage of allowing conditional program flow based on user input during

10



execution. This advantage is often very important in an experimental situation where the
investigator is probing the nature of the data base. Early minicomputers were entirely
interactively oriented. A minicomputer user was given 'his' machine and allowed to inter-
act with the system. This unfortunately implied a considerable amount of typing which
some investigators were reluctant to perform. A recent development in minicomputer systems
is the ability to accept batch files and job control language,

Unlike the BMD series, which is batch oriented, the MiniBMD series will have both
batch and interactive modes. In the interactive mode, the system may prompt the user for
missing values and may request respeci fication of values outside a specified range. Once
a sequence of steps is defined for a given problem, the investigator is free to define
these steps in a batch control file which requires no interaction.

The control commands and their syntax will be identical in both the interactive and in

batch mode of execution.

3. INPUT AND OUTPUT

The design of a statistical package places a heavy emphasis on input and output. The
data base of a minicomputer user may be either fixed or free field information. The user
of the MiniBMD will be able to specify either interactively or from a batch control file,
the manner in which the data are read and manipulated. As in the BMD series, fixed field
information will be handled using FORMAT specifications provided by the user. Less rigid
input will be allowed with values separated by commas or by blanks, as desired. In both
cases, the program will provide correct handling of extreme values and missing values.
The proper reading and verification of data will be completely under user control via con-
trol language statements.

Program output will also be under user control. This output will take two forms,
namely, 1) compact and 2) extensive. Compact output is designed primarily for inspection
at the terminal in the interactive mode. This output will guide the user in specifying
the next step in his analysis. The user will be able to compose a summary table or plot
of the exact item of interest by using the powerful grouping and screening abilities of
the command language. In both the batch and the interactive mode, the investigator will

be able to obtain comprehensive hard copy in the form of tables and graphs, tailored to

the output device in his system.

4. QUALITY STATISTICS

The Health Sciences Computing Facility has been heavily involved in developing sta-
tistical programs for sixteen years. During that time, we have learned that quality
statistical programs cannot be obtained from a routine translation of statistical texts
into a programming language. Such an attempt ignores many of the 'real' requirements of
the user - for ease of setup, intermediate results, a useful display of information, etc.

It also ignores the fact that textbook methods are often inadequate for the needs of the

problem, Finally, developing the algorithm is only the beginning. Extensive testing,
maintenance, and documentation are essential, if the programs are to have real utility.

We have a large statistical staff to assist in both the statistical accuracy and selec-

tion of output forms in the MiniBMD series. It will also insure that up-to-date statis-

tical techniques will be available for the BMD user.

To maintain integrity, statistical software for any computer system must be carefully
designed and tested. In a minicomputer system particular notice must be taken of both

statistical design and computer characteristics. Typical minicomputer precision allows

six digits of accuracy during real valued computation. When required, double precision

can be requested using standard FORTRAN. The proper use of such changes in precision is

an integral part of the existing BMD package. In the MiniBMD series, the tradeoff between

speed and accuracy will be carefully considered.
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5. COMMAND LANGUAGE

The proposed series will contain a command interpreter which will parse, verify and
execute command lines in both batch and interactive modes. The parse stage deciphers
expressions, recognizes and creates variables and prepares commands for execution. The
verify stage will provide diagnostics and defaults when required. The execute stage will
invoke the proper module and assure the presence of proper variables. Basic commands will
be identified with a keyword followed by parameter for example,

PLOT X=HEIGHT Y=WEIGHT;

will plot the current variables 'height' versus 'weight'.

An important part of the system is the transform processor which is used for data
transformations and interpreting complicated case selection and editing criteria. For
example, the user's case selection rule might read

SELECT SEX.EQ.l .AND. (AGE GT.20.AND.AGE.LT.50)

or to compute a patient's age at treatment onset from his birth year and the treatment date
(only two digits are used to record the year).

TRANSFORM AGE = START - BIRTH,
IF (AGE.LT.O) THEN AGE = AGE + 100;

The same set of routines is also used by a CALCULATOR function that allows the user to

evaluate algebraic expressions at any time during the session. This processor accepts user
commands in notation similar to FORTRAN. A preliminary version of the transform processor
has been tried out on PDP-11, PDP-12 and MODCOMP computers.

6. IMPLEMENTATION

At present, most minicomputer FORTRAN systems suffer from poor run time diagnostics and
debugging aides. A typical installation also lacks proper peripherals for extensive pro-
gram development. These facts make the creation of a statistical package difficult on a

small installation. We intend to use UCLA minicomputers from at least four different
vendors, augmented by the power of a large host, to develop the MiniBMD package. Using a

variety of computers will assist in cross-checking of FORTRAN code and statistical accuracy,
as well as helping to insure portability.

Several verification routines exist which can be used in assessing the portability of
software. The system described by Ryder (1974) is routinely used in the development of the

BMDP series. It is possible that a new program will be developed for the more complicated
portability required for diverse minicomputer systems.

7. DISTRIBUTION AND MAINTENANCE

A statistical package is useless unless it is properly documented and maintained. At

UCLA, we have distributed documentation and revisions for BMD installations throughout the
world. Because of the diverse nature of minicomputers, we plan to use redistribution
centers for specific hardware configurations. This method of support has been effective
for the BMDP series.

The MiniBMD series will be distributed in phases, allowing user feedback to influence
the redirection and modification of later stages of the design. We will form an advisory
committee of experts in statistical systems to advise us on our developments.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Minicomputer systems have reached a level which allows design and distribution of a

quality statistical package. Such a package must contain reliable code which has been
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leticulously tested and statistically confirmed, and should be designed to perform in both
jatch and interactive modes. A necessary prerequisite to success is proper documentation,
;upport and improvements after program distribution, The MiniBMD package will have the
lecessary blend of statistical accuracy, portability, documentation and support to produce
i viable tool in biomedical research.
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2.3 Limited hardware capacity in relation to software requirements . Another major
Istacle to software implementation is the limited capacity of most third world computers in

j lation to the requirements of major software packages. In some cases the architectural
fsign of the computer itself restricts the capacity. In other cases the limited capacity
rives from the tendency to install small computers in each government ministry so that
lery minister may control his own fiefdom. More generally, the problem stems from a

ronic lack of hard currency and the higher cost of computers for remote or semi-remote
cations. The Population Council's experience indicates that computer costs in the third
rid range from 50 to 100 percent higher than comparable costs in the United States, even
jthout taking into consideration the added expenses often necessary for power regulation or

nerators. Unfortunately, even many package programs reduced to fit smaller machines have
orage requirements far in excess of the capacity commonly available in the third world.

2.4 Inexperienced and poorly trained personnel . The lack of training facilities and
portunities for experience are compounded in the case of those in governmental and univer-
ty centers by economic disincentives. Differential pay scales between commercial and
ientific endeavors are not uncommon in the West, but assume extreme dimensions in the
ird world. In Thailand, where most statistical data processing is done in government

I ganizations , a survey of salaries in private and government organizations documented that

|
ta processing personnel in private organizations earned two and one-half to four times as

| ch as their counterparts in government positions. These differentials held for all lev-

Is of personnel, from keypunch operators through data processing managers. It was not
irprising that the same survey found unusual high turnover in government positions.

Some senior data processing management may be appointed because of their political
innections, not because of their experience or knowledge of data processing. Poor morale
id inefficient utilization of the computer facility are the inevitable results. Bizarre
i.nagement procedures further restrain efficiency. At one IBM 370 site in Africa the

i nager kept the manuals under lock and key, and did not permit disk storage for any user,
.though the users finally generated enough pressure to order SPSS, thereafter, only the
Onager or the assistant manager prepared all SPSS jobs and returned the output to users
ter removing all related job control language from the output.

2.5 Installation difficulties . The installation of many packages requires a

ystems programmer" who is intimately familiar with both the computer hardware and oper-
;ing system and who can devote a significant amount of time not only to the installation
id testing but also to the maintenance of that package. Well written users manuals and
it uncommonly oral instruction for users are generally required before the package can be
ill utilized.

Many packages such as OSIRIS and DATA-TEXT are written, at least in part in Assembler
mguage and/or machine-specific FORTRAN and thus are machine dependent. In recent years,
nme authors have attempted to overcome this problem by creating different versions of the
ickage for specific target machines. The wide variety of computers in the third world
;ans that such an approach will have limited applicability.

2.6 Lack of communication . Those individuals who are interested and involved in

r.atistical data processing in the third world are a small and isolated group. Unfortu-
itely, much of the information concerning program development or adaptation and available
hchnical support is disseminated through informal communications networks to which few

f:ird world data processers belong. Only occasionally is such information found in profes-
onal publications such as Computer Survey , Proceedings of the Association for Computer
ichinery , Journal of the American Statistical Association , and SIGSOC" The recent
>tablisnment of a statistical computing section in the American Statistician is a welcome
it by no means adequate corrective. The newly created International Association for
;atistical Computing (a section of the International Statistical Institute) may perform a

;eful role. The proceedings of conferences are also difficult to obtain, even for
mwledgeable persons in the developed world. For the statistical data processer in the
n'rd world journal subscriptions are expensive and attending conferences is out of the
Nestion. Organizations such as the Population Council, the United Nations Statistical
:

fice, and Bureau of the Census have provided and will doubtless continue to provide
ichnical assistance, but such assistance must first be requested and even when provided



often falls woefully short of fulfilling the need. The third world desperately requires
new source of information -- information on what software will do, the machines for which
it is suited, and where and how a prospective user may obtain it.

mi

:tf

EXPERIENCE IN THE RECENT PAST

A number of different organizations and individuals have confronted the problems dis< iJ

|

cussed above. Our own experience has been limited largely to the social sciences, and
population in particular. We discuss below the work of organizations and individuals we
know best and do not mean to imply that others have not done similar work.

In the mid-1960's Nathan Keyfitz at the University of Chicago developed a series of
programs for demographic analysis. These programs written in simple FORTRAN and suitable
for small computers, were later printed and widely used throughout both the developed and
developing world. In 1968 the Community and Family Study Center of the University of
Chicago through a field staff member located in Bogota, Colombia initiated development of
what was to become the MINI-TAB series, a group of inter-related FORTRAN programs for smal
computers. The MINI-TAB series includes programs for data editing, frequencies (marginals
cross tabulation, multiple regression, and life table analysis. The Population Council
became involved in the development and implementation of statistical software through its
mandate to advance knowledge in population through research, training, and technical as-
sistance. The Council's own IBM 1130 and FORTRAN E compiler and 16K word memory of 16 bit
words (later supplanted by a PDP 11/45) provided the constrained environment for developir
programs suitable for small computers in the field. The Population Council adopted the
Keyfitz and MINI-TAB programs, enhanced them, and developed additional programs. The
criteria for software development were portability, small core and storage requirements,
modular programming, and extensive documentation and user aids designed for non-computer
related personnel

.

For portability the use of a low level FORTRAN overcame in large measure the problem
of the variety of machines in the third world. Features such as object time formats and
logical "IF" statements were avoided. FORTRAN is the language most universally known to
statisticians and thus provided a basis for understanding and confidence in the alogarithm
used, as well as opportunity for program modification at the local level.

In order to fit most of the small core machines in the third world, all Council pro-
grams were designed to run in 16K (16bit words) or 32K bytes. For users with greater
available core storage, instructions provide for expansion of the DIMENSION statement to
handle more variables and/or produce more tables. An important programming technique in
common with the MINI-TAB programs is single rather than multiple dimension arrays to utili
core storage more efficiently.

A significant decision was to use modular programming, both in the macro and micro
sense. At the macro level the Council decided not to offer an integrated package or syster
for file management and statistical analysis such as OSIRIS, P-STAT, and SPSS but instead
to offer a set of independent programs. Although the integrated approach might be ac-
complished through heavy overlaying, additional disk storage would be required, and both
portability and ease of installation and use would suffer.

At the micro level the Council utilized the concept of "structured programming." Ead
program includes three major sections: 1) program definition, including specification of
options and checking of the set-up instructions; 2) data input, including necessary recodir
and dealing with non-standard codes; and 3) output, including calculation of requested
statistics. The modular approach facilitates program modification at the local level and
enhances flexibility. For example, an error in the set-up instructions terminates the run
with a readable description of the problem, a procedure that saves both user and computer
time. Modular programming also facilitates the inclusion of options. An example is the
option of directly analyzing data after having corrected the most serious data inconsis-
tencies but without correcting data codes which might fall outside a specified range, e.g.
an alpha code in a numeric field. Finally, following the example of P-STAT, modular
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gramming has permitted the development of machine-dependent sub-routines (written in

TRAN) which enhance program performance. Copies of these modules are integrated into
ected programs when the user specifies the type of computer to be used.

A major consideration was the development of user documentation and aids for those who
|e not themselves highly competent in data processing, and who were presumed not to have
ess to technicians who were. The user's manual provides step-by-step instructions, with
mples, and contains sample set-up records, a test data file and the resulting computer
;put. The manual and programs incorporate heavy repetition of mnemonic symbols such as

iR for the number of variables, NCASE for the number of cases, and MIN and MAX for

n'mum and maximum data values. Throughout the Council programs set-up records are

ihly standardized. This standardization aids the user, in that once the user has experi-
:e with one program, he may utilize similar set-up records with another program. The

ivision with each program of a sample of set-up cards, test deck, and copy of output has
n'litated both local installation and user instruction, since each user can examine the
;-up instructions and run the sample data on his own computer to insure that the program
working correctly.

4. AND OF THE FUTURE

It seems clear that decreasing hardware costs and the consequent easing of maintenance
>blems are likely to result in a proliferation of computer installations throughout the
:rd world. Remote installations will depend upon spare components stocked in duplicate or

i plicate and thereby become less dependent upon highly trained service personnel. Sec-
lly, there seems little reason to expect the number of manufacturers and the variety of
iputers to decrease. In fact, because of the easing of maintenance it seems likely that
*e companies will challenge the monopolies or near monopolies now enjoyed by some of the

ior companies in developing nations.

A burgeoning number of users and increased demand for software seems likely to follow
; increase in computer installations. The continuing diversity of computers expected in

: third world would indicate that software tailored exclusively for a single type of
iputer would fail to meet users' needs. Yet our current software is only partially
:quate and is becoming dated as the mini -computer movement begins to take effect, and the

:ro-processor demands its place. Some encouraging steps have already occurred: SPSS has

;n implemented on the PDP 11 series and the Data General Eclipse, and there are plans for
1INI-BMD package. In addition, there are rumors that both Digital Equipment Corporation
1 Data General will soon offer 32 bit minicomputers. Such a development would expedite
» adaptation of existing software packages.

In our view the greatest need of the third world is for better technical support, in-

iding training and development of local expertise and improved communications.

One of the most important contributions for the third world would be the regularly up-
:ed publication of a catalog describing available software for statistical analysis. The
:alog should describe software capability, indicate the type of hardware for which it

ild be suitable, the user documentation available, and where and how the user might
:ain the software. Ideally the editors of the catalog would be experienced in both data
icessing and statistics so that they could test and evaluate the software in accordance
:h evaluation standards now being developed.

The industrialized world has the opportunity of making a major contribution to the
ird world by compressing the experiences of the last decade into one or two years. If

;quate communications are established, it is likely that benefits will flow in both
'ections.
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ABSTRACT

XTALLY produces fully-titled cross-tabulations of up to 7 dimen-
sions and 100,000 cells, each summing 1 or 2 variables, complete with
all sub-totals, percentages of over-all total, and automatic inflation/
deflation of values proportionate to 1 or 2 pre-specified overall
totals. The system requires only 2kK byte primary storage, and 2
megabyte disk storage. XTALLY does not depend on either compilation
or sorting, and only 3 statement formats are used with only two major
procedures so users can learn XTALLY in only a few hours.

Data record formats and category-sets are recorded in a disk-
stored dictionary of variable names and locations, category-set names,
and category limits and titles.

A particular cross tabulation is specified with a single state-
ment naming category-sets in hierarchical order for rows and for col-
umns, identifying the 1 or 2 accumulation variables, and associated
inflation/deflation totals if desired. Tabulation proceeds at from
15,000 to 150,000 records/hour, depending on the computer configura-
tion and the dimensions of the table. Timing is a linear function of
data file length.

XTALLY has been operational on the IBM System 3 since 197*+ and
the IBM System 32 since 1975, and has been used for survey or census
processing in half a dozen countries. RPG-2 will enable its imple-
mentation on the IBM 360/370 (DOS), Honeywell-Bull 6000, ICL 2903,
Hewlett-Packard 3000-11, Univac 9^00, Burroughs 1700, NCR Century and
Criterion Series, and other small to medium range computers. The
portability of RPG-2, and the array and file access operations it

offers, have led to its selection as the programming language for

developing an edit package and a data-base package for census data
processing on small computers.

1. INTRODUCTION

XTALLY was developed to provide an easy-to-use statistical cross tabulation capability
computer users whose applications are mainly or entirely programmed in RPG-2 or whose

rdware/software configurations cannot implement cross-tabulation packages requiring
>B0L, FORTRAN, BASIC or other compilers and more than 32K byte primary stores. The first

rsion of XTALLY, completed in early 197^, runs on a l6K byte IBM System 3 or System 32

th disk. Later and much faster versions for IBM 3, 32 or 370, Honeywell-Bull 6000,

!L 2903, Hewlett-Packard 3000-11, UNIVAC 9^00, Burroughs 1700 or NCR Century and Criterion

Ties require only 2k to 32K byte or equivalent primary storage plus 2 megabytes of disk

orage

.
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XTALLY has been used for tabulating census
,
survey or administrative data in a numt \

of technical cooperation projects in developing countries supported by the UN Statistic^
Office. The system does not require on-site compilation and all programmes are interpre
tive so that XTALLY has been installed by mail in most cases because of severely limited
funds available for travel and demonstration. User instructions are stored on the XTALI
disk, diskette or tape, enabling on-site generation of a brief but complete users-manuaJ
whenever one is needed.

Since use of XTALLY does not involve either compilation or sorting, and only 3 stat-

ment formats are used with only two major procedures, users can learn XTALLY in only a
few hours.

The procedure for using XTALLY has 2 steps:

1. Define the source data record content and format, one card/record per item; and

define category-sets — value groupings — to be used for various cross-tabula-
tions, one card/record per category for each data item.

2. Specify particular cross-tabulations by naming, in one control card

a. Names, in hierarchical order, of from 1 to 3 column category sets.

b. Names, in hierarchical order, of from 1 to k row category sets.

c. Names of one or two quantitative data items whose values are to be summed i

the 2- to 7- dimensional cross-tabulation.

i

ill

d. If desired, arbitrary overall totals for either of the two quantitative itei

can be specified to cause proportionate expansion of all subsidiary totals.
This feature is intended to be used if the tabulated data comprise a sample

The first step in the XTALLY procedure — data and category-set definition — need
be repeated while any number of cross-tabulations are produced. XTALLY stores the defin
tions on the XTALLY disk and thus ensures consistency between different cross-tabulation!
that use one or more common category sets or accumulation items. Whenever it is desirab
to modify or replace the data or category-set definitions, it is only necessary to re-rui

the single procedure that stores them on the disk and prints them out for use in specify:

tabulations

.

The major features of XTALLY are the following:

1. XTALLY cross-tabulations may include up to 99,999 individual cells. Each cell
contains the summed values of either one or two specified accumulation variables
If no accumulation variable is specified, only the count will appear in each eel

If only one accumulation variable is specified, the count may also be included i

wanted.

2. When the number of columns in the tabulation exceeds 15, XTALLY automatically
divides the overall table into 'strips' of 15 columns each, repeating the row
titles for each 'strip' to enable proper alignment or independent use. Rows con

tinue vertically until all row cross-categories are complete.

3. Quantities are converted to percentages — nearest 1/100 of 1% — and automati-
cally printed in identical format following print-out of the quantitative table.
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k. 'Estimated' values are automatically produced if arbitrary overall totals for

accumulation items are supplied in the control card.

5. Sub-totals and percentages of overall total are automatically included at all

hierarchical row and column levels

.

6. Each column in the printed cross-tabulation is titled according to all three

hierarchical column categories, and each row is titled according to all four row

category sets to ensure proper identification of values.

7. Extra copies of XTALLY cross-tabulations are produced at printer speed, without

re-calculation of totals.

8. A copy of User Operating Instructions can be printed from the XTALLY disk any

time one is wanted.

2. PLANNING AND PREPARING FOR TABULATIONS WITH XTALLY

The XTALLY cross-tabulation system is designed to be used directly by the statisti-
an or analyst. Using XTALLY does not require any computer programming; the three forms
ied to define data records, establish category limits and category-sets, and to specify
ibles are intended to be learned and used first-hand by the statistician or analyst.

The tabulations wanted from a file of data are often specified by proforma or narra-
• ve descriptions. Such specifications are easily used as a basis for completing XTALLY
!irms for category-set definition or table specification, but they are not necessary. The
llowing steps for planning and preparing tabulations can incorporate reference to such
•'aditional specifications as table proforma, but the tabulation planning chart can be
•oduced and used independently.

; 2.1 Step 1 - Data Definition . This first step is the simple and obviously necessary
t'e of identifying the items in the data record that will be used in some way to produce
",bles. Items that are not in any way used need not be defined: for example, family
i'me is not used in census data tabulation and its position in the record or the values
1 may assume need not be established in preparing for tabulations.

Items that must be named and whose start positions and end-positions in the record
1 st be identified are those that are used in either of the following ways:

1. accumulation variables : quantitative items (such as number of children ever
born, amount of money earned or spent, number of days worked, etc.) that might
be summed within categories

2. categorizing variables : quantitative or qualitative variables whose individual
values (or sets of values) identify categories within which sums or counts
might be accumulated.

/single item, such as age, expenditures, earnings, or number of children ever born, might
1 used both as an accumulation variable and as a categorizing variable. One data item
iy be part of another data item; for example, the first digit of a two-digit variable
ten as age-in-years may be one data item and the full two-digits may be another data
: em.
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Any item that might be used as an accumulation variable or as a categorizing varil

must be given a unique name. The name must consist of three alphabetic characters. Tl

format for assigning data item names and stating start and end positions in the record!
given in the operating instructions.

2.2 Step 2 - Category Set Definition . A single category is established by a clai

fying value, or set of values, of one of the categorizing variables. For example, a

category might consist of the values 00, 01, 02, 03 and 0k for a two-digit data item
named AGE; another category might consist of the value AABB for a four-character data
item named COD.

A category-set is a set of separate and distinct categories that together account
all possible values of one of the categorizing variables such that any particular valuu

the variable is in one and only one category of the set. For example, 20 five-year agi

categories 00-0^, 05-09. 10-lU . . . 95-99 may be a category set for the variable AGE.

Another category set for the variable AGE might be 100 single-value categories 00, 01,

02, . . . , 99. A third category set for the same variable AGE might be 00-13, 1*+, 151

17, ... , 39, 1+0-U5, 1*6-99.

A single category set classified data along one dimension. Two category sets clai

sify along two dimensions, so that a set of 20 age categories, for example, and a set <l

four marital-status categories together yield 80 cross-classifications, or cells. Usii

XTALLY, up to seven different category sets can be used to cross classify for any one 1

table, yielding up to 99,999 cells; each cell may contain summed values for one or two
accumulation variables, for one accumulation variable, or for the record count alone.

It is usually desirable to include sub-totals in tables of cross classifications. \

example, a table showing number of persons by sex, age and marital status usually incltf

not only sums of never-married males and for each age group, but also the total of neve-

married males of all ages. For this reason, every XTALLY category set is automatically
extended to include a "total" category. All sub-totals and grand totals are automatics
produced: the sums accumulated in each of the individual categories are summed togethe
to produce the "total" for the category set. The format for establishing category-sets
given in the operating instructions.

I

2.3 Step 3 - Preparing a Tabulation Chart . For planning and preparing to use XTAJ.

it is useful to express the desired tables in chart form as follows:

1
1. Label the columns of the chart with the identification numbers or codes of the

individual tables so that each column is identified with one table.

2. Label the rows of the chart with the names of the individual category sets
followed by the names of the individual accumulation variables. Next to the
name of each category set put the number (count) of individual categories in t

set plus one (total).

3. Specify the format and composition of each table:

a. locate the intersections of the table column with the rows labeled with
category sets included in the table and the accumulation variables summed
in the table;
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b. for each category set used in the table, indicate its use as a row-heading or

a column-heading category set by R or a C, and indicate its hierarchical
position as a row- or column-heading by a 1, 2, 3 or k following the R or C;

c. for each accumulation variable summed in the table, indicate its relative
print position in the table cells by a 1 (top) or a 2 (bottom).

h. Calculate the total number of columns in the table, which is the product of the
numbers (recorded in 2 above) next to the names of the column category sets

(CI, C2, or C3).

5. Calculate the total number of rows in the table, which is the product of the
numbers next to the names of the row-category sets (Rl, R2, R3, or Eh).

6. Calculate the total number of cells in the table, which is the product of total
columns x total rows. (This must not exceed 99,999, and a Halt will occur if it

does .

)

imple

:

Jiume AGE01 is a category set of 100 single-years of age, and AGE05 is a category set of
five-year age groups; SEX01 is a category set of the two sex categories; MAR01 is a

!|,egory set of five marital-status codes ; EDU01 is a category set of four educational
suainment codes; 0CC01 is a category set of 80 occupational code groupings; IND01 is a

! ;egory set of 60 industrial code groupings; and STA01 is a category set of four activity
ntus groupings. Assume DAW is an accumulation variable measuring number of days worked
|tt week, and CEB is an accumulation variable expressing number of children ever born. A
lirt for a set of tables using these category sets and accumulation variables might appear
t follows

:

egory Sets

:

Table 1 Table 2 Table 3 Table k Table 5

pi (101) R2

L»;05 ( 21)

11:01 ( 3) CI

L 01 ( 6) C2

101 ( 5) Rl

1(01 ( 81)

:ioi ( 61)

loi ( 5)

i'. Variables:

C2

Rl

CI

R2

Rl

CI

CI

C2

Rl

CI

Rl

R2

>sons (record count) 1

1

2

1 1 1

15 61 63 21

61 1+05 81 U05

915 2l+,705 5,103 8,505

lal Columns

lal Rows

Cc al Cells

18

505

9,090
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The XTALLY control statements used to produce the tables would be:

COLUMNS ROWS

(cc 1-17) (cc 33-55)

Table 1

Table 2

Table 3

Table k

Table 5

SEX01

STA01

AGE05

,MAR01 EDU01 , ,AGE01

,

,SEX01 ,OCC01, ,

,IND01 0CC01, ,EDU01,

,SEX01 , ,0CC01

,SEX01 0CC01, ,STA01

3. OPERATION

ACC. VARIABLES
(cc 26-32)

DAW , CEB

. .
,DAW

I

if

:. t

Vt

:cs

,DAW

Data record formats and category-sets are recorded in a disk-stored dictionary of
variable names and locations, category-set names, and category limits and titles. The
automatic coupling of titles to category definitions eliminates an important source of
error while also reducing the work required of a user to a minimum.

Tabulation proceeds at from 15,000 to 150,000 records /hour , depending on the compu
configuration and the dimensions of the table. Timing is a linear function of data fil
length.

The summary array is produced on the fixed disk and formatted and printed by a
separate program. This not only facilitates reproduction of table printout but also
provides the basis for extending the system to allow more flexibility in output format <

to provide additional functions of the one or two summed variables.

USES OF RPG-2

The portability of RPG-2, and the array and file access operations it offers, have
led to its selection as the programming language for developing an edit package and a
data-base package for census data processing on small computers. Important facilities
provided by RPG-2 include the following:

a. logical and arithmetic operations on variables or arrays

b. easy direct access to disk-stored arrays and array segments

c. simple but powerful input and output format statements.

The most complex XTALLY programme, as an example, is coded with 507 RPG-2 statements. S

of the statements are File Declarations , 8 are Array Declarations , 58 are Input Format m

33 are Output Format Statements. Of the UoO-odd calculation statements, the great major?
are concerned with calculation of array indices and their factors.
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The original simple report-generator concept of RPG is still evident in RPG-2, but
i newer capabilities to deal with arrays in primary and secondary storage, coupled
h the very large and fast disk stores available with new small computers have made
-2 a very practical programming language for statistical computing. This has made
possible to provide statistical software for small, so-called business-oriented
tputers, and XTALLY is an example of such user-oriented software.

I
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CONSTRAINTS IN THE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF INTERACTIVE STATISTICAL SYSTEMS
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, attention is focussed on issues and problems re-

lating to the design and implementation of interactive statistical sys-

tems (as opposed to batch systems or small batch or interactive programs)
for minicomputers. In particular, constraints imposed by certain charac-
teristics of existing minicomputers (such as size of main storage and

data format) as well as related operating systems software and program-
ming languages are discussed. Efforts to relax or eliminate these con-
straints may be considered as prospects for statistical systems for

future generations of minicomputers.

Key words: Interactive statistical systems; minicomputer; statistical
software design.
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INTRODUCTION

During the past decade, the minicomputer industry has experienced an explosive perifci!

of growth, in terms of technological advances and market volume. According to recent Dair

pro Research Corporation Reports, estimates of worldwide minicomputer market volumes arei

1972 [1] $300 - $450 million

1975 [2] $800 million - $1.4 billion

1977 [2] $1.8 billion.

These figures are rather striking by themselves even if we do not take into account
the rapid decrease in the cost of central processors. Kenney [10] wrote, "In 1966, for
ample, the processor cost approximately $30,000, but six years later, 1972, its price wa

only 20 percent of that cost, about $6,500." Monrad-Krohn [12] (1977) estimated, "The o

tral processing element of a computer has decreased to the cost of about $20."-- of courii

he was referring to the lower spectrum of present generation of micro computers.

During this period of explosive growth, technological advances in the hardware comp<

nents have far exceeded the development of software. The following quotes are fairly ty|-

cal of current opinions about minicomputer software:

"The present state of software development is far from being acceptable ... Develop-

ment of the software takes longer than anticipated and almost always the costs are

more than expected. At times the finished product does not perform as expected,

and there have been times when it didn't perform at all." [10, p. 76]
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"Software, which had long received only cursory attention from the predominantly

i

hardware-oriented minicomputer makers, is rapidly becoming the principal distin-
guishing factor between competitive product lines." [2, p. 70c-010-20d]

Given the state of general software development of minicomputers, it should be no sur-
,e that existing statistical software for minicomputers is fragmented, localized, and of-

|
primitive. Some manufacturers (such as Hewlett-Packard) serve as the distributor of

i'-contri buted software, including statistical programs and systems. In such cases, the
; of quality control standards for contributed programs resulted in many library programs
; are low in quality, by any reasonable standards of evaluation. Portable statistical
;ems for minicomputers, interactive or not, are almost nonexistent. MiniBMD [5] is per-
i the first serious attempt at the creation of a portable, high quality, general purpose
:istical system specifically designed for minicomputers.

For the aforementioned reasons, instead of doing a survey of existing, non-portable,
n'stical software, I shall consider some characteristics of portable statistical software
minicomputers in the immediate future by focussing on constraints imposed by such corn-

ers on the design and implementation of interactive statistical systems. In my opinion,
tractive systems are of paramount importance in the effective use of statistics on mini-
sters, and the effective design of such systems must pay close attention to the con-

: n'nts.

2. WHAT IS A MINICOMPUTER?

One agreement within the minicomputer industry is that there is disagreement as to what
j|;titutes a minicomputer. For the purpose of the present discussion, I shall use the
iUdo-definition "minicomputers are machines whose mainframes sell for less than $50,000
) some other arbitrary figure)" in the the spirit minicomputers are defined in [2]. A ty-

lil system configuration costs two to four times the cost of the mainframe. There are no

I ir cutoff values that separate minis from micros and midis (see e.g. [12, 15]). For ex-

(i e, Interdata 8/32 is classified as a mini in [2] and a midi in [15]. Given the trend of
ipeasing computer power and decreasing cost, the next generation of minis will likely be

Uiarable to some of today's maxis in capacity and performance.

The most important distinguishing characteristic of a mini is its word length. A "ty-

jil" mini currently on the market has a 16-bit word length, although minis with word
jjths of as many as 32 bits or as few as 8 bits are not rare. For a minicomputer which is

lable of supporting a moderately versatile interactive statistical system, we may consider
II following to be some of its "typical" characteristics:

Software support: a time sharing operating system. BASIC and/or FORTRAN
compi 1 ers.

Data Format: 16-bit word length (and up).

Main storage: magnetic core having a maximum storage capacity of 32768
words (and up).

I/O control: DMA channel and multi levels of external interrupt.

Peripheral: disk pack or cartridge drives, tape drives and other standard
I/O devices.
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CHOICE OF COMPUTER AND INTERACTIVE SYSTEM DESIGN -•

WHICH COMES FIRST OR SHOULD IT MATTER?

From the system designer's point of view, two general optimization approaches are pc

sibl e

:

(A) Consider an ideal design of an interactive system and then choose a computer w|

characteristics are most suitable for the implementation of that design.

(B) Given a computer and its associated software, design an interactive system whicH
attempts to make optimal use of the available features and resources.

In practice, approach (A) is generally not available to the statistical system desic

and judging from the characteristics of existing interactive statistical software for 1 a

t

and small computers, approach (B) appears to be the norm. As a result, most of them (eJ
IDA (BASIC Version) [11], isp [41, MIDAS [6, 7], SAS [13], SIPS [9], and SPEAKEASY [14])

chieve certain desirable features or local optimal ity at the expense of severely limited
portabil ity.

If we use the criteria for evaluating statistical software in [8, 16] as guidelines
designing an interactive system, then neither approach (A) nor approach (B) would be appr

priate. Instead, the system designer should first consider the constraints imposed by th

requirement of portability to choose the software language used to code the interactive s

tern (e.g., at the present time, neither APL nor PL/I would be an appropriate choice becai

most minicomputers do not have an interpreter or compiler for these languages, although
purely from a programming language point of view, they are in many respects better than
their counterparts BASIC and FORTRAN which are widely supported.)

Our experience with existing interactive systems should have taught us a lesson aboi

the importance of portability. Far too often, system designers (myself included) exhibi'1

systems with many desirable features but unfortunately have to inform those who are inter

ested in using the system that it cannot run under machine ABC or operating system XYZ wi

out substantial conversion efforts. In order to consider a truly portable system, we art

not only constrained to use BASIC or FORTRAN, but we must sacrifice certain features of c

system if their implementation would require non-standard features of those languages,
ilarly, other constraints imposed by minicomputers should be carefully considered before
system is designed or implemented.

4. CONSTRAINTS IMPOSED BY MINICOMPUTERS

The major categories of evaluation criteria and their dependence on the characterisl
of a "typical" minicomputer can be summarized by figure 1. The diagram suggests that the

partition size (which is generally a function of the primary core size) plays an importar

role in all aspects of a statistical system design.

Figure 2 gives a schematic representation of some typical implementations (using BA£!

or FORTRAN as the source language) that further restricts the space available for active
data and system parameters. In general, the use of FORTRAN places much greater constrair
on the total size (and hence extensibility) of a system while the most favorable language
for modularizing a large system (BASIC with CHAIN and COMMON) is likely to have severe pc

tability problems. The constraints that effect each of several major evaluation items wi

be elaborated below:
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4.1 User interface.

4.1.1. Date structure and size of active data . The mos

n a statistical system on a minicomputer and one on a max

! of the "active" arrays (variables addressable in the pri

i on a maxi computer with a 256K partition size, say, the s

t generally exceeds the space on a mini allocatable to the

Uve the capability of analyzing a moderate to large datas

; must be accessed repeatedly, such as required in various
It be structured to interface efficiently with data stored
(devices, whereas a maxi system may have sufficient space

Moreover, a BASIC system without the COMMON feature wi

^bles and system parameters among modules or subprograms,
I on the performance of the system.

Figure 1

RELATION BETWEEN CONSTRAINTS
AND EVALUATION CRITERIA

t distinguishing feature be-
icomputer is probably the total

mary core). For a system run-
pace allocatable to active ar-
entire system. Thus, in order

et on a mini (where the raw
residuals analyses) the system

in secondary memory locations
to place the entire dataset in

11 require explicit I/O to pass
thereby exacting a heavy over-

Evaluation Criteria

Constraints

PARTITION SPACE
UTILIZATION AND LIMITATION-

SOURCE LANGUAGE
~ ~ OPERATING SYSTEM

WORD LENGTH

INTERFACE

Data Structure

Active Data

Command or Control Language

Level of Interaction

Internal Documentation

•STICAL EFFECTIVENESS

Versatil ity

Accuracy

^MENTATION

Extensibility

Portabil ity

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Figure 2

EXAMPLES OF SOME TYPICAL IMPLEMENTATION
AND PARTITION SPACE UTILIZATION

Standard BASIC (without COMMON and CHAIN capabilities)

* variables and subprogram
communication parameters

Subprogram 1

* variables and subprogram
communication parameters

Subprogram 2

Explicit I/O is required to pass variables and parameters between subprograms

Size of source code for system virtually unlimited

Extensibility: good Portability: good

BASIC with COMMON and CHAIN (such as HP-2000 BASIC)

* variables and subprogram
communication parameters
in COMMON

chain

* variables and subprogram
communication parameters
in COMMON

Subprogram 1

(part 1)

Subprogram 1

(part 2)

Even subprograms can be arbitrarily modularized through COMMON and CHAIN

Virtually unlimited size for source programs

Very small portion of partition needed for source

Extensibility: very good Portability: poor

FORTRAN Load Module (not overlayed)

** variables and parameters
in COMMON

FORTRAN subroutines and
utility subroutines

Main program

Subprogram 1

Subprogram n

high speed core for data, variables, and
system parameters severely limited by si

2

of partition

versatility of system severely limited by

the limited amount of space for subroutin

size of source code (function of load mod

size) limited by size of partition

Extensibility: poor. Lack space. Also,

must recompile main program and link

Portability: good if ANSI FORTRAN is use
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Figure 2 (cont.

)

AN Load Module (overlayed)

** variables and parameters
in COMMON

FORTRAN subroutines and
utility subroutines

Main program

Subprograms (set 1)

As system grows, more and more FORTRAN sub-
routines and system utility subroutines
must reside in core at all times. This can

be accomplished only through a reduction in

the size of variables in COMMON. I/O on
peripheral device may be necessitated

overl ay Subprograms (set 2)

ce relative to partition size remains Extensibility: fair to poor

ighly constant as system grows
|imum usable space relative to partition Portability: almost as good as non-over-

is diminishes as system grows layed

4.1.2 Command language structure . All interactive systems must have a command lan-

j
structure. The syntax of the structure may range from simply a dictionary of COMMAND

I to one admitting flexible combinations of language phrases and arithmetic expressions,
fatter will require a parsing algorithm to interpret the command or control phrases,

lartition size of a minicomputer will greatly curtail the space allocatable to the algo-
l and thus will limit its complexity and generality.

'4.1.3 Level of interaction between User and System . The minicomputer itself has re-

ply small effect on this aspect of the software design. The source language used and

Dde of communication between the main (driver) program and subroutines (modules) and
I modules will determine the efficiency of the interaction (provided the system is opti-
1 designed and coded for man-machine interaction). For example, of the two types of
I illustrated in figure 2, the one with CHAIN and COMMON is much more amenable to a

K)le structure for user-system interaction than its counterpart, the standard BASIC.

U.1.4 Internal documentation . Ideally, the user of an interactive system ought to
lie to access all relevant information and documentation about the system on line, with-
lie necessity of a User's Manual or various reference manuals. In practice, no existing
in accomplishes this ideal, though some (such as SPEAKEASY, with several hundred pages
let in the HELP file, hierarchically organized in a tree structure) come much closer to

i'ternally-documented system than others. For minicomputers, even considerable less
t:han that in the SPEAKEASY system would be constrained by the limited partition size,

si only the most frequently accessed documentation can be kept in core while the others
tbe retrieved from secondary or peripheral storage devices.

4.2 Statistical effectiveness.

It. 2.1 Statistical versatility . The statistical versatility of a system is con-:

iied primarily by the partition space utilization as illustrated in figure 2, so that
)nstraint is much more severe for a FORTRAN system than one in BASIC.

n comment is perhaps necessary here to clarify the assertion that a system written in
TIN has greater constraints on added statistical capabilities than one written in BASIC.
a,

:0RTRAN environment, statistical as well as I/O tasks that are common to many ,.
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procedures (modules) are accomplished by a CALL SUBROUTINE statement within the module wt 0
the subroutines being called resident in core at all times. Thus, as a system grows, thif

will be more and more of such "utility" subroutines. In a BASIC environment, the implic
subroutine call feature does not exist, so that often the identical codes (or codes withi

different names) are explicitly coded within each and every subprogram or module of the
tern, as a matter of necessity imposed by the language. In theory, if we simulate this f
of inefficiency in FORTRAN (by discarding the effective use of subroutines) then the ove
lay structure in FORTRAN is no different from the chaining structure in BASIC insofar th
programmer is concerned. However, it appears reasonable to assume that when one is work
within a portable FORTRAN environment (having sacrificed many non-standard but more powe
ful features) one is entitled to, and should, make effective use of the SUBROUTINE featu
in FORTRAN while paying a price in the extensibility of a large system.

4.2.2 Numerical accuracy . The primary constraint is the word length of a minicomi

ter which limits the achievable numerical accuracy of the minicomputers. Typically, min
computers do not have .the option to perform computations in double-precision arithmetic
while many statistical computational algorithms require double-precision to ensure a h i

g.

degree of accuracy. A secondary constraint may be considered to be the CPU speed of ari

metic operations because algorithms capable of achieving a high degree of numerical accu
at the expense of "number crunching" may have to be discarded in favor of less accurate,
but much speedier algorithms.

4.3. Implementation .

4.3.1 Extensibil ity . The implementation of a system should make allowances for tj

types of modification or extension:
(A) Added system capabilities (new commands or procedures).
(B) Accommodations of user-supplied procedures or routines.

The feasibility and ease of implementing these depend heavily on the software langu
used to code the system and to some extent on the operating system on which the package
run. Typically such extensions are much more easily accomplished in BASIC (or any inter|

tive language) than in FORTRAN (which requires compilation, linking, and the creation of
new load module for the entire system before execution of the new procedure can take plai

At the present state of affairs, I would assess the extensibility of a FORTRAN system to

moderately clumsy to fair for the system implementor, and difficult to impossible for th<

user. On the other hand, extending a system written in BASIC is generally simple and
straightforward.

4.3.2 Portability . Among all of the evaluation criteria of a statistical system,
portability is probably the most challenging one to satisfy as well as one which is much

more restrictive than it may seem. The major constraint lies in the fact that even for
commonly used languages such as BASIC and FORTRAN, different manufacturers of minicomputi
support different features of the languages). Consequently, to achieve portability, ofti

certain desirable features have to be sacrificed (e.g., efficient coding, efficient I/O,

and optimal interrupt handling and error recovery) in order that the system can be run w
out modification on different computers.

5. LOOKING AHEAD TOWARDS THE NEXT GENERATION

In this paper, I presented my impression of the constraints imposed by the present <

eration of minicomputers on the design and implementation of interactive statistical sys
terns. Given the present rate of technological advances and decrease in the cost of the
hardware, it appears likely that the next generation of minicomputers will approach or si

pass most of the present generation maxicomputers in capacity and performance. As a resi

many of the existing constraints will be partially or totally removed simply as a natura
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Sequence of progress. However, constraints in the portability of software will likely
^ n'n in the near future; and may be better or worse in the intermediate future, depending
i£|;he demands of the "buyers" and the manufacturers' assessments of the needs of the exist-
k and potential market. In either case, the scientific computing community in general
Ithe statistical computing community in particular (both being small minorities in the
ffiuting market of consumers) will be unlikely to have any major impact on the manufactur-
ed hardware and software designs. Thus, even if it becomes technologically feasible to

hinate all of the constraints discussed in the paper for minicomputers, some of them will

ffii n because of the diversity of demands of different groups of users.
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INVITED CONTRIBUTION TO THE DISCUSSION
STATISTICAL PROGRAM PACKAGES FOR SMALL COMPUTERS
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New Zealand

Designers of existing statistical systems have in most cases aimed too directly at
viding capabilities at the level required by the ordinary user. Later attempts to

jify the initial version of the command language in a way that will give needed flexi-
lity then lead to highly complicated forms of statement. Such modifications will still

i satisfy the user who wants access to part only of the total computation so that he can

is it for his own purposes.

Rather one should begin by asking: "What are the optimal building blocks (primitive
abilities) from which to piece together capabilities of the type that are finally re-
red?"

many types of linear statistical computations suitable building blocks are:

an algorithm which, given X or X'X, finds the upper triangle matrix T (zeros below
the diagonal) such that T'T = X'X;

) an algorithm for solving an upper triangle system of equations Tc = d, and one for
solving a lower triangle system T'g = h;

i) an algorithm for finding eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a symmetric matrix.

irix inversion would also be included, but for use only when the inverse is required for
m own sake. Various further capabilities miglrt be added; for example one would like to be
e to obtain from T the upper triangle matrix T which corresponds to permuting the columns
>1X. Only the eigenvalue algorithm is at all complicated, and the list has already ex-

uded far enough to cater for any of the matrix computations described in the textbooks on
issical multivariate analysis.

Similar considerations apply in the provision of facilities for manipulating data, and
I input and output.

No doubt the suggested capabilities could readily be provided within APL. But this is

tcrestrict the use of the final product to the limited number of installations where APL is

i>ilable.

These ideas fit well with what I believe to be an excellent practical approach to the
sliding of a statistical system.

Initially the basic capabilities are made available as subroutines.
[') Access is then provided to the subroutines by means of a rudimentary form of com-

mand language, which may consist largely of numeric codes.
pi) Words replace numeric codes, giving a form of language that mirrors closely the

mathematical or statistical operations involved. The level will be that of the
"primitive capabilities" discussed earlier.

) Finally a facility is provided for grouping together a number of primitive commands
in a single macro or super-command. This is used to provide immediate access to

the type of command which is standard in existing systems. Options are catered for
by allowing editing of the statements in any macro. A good editing facility will
be essential

.
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The pattern of development thus follows closely the anticipated pattern of use. S'|
ges (ii) and (iii) make available a form of command language which will be useful to the 1 h

developers themselves in experimenting with the features which are required at level (ii|

Documentation and testing will follow a sequence which should ensure a well-tested and 1|

oughly documented final product. Some users may find their equipment will not rise to c|

level (iv) implementation; they may still be able to use the system at level (ii) or le\l

(iii). Where a "hands on" type of operation is possible use at level (ii), aided by gocl

step by step accounts of how to proceed and of the way in which any output should be use|

may be an effective substitute for more sophisticated command language capabilities.

The new breed of hand calculators, of which the Texas Instruments SR52 and the Hew!

Packard HP67/97 are the first, are ideally suited for level (ii) type of use in handlinc
standard types of linear least squares and linear multivariate computations. Matrix ope

tions of the type discussed earlier will, where up to six variables are involved, fit or

HP67/97. I have not attempted to handle eigenvalue calculations; but I think that these

are within the capabilities of this equipment.

Facilities available on these very small machines are improving so rapidly that they ma>

very soon dominate the "small computer" scene. Time spent in coding and using algorithn
such small machines is in any case not wasted; it is an excellent training for anyone wr

hopes to code the same algorithms in Fortran.
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COMPUTING APPROACHES TO THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR UNBALANCED DATA

Richard M. Heiberger and Larry L. Laster
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ABSTRACT

Questions are raised on the appropriate analysis for cross-classi-
fied data with unequal and disproportionate sample sizes. A set of an-
swers is offered.

Key words: Analysis of variance; unbalanced data.

1 . PROLOGUE

The participants in this workshop were invited to respond to the following statement:
in unbalanced data the sums of squares for effects (both main effects and interactions of

ill orders) are not orthogonal. No standard order for computation and presentation of the
_ines of the ANOVA table will be appropriate for all situations. For example in the model

I Y
ijkl

= +
«i + 3. + Yk + («3)

±J
+ (ay) .

k + (agy)
. jk +

:ogent arguments have been made for using each of the following sums of squares for the main
iffect of factor A:

R(a|u)

R(a|u,B)

R(a|vi,3,Y)

R(a|u,e,Y,(3Y»

R*(a|y,g,Y,(ap)
, (ay) , (By) )

R*(a|y,e,y,(aB),(ay) ,(3y) , (a By) )

'here R(.
|
.) indicates no restrictions have been imposed on the parameters of the model and

that overspecification of the parameters has been reduced by imposing restrictions
>n the parameters. Each of these sums of squares tests a different hypothesis about the pa-
rameters. The specification of some factors as fixed and others as random, or some as
)locking factors and others as treatment factors, or nesting and crossing relationships a-
aong the factors helps reduce the number of potentially informative hypotheses but does not
lecessarily reduce the number to a unique one.

Any general computer program which claims to help in the analysis of unbalanced data
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must at least implicitly take a stand on the statistical issues and select one or more of he

the potential sums of squares for computation. Some impose the choice of a single set of
hypotheses which can be investigated by calculating only the sums of squares appropriate
it. Others allow the user to override the default decision with one of a limited number i

he

options. Still others permit complete freedom of choice by requiring the user to specify
set of dummy variables appropriate to the set of hypotheses of current interest.

The three questions that the panelists are asked to address in the context of three-w;

and higher unbalanced analysis of variance problems are:

1. Is there a statistically valid default decision short of fitting all possible orders <
',e

main effects followed by all meaningful orders of interactions? On what features of the <

sign structure does it depend? Is there a default strategy for simultaneously determinin]
several interesting sets of hypothesis and computing their sums of squares?

2. If interactions are found significant is an automatic procedure for splitting the des:

into more homogeneous subdesigns feasible?
ss

3. What is the appropriate criterion for the testing of hypotheses? The hypotheses testi
{

by the F statistics are orthogonal even with unbalanced data if the sums of squares for e;

line of the ANOVA table is computed by adjusting for all lines above it and ignoring all
lines below it. The set of contrasts associated with almost any other set of sums of
squares is not orthogonal and therefore open to ambiguity of interpretation.

2. EPILOGUE

Following the formal presentations and discussion and the informal continuations we he

answered for ourselves some of the questions we raised. A fuller exposition of our posit]

will appear (Heiberger and Laster, 1977). Our answer is not to be taken as the consensus
the opinions expressed at the workshop.

We distinguish between hypotheses about population parameters and contrasts of sample
estimates used to test the hypotheses. This enables us to resolve an unfortunate phrasing
common in the literature and used above in the invitation. We note that the null hypothes
must be chosen prior to selection of the sample and must not depend on the observed sample

frequencies. We therefore find confusing statements of the form: The sum of squares base

on a specific set of contrasts tests a null hypothesis which is a function of observed sain

pie size. Once we recognized that power functions can, and indeed should, depend on sampl

frequencies we were able to rephrase that statement to: The power function of the sum of

squares based on a specified set of contrasts has its minimum at points other than ones sa

tisfying the null hypothesis. We now can recognize that certain types of sums of squares
are inappropriate for testing the null hypothesis because they do not distinguish well be-

tween situations which do and do not satisfy the null. It is still accurate to say that
they test the originally stated null hypothesis.

We personally would use the following sequence for testing main effects and interactio
in the three-way design. We would first test for the (a3y) interaction by using
R((a3y)

|
U , a , 3 , Y, ( a 3 ) , (ayVCgy) ) If (a &Y) is determined not to be significant, we would pr

ceed to test for the two-way interactions by R( (a3)
| y ,ct , 3, y, (ay) , (3y) ) • Should all three

(a3), (ay), and (a3y) be determined not to be significant the A effects, if present, will
uniquely defined. We would then test for main effects by R(a

| y , 3, Y , (3y)

)

These recommendations observe the marginality constraint that the residual from projec

tion onto the AB space must be orthogonal to the A subspace. We might also consider using

R(a|u,3,y) when in addition (3y) is not significant; R(a|y,3) when y and (3y) are not sign

ficant; or R(a|y) when 3,y and (3y) are not significant. These last three options increas



he power of the test for (still uniquely defined) A effects.

In the presence of interaction involving A (either (aB), (ay), or (aB>) )we note that

he A effect is not uniquely defined. For example, in the two-way case

y. = y + a. + B. + (aB) . . + e.
'ljk i J ij ijk

he main effect a.* in the presence of interaction
1

a * = a. + (aB). = St. .(a. + (aB)..) with Et.. = 1

J
a

x3

s a function of the t.^ weights. When y„ = 0 for all i and j (that is, noninteraction)

he dependence of the A effects on the a priori definition of t vanishes.

If one is willing to accept the meaningfulness of a definition of main effects in the

resence of interaction, the main effect can be tested by collapsing the tables of

^ + (a|3) „ effects and cell frequencies to the A margin using the definition of the t„

eights to get

a.*=a. + (aB). = Et..(a. + (aB)..)

i* =

,1

t . .

1 this

here n * are effective sample sizes of the A effects estimates. We would then compute
i.

-way ANOVA of the a. + (aB). by R(a*|y). \

rocedure is equivalent to computing R* (a
| y , B, (aB)

)

If the definition of a ^ H

xamine individual cell means.

If the definition of a. + (aB). is not acceptable the only alternative is to
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BMD AND BMDP APPROACHES TO UNBALANCED DATA
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ABSTRACT

Appropriate treatment of balanced and unbalanced data is a

function of the circumstances and the research questions being
asked. BMD and BMDP provide a wide variety of approaches, but also
report (as standard results) tests of hypotheses that are indepen-
dent of cell sizes, as recommended by several authors. The same
(orthogonal) hypotheses are tested for unequal cell size problems
as are tested for equal cell size problems. Repeated measures
(BMDP2V) and mixed model (BMDP3V) problems with unequal cell sizes
are given special treatment. (P3V will be distributed for the
first time in the fall of 1977.)

Keywords: ANOVA; contrast; hypothesis; mixed model; repeated
measures; unbalanced

1. INTRODUCTION

The panelists for this workshop have been asked to respond to a two-page statement by

Richard Heiberger and Larry Laster on unbalanced data for three-way and higher-way analysi
of variance. Presumably, the two-way problem is thoroughly understood. One might suppose
that this is so, given recent articles such as those by Kutner (1974), Speed and Hocking
(1976), Green, Heiberger and Laster (1976), and the book by Searle (1971). While I suspec
that most of these (and other) authors reasonably understand each other, I don't believe
that general users of analysis of variance understand what is going on. This belief is

based on the inquiries I receive regarding BMD, BMDP and other software.

The importance of unbalanced designs cannot be over emphasized. While many designs
begin balanced, they frequently end up unbalanced. Moreover, the inclusion of covariates
makes sums of squares nonorthogonal even for equal cell size problems. On the other hand,

if a design is nearly balanced, several computing schemes provide approximately the same
results. When the design is severely imbalanced due to missing data, results from any
computing scheme can be seriously biased if the occurrence of missing data is related to

the (unobserved) values of the dependent variable. When covariates are used it is impor-
tant to investigate whether the distribution of the covariates is related to the analysis
of variance design (as highlighted in Lord's paradox, 1967). When the covariates are
random variables (which is frequently the case in the behavioral and health sciences), we

can screen them by using them as dependent variables in an analysis of variance.

The key to understanding the BMD-BMDP approach is to consider the parameters of a

model . For the two-way model we have

EY
ijk

=
*

+ a
i

= P
j
+

^ij I

J

with some authors imposing the "usual" constraints
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Za. = 0,1.3- = 0,1 y. . = 0,E y. . = 0.

Placing constraints on the parameters disturbs some statisticians. If constraints
are not desirable, then the model

EY. .. = u. .

i J k "ij

can be used as in Kutner (1974). I much prefer this notation. Not only does it eliminate
the need for constraints, but it also illustrates the fact that any use of such constraints
in computer programs is made because of the numerical algorithm chosen (not because of the
hypotheses tested) and that another algorithm could be used that does not involve con-
straints. There is no need to overparameterize the model, either for purposes of computa-
tion or exposition. Models without interaction can also be stated without constraints.
For example, in the two-by-two case, we can state

EY
ijk

= u + (3-2i)a + (3-2j)B .

In general, there are many parameterizations (e.g., orthogonal polynomials) available that
do not involve overparameterization or constraints.

The main effect hypotheses tested in BMD and BMDP correspond to those of Yates (1934)

and to those labeled A and B by Kutner, and HI and H2 by Speed and Hocking (1976). (Inter-

action hypotheses are defined the same way by virtually everyone.) They are also the

hypotheses most recommended by these authors. Why? These hypotheses do not depend on

cell sizes:

B:£ u.. = E u V J> k •

i
1J

i ik

These are exactly the same hypotheses that are tested (the same models that are con-

sidered) by virtually everyone when the data are balanced. As default models (or hypoth-

eses), they have the great advantage that they can be stated exactly before the experiment
is performed. Hypotheses that are functions of the cell sizes are unknown until all the

data are gathered, and can in fact be random variables: if the availability of data had

been different, the hypotheses would have been different. Hypotheses that are functions
of cell sizes are usually unacceptable for experimental data and are not used in BMD and

BMDP programs. Searle (1971, p. 317) notes that "This dependence of hypotheses on the

structure of available data throws doubt on the validity of such hypotheses."

On the other hand, the sums of squares and mean squares corresponding to the hypoth-
eses tested in BMD and BMDP are not orthogonal. This disturbs a number of people who

prefer to partition the "total" sum of squares into a sequence of orthogonal components.

The orthogonality of the hypotheses is another question. For equal cell sizes, most

schemes test hypotheses for the two-by-two case defined by setting the following contrasts

equal to zero:
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mean: + y 12
+ y 21

+ y 22

A: yn + y 12
- y

2]
- y 22

B: yn - y12 + y 21
- y22 I

Interaction: y^ -
y-|

2
- y^ + y 22

These contrasts are orthogonal in the sense that the inner products of the coefficient
for distinct pairs of these contrasts are zero. Assuming that the availability of data is

unrelated to the hypotheses of interest, orthogonality of hypotheses seems to be best de-
fined in terms of the inner products of the coefficients for the contrasts that define the

hypotheses

.

Consider the following table of expected cell means:

1 -1

-1 1

Using the usual orthogonal contrasts to define hypotheses, the interaction contrast is four

and the main effect contrasts are zero. For equal cell sizes, the sum of squares for main
effects and interaction are not orthogonal. However, the tests for main effects are cor-
rect in the sense that the size (true alpha value) is as advertised. We are not led to

erroneously believe that there are main effects in spite of the fact that main effect sums

of squares are not independent of the interaction sum of squares. On the other hand, if

orthogonal sums of squares are used the main effect contrasts are not orthogonal to the
interaction contrast and so there appear to be both main effects and interaction.

Searle (1971), Green, Heiberger and Laster (1976), and others have used the R

( )-notation. As Speed and Hocking (1976) have noted, the R ( )-notation does not in-

dicate the hypotheses being tested and many people misinterpret tests based on computing
schemes that result from its use. Unfortunately, the Green, Heiberger and Laster paper
and the statement of the problem to this workshop use the R ( )-notation. Indeed, the
R ( )-notation yields rather clean statements of the way things are computed but does
not state what is being tested. This notation easily lends itself to an orthogonal decom-
position of the "total" sum of squares. This may sound like an "orthogonal solution"
(Green, Heiberger and Laster), but as we have shown above, there are two mutually exclusive
aspects of orthogonality for unbalanced data. Since BMD and BMDP test orthogonal hypoth-
eses, it is not correct to refer to the solutions provided by these packages as nonorthog-
onal. It seems best to avoid ambiguity by referring only to the sums of squares or the
hypotheses, rather than to the ambiguous term "solution."

Why is the R ( )-notation used at all? It leads to testing hypotheses that are
functions of cell sizes. Searle (1971, p. 317) says that this might lead to valid F-

statistics "only if the N-jj's (as they occur in the data) are in direct proportion to the

occurrence of the elements of the model in the population." Some authors like to go into

great detail regarding computing procedures with the hope that this makes the resulting
analysis clear. I don't believe it is necessary to go into great detail on the computing
algorithm in analysis of variance any more than a user of principal components in a sta-
tistical package needs to know how to compute eigenvalues. What the user needs is a clear
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statement of the hypotheses tested and the ability to specify other hypotheses to suit

special needs.

In the Heiberger and Laster statement posing the problem for this workshop, mention
is also made of an R ( )-notation to be used when "overspecification of the parameters
has been reduced by imposing restrictions on the parameters." This would permit specifi-
cation of orthogonal hypotheses in the general framework of the R ( )-notation, but we
again recommend against it since it focuses attention on the computing procedure rather
than the hypotheses. Also, imposition of constraints is most unfortunate since it is un-
necessary and makes the discussion clumsy. When talking to a client, I don't find it easy
to discuss the problem in terms of the computing procedure. I begin with a statement of
the problem in English and translate it to a model and set of hypotheses. The translation
to a computing algorithm is done by the computer program.

2. SPECIFIC ANSWERS TO THE HEIBERGER AND LASTER QUESTIONS

The questions were posed in the framework of the R ( )-notation and with the sugges-
tion of hypotheses dependent on cell sizes. My general recommendation for experimental
data is to test the same hypotheses for both unbalanced and balanced data. The avail-
ability of data should not (usually) affect the questions being asked. Sequential sums
of squares methods test hypotheses that depend on cell sizes and should not (usually) be

used for experimental data.

When interactions are significant, the analysis of variance table for any computing
scheme or set of hypotheses must be viewed carefully. Consideration must be made of
exactly what the research questions are. Computer programs are helpful to the statisti-
cian, but (as always) the same program can be dangerous to the untrained user. There are
several possibilities for testing main effects (none of which should ordinarily depend on

cell sizes) even in simple two-by-two problems. Here are a few:

a. The hypothesis y-j, + y-^ =
y^l

+ y 22 ^ s interest "' n9 because the first subscript

refers to a method and the second refers to a two equally important laboratories
that must use an identical method in future work. This is the hypothesis tested
in most computer programs for balanced data. In BMD10V and BMDP2V this hypoth-
esis is also tested for unbalanced data.

b. Each factor represents absence or presence of a drug. Given interaction, the
main effect of the first drug might best be tested via the hypothesis y-,-, = y-n

;

i.e., the main effect for the first drug is tested without using the second
drug. This is important in showing efficacy or safety of a particular drug. When
patients are already being treated for another ailment, we may also be interested
in the hypothesis y-ip

=
^?2 ( e ^^'' cacy or safety of the first drug while using the

second drug)

.

c. As in (b), we may be interested in hypotheses of the form y-j-j <_ and
y-| 2 — ^Z2

:

Regardless of whether the second drug is used, is it better to use the first drug
than not to?

d. The columns are not equally important, so we test the hypothesis py-^ + qy-^

= pyig-) + qy 22 wnere P anc' 9 are usua lly prespecified and not dependent on the

availability of data. This is similar to (a) above except that the laboratories
are not equally important.
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There are other examples, but these should suffice to show that it is frequently nec
sary to get complete control of hypotheses, as in the general linear hypothesis program
BMD10V (formerly called BMDX64)

.

3. THE LAST QUESTION

"What is the appropriate criterion for the testing of hypotheses? The hypotheses
tested by the F statistics are orthogonal even with unbalanced data if the sums of square
for each line of the ANOVA table is computed by adjusting for all lines above it and igno
ing all lines below it. The set of contrasts associated with almost any other set of sum
of squares is not orthogonal and therefore open to ambiguity of interpretation."

Searle (1971, pp. 306-312) gives the hypotheses tested by such a sequential sums of
squares procedure. For the two-by-two case, the first two hypotheses are

mean: N^u^ + N
]2V 12

+ N
21

y 21
+ N

22y 22
= 0

N
ll 11

+ N
12 12

N
21

M
21

+ N
22y 22 nrow: —f^n n

—
+~n— = 0

•n
ll

N
12

M
21

IN

22

The inner product of the coefficients for these contrasts is

N
fl

+ N
12

N
21

+ N
22 |

N
ll

+ N
12 " N

21
+ N

22

which is not in general equal to zero so the hypotheses are not orthogonal . For unequal
cell sizes, we have a paradox: orthogonal sums of dquares do not yield orthogonal hypoth
eses and orthogonal hypotheses are not tested by orthogonal sums of squares.

The discussion for three-way and higher-way ANOVA can be obtained as a general izatioi

of our discussion for the two-way ANOVA.

REPEATED MEASURES

Repeated measures designs are frequently used in the behavioral and health sciences,
They are used whenever multiple measurements of the same dependent variable are made for
each subject. Repeated measures designs are similar to split plot designs. Consider the
following simple experiment: A group of patients is randomly divided into two groups.
The first group receives placebo and then treatment and the second receives treatment and
then placebo. Group effect is synonymous with order effect. Let the outcome be denoted
by

Y.j.jk where i refers to order, j refers to treatment, and k refers to patient. Let

^ijk
=

^ij' ^ome hypotheses of interest are

order: y-,-, + y 12 = y 2 i
+ u 22

treatment: y-^ + y 2 ]
= y-| 2

+ y 22

interaction: y-j-j + y 22
= y-j 2

+ ^21
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which are the same ones used in the fixed effects case. However, BMDP2V insists on com-
plete data for each patient because we are working with paired comparisons. Since the
model no longer contains fixed effects only, a different computing procedure is required.
We can reformulate the problem (i.e., transform the data) as

Z. . = Y.,. + Y. 0Iij ilk i 2k

W.. = Y.
n

. - Y. Q ,

1 k ilk 1 2k

The Z's are used in a two-sample t-statistic to test the order effect. The W's are
also used in a two-sample analysis whose main effect corresponds to the drug vs. order
interaction and whose "grand mean" effect is the treatment effect. Z and W are, of
course, the zero and first order orthogonal polynomial decomposition for the repeated
measures (trial) factor. When there are three levels of the repeated measures factor,
we use three orthogonal polynomials, etc.

When there are two repeated measures factors, the same basic principles are applied.
Suppose, for example, that we have two drugs and that each has an associated placebo
treatment. Each of the two repeated measures factors has treatment and control. Let us

ignore the order effect and include another effect, sex of patient. Let the outcome be

denoted by Y... where i denotes sex, j is drug one, k is drug two, and I is patient.
1 J KX/

EY. .. „
= y. .. .

i J k£
M
ijk

To test drug one, we use the linear combination

Y + Y - Y - YT 11U T

il2£
T i2U T

i22£

The drug interaction test uses

The sex effect uses

YilU " Y
il2£ " Yi2U

+ Y
i22£

Y + Y + Y + Y
ilU T

il2A i2U i22i

5. GENERAL MIXED MODEL

Repeated measures problems are a special class of the general mixed model. For re-

peated measures problems in BMDP2V, imbalance is allowed in the between group factors, but

data must be complete for each case (patient, subject, or whatever the experimental unit

is). When such a balance is not possible or when there is more than one random factor with
any kind of imbalance, the general mixed model is usually required. For this purpose, a

new program, BMDP3V, is being prepared by Robert Jennrich and Paul Sampson to be released

in the Fall of 1977. In BMDP3V you can choose either maximum likelihood or restricted
maximum likelihood estimation. Being a very general program, it is not intended to re-

place other programs that handle more elementary problems directly.

i
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6. EMPTY CELLS AND SEVERE IMBALANCE

Some problems have empty cells by design. When such designs are used, it is frequently
assumed that one or more interaction terms are zero or negligible in order to get an error
sum of squares defined with adequate degrees of freedom. Sometimes empty cells are acci-
dental and interactions are not assumed to be zero. What can packaged programs do in this
case? Consider the following elementary example: Two rows and three columns with the cell

corresponding to u,, empty. The hypothesis for no row effect is

hi
+ y 12

+
^13

=
^21

+ y 22
+ y 23

and cannot be tested. The hypothesis for no column effects is

^11
+

^21
= y 12

+ M 22
=

y 13
+

^23 '

which is partially testable. The test for column effects would ordinarily have two degrees
of freedom, but here only one degree of freedom can be used since we can only test the
hypothesi s

y 12
+ y22

- u
13

+ y23
= 0 .

Thus, there may be sufficient evidence of a column effect when the above contrast is

nonzero, although there could be a column effect involving yi-j
-j

that cannot be tested.

Similarly, there is one degree of freedom for testing interaction. BMD10V provides
"reduced degrees of freedom" tests, but care must be taken when interpreting the results
since the occurrence of missing data may not be random. In particular, when a design is

originally balanced or nearly balanced and ends up severely unbalanced, it is unlikely that
the occurrence of missing data is random.

For large samples, the occurrence of missing data can be studied from a frequency
table approach. If the original design is balanced, two-way frequency analysis should be

done in BMDP1F. Having identified a significant interaction in the two-way frequency table,

this interaction can be further studied in BMDP2F, which removes cells from the two-way
layout one at a time in order to determine whether the imbalance is due primarily to a

small number of cells. For higher-way designs, the multi-way frequency program BMDP3F is

recommended.

If the original design is not balanced, BMDP3F can also be used as follows:

a. Dichotomize the dependent variable so that zero means that data were missing,
and one means that data were observed.

b. The multi-way frequency table is created by using the analysis of variance
factors and the dichotomized dependent variable.

The occurrence of missing data is often related to the value of the dependent variable.
For example, if we are studying efficacy and the treatment for a particular patient is not

effective, the patient may go to another clinic. Thus, the sample mean for a cell can be

a severely biased estimate and so everyone's method of doing analysis of variance could be
i ncorrect.

While it is not always possible to determine whether the occurrence of missing data is

related to the (observed or unobserved) values of the dependent variable, some things can
be done, especially when there are significant covariates. For each case, we can examine
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the relationship of the dichotomized version of the dependent variable with the covariates.
! The dichotomized dependent variable defines two groups. With random covariates (as is often
the case in the behavioral and health sciences) we can compute univariate and multivariate
t tests (BMDP3D) and perform stepwise discriminant analysis (BMDP7M). The careful data
tanalyst may go on to study the relationship of the occurrence of missing data to both the
covariates and the analysis of variance design variables simultaneously.

7. CONCLUSION

For experimental data, tests based on cell sizes are rarely desirable, unless the de-
sign is nearly balanced. Tests should be stated in terms of expected cell means and not
|with the R ( )-notation. For unbalanced data, you cannot have orthogonal hypotheses and
orthogonal sums of squares. Repeated measures designs can easily be miscomputed unless the
computer program (such as BMDP2V) checks for completeness of data for each case and selects
the appropriate error term. There are many appropriate tests for main effects in the
presence of interaction, so general linear hypothesis programs such as BMD10V are needed.
A major addition to BMDP will be BMDP3V, General Mixed Model.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Over the years various terms have been associated with the data or analysis arising
from experimental designs. Some of the terms, for example, are: balanced, unbalanced,
orthogonal, nonorthogonal

,
missing cells, and messy data. All of these terms are used in

an attempt to categorize the data or analysis resulting from experimental designs.
However, none of the terms are indicative of whether or not the questions for which the
experiment was carried out can be answered.

If we must categorize data, then there are only two categories:

a. Sufficient data - data which suffices for testing all of our envisioned
hypotheses, and

b. Insufficient data - data which is insufficient for testing all of our envisioned
hypotheses.

With the availability of today's computing power, whether or not a design is balanced
is no longer as critical a concern as it was just a few years ago. The power of the
computer has freed us to return to the underlying problem facing the statistician when
analyzing experimental design data; and that problem is: whether or not the data is
sufficient to answer the questions for which the experiment was carried out, and if it is
insufficient, what reasonable information can be salvaged.

2. AN EXAMPLE

Consider, for example, a randomized block design with two blocks of four treatments
each. Further assume that the four treatments are actually a factorial combination of
A (at two levels) and B (at two levels). Assuming that all factors are fixed, the
mathematical model for the experiment is:

Y. = u. .. + e. .,ljk ijk ljk

where u. = u + Block. + A . + B, + AB .,ijk ijk jk

2
and e_

k
is distributed NORMALLY (0 , la ).

Pictorially we have (before randomization)

:
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Block 1 Block 2

B B

Y
lll

Y
112

Y
121

Y
122

Y
211

Y
212

Y
221

Y
222

Without further information describing the intricacies of the factors involved, one
would assert that the appropriate tests of hypotheses would be:

Effect Hypothesis

Block U
lll " u

211
= 0

or u
112 " U

212
= 0

or u
121 - U

221
= 0

or U
122

- u
222

= 0

(if blocks were to be tested)

or BLOCK, BLOCK
2

= 0

Hypothesis (Weights on uijk )

-1

or

!(um + u
112

- u
12; „ |22

i(u2U

+ u

+ u

- u.

212 " U
221 " U

222

) = 0

) = 0

or A
1

- A
2

+ |(AB
1;L

+ AB
12

- AB
21

- AB^) = 0

Hypothesis (Weights on uij k)

i(Ulll
+ U

121
" U

112 " U
122

} " 0

or HU
211

+ U
221

" U
212 " U

222
} = 0

or B
1
-B

2
+ i(ABn + AB

21
- AB

12
- AB

22
)

Hypothesis (Weights on uii 0
i
2

i
~2

1
2

1~2

= 0
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A*B U
lll

+ u
122 " U

112 - U
121

= 0

or u
211

+ U
222 - U

212 " U
221

= 0

or aB-q + AB
22

- AB
12

- ABn = 0

Hypothesis

1 -1

-1

(Weights on ui.jk )

For this particular set of data, all hypotheses are testable since E(Y. ., ) = u. ...

However, remember that Y. ., is not the BLUE of u. ., since the model does not contain the
' ijk ljk

Block,vTreatment interaction.

Suppose that during the experiment the observation ^
222

were lost due to circum-
stances unrelated to the factors themselves. So that we now have:

Y
lll

Y
112

Y
121

Y
122

Y
211

Y
212

Y
221X

a. Is the design balanced or unbalanced?

b

Unbalanced.

Is the ANOVA orthogonal or nonorthogonal?

These terms are ambiguous at best. For any analysis, there is always a set of

orthogonal quadratic forms. Whether or not the quadratic forms used as test
statistics for the envisioned test are orthogonal is difficult to ascertain by
inspection of the data. The terms are vacuous and a poor substitute for the
terms balanced and unbalanced.

c. Does it have a missing cell?

Partly yes and partly no, since ^
222

is actually a replicate of a linear
combination of other u. ., 's.

Having answered all of these categorical questions, what do you know about whether or
not the data is sufficient to test the hypotheses of interest? Nothing.

In fact, the data is sufficient, all uijk's are estimable including u
222'

combinations of the parameters of u, Block, A, B, and A*B that were
estimable in the balanced design are still estimable.

All

There is nothing to prohibit you from testing the hypotheses originally envisioned.
So test the hypotheses and be done with it!

Can the "appropriate" tests of hypotheses be generated by use of the R( ) notation?
Not entirely. It can be shown that:
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R Notation Hypothesis (weights on u
j_jjP

R (Block
|

A,B,A*B)

R(A I Block)

R(A
|

Block, B)

R(B
|

Block,A)

R (A*B
|

Block,A, B)

1
2

i
2

-7/10 -3/10

5/8 3/8

-5/8 -3/8

5/8 -5/8

3/8 -3/8

1 -1

-1 1

We see that the R( ) notation can be used to generate the "appropriate" hypothesis
for two of the four effects; they are Block and A*B. However the R() notation fails for
effects A and B.

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HYPOTHESES EMPLOYED IN THE RANDOMIZED BLOCK EXAMPLE

In terms of the parameters associated with u, Block, A, B, and A*B, the following
table shows the hypotheses employed for the randomized block example (with or without
Y
222

).
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u BL0CK1 BL0CK2 A
l

A
2

B
l

B
2

ABU AB
12

ABn AB
22

Block 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

A o o*-* 1 _1 o o 2
x
2 ~ 2

i—
2

B 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 1
2

1
~ 2

1

2
1

~ 2

A*B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 -1 1

Note first that the estimable function for Block involves only Block parameters. In fact,

this is the only estimable function (except for a scalar multiple) involving block effects
and no other parameters. The same observations also hold for the estimable function
associated with A*B. Since both A and B are "contained" in A*B (i.e., the columns of the
design matrix associated with A and B are linear functions of the columns associated with
A*B)

,
any estimable function involving A or B parameters must of necessity involve A*B

parameters. In fact, all of the estimable functions above involve only parameters
associated with the effect involved and parameters associated with effects which contain
the effect.

The estimable function for A does not involve parameters associated with u, Block, or
B. However, it is not unique, since any multiple of the A*B estimable function may be
added to it. This new estimable function would still involve only the parameters of A
and A*B and could legitimately be called an hypothesis about the factor A. But those
coefficients on the interaction parameters do make a difference.

4. SOME OBSERVATIONS

On the Role of the Statistician : Too often in papers of this nature, we show all of the
types of hypotheses which could be tested and then say, "It's up to the experimenter to
determine which of these hypotheses he is interested in." This seems to be similar to the
situation in which a person describes his symptoms to a doctor and the doctor then lists
the possible diagnoses and medications from which the patient is to choose. When is it
appropriate in the fixed effects model for the statistician to recommend unequal weighting
on the u. ,'s when defining a border mean? What are some examples? What should we look
for? 1J

On Statistical Methods Texts : How to compute sums of squares and the different methods of
computing sums of squares for balanced situations and unbalanced situations should be de-
emphasized. In its place, the nature of the hypotheses to be tested for different designs
should be stressed. For a given type of design, when is one hypothesis preferred to
another?

On Computer Programs : A computer program which required the statistician to describe in
detail the model, the restrictions (if any) on the parameters, and all hypotheses to be
tested would win, hands down, in terms of flexibility. The statistician could test any
hypothesis he wanted to. Unfortunately, few statisticians are willing to enter several
hundred lines of restriction and hypotheses testing information to obtain an analysis for
a few dozen observations of data.

Clearly we all want flexibility from a computer program, but at the same time we also
want ease of use. We would all like the computer to be off and running on our problem,
computing the exact hypotheses we want, with us having specified the minimum of
information for it to do the task properly. This is what computers are for, and this is
what we expect of them.
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In the design of computer programs, flexibility and ease of use are often conflicting
attributes. Many "easy to use" programs have tried to achieve flexibility by allowing the

user to select from several different types of hypotheses. Situations will always exist

though for which none of the hypotheses "pre-programmed" will be appropriate. This is

another manifestation of the conflicting attributes of flexibility and ease of use. For
those of us in the interface of computer science and statistics, there is still work to

be done.
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ABSTRACT

Answers are given to three questions about 3-way and higher-order
classifications that were asked of the panel members of the workshop
session "Computing Approaches to the Analysis of Variance for Unbalanced
Data".

Key words: Automatic interaction procedures; default decisions;
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Question 1: Is there a statistically valid default decision short of fitting all possible

orders of main effects followed by all meaningful orders of interactions? On what features

of the design structure does it depend? Is there a default strategy for simultaneously de-

termining several interesting sets of hypotheses and computing their sums of squares?

Answer : It seems hard to believe that there could ever be a statistically valid default

decision — particularly just one such decision, unique for all purposes. And the phrase

begs the question as to what is meant by "statistically valid". Any hypothesis H : K'(3 = m,

for which the rank of K is r(K') = s with K'f3 estimable and s ^ r(X) for E(y) = XB, can

be validly tested under normality using f(h) = Q/sa2 for Q = (K'b° - m) ' (K 'GK)"
1^ 'b ° - m)

where b° = GX'y and X'XGX'X = X'X; then, under H the distribution of F(H) is Snedecor's F on

s and N - r(X) degrees of freedom. Any default decision that leads to an H of this sort can

be validly tested. But since there are many such H's, with boundless ideas for being inter-

ested in some rather than others, it is difficult to see how any computer program can con-

tain unique specifications for a choice that will be suitable for all possible kinds of data.

* Paper No. BU-33^ in the Biometrics Unit, Cornell University.
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The suggestion that a computer program could choose "interesting sets of hypotheses"

trikes an odd chord. "Interesting" to whom? To the person whose data are being analyzed,

resumably. But isn't the choice of interesting hypotheses part of the scientific method,

ndeed that very part which so often involves human conjecture? This, then, is the baili-

1 ick of the experimenter, the data gatherer, the survey analyst, of the person who wants to

ake a step forward in his understanding of nature. It is not even the statistician's job,

et alone that of an inhuman, non-thinking, automaton computer. Certainly a statistician

' an help, not as an automaton but as a clear thinking scientist discussing nature with the

•esearcher, helping him formulate, i.e. put into formal terms, the hypotheses or conjectures

bout nature that he has in mind. One large aspect of the statistician's help is to confine

;he scientists' hypotheses to ones that are testable — i.e., to those involving estimable

('unctions.

Question 2 : If interactions are found significant, is an automatic procedure for splitting

j;he design into more homogeneous subdesigns feasible?

Answer : Any answer to this question must be preceded by considering a more fundamental

question such as "what is the meaning of interactions in high-order classifications and how

l;an they be tested, especially when unbalancedness of data includes many empty cells?". For

example, can one give a useful, practical meaning to a i+-way interaction; and if 30$ of the

sub-most cells of the data set have no data, what is the meaning of interactions being

"found significant"?

The complexities of trying to understand interactions in 3- > ^—
>
5-way and higher-order

classifications do, I believe, overpower any consequences of what should be done "if inter-

actions are found significant" — especially for unbalanced data in which there are many

empty cells. Even suggesting that a computer program could be planned to split the "design

into more homogeneous sub -designs" therefore seems somewhat absurd. To heighten the ab-

surdity, what would it do if 5
th -order and 3

rd -order interactions were significant but 4 th -

order ones were not?

It seems clear to me that contemplating interactions in high-order classifications

having unbalanced data including empty cells highlights the absolute necessity to abandon
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overparameterized models and to fall back on cell means. This is, of course, what Hocking

and Speed (1975, 1976) have been advocating for years and indeed is precisely what Fisher

did when he started this whole analysis of variance business anyway [see Urquhart et al.

(1973)]. The model is then E(y) = u with each element of u being a population cell mean,

/\ —

lu ., . , say, for a 5-way classification. Then 11. .. . = y. .. „ is the b.l.u.e. of 11. ., „^ljkJ&m' KijkJtm J ijkAn- ^ljkJim

with variance °
2
/nj_^ • A hypothesis about any number of linear combinations of the u's

is then testable, K'u = m say, with its F-statistic being Q/ sa2 where, for y being the

vector of cell means, Q = (y'K - m')(K'GK) ''"(K'y - m) and G is the diagonal matrix of re-

ciprocals of cell numbers, Vn
j_

^ • Under these circumstances the model is simple to

learn, simple to understand and simple to use; and the task of what hypotheses are to be

tested is laid fairly and squarely where it should be: at the foot of the researcher. How-

ever, his task is now easy, compared to his task in overparameterized models. Any hypothe-

sis about the value of any linear combinations of the population cell means (the
\
Jl^^^ s )

can be tested. He has only to state his conjectures in this form, without any limitation at

all on what sort of linear combination (because each and every one of them is an estimable

function) can be the basis of a hypothesis. No statistician need persuade him to be con-

fined to just certain (estimable) kinds of linear combinations; they are all permissible.

Question 3 ? What is the appropriate criterion for the testing of hypotheses? The hypothe-

ses tested by the F-statistics are orthogonal even with unbalanced data if the sums of

squares for each line of the ANOVA table is computed by adjusting for all lines above it and

ignoring all lines below it. The set of contrasts associated with almost any other set of

sums of squares is not orthogonal and therefore open to ambiguity of interpretation.

Answer : Ambiguity of interpretation is built into the analysis of unbalanced data. Further

more, in many kinds of data, empty cells are a virtual certainty. In family surveys, for

example, the 72-year-old father with h children under 5> on welfare, living in Georgetown in

a 1-room house with 5 cars, 2 yachts and a Lear Jet simply does not exist. The Howard

Hughes of this world seldom get caught in survey data.

So what do we do, insofar as hypotheses are concerned? Fall back on cell means is un-

doubtedly the only rational thing to do; and, thankfully, it is an easy route to take.
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The concern implicit in this third question is that of orthogonal hypotheses and/or

orthogonal sums of squares. Traditionally, hypotheses : k.jj3 = 0 and Hg : k^3 = 0 (for k'

|ind k^ heing row vectors) would he considered orthogonal when kjk^ = 0. However, the numer-

ator sums of squares for the corresponding F-statistics are independent (under normality) if

(iind only if k^G-k^ = 0; in which case they sum to that used for testing and simul-

taneously [see Searle (l97l)j> Sec. 5-5gJ- Therefore k^Gk^ = 0 seems an appropriate general-

ization of the orthogonality concept for unbalanced data — and it reduces, of course, to

[s-jkg = 0 when G is a scalar matrix (or when appropriate principal suhmatrices of G are). In

this sense, orthogonal hypotheses have independent numerator sums of squares — hut not inde-

pendent F-statistics (hoth denominators contain c
2
). As a result, the concept of hypotheses

;oeing orthogonal seems to deserve less importance than is implied by this question. The

(criteria for testing a hypothesis should he (i) that it is testable and (ii) that it is

I

meaningful and of interest to the experimenter.

Final Comment: An overriding comment is to tell computer jocks not to write fully general

programs. They are too difficult to explain and are so fraught with dangers for possible

erroneous use that they frequently do get used erroneously — and often without the user

knowing of the errors perpetrated. Complementary advice for statisticians would be to en-

courage data gatherers to set up their own hypotheses, and to assist them by relying en-

tirely upon the cell means model. It is straightforward, requires no computers, is easy to

understand and is in direct line with the way in which most experimenters think about their

data.
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ABSTRACT

An ANOVA is primarily an information summary and screening dev-

ice. One pass with a model-fitting algorithm provides both a forward ANOVA and

a backadjusted ANOVA. The forward ANOVA depends on the order of fit of the

model terms, but if main effects are ranked in importance on either prior infor-

mation or the magnitude of unadjusted mean squares, and interactions are

assigned the corresponding induced order, these two ANOVA's often suffice for

interpreting the data. It is not necessary to consider all possible ANOVA's that

could arise from arbitrary reordering of model terms. The question of hypothesis

testing does not arise at the stage of presenting estimated values but only at the

prior stage of determining an adequate model fit. The extension to multiple error

strata, covariates and missing values is briefly considered.

Key words: Covariance analysis; expected mean squares; factorial models; multi-

ple error strata; nonorthogonal ANOVA.

1. INTRODUCTION
Much of the current confusion about ANOVA, particularly in the nonorthogonal case, is attri-

butable to some misunderstanding of the basic role of ANOVA, and to faulty or inappropriate

mathematical formulations for it, such as the misleading classification of models as fixed, mixed or

random, and the unnecessary introduction of marginal constraints in specifying a model. There is

also far too much emphasis on hypothesis testing, as opposed to estimation.

This confusion has given rise to an extraordinary proliferation of publications and I believe

that an intensive effort should be made to restore to ANOVA the essential simplicity that is so

often obscured. It is to be hoped that the present workshop will make a positive contribution in

this regard.

2. THE ROLE OF ANOVA
As its inventor, R. A. Fisher, clearly perceived, the primary statistical role of an ANOVA is

that of an information summary. It also serves as a screening device, suggesting to its interpreter

just how far the data warrants more detailed examination, and providing a gauge of the adequacy of

proposed models for summarizing the data.

Thus the primary domain of application of ANOVA is Estimation. The F ratios, which in

engineering parlance are (signal + noise) /noise ratios, provide formal significance tests for the ade-

quacy of a model fit, and this is their usual role. Only occasionally are they needed to test a

genuine scientific hypothesis, say of independent action of two factors A and B.

It is for this reason, I believe, that Fisher favored the use of conventional significance levels

(5%, 1%, .1%; usually indicated by *, **, ***). It is only with some critical scientific test in mind
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that one would wish to determine the exact significance probability of a particular F-ratio.

It is perhaps unnecessary to stress that for an ANOVA to be fully effective as an information

summary, the partitioning of variance should be extended as far as possible, splitting factorial terms

into linear and curvilinear components, etc.

3. EXPECTED MEAN SQUARES
Significance tests in ANOVA have not only been overemphasized but also greatly complicated

by confusion regarding the appropriate formulae for expected mean squares, chiefly as a result of

faulty mathematical treatment (in the scientific, not logical sense). Yates (1965) pointed out that

apparent anomalies in the formulae for expected mean squares do not arise if marginal constraints

(unnecessary in any case) are not imposed on the random terms in a model. In fact the apparent

anomalies are simply a notational artifact, attributable to variance symbols having changed mean-
ings in different contexts, as I subsequently realized.* The same effect was noted by Hocking

(1973). Nelder (1977) has provided I believe, a definitive resolution of the confusion in this area,

in a paper read to the Royal Statistical Society in London on November 9, 1976.

As Nelder has noted, there is a crucial distinction between two kinds of random term, (i) error

terms which determine the primary stratification of the data vector into error strata, and likewise

the ANOVA (see Fisher (1935)); and (ii) treatment terms which are nevertheless to be summar-
ized in terms of estimated variance parameters, as when a set of treatments has been randomly

selected from a larger population of treatments about which inferences are to be made. Some
genetic studies fall in this category.

It is the error mean square in each error stratum that is the appropriate divisor of F-ratios for

treatments estimated in that stratum. Otherwise, as Nelder (1977) shows, treatment mean squares

in an error stratum have the same kind of comparability regardless of their fixed or random status.

This comparability is rendered explicit when expected mean squares are specified in terms of canon-

ical components of variance </>, the same canonical formulae applying regardless of the random or

fixed status of the various terms. In the case of random terms the effect of sampling from either a

finite or infinite population is absorbed in the definition of the canonical parameters.

4. FORWARD AND BACKADJUSTED ANOVA'S
The general least-squares method of fitting linear factorial models is a stepwise extension pro-

cess, one new model term being fitted in each step. There are two phases in this process, forward

and backward, the latter necessary if there are nonorthogonal effects:

Forward: The effects of a new model term are estimated

Backward: Previously estimated effects are backadjusted to their correct values in the

extended model fit.

The forward steps collectively define a forward ANOVA, which depends on the order in which

model terms are fitted. For a 2-way table of data classified by factors A and B, it takes the form

* In an unpublished paper with J. A. Nelder, 'The Mixed Model Muddle', now superseded by Nelder (1977).
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Forward ANOVA

A ignoring B

B eliminating A (1)

A xB (automatically orthogonal to A and B)

Subclass variation

The sums of squares in this analysis are additive. In particular, the pooled sum of squares for the

A and B terms is the sum of squares for fitting an additive model (A+B) comprising only A and B
effects, with no interaction terms, and is independent of the order of fit of the terms, A,B.

If the factors A and B are nonorthogonal, backadjustment produces a nonaddi.tive analysis of

variance,

Backadjusted ANOVA I

A elim. B (by backadjustment after fitting B)

B elim. A (same as in forward ANOVA) (2)

A xB (same as in forward ANOVA)
,

which is independent of the order of fit of A and B except when there is partial aliasing of A and B
effects - the aliased effects are then represented in the first term fitted (A) but not in the second,

and there is a corresponding effect on degrees of freedom.

We can now consider the first question put to this panel by Heiberger and Laster - what to do

about the multiplicity of possible forward ANOVA's and partially backadjusted ANOVA's that

could in principle be produced with generally nonorthogonal data.

From a practical point of view I think that only two ANOVA's need be considered in conjunc-

tion with a single pass of a model-fitting algorithm, the forward and the fully backadjusted

ANOVA, with perhaps the further option of nominating a break-point in the model for backadjust-

ment, for it is sometimes the case that the analyst is interested only in the fit of a reduced model
but wishes nevertheless to exclude further high-order effects from the estimate of error variance, to

avoid possible contamination.

The forward ANOVA depends of course on the order of fit of the model terms, and to be fully

effective as an information summary, certain ordering principles ought to be invoked. The mar-

ginality principle requires that any term be preceded by any terms marginal to it - for obvious rea-

sons. A second ordering principle is justified by the generally smooth nature of the underlying

response models in practice, and that is to group all main effect terms together, followed by all first

order interactions and so forth, as in a Taylor-McLaurin expansion. (The exception is with

pseudo-factorial components, say of Varieties, in a pseudo-factorial analysis - these must always

maintain their juxtaposition since they will be summed together in the resultant ANOVA.) A
further justification for this ordering is the progressive loss of statistical information as one proceeds

from main effects to first order interactions, etc. Finally, main effects should be ranked in order of

importance, either according to prior knowledge or by the magnitude of the unadjusted mean
squares for main effects. Once this ordering is specified, interactions should be assigned the

corresponding induced ordering. For instance the ordering

Term: A B C D
Binary code: 0001 0010 0100 1000 (3)
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induces the ordering, indicated by the ascending magnitude of the binary code,

AxB AxC BxC AxD BxD CxD
0011 0101 0110 1001 1010 1100 (4)

of the first order interactions, and so forth.

With the option on ordering of main effects as described above, the forward and backadjusted

ANOVA's often suffice for interpreting the data, though occasionally a second pass of the model
fitting algorithm will be needed to fit, say, a more reduced model with main effects in a different

order.

5. PRESENTATION OF ESTIMATED VALUES
This is an area where some controversy continues. I shall illustrate with the simple case of a

2-way table of data with unequal subclass replication:

Means Replications

"ll "12 "1.

X2 2 *2. "21 "22 "2.

X.2 X ".1 ".2 N
(Marginal means weighted according to subclass replication.)

The analyst will usually want to see a table of estimated values jxy bordered with appropriate

marginal means, together with appropriate standard errors. The marginal entries he requires will

usually be unweighted means

£/. = (A/i + £,2)/2 > ' = 1,2

,

p.j = (p-ij + ijL 2j)l2, j = 1,2 , (6)

or else entries weighted according to say specified population weights, distinct from the subclass

replication values, which are usually only an artifact of the experiment and not otherwise of intrin-

sic scientific interest. In a computer implementation the user should be allowed to specify his

requirements in this regard.

In answer to Heiberger and Laster's third query, in this workshop, it is crucial now to stress

that no question of hypothesis-testing arises at this stage - we are fully in the domain of estimation.

The only hypothesis tests would have been concerned with how the expected values /jL,j are to be

estimated. If interaction is allowed for, /i» is simply 5c,y. Otherwise, if the constrained model

fly-H+Oli+Pj (7)

were judged to be appropriate, with the inherent no-interaction constraint

7 = An - M12 r M21 + M22 = °> (8)

then the fiy would have been determined as combinations of estimated A and B effects only and a

common term, according to the rearranged form of model (7),

fiy = + (a -a) + (/3
;
-/3) (9)

in which the bracketed terms are the statistically estimable quantities. The terms a,/3 are the
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marginally weighted means which are completed aliased with in estimation. Hypotheses which

might have been tested, given say that A dominates B in effect, are as follows, with a = a
x

—a2,

0 = 0,-02:

(/) y = 0 («o interaction)

,

(//) 0 = 0 g/ven y = 0, (10)

(/'//) a = 0 y ~ 0 and 0 = 0.

For these tests the forward ANOVA F-ratios are uniquely appropriate. A test of a = 0 given only

that y ~ 0 would come from the backadjusted ANOVA.
Note that none of these hypotheses depend on subclass replication values for their definition.

Any representation of them that appears to make them so dependent is misleading and may be

scientifically inappropriate. (Note that here I disagree with Hocking (1975). The relevant

hypotheses are most clearly stated relative to (7).)

There is of course a difficulty of interpretation which experimenters commonly encounter

when considering the unweighted marginal means /x, , [x in (6). They often don't understand why
say the marginal difference ji\ — /t 2 does not agree with the previously presented least-squares

estimate a of a, relating to model (7). In fact a is the best statistically combined estimate derived

from the individual estimates a A = xn—x 2 i,
at 2

= 3c 12—

x

22 which have the same expected value if

interaction is absent. Thus if 1/w, = l/«iy
- + 1/ n 2j , j = 1,2,

a = (wjq: j + w
2
a 2)/(wi + w 2), (11)

and this, not $2.)» is the appropriate quantity for a test of significance of A eliminating B when
interaction is negligible. Of course such a test usually becomes pointless if interaction is present.

To round off this discussion I should add that there is an uncommon class of scientific contexts

in which a table of data can exhibit large interactive fluctuations but of a compensatory nature, so

that marginal entries exhibit very much less fluctuation. An example would be a table of cash flows

(+ or -) relating to various products and corporations. In such cases the usual factorial analysis is

likely to be quite inappropriate, because of the correlation patterns engendared by random shocks

to the system under study. Some form of dynamic modelling is indicated instead.

6. EXTENSION TO MULTIPLE ERROR STRATA
Many experiments have some physical structure relating the experimental units, such as a divi-

sion of blocks into plots, or an allocation of several tests to each patient. The appropriate models

then have more than one error term, and the least squares analysis becomes a two-stage process.

In the first stage the error part of the model only is fitted, ignoring 'treatment' terms. This

determines a primary partition of the data vector into error strata, and similarly in the ANOVA. In

the second stage an extension of the least-squares process is applied to estimate treatment (and pos-

sibly also covariate) effects in all error strata that provide information on them. There may also be

further stages in which factorial terms are further subdivided according to specified submodels; in

which treatment information from different strata is statistically combined; and in which random
treatment terms may be passed through a variance component estimation process. A proper modu-
larization of the computing algorithms for all these stages is essential in a general computer imple-

mentation of ANOVA.
The preceding remarks in the paper apply to multiple error strata with the following

modifications:

(i) In fitting the error model, no backadjustments are made to error effects. Thus in a lattice

square design we may have orthogonal strata designated 'Rows ignoring Columns' and

'Columns eliminating Rows' if it happens, say, that the diagonal elements of each square are

missing. (Incidentally it may be noted that the order of fit of Rows and Columns will be
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immaterial in the final analysis when treatment information in different strata is combined.)

(ii) Interpretation of the terms in the forward and backadjusted ANOVA's for each error stratum

is a little more complicated. Probably the best way of viewing the situation is to note that we
have essentially, a series of statistically independent fits of the treatment model, correspond-

ing to the different error strata, and that each fit is to a greater or less extent degenerate,

since there is zero information on some terms in some strata. It is perhaps for these reasons

that no fully general 'combination of information' procedure has yet been published, (though

I do have a general solution if treatment terms are mutually orthogonal)

.

(iii) If all treatment effects are mutually orthogonal there is generally one unique ANOVA for

each error stratum, the forward and backward ANOVA's being the same. However, there is

an exception; the fitting of a treatment interaction term, AxB say, in an error stratum will

induce a backadjustment of a term marginal to it in that stratum, A say, if both are

nonorthogonal to another error term such as 'Blocks'.

(iv) An ordering of main effects will need to be based on canonical components of variance rather

than mean squares, because of differing stratum variances.

7. COVARIANCE ANALYSIS (AND MISSING VALUES)
We need only consider the case of a single error stratum since with multiple strata the same

form of covariance analysis can be applied independently to each error stratum.

Let y denote the response variable and X a matrix whose column vectors are the covariates.

The best computing procedure is first to fit the factorial model and any related submodels to both

the y and A' data. Call these standard analyses, meaning 'not adjusted for covariates.' The vector of

regression coefficients b in the covariance relation can then be estimated from the residual SS-SP

matrix of the ( Y,X) MANOVA.
The next step is to backadjust all relevant effects, contrasts and residuals computed in the stan-

dard analysis of y, with adjustments of the form y = y — Xb. These are the correct estimates in the

covariate-extended model.

We may also compute the standard forward and backward ANOVA's from the backadjusted

data y, but only the residual term SSR (y) will be correct for the covariate-extended model. A
further, subtractive correction of the sum of squares SST(y) for each treatment term Tis required,

as follows:

Let pT be the vector of treatment products of y with Xfor the term T, and AR+T the pooled

'residual + treatment T SS-SP matrix of the X MANOVA. Since pR+T = pT because pR = 0,

8bT = AR \ TpT is the vector of adjustments to the covariance coefficients b that would result from

combining the term Twith the residual term. The subtractive correction for SST(y) is then the

sum of products of hbT with pT .

Note that covariance-backadjustment of the standard forward ANOVA for the y data is

equivalent to promoting 'covariates' to be the leading term in the model.

Missing values can be handled in a similar way to covariates, except that the special form of the

indicator covariates for missing values simplifies the calculations required (Wilkinson, 1961).

When there are also genuine covariates X the best modularization is to first adjust in parallel for

missing values in both the y and X data, before proceeding to estimate and backadjust for covariate

effects (Wilkinson, 1957). Treatment sums of squares undergo a double correction, first for miss-

ing values and then for covariates.

8. CONCLUSION
I hope I have said enough to suggest that ANOVA has an essential simplicity, even with

nonorthogonal data, if not obscured by extraneous issues or inappropriate mathematical formalism.

At the same time I do not wish to under-emphasize the magnitude and complexity of the task of
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developing general and powerful computer programs for ANOVA. I think that the fundamental

canonical theory of ANOVA outlined in James and Wilkinson (1971) is important in this regard. It

has provided a recursive and adaptive algorithm of remarkable simplicity (Wilkinson, 1970) which

is specially suited to analyzing generally balanced nonorthogonal designs. The GENSTAT imple-

mentation of it currently handles several hundred ANOVA's each week, some with many error

strata and extraordinary confounding patterns. However, the best exploitation of canonical proper-

ties for computing analyses of experiments lacking general balance is very much an open question,

though Hemmerle's (1973) iterative approach is promising.

Heiberger and Laster's second query really raises the question of automatic refinement of the

analysis process in a computer program, for detecting and taking account of aberrants, nonaddi-

tivity, heterogeneity of variance between local subsets of the data, etc. I think we would agree that

although automatic actions of this kind would not cover all contingencies without further interac-

tion with the data analyst, their inclusion in a computer program with adequate user-controls is

both feasible and desirable, and would help to protect naive users from inadequate interpretations

of their data.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to describe the hypotheses commonly
tested in linear models with unbalanced data, including the case of
zero cell frequencies. Historically, the sums of squares for the test
statistics have been developed either on heuristic principles or
because of computational convenience. Precise statements of the
corresponding hypotheses are rarely found in the literature and, in

those cases where the hypotheses are stated, they are usually described
in terms of the parameters of the non-full rank model which may be

difficult to interpret. In this paper, the hypotheses associated with
the R( ) notation for general sets of conditions are described in terms
of the means of the observed populations. The discussion is restricted
to two-way models.

Key words: Linear models; tests of hypotheses; unbalanced data.

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the analysis of the classical, fixed effects,
linear model for designed experiments when the data is unbalanced, including the case of
zero cell frequencies. Following Hocking and Speed (1975), we describe the analysis in

terms of the cell means model given by

Y = W y + e (1)

subject to

G u = 0. (2)

Here, y is the q- vector of cell means, W is the nxq matrix of zeros and ones indicating the
number of times 3 particular cell or population has been observed, and G is a matrix which
describes any known linear relations that may exist on y.

In the following we state a number of theorems which describe the hypotheses being
tested by some of the standard computational procedures. The fact that this is even
necessary is contrary to normal statistical analysis which suggests that the first step is

to formulate the hypothesis and the second is to develop the test statistic. Unfortunately,
this has not been the case with the analyses of unbalanced, ANOVA data. In most cases, the
sums of squares for testing are dictated by computational convenience rather than a precise
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statement of the hypothesis of interest. For simplicity, the theorems are stated for the
two-way classification model with interaction given by

yijk
= y + a. + 6 . + y.. + e

ijk (3)

i=l...a
j=l...b
k=0,l ,. . .n. ..

In terms of the cell means model, we simply write

yijk
=

»ij
+ e

ijk W

with the obvious definition of y...

2. GENERAL HYPOTHESIS THEOREMS

The first three theorems describe the hypotheses tested as a result of imposing a

specific set of non-estimable conditions on the model (3) and then testing for row effects
a- = 0. Theorem 4 develops the interaction hypothesis under the conditions in Theorem 1

and 2.

Theorem 1 . In the model (3) suppose the design is connected and we impose the
conditions

a b

Z c. . v. .
= E c. . v. . = 0 (5)

1=1 " Y
V j-1 ^ ^

for 1=1... a, j=l...b and, in addition, set v. . =0 if n.. = 0 for a total of a + b - 1 + m

linearly independent, non-estimable conditions. Here m is the number of empty cells. In

addition, one condition on the o. and the $. are adjoined to obtain a full rank model. The

row effect hypotheses, H^ : =0, is then given by

b b a

H : E d . . y . . = z E d..d.,.y.,./d. (6)

for i=l . . .a-1

.

Here,

c . . if n . . f 0

0 if n.. = 0.
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Theorem 2 . In theorem 1, consider the conditions

a b

E v. v. .
= E w. y . . = 0. (7)

1-1
1 1J j=l J 1J

Then the row effect hypothesis is given by

b b a a

H : E W. 6.. y . .
= E E V., w. 6.,. 6.. y.,. / E V. 6.. (8)

a j =
1

J 1J U il=] 1 J l J 1J 1 J
i=

-| 1 1

J

for i =1 . . .a-1

.

Here,

"

1 if n. . f 0

6,
1J

0 i f n . .
= 0

Theorem 3 . Suppose the non-estimable conditions are

a b

EC..(a.+Y--) = £C..(B-+Y..)=0 (9)

a

EC.a.=EC.B.=0 (10)

1-1
1

j=l -
J J

and if n. .
= 0 set a. + v. .

= s. + v- = 0 for a total of a + b + 1 + m linearly independent

conditions. Then,

b b

H : E d. . y. . / d. = E d.
(

. y., . / d., (11)

for all i , i
1

.

Here

,

c. . n. . f 0

d. .

n. . = 0.

Theorem 4 . Given any set of a + b - 1 linearly independent, non-estimable conditions
on the y. . such as (5) or (7), along with y. .

= 0 if n . .
= 0, the interaction hypothesis

J 1 J 1

J

is obtained as follows:
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1. Let H y = 0 denote any set of (a - 1) (b - 1) linearly independent interaction
constraints. For example,

v-|
1

- M-ii - y- + y. • = 0
1Jil

M
lj

for i=2. . .a, j=2. . .b.

(12)

2. Assume that the components of y are ordered so that the m empty cells occur first
and reduce H to obtain the following equivalent set of constraints:

H
ll

H
12

'22

y = 0 (13)

where has m columns. Then the interaction hypothesis is given by

H
y

: [0 H
22 ] Y = 0. (14)

Corollary 1 . If the design is connected,. = I
m<

If not, = (I P) where I has

dimension m - p with p being the minimum number of cells to be filled to connect the design.

Corollary 2 . The two-way model without interaction can be written in the form of (1)
and (2) with (1 ) given by (4) and (2) given by (14).

SUMMARY

The intent of this paper has been to demonstrate the hypotheses being tested when
standard computing procedures are used. The analyst is urged to study these hypotheses to

see if they meet his needs. Ideally, the computer program should be sufficiently flexible
to allow the specification of any linear hypothesis rather than restricting the user to one
or more of those specified by the above theorems.
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DISCUSSION FROM WORKSHOP ON ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR UNBALANCED DATA

edited by
Richard M. Heiberger

University of Pennsylvania

The discussion, except as noted, was recorded and then transcribed and edited for
loothness. The speakers have not reviewed the comments attributed to them.

ihn A. Nelder , Rothamstead Experimental Station (written comments read at the meeting by
le session chair) : It appears from your alternatives as if you regard the stratification
: A, B, C as the main determinant of the form of SS required. (I am using 'strata' as in
' 1965 paper to denote different subspaces of contrasts which define the error strata.) I

iubt if this is true. A more relevant factor, I suggest, is whether the parameters corres-
>nding to a term are nuisance parameters or not. In the anova context, I speak of the for-
;r kind as being part of the minimal model , i.e. a model that must be fitted first, before
ty further fitting of non-nuisance (i.e. interesting) parameters can begin. In BIBs,
.ocks form the minimal model, and (ignoring inter-block information for the moment), blocks
.im. treatments would not be calculated, but treatments elim. blocks would.

A second point is that there is no point in calculating A elim.B if B is effectively
ill. In fact there are good reasons for not doing so, because the effect will be to in-
:ease the sampling variances of the A estimates when A and B are non-orthogonal. Thus no
jquence can be defined a priori , without knowing the size of the effects concerned. The
mclusion I draw from this is that there can be no standard form of output for a program,
lly the ability to define and fit a sequence of models and to present in tabular form the
.S. for the models in that sequence. (The user will not be able to avoid thinking!)

A further point is that often the assumption of a single error term is unjustified.
)w, the estimation of means and variances, and the assignment of associated measures of un-
^rtainty (in whatever form) is an unsolved problem for unbalanced designs. However, this

3 not a justification for pretending that there is only one error term, when in fact there
3 not, because this can lead to gross underestimation of the standard errors.

array Aitkin , University of Lancaster (comments based on his contributed paper which ap-
2ars elsewhere in these Proceedings)

siberger : The analysis recommended by Francis (1973) , with which Professor Aitkin disa-
rees, adjusted main effects for all interactions using BMD10V (BMDX64). I would like to

sk Jim Frane to comment.

rane : As Professor Aitkin has pointed out there is an apparent loss of power if you do not
ool. However, that a non-significant interaction was observed may reveal instead that
lere was a loss of power due to sparcity of data. I think we have a philosophical differ-
cice here. Are we interested primarily in being sure that there is no A effect or B effect?

b we want to be conservative or liberal? We don't always want to do the same thing. It is

uportant to have computer programs that can specify a number of different models. For ex-
nple, we can build a set of contrasts to test Professor Aitkin's hypothesis using BMD10V.

ilkinson : The A main effect can be thought of as a combination of two independent esti-

ates x^-x^j and x^2~x22 ^i-0*1 have the same expected value if no interaction is present.

he statistically best overall estimate of the A effect then comes from weighting the two

ndependent estimates according to the proper weighting of Fisherian information theory,

hat is, proportional to the cell frequencies.
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Frane : I think we have illustrated that we can think of circumstances in which different
kinds of hypotheses are interesting. I think if we had a particular client who came in an
talked to each of us that we would find in fact that for the particular problem we would b
closer than we appear to be here.

Heiberger : It is very difficult to provoke controversy sometimes.

Kevin Price : Agriculture Canada, Ottawa (written comments based on his impromptu floor
comments): For some clients the '3-model', with its emphasis on the main effects, is a

more natural representation of their interests than the 'p-model', emphasizing cell means.
Suppose, for example, the experiment has measured the yield of wheat of different varietie
(factor A) sown on different dates (factor B) . If there is no A*B interaction, the result
of the experiment may be used to make recommendations such as 'A_. is the best variety' or

'B is the best seeding date'. If there is an interaction, these recommendations must be

qualified: 'A. is the best variety if sown on date B.'.
i 3

Such a client surely has no trouble interpreting the 'alphas and betas', which corres-
pond, more directly than do the cell means, to the purpose of his experiment.

The phrase 'two way classification with interaction' is a strange combination of con-
cepts. If there is an interaction, we have to say that the cells cannot be classified in
two dimensions, but must be treated as a single dimension, as y, , , rather than as6

' k,k=l-m*m
u. . . . , 'Two way classification' is what our client hoped he had; 'with interaction
ij,i-»m,j=l+n.

is our way of telling him that his hopes were in vain.

Hocking : If you've ever watched Billy Graham give a sermon, you notice after it's over
that people come down from the audience and announce that they've been converted. Well,
think I've just got a convert.

Searle : In terms of the relationship between the, so to speak, y models and the g mo-

dels, or this discussion of interactions, or the discussion that Ron just had of the rela-
tionships between some cells and other cells, all that is fine, but everyone has been talk
ing of models with all cells filled. Let's take a ten by five with 24 cells filled and
the other 26 not. Now try to write the relationships or do anything that will make any
sense to anybody except in the y„ model. This is the topic of the meeting. I do agree

that in some contexts we do know everything about the two way classification. I don't
think any of us knows everything but if we could pool all our knowledge we would know
everything about it. The danger of this computing is, as Jim Goodnight says, we can do th<

computing for these other models. If we are stupid enough to go ahead and do it with a si:

factor experiment with, say, 200 or 300 cells and 45 of them filled. .. (laughter) . You
laugh. The one little piece of data there is in the Linear Models is about somebody with
some social science data with 9 factors, I can't really remember the number, after a littlt

bit of editing there were approximately 5000 cells. In the linear model with all interac-
tions there were about eight million of the damn things. I made a suggestion that when we
get beyond the two way classification, and when we get beyond the all-cells-filled-case we
really can't make any sense out of interactions. In that case, yes, I am a convert to the

model.

Aitkin : In a health sciences survey in Sidney, there were 22 variables and 2700 observa-
tions. In that survey many 3- and 4-way interactions were significant and interpretable

.

Larry L. Laster : University of Pennsylvania: I heard some talk about two-way models, a

little talk about three-way models and some holes all over the place where nothing would
make any sense. I am still a little unsure about the analysis of my data. I deal with
clinical trial studies with 2 , 3 or 4-way layouts which have reasonably well-defined factoi

structures. All my cells are filled, though not exactly balanced. And in such situations
I have heard strong commentary from certain speakers but not from others. I would appre-
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piate it if Dr. Searle would comment on that situation where all cells are filled. How
rould you treat certain experimental situations? What hypotheses would you seek to test? I

understand that there are many, many faults but most of the real research that I carry on,
and that a lot of other people are concerned with, is not based on that terrible loss situa-
tion.

aearle : From the way you describe it, a clinical situation where you have data everywhere,
[ suppose for the moment that every cell has some data in it and the number of observations
Ln every cell are fairly similar. But what do we mean by fairly similar? The usual stan-
dard is to compare l//n.. and if the numbers are more or less the same then we say that the

are more or less equal. My own feeling in this case is that I would do anything to

strive to get a balanced analysis because tha^, after all, is easy to understand (and it's
almost an aside to say that the arithmetic is easy to do) . If my numbers of observations
uere 5, 6, 7, 9 or 5, 8, 5, 61 might set aside some data points and do a balanced data ana-
lysis. Then I would put back the observations and set aside some others at random. I would
do this three or four times, hoping that the conclusions I might draw from these several
analyses would be the same. If they weren't I might have compounded my difficulties. I

think the balanced data analyses are so easy that this is one way of striving. Another
thing one could do is unweighted analysis of means, that is, to simply take the cell means
and treat each as if it were a single observation. Then the analyses of variance are very
aasy and, if I remember rightly, the tests of hypotheses that would come out of the F sta-
tistics are reasonably useful and interpretable. I would go, in fact, to the unbalanced
data analysis almost as the last thing. Now, of course, if you are really in the unfortu-
aate situation where there are 4 cells and the number of observations are 200, 200, 200,
and 6 then you are up a gum tree as my Australian friends would say. But I do feel that
this is something which you can do. Does that help?

ieiberger : I would like to thank everyone for participating. I am sure that all of us
would be more than happy to continue the discussion after the close of the session.

The contributed paper by Michael Kutner appearing in this Proceedings also addresses
the question discussed in this session. The following comment was received from David G.

lerr of the University of North Carolina-Greensboro after the meetings were over.

COMMENTS ON SESSION 2 OF WORKSHOP 1 OF THE TENTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM OF THE INTERFACE

The preceding papers have been interesting in demonstrating that, however well under-
stood the analysis of unbalanced, two-way designs may be, there is the need for a perspec-
tive or overview from which the various advocacies can be considered. The geometric or co-
Drdinate free approach to linear models provides such a perspective. For example, consider
the debate concerning the cell mean model (CMM) versus the over-parametrized or grand mean
nodel (GMM).

Suppose that there are a total of n observations in the design to be analyzed. Let Y be
che n x 1 vector of random variables used to model these observations. Let U be a subspace

H R
n

. Then a linear model is defined by requiring EY e U. A linear hypothesis requires
'i -5Y e W for W a subspace of U. Under the usual assumptions on Y-EY, the hypothesis H:

2Y e W is rejected for large values of

rhis statistic is distributed as an F(dim W, n-dim U) . Here P , P are the perpendicular

David G. Herr
UNC - Greensboro

|

(I-P
T1

) Y
|

|

2
/ (n-dim U)

U
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projections on the subspac.es W and U respectively. Viewed in this way the CMM and GMM are
simply equivalent ways of specifying U. The CMM has the advantage of specifying Y as the
range of a full rank transformation (matrix). The GMM has the advantage of explicitly ex
hibiting parameters that are useful and familiar to many. The CMM makes sense even with
empty cells in the design. The GMM suggests regression like model comparisons which appea
to many. Careful consideration will show that each model is just a crutch to help specify
subspaces W, ie . specify hypotheses, of interest to the investigator. There seems little
reason not to use each crutch where it is most useful, i.e. why be crippled with only one
crutch?

This geometric view applied to unbalanced, two-way designs has been considered by
Burdick, Herr, 0' Fallon, and O'Neill (1974) in the case of all cells filled and Herr (1976
in the case of empty cells. I have named the three analyses championed by Hocking,
Wilkinson and Aitkin the standard parametric (STP) , each adjusted for the other (EAD) and
the hierarchical, rows first then columns (HRC) respectively. The following is a summary
their attributes for an a x b design.

Analysis

STP

rows

columns

EAD

Parametric hypothesis
tested

a. p

Model Comparisons
Made

Orthoganali
properties

.1 b^q

= 0) y = V + 3 + Y + e In general there
vs is no orthoganal

y = y + a + 3 + Y + e ty between any t

of rows, columns
= 0) y = y + a + Y + e and interactions

vs

y = y + a + 3 + Y + e

rows
P*

(% } p* y y + 3

vs

+ e Each of rows and

columns are orth

P KD(a-l) y y + a + 6 + e gonal to interac
tions but not to

each other
columns

*q
(v } *P

y y + a

vs.

+ e

q KD(b-l) y y + a + 3 + e

HRC

rows . . . = y j.a* y y + e Completely
vs. orthogonal

y y + a + e analysis

columns y**q y y + a

vs

.

+ e

q KD(b-l) y y + a + 3 + e

Here y , is
P*

the weighted average of cell means in the pth row with weij*hts proportional to

the cell sizes. Also (y A )^„ is the weighted average of the y^ with weights proportional

to the cell sizes in the qth column.

What seems clear from the discussion here today is that none of these analyses lack su

porters. Furthermore it also seems clear that the mathematics of each analysis is well un

derstood by many. The problem of choosing one or another of these analyses is not mathema

tical, but philosophical in nature. What is needed then is a clear, concise explanation of
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ie philosophy, not the mathematics, of each. Then, as Frane and Searle suggested, the in-
stigator, in consultation with the statistician, could decide the analysis appropriate
i>r the problem at hand.
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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses how recent progress in nonlinear optimization

methods can help data analysts working with nonlinear models and nonlinear

estimation procedures. Some advances in estimation for linear models such

as robust methods and diagnostic sensitivity analysis have been partially

generalized to nonlinear models, but many problems remain. These problem

areas are discussed along with certain ways in which nonlinear optimiza-

tion algorithms could be modified to help the statistician.

Keywords: Convergence; covariance; diagnostics; influence; leverage;

nonlinear; regression; robust; sensitivity analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION

/Jith the advent of robust estimation procedures, even linear regression models require the

use of some form of nonlinear optimization routine. This presents some new problems, both

jfor the statistician and the numerical analyst who specializes in nonlinear optimization.

Dur purpose in this paper is to discuss a few of these problems in order to encourage the

interaction of these two groups of researchers.

Too often, optimization algorithms are developed with the primary emphasis on finding a local

iiinimum in the most efficient way with little regard for the nature of the problem being

solved. On the other hand, statisticians often take optimization algorithms as given and

nake little or no attempt to influence their development so that they will more nearly satis-

fy the needs of a statistician. Far too little of what is already known about nonlinear

nethods has found its way into routine statistical data analysis.
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2. ROBUST METHODS

2.1 Notation . Since the notation used to describe nonlinear statistical problems

is by no means standard, we will need to introduce some notation. The regression model is

y
i

= m
i
(e)+E

i
i=l ,. . . ,n (1

where 6 is a p by 1 vector and m-(s) - x^6 in the linear case. Let ^-(b) = y • -m
•

(

b) and

R(e) = (r
1
(e),...,r

n (8))
T

.

For robust regression we generally need to minimize

f(B.s) =
I g(s) P(-4—) + h(s)

i=l
v s '

(2

where g(s) and h(s) are related to the scale parameter, s (often estimated), and p(t) is a

robust loss function such as:

Bin

t£
2

t < c.

o,|t| - cf/2 It | > c
1

(3

or

^ [l-exp(-t 2/c2)] .

Both of these functions are discussed in detail in Holland and Welsch (1977). For tradi-

tional least-squares estimation

p(t) = t*

g(s) = i

h(s) S! log s.

i'it

Four problems related to the structure of (2) will be discussed here: scale, iteration, con

vergence and covariance.
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2.2 Scale . Letting h(s) s log s does not lead to a robust scale estimate except

:or some nonconvex loss functions. However, Huber (1975) chose g(s)=s and h(s)«s and showed

:hat this led to a robust scale estimate for the Huber loss function, (3). In addition, the

|;cale estimation can be based on a single objective function involving both 3 and s just as

jn the least-squares case. No one has yet shown how to do this for other robust loss func-

tions .

ie should note that Huber did not actually use (2) to simultaneously estimate scale, but

nstead let

,ifter had been found based on s^^.

Iften the scale problem is avoided by estimating scale just once at the starting values, or

ising the Huber approach until convergence and then another robust loss function such as (4)

pith the scale fixed at the final value obtained from the Huber iterations. This procedure

s often satisfactory in practice but gives us little to go on theoretically.

pother approach is to set g(s)=l and h(s)=0 and add an equation to the normal equations of

:he form

'his means that a system of nonlinear equations must be solved and they are not derived from

1 single objective function such as (2).

>cale estimation cannot be forgotten about [see Holland and Wei sch (1977) for details] and the

"act that scale is special is something that statisticians must communicate to developers of

ion linear algorithms.

2.3 Iteration . It is convenient to form weights by defining

md letting <w> denote a diagonal matrix of the {w^ }, . At least three iteration schemes

lave been proposed for the robust estimation of linear models with fixed scale:

(6)

(7)
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*new
=

^old
+ (X

T
<p">X)-

1
X
T
<w>R(6

old ) (1

gnew
=

§old
+ (X

T
<w>X)- 1

X
T
<w>R(6

0ld ) (9

gnewJW (X
T
X)-

1
X
T
<w>R(3

0ld ). (10

Both w
i
and p'- are functions of r

-j
(^qi^/s. The first is Newton's method, the second has

been suggested by Beaton and Tukey (1974), and the third is due to Huber (1975).

Detailed theoretical and computational studies comparing these methods have not been made,

The weighted approach, (9), has received the most attention because of its relation to weigh

least-squares, but (10) is computationally simpler. A statistician forced to use a Gauss-

Newton nonlinear regression program automatically gets (8).

Often just one step from a starting value is used. The asymptotic properties of one-step

estimators using (1) and (3) are the same as fully iterated estimates (Bickel, 1975), but

unknown for (2) since Holland and Welsch (1977) show by Monte Carlo that in this case the

one-step and fully iterated asymptotics are most likely different. We also do not know how

one-step estimators affect the rates of asymptotic convergence.

2.4 Convergence . Most optimization algorithms include several convergence criteri

which are often based on the gradient or relative change in the parameters. These have

little real meaning for a statistician. The gradient is not scale free and therefore especi

ally troublesome for robust methods.

John Dennis (1976) has proposed a scale-free test involving the maximum of the cosines of th

angles between R(s) and the p columns of the Jacobian (J). Allen (1976) simplifies this by

using the absolute cosine between the residual vector R and the J column space projection,

J(J
T
J)"

1
j"'"r. Both of these solve the scale problem, but lack direct statistical appeal.

Pratt (1977) proposes using

6
T

A 6 < e (11

where <5 = Bnew
- and A is most often taken to be the Hessian but logically could be the

inverse of another measure of covariance. This has statistical appeal because

max
x

(X
T
6)

2

/A
T
A
_1

X = 6
T
A6

where x is any linear combination of the parameters.
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\ more direct approach is used by Huber (1975). Let C be the current estimate of the covari-

ance and check to see if

|6j| < eS»^T j=l p. (12)

Since s-C--^ is the estimated standard error, convergence is measured in terms of statistical

/ariability or, conversely, precision. Why can't we have some of these options available in

the nonlinear procedures we use?

2.5 Covariance . The last section showed how the estimated covariance matrix can

)lay a role in convergence criteria. Certain theoretical considerations have usually led

statisticians to be more or less happy with the inverse of the Hessian as the estimated co-

/ariance matrix. However, this does not completely solve the problem.

[n the first place, the exact Hessian (i.e. actual second derivatives) is rarely known and

:he only thing available is the current approximation to it. Most nonlinear optimization

ilgorithms are designed for speed of convergence and not estimation of the Hessian. When

:hoices are possible, as in the quasi-Newton update methods, the statistician's desires to

lave a good covariance estimate are not taken into account. Only close interaction between

;tatisticians and numerical analysts can help to develop algorithms that balance speed of con-

/ergence against the need for accurate covariance estimation.

i)n the other hand, statisticians are unsure about how to estimate covariance, especially in

;;he robust case. Many suggestions have been made including

(X
TX)"\ (X

T<w>X)"\ and (X
T
<p">X)

_1
(13)

in the linear case, and

H"
1

, H
_1

J
T
<p

,2 >JH"
:

, and (J
T
J)

_1
(14)

in the nonlinear case. Another intriguing proposal has recently been put forth by Hill

[1977a). Statisticians cannot really expect too much help from numerical analysts on covari-

ance estimation until they narrow this list. There is, however, no reason to limit the out-

>ut of a nonlinear statistical package to just one estimate of covariance. Perhaps user con-

;rol is in order here.

3. SPECIALIZED ALGORITHMS

3.1 Special structure . Statisticians often use general purpose algorithms to solve
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problems with special structure. When nothing else is available, there is no other course of;

action. However, there is a lot to gain by encouraging the development of specialized algor-

ithms. Loglinear models (DuMouchel, 1976, and Bishop, Fienberg and Holland, 1975) and gene-

ralized linear models (Nelder and Wedderburn, 1972) provide but two examples.

For years, Levenberg-Marquardt type algorithms have exploited the special structure of non-

linear least-squares. Further advances have recently been made in this area by Dennis and

Welsch (1976) who use quasi-Newton methods to approximate only the second-order portion of

the Hessian since the other part, J
T
J, is known exactly.

In robust estimation we may want to exploit special structure in other ways. With robust

loss functions there is a need to decide on a useful range of values for the parameter c-j

or c
2

in (3) and (4). In the linear case, one way to do this is to compute the predicted

residual

p^c) = yrXi 6
(i)

(c) (15)

where 3^(c) is the robust estimate of 3 obtained without using the i^ observation (or

some approximation to this). A criterion for choosing c is to examine the region of the

minimum with respect to c of

I P?(c). (16)
1=1

This requires clever techniques for the successive removal of observations and for the evalu-

ation of (16) at different values of c.

4. REGRESSION DIAGNOSTICS

4.1 Linear case . For the linear model, considerable progress has been made in un-

derstanding how to search for influential observations [Welsch and Kuh (1977), Cook (1977)

and Hill (1977b)]. Some useful measures are: the diagonal elements, h^ , of the projection

matrix

H = X(X
T
X)

_1
X
T

; (17)

the externally studentized residuals

r* - r/s^O-h,)* (18)

where is the estimate of residual variance obtained without using the i observation;

the change in coefficient estimates
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B-B
(i)

= (X
T
X)"

1
xTr

i
/(l-h

i
); (19)

and the change in fit

*itf-*(i)>
=
tSt- ™

Clearly the influence of subsets of more than one observation is also of interest, but we

(will not pursue that topic here.

4.2 Nonlinear case . How can these ideas be extended to nonlinear computations?

We could always use the existing methods in the neighborhood of the solution (local minimum)

by linearizing the model appropriately. However, this will not answer questions about what

would happen if we were to rerun the nonlinear optimization procedure without the i obser-

vation. Naturally, one would be reluctant to run n separate nonlinear regressions to get

this diagnostic information. (However, this information would provide a useful estimate of

covariance using jackknife techniques.)

If we do not want to perform n+1 regressions we can compute diagnostics like (17) to (20) at

each iteration, then note the observations that had a high influence at that iteration and

accumulate this information at the end. Perhaps separate runs (from the original starting

values) with each of these observations (or a group) removed could then be made. This tech-

nique has worked well in practice, and our early fears that every point would turn up as a

leverage point at some iteration have proved to be unfounded.

We do not have to use a local linear model in order to compute diagnostics at each iteration

Recent work on the nonlinear least squares problem by Dennis and Welsch (1976) uses J^J+S to

approximate the Hessian where S+ (for the next (+) step) satisfies the quasi -Newton equation

S
+ (6+-6) = (J

+
- J )

Tr
^+) = z

• ( 2] )

tOne local approximation to $/-j\-3 1S given by

-(J
T

. J . +S,.x)~ 1
J -

T
R • (e) (22)

where <i> denotes a vector or matrix with the i row removed. Of course, we do not know

and one way around this is to replace it by S. Since rank two update formulas are used

to modify S it is possible to build an approximation to as well. We have built a new

approximation to Sm at each iteration because of the desire not to store n separate
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matrices. This is a fertile area for research on the clever use of numerical linear algebra

Clearly some rules are needed to determine when the differences, B-B^, are large. Usually

this brings us back to a need for an estimate of the covariance, a problem we have already

addressed.

5. BOUNDED INFLUENCE ESTIMATES

5.1 Diagnostic estimates . The notions of leverage and influence lead one to con-

sider estimation procedures which bound the influence of individual (and perhaps subsets of)

observations. In the linear case one natural way to proceed is to solve the system of p

equations

.1 P
,

[A
t
x
1
(yr x

i
3)J

=0 {21

for 6. Here p(-) is again a robust loss function and is often proportional to

(X
T
X)

_1
or (24)

(x
T
x)-y(i-h.). (2|

For the motivation behind these two forms see Hinkley (1976) and Welsch (1977).

We note again how a linear problem has turned into a system of nonlinear equations. There

is much special structure in this particular problem that we would be wise to exploit.

Naturally, we could also ask how to do bounded influence estimation for nonlinear models.

Bounded influence estimators are designed to provide alternative estimates and not to sup-

plant least-squares or other traditional estimators. The alternative estimates are then

compared to regular estimates to gain a deeper insight into the nature of the data and model

being studied.

6. AVAILABILITY OF PROGRAMS

6.1 Problems . The major problem with many statistical packages is that they offer

no way to perform nonlinear optimization. If they do, they often do not provide a language

in which to write the model [a Fortran subroutine is needed]. Finally, the user must supply

derivatives. This is totally unnecessary because either numerical or symbolic differentia-

tion could be used instead.
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The TROLL system provides a choice of nonlinear routines, a modeling language, and deriva-

tives. SAS provides the first two but still requires user supplied derivatives.

When available, many Levenberg-Marquardt routines are not reliable for large residual prob-

lems. The Dennis and Welsch (1976) proposals may help with this. As our earlier discussions

have indicated most nonlinear routines do not provide adequate convergence options, covari-

ance estimation, and diagnostic (leverage and influence) information.

While we have seen a lot of progress in recent years on nonlinear optimization algorithms,

this progress has not really been felt by the bulk of the users of statistics and especially

ithe users of statistical packages. I think it is time we all work together to make non-

linear statistical modeling and optimization a reality.
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ABSTRACT

MLP is designed to make it easy for the non-specialist to fit appropriate
\ non-linear models to data. The program includes a wide range of standard models
for fitting curves, distributions and assays, with appropriate statistics and
graphical output. There is a user's language for fitting other models specified
as functions of parameters. The methods used depend on both the model and the

data. Optimization is used, but care is taken to ensure that the objective
function is well-conditioned, approximately quadratic and bounded.

1 . INTRODUCTION

The other speakers in this session have discussed the present state of the art

l
with regard to the use of general optimization routines for constrained or un-

I
constrained non-linear functions of several variables. The emphasis has been on

: the choice of algorithm for different problems, and the difficulties likely to be
encountered.

I wish to present an alternative approach, the presentation of non-linear
model-fitting problems in terms of objective functions which are readily optimized.
Since this approach requires some detailed study and understanding of the relation-
ship between each model and the data to which it is fitted, it is best provided as

software through the medium of programs which treat each model as a special case
and to provide the best fitting formulation that can be found. It is only by this
approach that the non-specialist (in statistical computing, that is) may fit his
models in a routine manner without meeting the problems associated with optimization.

The problem of deciding which models to include in an integrated modelling-
package is partly decided by the users themselves. The models most commonly
required must clearly be included, and in addition such specialisations or
generalisations as are necessary to enable users to decide which models are
adequate. In this way a library of models, mostly of few parameters but of wide
application, is being built up. Some models are very easily fitted while others
are very data-dependent in their ease of solution.

The Maximum Likelihood Program, MLP, is designed to provide solutions to a
wide range of models, linear and non-linear, that arise in the biological sciences
and elsewhere, with a standard user's language concealing the many different
techniques used in obtaining solutions, which will now briefly be described.

2. CONDITIONING A NON-LINEAR PROBLEM TO FACILITATE OPTIMIZATION

In a previous paper (Ross (1970)) I discussed how the same optimization problem
could be formulated in different ways sometimes easy and sometimes difficult to
optimize.

The first important technique is parameter transformation , reparameterizing so
that the log-likelihood function (or residual sum-of-squares ) approximates a well
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conditioned quadratic, leading to rapid convergence from arbitrary starting values.
The original parameters are then recovered by an inverse transformation. The working
parameters are called stable if their final values differ little from initial values,
and these are found in practice as the expected values of descriptive statistics of
the data. For example, for any satisfactory fit to a non-linear curve the fitted
curve must pass close to the data points, and therefore each fitted value is a
potential stable parameter, with finite range. The practical difficulty is to find

a set of stable parameters which are approximately uncorrelated, and from which the

defining parameters (and hence the set of fitted values and the likelihood) may
be easily calculated. In each case it is necessary to make some preliminary analysis
of the data from which suitable working constants (such as means or scaling factors)
may be derived. When the algebraic problems are intractable a simpler approximation
to the inverse transformation may provide a set of parameters which are nearly as

efficient for the purpose of fitting.

The second technique, of particular use in curve fitting, is that of separability
of linear parameters . Given trial values of non-linear parameters then any linear
parameters may be estimated directly by linear regression, so that optimization is

in the reduced space of the non-linear parameters only, as was first pointed out by
Richards ( 1 961 ) . These reduced functions may be less easily optimized because they
inevitably have local maxima orflattish regions, and so stable non-linear parameters
must be sought.

The third technique is that of sequential optimization , use of a sequence of models,
perhaps of increasing complexity, either to arrive at suitable initial values for the
final optimization or to find a suitable transformation for it. Thus if the initial
transformation fails to find a solution rapidly this may be because the working constants
obtained from the data were not appropriate, and could be improved from the transformatio
obtained after a few iterations of optimization.

In practice it has been found that use of these principles makes it easy to choose
initial values and step lengths for optimization routines not requiring derivatives
(for the transformations render analytical differentiation almost impracticable).
For stable parameters lying in a defined a priori range, the step length may be a
simple fraction of that range, provided the function is not too asymmetric about its
minimum.

3. UNIQUENESS AND EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS

It is well-known that non-linear objective functions may have more than one
solution, or no solution at all. Therefore the remedy of transforming to stable
parameters would seem, as a general principle, to founder on such cases. In fact
it provides the means of understanding how they arise.

If, for example, a curve with p parameters is fitted to p points exactly, the
system of non-linear simultaneous equations may have unique solution, or no solution,
or several solutions, according to the positions of the points. Thus if the curve
is always monotone increasing but the points are not, then there can be no solution.
But if the solution relies on a quadratic equation, two solutions may be possible.
If there are more than p data points the result may still depend on the position
of p critical predicted points.

Another situation is where the fit is so poor that contrasting sets of solutions
are obtained in which one subset of points are fitted well while the others are
poorly fitted.
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When each problem is specially programmed it is easier to ensure that non-
existence of solutions is rapidly detected, and that ambiguity is avoided where
possible, sometimes by requiring the user to specify one of two alternative forms.

4. AN EXAMPLE OF THE TREATMENT OF A MODEL IN MLP

One detailed example of the treatment of a model will have to suffice: the fitting
of the logistic growth curve,

y = ©/(1 + exp(-©
1

- Q
2
x))

by least squares.

A preliminary data analysis checks the number of data points and fits a straight
line of y on x. This establishes the mean and standard deviation of x, which indicates
the range and scaling of the x values and also the sign of ©

2
, governing whether y

ascends or descends with x.

If the data resemble a logistic in shape, and are reasonably uniformly distributed
on the range of x, then the predicted values at three equally spaced points
(x-s, x arrix+s) form the basis for a set of stable parameters which is algebraically
tractable.

But since the parameter 8, is linear, and may be fitted by regression through the

origin if 9^ and ©_ are known, only two working parameters are required. These may
be the ratios of the first to the second predicted value and the second and the third,

thus

0
1

= f(x-s)/f(x)

0
2

= f(x)/f(x-4s)

and ©
5
=^r z(0

1
,0

2)/^a(^,02 ))
2

,

where z is the equation of the curve in terms of 0^ and 0
2

, apart from the scale, ©,

.

Now 0 < 0^ < 0
2

< 1 for if 0^ > 0
2

then the curve increases more rapidly than an
exponential and cannot be of the right form. Therefore either a solution is found,
or a bound is violated, or too many iterations are required, and in the latter case a
second chance is allowed with new x values at which the critical predicted values are
used. Ths second chance usually finds solutions that were missed because of the

uneven distribution of data points.

5. MODELS FITTED BY MLP, AND EXAMPLES OF USERS LANGUAGE

The models in MLP are first classified by type of problem, for example, into curve
fitting, quantal response models (biological assay), discrete distributions, continuous
distributions, genetic frequency models, regression or general user models.

A comprehensive set of data manipulation facilities allow data to be read,
generated or transformed prior to model fitting. Then each set of data may be fitted
by several models of the same type, or several sets of data may be fitted by the same

model and the results compared or amalgamated. The program is therefore a data analyst's
tool in which individual details of modelling are subordinated to the wider task of
interpreting data and obtaining reliable estimates of quantities that are of interest.
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The curve fitting section, for example, allows up to 20 sets of data to be read at
a time, analysing each set singly and then in combination by a 'parallel' curve
analysis analogous to that of parallel lines. The curves include single and compound
exponential curves, compartment models, growth curves such as the logistic, inverse
polynomials (ratios of polynomials) and also simple linear polynomials. In most cases
the curve may be constrained to pass through the origin or to possess a fixed
asymptote, and all the models are related as a partially ordered network so that
adequacy of fit may be assessed. Output includes a graph of the curve, estimates of
slope and standard errors of prediction, the maximum of the curve if it has one, the

positions of asymptotes and any desired extrapolated or interpolated value.

The distribution fitting section provides solutions to the problem of Normal
mixtures, the lognormal with unknown origin and other models of practical importance;
also a range of discrete distributions such as the Negative binomial and Neyman Type A.

Biological assay is provided in the form of comparison of probit regression lines,
and other related models. The output reflects the traditional presentation (Finney,

(1971)) in terms of median lethal dose and other percentage points. There are further
models of interest to biologists such as dilution series estimation and genetic models.

To fit a standard model it is only necessary to supply the data in the form required
for that model, and to specify the model by name. For example, to fit a logistic curve
to a set of observations one need only write

DATA 1 2 2.9 4 4.7 6 10

.72 2.5 4.1' 7.8 8.3 10.2 10.6;

CM0DEL=L0GISTIC FIT CURVE

whereas to fit a negative binomial distribution to frequency data one could write

DATA 24 31 21 22 11 14 6 3 2 3 / 0 1 1 ;

DM0DEL=NEGBIN FIT DIST

The sign (/) indicates grouping of frequencies.

Additional options may be specified, and there is a wide range of data manipulation
facilities for transforming or editing data. Each model has its own procedures for
obtaining suitable transformations for efficient optimization, but for routine work
the details do not have to concern the user, who is often a biologist or non-
specialist. The program attempts to recognise data that will not fit, either at the
preliminary stage or after failure of the optimization routine to converge in reasonable
time. Failure diagnostic messages may suggest alternative models, where appropriate.

6. GENERAL N0N-LINEAR MODELS

Models not provided in the standard sections may be fitted by the user who has to
choose his own parameterisation. The model is specified as a set of instructions
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(in high level language) to compute the 'fixed part 1 of the model as function of
parameters, and an option to select the error distribution (or 'random part'). If

the linear terms are separable only the non-linear parameters need be specified.
Other functions of parameters may be specified and these are evaluated when the
model has been fitted, so that even if a transformation has been used the parameters
of interest may also be obtained.

Although the general model fitting procedure is a means of giving direct access
to the optimization routine it is hoped that users will be encouraged to seek the
most effective formulation of the problem, and there are several diagnostic aids
which simplify this procedure, such as contour diagrams of the function being
optimized and listing of the partial derivatives of the fitted values with respect
to the parameters. As a measure of the accuracy of the quadratic approximation a
plot is provided of the discrepancy between the actual log-likelihood or sum-of-
squares and the predicted values from the information matrix at the solution.

7. PROGRAM AVAILABILITY

The program is written in ANSI Fortran IV and is currently implemented on the
following machine ranges: ICL System 4-70, IBM 3.70, ICL 1906B, Burroughs B6700
and CDC (Cyber) 7600. It may be distributed under licence agreement by application
to The Programs Secretary, Statistics Department, Rothamsted Experimental Station,
Harpenden, Herts AL5 2JQ, England. A comprehensive user's guide is available.
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ABSTRACT

This paper surveys the graphics capabilities available to statisticians
in most of the widely available general purpose statistics packages and
in a few graphics-oriented statistics packages. The emphasis is on

pictures for data analysis rather than on pictures for data presentation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The statistics packages chosen for this study (Figure 1) include the most widely avail-
able general purpose statistics packages, and a few more graphics-oriented packages.
?igure 1 also indicates information available to the author, the plotting devices used by
the package, and a few other facts about the packages.

Each package developer was sent a small data set consisting of 50 observations on 7

variables, 4 test problems and 4 additional questions concerning histograms, 6 test problems
ind 6 additional questions on scatterplots , and 10 questions on other graphical displays.

The results of these test problems and the answers to the questions provided by the

package developers form the basis for this paper. In some cases, results were obtained from
versions of packages not yet released. Additional information was obtained from reference
aanuals and tests carried out by the author on those packages available at Penn State
Jniversity

.

2 . HISTOGRAMS

Histograms are (or should be) widely used by statisticians for a variety of reasons:
these include looking for outliers, examining the shape of a distribution, comparing several
groups. In spite of this, 5 of the 14 packages did not have any histogram capability, and
at least one of the remaining produced histograms which are useless for any of the purposes
nentioned above. On the other hand, BMDP has a wide variety of histogram displays.

The first test problem asked for a default histogram of an integer-valued variable.
The variable had two extreme values, one at 10 and one at -10; all other values were between
-2 and +2. The Minitab histogram is shown in Figure 2. This histogram was designed
primarily for screening purposes, so it is fairly compact and fast printing.

The worst result for this test problem was the histogram produced by SPSS, shown in

Figure 3. The two extreme values were completely obscured. SPSS produces one bar for each
distinct value in the data set, then places the bars an equal distance apart. This obscures
information about the shape of the distribution and the presence of outliers. This histo-
gram was apparently designed to display frequencies of nominal data with relatively few
categories, although this is not completely clear from the manual.
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Another problem with histograms is shown by Genstat, which requires using Genstat
commands to group the data before doing the histogram. There is no default grouping. If

the grouping is misspecif ied, outliers are put in the last group. Thus the user can deteci

outliers only if he expects them.

TROLL has the capability of producing histograms on Calcomp plotters, Tektronix graph:

terminals, and typewriter terminals in such a way that all look fairly similar, yet each
makes use of special capabilities of the device being used.

Another important use of histograms is to compare groups. All packages which have a

histogram capability (except SPSS) allow the user to specify the scale of a histogram. Thi

he can get a histogram for each group, all on the same scale, suitable for comparison.
Groups can be compared more easily using BMDP7D's side-by-side histograms (Figure 4).

Another technique is to have one histogram, with different characters to denote the differs

groups. An example from P-STAT is shown in Figure 5; BMDP5D also uses this technique.

3. OTHER UNIVARIATE PICTURES

All packages surveyed can plot X. versus i. Probability plots can be done by most
packages. Omnitab II and Statsystem can do probability plots for many distributions. BMD]

Genstat, Minitab, SAS, TROLL, and TSAM all can do normal probability plots. BMDP can also
do detrended normal probability plots.

Stem and leaf displays and box plots can be produced by Omnitab II and the TROLL
Experimental Programs. BMDP2D produces very useful displays for data screening. A portioi
of the output is shown in Figure 6. Omnitab II has a command STATPLOTS which produces 4

plots on one page of computer output: X^ versus i, X^ versus X^ ^, a histogram, and a

normal probability plot.

4. SCATTERPLOTS

Every package surveyed does some form of scatterplot. These plots vary less between
packages than do histograms, but there are important differences. A few major features are

shown in Figure 7. The ability to control size is useful both to fit output on narrow
terminals (or make use of wide printers) and to make plots suitable for inclusion in
reports. The control of scale is, of course, useful to make the plots "pretty", but more
importantly, it allows doing plots of different groups or different variables on the same
scale

.

All the packages have some form of control over the "window" — the range of data to

be included in the plot. All packages give some indication of count (e.g., 1,2,..., 9,+) ii

more than one observation falls on the same printing position. (Packages which plot on
devices such as a Calcomp plotter or a Tektronix scope had difficulty with this problem.
One developer noted that the test problem, which had 14 replications of one observation,
caused his pen plotter to tear a hole in the paper.)

A test problem to determine how each package handles missing data on the plots was
unfortunately not included on the questionnaire. Based on reading the manuals, BMDP appeal
to be the only package which attempts to show the y values for the missing x (and vice
versa), by putting a symbol in the axis. About half of the packages have the ability to

distinguish several groups by using different plotting symbols, and about half can plot
more than one pair of variables on the same plot. All the packages make residuals from
some analyses such as regression available for plotting (but in some packages this can be
difficult — for example, in SPSS, appropriate job control language must be used to "punch'
the residuals on a disk file, then they must be read back in for plotting).
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The scaling of the axes in the default plot (see Figure 8) fell into 3 main groups.

Three packages, Omnitab II, P-STAT, and SPSS, did no rounding of the scales. The minimum x

value is put on the left of the plot, the maximum on the right, and the rest proportionally
in between. Four packages, BMDP, Genstat, Minitab, and Speakeasy round the scales, and put
labels on every fifth or every tenth space. This procedure makes it easy to see how much is

represented by each printer space. BMDP is particularly successful in finding a scale
which is reasonably rounded yet lets the data fill most of the space available. Note that
Genstat allows data to be plotted in the axis, where it is effectively hidden. Three
packages, Data-Text, TROLL, and SAS, vary the number of spaces between the labelled tick
marks. This allows quite elegant looking plots, at the expense of having the amount repre-
sented by one space difficult to read. In a class by itself, unfortunately, is OSIRIS,
which leaves the decimal points out on the plot scales.

Some packages have interesting features available in their scatterplot routines. One
test problem involved plotting y versus x and the regression line for predicting y for x,

on the same axis. Genstat plotted the data with an asterisk (*) , and plotted the line using
an apostrophe (') if the line was in the top half of the printer position and a comma (,) if
it was in the bottom, which effectively doubles vertical resolution. In addition, when the

data and the line occupied the same printer position, the line was suppressed.

Omnitab II has a FOURPLOTS command, which puts 4 small plots all on one page of

computer output.

Contour plots and 3-dimensional plots are produced by BMDP, Genstat, Minitab, Omnitab
II, SAS, and Speakeasy, although in some cases, it is necessary to use package commands to

compute the plotting symbol.

Graphics devices can be used by several packages. Omnitab II and Soupac can use Cal-
comp plotters. TROLL, TSAM, Statsystem, and Speakeasy can use a variety of devices
including Calcomp plotters and Tektronix terminals. Speakeasy commands to produce a plot of

volume versus diameter (of black cherry trees) , and put the regression line on the plot,
are shown in Figure 9.

5. OTHER GRAPHICAL DISPLAYS

Other graphical displays are available on some packages. Cyphergraph (a companion
program to TSAM) produces bar-graphs and other displays with elaborate labelling, shading,
and even color, suitable for including directly in business reports, see Chamberlain (1975).
TROLL has capabilities for displaying multivariate data as stars or faces, see Chernoff

(1973) and Friedman (1972). TROLL also has a capability for rotating and masking data,

patterned after the PRIM-9 system (1973). BMDP1M prints a correlation matrix compactly
by printing only the first digit of the (absolute value of) the correlation. It also prints
a "shaded" correlation matrix, where the choice of symbol and overstrikes are used to show
high correlations as dark areas.
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PRIM-9. (1973). Film produced by Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford, California^
Bin 88 Productions.

Penn State Main
1 1UUL L/C V X C o Oii£»Qt" "i nn Via <? a n\cL Id.O J- Cll_I\.CLge Histogram Purpose UJ.O LLXUULUL

Data-Text B L 1/2 no Soc. Sci. D. Armor, RAND Corp
OSIRIS B L yes no Soc. Sci. Univ. of Michigan
P-STAT B-I L yes yes Soc. Sci. R. Buhler, Prince-

ton University
SPSS B L yes yes 1/2 Soc. Sci. SPSS, Inc., Chicag*

Illinois
BMDP B L yes yes yes Stat HSCF, UCLA
Genstat B L yes yes Stat Cornell University

Ithaca, N. Y.

Minitab I-B L yes yes yes Stat T. Ryan, Penn Stat

University
Omnitab II B-I LP yes yes yes Stat National Bureau of

Standards, D.C.
SAS B L yes yes 11U O LcLL SAS Inst . , Raleigh

Soupac B LP No No Stat Univ. of Illinois
STATSYSTEM I LPS 1/2 yes Stat G.E., Rockville, M
Speakeasy I LPS yes yes Math, Stat Argonne National

Lab . , Illinois
TROLL I LPS 1/2 yes Econ NBER, Cambridge,

Massachusetts
TSAM I LPS no no Econ Cyphernetics , Ann

Arbor, Michigan

Notes: Mode : B=^primarily batch; 1=primarily interactive
Devices

:

L=line printer or typewriter ; P=plotter; S=scope
Question yes=questionnaire sent to developer and answers received

11

Figure 1. Packages Surveyed
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Control Control Several Multip
Size Scale Groups Plot

Data-Text yes yes yes no
OSIRIS no no no no
P-STAT horz

.

no no no
SPSS no yes no no

BMDP yes yes yes no
Gens tat yes yes yes yes
Minitab yes yes yes yes
Omnitab II yes yes yes yes
SAS yes yes yes yes
Soupac no yes no no
STATSYSTEM no yes no yes
Speakeasy yes yes yes yes
TROLL yes yes 1/2 1/2
TSAM yes yes ? yes

Figure 7. Plot Features

1 PROGRAM
2 LINEC0DE=-5
3 COEF=MULTIREG(DIAMETER , VOLUME

)

4 SETXLABEL ("DIAMETER")
5 SETYLABEL ("VOLUME")
6 SETTITLE( "VOLUME VS. DIAMETER WITH REGRESSION LINE")
7 GRAPH (VOLUME: DIAMETER)
8 PREDV0L=C0EF(1)+C0EF(2)*DIAMETER
9 LINEC0DE=1

10 ADDGRAPH(PREDVOL: DIAMETER)
11 HARDCOPY

Note: A linecode of -5 means plot with a *, and 1 means
plot with a continuous solid line.

Figure 9. Speakeasy Input for a Plotting Device
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+ + H +

8.3000 10.760

+ + Omnitab II

20.600

+ .... + + .... + + + ....+ +.... + + P-STAT
8.300 10.750 20.600

9.530 12.000 19.370

+ + + + + + + + h + SPSS

3.300 9.530 10.760 11.990 19.370 20.600

+ + .... + ....+.... + .... + ....+ + + ....+
8.10 9.90 11.0 13.5 18.9 20.7

9.00 10.8 12.6 19.8

BMDP

+ 2-9-*+ + +
7.5 9.0 10.5 12.0

+ +
21.0 22.5

Genstat

+ + H + H f-

8.0 11.0 23.0
9.5 12.5 21.5

Mini tab

,. + ... . + + + + + . . ,

8.75 11.25 13.75
7.5 10 12.5

. + + . . .

21.25
20

Speakeasy

8. 10. 12.

-I
22.

Data-Text

.0 10.0 12.0 22.0

TROLL

+ h h +-

7 8 9 10 21

SAS

+ + h + + x OSIRIS
83 103 123 143 303 323

Test problem: Get default plot of Y versus X, where X is continuous from 8.30 to 20.60
Scaling on the X (horizontal) axis is shown.

Figure 8. Default Plotting
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PORTABLE GRAPHICS

James E. George
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
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ABSTRACT

The portability of graphic software is discussed for the past,
present and future. Early methods of portability are examined and
contrasted with modern methods; the effects of the current graphic
standards effort are surveyed. Representative portable graphic systems
are discussed and example applications are utilized for illustration.

Key words: Graphics, portability, device independence, graphic software.

1. INTRODUCTION

Current graphical software practices are extremely diverse with little common ground,
any installations have implemented their own packages which may or may not be device
idependent and may or may not be portable. This may be adequate for a user who never
3ves, an environment which is static and a user who does not share his work with others or
ry to import external software with graphics. As pointed out by Walsh(1972), this
3ndition has a high cost in manpower, money and time; he recommended that a portable,
evice independent package be designed to solve this problem.

Device independence is a measure of the ease with which a new device can be utilized by
program. For graphical applications, device independence is crucial since various forms

I output are usually desired (e.g. film, high precision plotting, terminal). Additionally,
svice independence allows an organization the freedom of competitive procurement of
"aphical devices.

Portability is a measure of the ease with which a program can be transferred from one
ivironment to another (Poole and Waite, 1973). Portability is important within an
'ganization as the computer environment changes (i.e. new computers are acquired). It can
Iso reduce retraining and allow economic mobility of programmers.

2. PORTABILITY TECHNIQUES

Various techniques to achieve portability have been discussed in the literature (Naur
id Randell, 1969; Buxton and Randell, 1970; Brown, 1977a & b: Griswold, 1977; Griffiths,
977; Brown, 1970; Waite, 1970; Waite, 1973; Los Alamos, 1976; Aird, Battiste and Gregory,
)77; . Some of the approaches are:

Make use of a widely available high level language (e.g. Fortran, Cobol, Basic);

Make use of a verifier for a subset of a language which is considered safe (e.g.
PFORT

;
Ryder, 1974);

Utilize an abstract machine model or intermediate language.

irther, portable software must be thoroughly tested by portable tests to assure that the
ichine independent constants have been properly initialized and that the assumed system
icilities are provided correctly.

For graphic software, these must be extended to provide an identical user interface for
le graphic facilities. This could be accomplished by extending the languages, transporting
ie graphic facilities or by adopting a set of graphic facilities as "standard". To date,
one of these have been very successful.

In the long term, the definition and acceptance of a graphic standard and its
nplementation for various languages is probably the best solution and has been initiated by
pM/SIGGRAPH (Standards, 1977). These standards need be feared only if they are ill
Dnsidered or imposed (Ross, 1976).
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3. DEVICE INDEPENDENT TECHNIQUES

Device independence is supported by several graphical software packages (e.g. Gino,
1976; Disspla, 1970a & b: NCAR

, 1977; Caruthers, van den Bos and van Dam, 1977; GCS, 1974;
Wright 1975a & b, 1977). All of these packages utilize an abstract machine model or
intermediate file (i.e. intermediate language) to provide device independence which can be
either low or high level.

The advantages of a low level file are that it is easy to support new devices, it is
easy to learn how to implement these device drivers and memory space is minimal for multiple
devices. The disadvantages are that devices with advanced features may be inefficiently
utilized and transmission bandwidth may be wastefully used.

The advantages of a high level file is that advanced devices can be efficiently
utilized and transmission bandwidth more effectively used. The disadvantages are that new
devices are more difficult to support, it is more difficult to learn to implement the
drivers and more memory may be used for multiple devices. A non-deterministic
implementation of these drivers can remove all of their disadvantages (Gino, 1976).

The design of the "right" level for an environment and its application is non-trival,
but the picture processing pipeline approach of the proposed standard (Standards 1977) may
ease this problem.

4. EXAMPLE GRAPHIC SOFTWARE

Currently, graphic software is available from either hardware vendors or software
vendors (an excellent in depth review of several packages is given in Standards( 1977)

;

additional graphical tools are discussed in Phillips( 1976) ) . The software available from
hardware vendors is typically portable but will only support that vendor's hardware: it
should not be generally available to users, but can be effectively used in implementing
device drivers.

The packages available from software vendors are usually widely available with
radically different portability costs and are generally device independent. Before
selecting a particular package, its portability to all of an environment's machines (present
and future) should be examined; with today's technology, 8 and 16 bit computers are widely
available and many of the popular packages are unavailable on these small computers.

5. Desirable Features

There are many desirable features in addition to portability and device independence
and these are closely related to a particular environment's needs. Some minimal features
are

:

Portability

Device independence

2-D graphic primitives and text

Window

Viewport

Data graphing capabilities

Selectable character quality and fonts

Input facilities

Variable line texture

Automatic scale generation

Figures 1 thru 4 are samples illustrating many of these minimal features.
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OUTPUT VARIABLE DMFR - RANKS
STATISTICS X 10 1

0 .6

Figure 1

OUTPUT VARIABLE DMFR
STATISTICS X 10 0

6 .0

Figure 2 103



OUTPUT VARIABLE DMFR - RANKS

Figure 3

OUTPUT VARIABLE DMFR - RANKS
STATISTICS X 10 0

v0

(All figures provided by M. McKay, LASL group Q-12)



Psychological theory suggests that five items may be distinguished (coded) with line
types (Foley and Wallace, 1975; Martin, 1973), but the previous figures provide a convenient
counter example. Color is a more effective coding method and is becoming widely used. It
is easy to distinguish the above data with color; examples may be obtained by writing the
author. Further additional features might be:

Color

3-D graphic primitives and text

Viewing transformations

Interaction

Picture segmentation

Surfaces

Curve fitting

These features may be used for many advanced applications including computer generated
movies. The following films may be borrowed at no cost from:

Report Library
Los Alamos Scientific Library

P. 0. Box 1663 - MS 364
Los Alamos, NM 87545

Y-306 Thermal Analysis in Mold Design

Y-285 Matrices and Their Singular Values

Y-281 Computer Movies: Aid to Energy Research

Y-277 Interactive Graphics at LASL

6. CONCLUSIONS

With modern software technology, portable device independent software should be
provided in all environments; there is no excuse for any less. Further, the package should
be carefully chosen to insure the minimal features and as many additional features
consistent with each particular environment.
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TERMINAL AND COMPUTER INDEPENDENCE FOR
INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE

H. G. Bown, C. D. O'Brien, G. Thorgeirson and W. Sawchuk
Communications Research Centre, Ottawa, Canada

ABSTRACT

This paper describes an approach to provide terminal and computer
independence for interactive graphics application software. The major
goals of the software system are to achieve a high degree of environ-
ment independence through software portability and the concept of a

virtual display terminal, and to simplify the writing of interactive
graphics programs.

An overview of the programming language, IGPL is presented to-
gether with a description of the virtual terminal software. The commands
(Graphical Task Interactions, GTI's) that are communicated between host
and terminal are described where their intent is to separate the applica-
tion-dependent and system-dependent functions.

Key words: Application; computer; displays; graphics; independence;
interactive; language; portability; software; standards; terminal.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses methods to achieve a high degree of environment independence in

the design of a general-purpose, interactive computer graphics, software system. Environ-
ment independence is achieved when the hardware and software implementation details are
nade invisible to the application programmer so that any new advances in the evolving
computer graphics technology can be accommodated without adversely affecting the applica-
tion programs.

Recently, there has been considerable activity related to the development of computer
graphic standards (Status Report of the Graphic Standards Planning Committee of ACM/
SIGGRAPH, Fall 1977). The emphasis in the above document is the definition of a core
graphic system that will present a common set of function routines to the application
'programmer. Another equally important aspect of environment independence that will be
presented in this paper relates to the independence of the programming system from the

display terminal hardware being utilized.

A high level graphic programming language, IGPL (Interactive Graphical Programming
Language) developed at the Communications Research Centre (see O'Brien and Bown, 1975a)

and now marketed by Norpak Ltd (see Norton, 1976) is presented. This language simplifies
the writing of interactive programs and offers a high degree of portability and device
input/output independence.

2. VIRTUAL DISPLAY TERMINAL CONCEPT

A major requirement for environment independence can be achieved by separating the

software system from the display terminal hardware. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the divid-
ing line between user application software and systems software. A separation between
these two functions can be realized by defining a virtual display terminal with specific
capabilities. All communications with this virtual display terminal are made in such a

manner as to be independent of any particular realization of the virtual terminal. For

example, an application program is unaware of the technique being employed in the virtual
display terminal when it requests that a line, character or symbol be generated. In

addition, the application program is unaware of whether a random access refresh, a raster
refresh or a storage display is being utilized as the display medium. Different virtual
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display terminals may perform the functions of vector and character generation in a totally
different manner; one may use hardware techniques, whereas another may utilize software
programs to perform the same function.

A set of instructions is provided to enable the virtual terminal to be referenced in
this hardware- independent manner. These commands, GTI's (Graphical Task Instructions)
presented in Table 1, are subdivided into the different categories as shown below:

1. System Initialization and Definition
2. Display Generation
3. Graphical Modifiers
4. Display File Modifiers
5. Interactive Device Control
6. Terminal Generated (Return).

These instructions are defined to be independent of any particular coding scheme and
can be communicated over serial or parallel lines between the processors of a dual-processor i

computer graphics system. In addition, the GTI instructions form an extensible set allowing
for future expansion to accommodate new hardware and software innovations.

Figure 1 presents a conceptualization of a graphics system where the intent is to

separate the application-dependent and system-dependent functions. The definition of a

virtual display terminal permits the separation of these functions into independent process-
es. These independent processes may be implemented in a single-processor system but with
the rapid increase in the capabilities of micro-computers the separation of functions
suggests a dual-processor system design as presented in Figure 2. One processor (usually
a micro-computer) is dedicated to the task of providing the virtual terminal capability and

the other processor, a mini-computer or large frame system, is responsible for the applica-
tion program execution. The dual-processor system has the added advantage of providing
faster performance because the display housekeeping and I/O device handling are now perform-
ed by the second processor. Also, this concept will promote the development of micro-
processor virtual display terminals that can be treated in the same way we now consider
ASCII alphanumeric teletype-like devices.

3. IGPL (Interactive Graphic Programming Language)

The IGPL language provides the following facilities to permit ease of interactive
graphical programming:

a) graphical input response facilities
b) graphical drawing facilities
c) structured programming constructs
d) data manipulation facilities
e) easy access to external software.

These facilities are provided in such a manner as to be independent of hardware input/
output devices by using the virtual device concept (see O'Brien and Bown, 1975b).

IGPL has been designed to provide a language in which a relatively untrained person
can write interactive application programs. The language is designed for "application
programmers", that is, persons who have some knowledge of programming but have most of

their expertise in the field of their application. The language provides a basic set of

graphical drawing commands and augments these with a powerful set of display modifiers.

The IGPL language is block structured and provides a very powerful display procedure
capability. The example program shown in Figure 3 illustrates the block program structure
and language syntax of IGPL. The translator for IGPL is written using the macro-
processor, STAGE2 (see Waite, 1973), thus permitting portability of application programs.
The intermediate code produced by the translator is standard ANSI Fortran, thus further
enhancing portability and utilization of existing software packages.
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4. CONCLUSION

The interactive graphics software system described in this paper has been in use at the
Communications Research Centre and at a number of other locations for the past two years.
A large number of different display devices are being supported including both point-to-
point random displays and colour raster display equipment.

This approach of achieving environment independence suggests that the translator for
application programs emit a standard GTI code, which provides a means of addressing an
interactive graphic terminal, similar in concept to the ASCII code being used to address
most alphanumeric terminals. Terminal and computer independence for interactive graphics
applications software can be achieved by:

1) the use of the virtual terminal concept utilizing the GTI instructions presented in

Table 1,

2) application program portability made possible throught a portable translator
writing system or a standardized base language.

Application programs could then be moved from machine to machine and could take advan-
tage of future advances in terminal displays technology without the need for expensive and
time-consuming reprogramming.
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INCREASE

DECREASE

o
o
o

EXAMPLE IGPL PROGRAM

*

*

*

* THIS PROGRAM DRAWS A CUBE ON THE SCREEN AND ALLOWS
* THE USER TO INCREASE OR DECREASE THE SIZE OF THE CUBE
*

REAL SIZE
ENTRY

LET SIZE - 1.

OBJECT
TEXT ' INCREASE' ;AT (700, 450)

ACTION
LET SIZE=SIZE*1.2
DISPLAY CUBE

OBJECT
TEXT 'DECREASE' ,-AT (700,250)

ACTION
LET SIZE=SIZE/1.2
DISPLAY CUBE

OBJECT CUBE

** INITIALIZE CUBE SIZE

** LIGHT BUTTON "INCREASE"

** INCREASE THE CUBE SIZE
** REDISPLAY THE CUBE

** LIGHT BUTTON "DECREASE"

** DECREASE THE CUBE SIZE
** REDISPLAY THE CUBE
** DEFINE THE CUBE

LINES 0,80/-80, 0/40, 20/80, 0/-40,-20;SCALE (SIZE) ;AT(375,450)
LINES -80, 0/0, 80,-SCALE (SIZE) ;AT(375,450)
LINES 40, 20/0, 80; SCALE (SIZE) ;AT (375,450)

END

Figure 3 Example IGPL Program
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Table 1 GRAPHICAL TASK INSTRUCTIONS (GTIs)

GTI SPECIFICATION GTI STRUCTURE REMARKS

System Initialization and Definition

INITIALIZE

Display Generation

SET BEAM POSITION

POINT

CHARACTER STRING

opcode

opcode
x

y

opcode

opcode
N

char l

set beam to point x,y

intensified point

sequence of N characters

LINE TO

LINES

char N

opcode
x

y

opcode
N

Ax]_

Ayi

line to a point x,y

concatenated lines with x

and y axis displacements

LINES THROUGH

Axn
AyN

opcode
N

xi

concatenated lines through
a sequence of points

AREA

ARC

xN
yN

opcode
Ax
Ay

opcode
xs

ys
xe
ye

rectangular area of sides
Ax, Ay

circular arc with starting

(xs>ys)> ending (xe ,ye)»
and centre (xc ,yc ), and

direction

SYMBOL

PLOT
113
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direction

opcode
Symbol No.

opcode

symbol of number N

hardcopy output



Table 1 GRAPHICAL TASK INSTRUCTIONS (GTIs) (continued)

GTI SPECIFICATION

III Graphical Modifiers

PAGE

SCALE

TRANSLATE

ROTATE

REFLECT

WINDOW

WITHIN

INTENSITY

COLOUR

LINE TEXTURE

FLASH ON

FLASH OFF

CHARACTER SET SPECIFICATION

SYMBOL SET SPECIFICATION

END MODIFIER

GTI STRUCTURE

opcode

xmin
xmax
Ymin
Ymax

opcode
factor

opcode
Ax
Ay

opcode
0

opcode
0

opcode
xmin
xmax

ymin
Ymax

opcode
xmin
xmax
Ymin

Ymax

opcode
N

opcode
N

opcode
N

opcode

opcode

opcode
N

opcode
N

opcode

REMARKS

user co-ordinates system
of rectangle xmin , ymin
and xmax, Ymax

scaling function

translating function

rotating function

reflection function

window function
(rectangular)

within (viewport)
function (rectangular)

colour of shade of colour
N (0£N£1.0)

colour of value N

line of type N

enable flashing

disable flashing

character set no. N

[ 1

symbol set no. N

modifier removal function
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Table 1 GRAPHICAL TASK INSTRUCTIONS (GTIs) (continued)

GTI SPECIFICATION

Display File Modifier

TAG

BEGIN INSERT

END INSERT

ERASE

MODIFY

CLEAR

DISPLAY ON

DISPLAY OFF

WINK

ENABLE SEEK ON OBJECT

GTI STRUCTURE

opcode

opcode

opcode

opcode
begin tag No.
end tag No

.

opcode
begin tag No.

end tag No.

modify type
modify value

opcode

opcode

opcode

opcode

opcode
N

value i

REMARKS

display file segmentation

appending function

termination of insertion

delete tagged objects

modify named objects

clear the display file

initiate the display

terminate displaying

generate a DISPLAY ON/OFF
sequence

selective seeking

Interactive Device Control

DEVICE ON

value n

opcode
N

device^
sub-devicel

enable N input devices

SET MARKER MODE

SET MARKER POSITION

KEYBOARD ACTIVATION CHARACTERS

device^
sub-device^

opcode
code

opcode
x

y

opcode
N

chari

constraint on marker '

s

movement

set the marker at

location (x,y)

set the specified N
characters to be activa-
tion characters
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Table 1 GRAPHICAL TASK INSTRUCTIONS (GTIs) (continued)

GTI SPECIFICATION GTI STRUCTURE REMARKS

VI Terminal generated (return)

IDENTIFIER INTERRUPT DATA RETURN opcode
tag No.

x

return tag and (x,y)

position information

MARKER POSITION DATA RETURN

CHARACTER STRING RETURN

opcode
x

y

opcode
N

chari

return the current marker
position

return the character
string

PUSHBUTTON DATA RETURN

charN

opcode
button No.

return the pushbutton cod

ERROR REPORT opcode
N

codei

return the set of error
codes

codeN
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DIALOGUE CONSIDERATIONS IN INTERACTIVE STATISTICAL GRAPHICS

Jane F. Gentleman
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3G1

ABSTRACT

Careful human engineering of the dialogue between program and user
in interactive statistical computer graphics is encouraged. Six prin-
ciples are presented, based on experience in the development of such
programs. Some of the principles are applicable to the development of
computer software in general.

Key words: Dialogue; human factors engineering; interactive statistical
computer graphics.

1 . INTRODUCTION

The purpose of drawing a graph is to increase a person's ability to perceive patterns,
through use of visual, rather than just numerical, representation of data or formulas. In a

sense, then, it is the limitations of human perceptive ability that cause graphs to be
needed at all. Thus, developers of graphics software should consider these limitations when
engineering those portions of the software of which the user will be directly aware. This
is especially important in software designed for interactive computing, as the confrontation
of the user is immediate and quick. This paper discusses the importance of careful human
engineering of the dialogue between program and user in interactive statistical computer
graphics.

2. SIX PRINCIPLES

Imagine yourself sitting at a computer graphics terminal, using an interactive
statistical graphics program. Or perhaps you are using an ordinary printing terminal to

produce crude character plots. You are generating a sequence of plots. Somehow, before
each plot, the program asks you what you want, and somehow, you tell the program what you
want

.

Six general principles are suggested below to govern the design of this sequence of
questions and answers. The ideas are based on experience gained from developing the ST In-
teractive Statistical Plotting Package. (For discussion of the use of this package in data
analysis and in teaching, see Gentleman (1976a) and Gentleman (1976b), respectively.) As
work on these programs proceeded, it was found that an unexpectedly large amount of time was
being spent in polishing the dialogue between user and program.

PRINCIPLE I . Program query sequences should evolve based on user feedback.
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The developer should literally stand behind, looking over the shoulder of, the user, i ted

possible without being identified as the developer. Confusing terminology and othe
problems can then be identified. The users will submit numerous suggestions to th
developer, who has to learn to sort them out and say no to the right ones.

One justification for saying no is that the suggested change is beyond the desire
scope of the program. There are roughly three reasons for using interactive graphics:

( 1 ) Exploration
(2) Education
(3) Publication.

0

r
:::

By exploration is meant a free-and-easy approach to data analysis, in which the use
"wanders" through his or her data, following up old ideas as well as new hunches suggeste
in the process. The educational use of interactive graphics can be subdivided into tw<

areas: the use of interactive graphics by students doing assignments or for reinforcing con-

cepts, and the use of it by a lecturer, either for teaching students or for giving
seminar. For publication in journals and reports, hard copy output from a graphics terminal

is often adequate; it is produced more quickly (once the program is written) and more ac
curately than by a draftsman.

Difficulty in defining the scope of an interactive graphics program occurs because thi

above three types of users sometimes have conflicting needs. In fact, one user can easil
fall into all three categories - e.g. a professor who teaches, who analyzes data, and whost

results are published. The developer must somehow decide on whom to please when conflict:
arise

.

PRINCIPLE II . Seek a balance between detailed user control and speedy plotting.

The explorer of data wants the plot to appear quickly, without being bothered by rela-

tively trivial details such as axis titles and number of tic marks. Axis limits, however,
are more important. Designed primarily for data exploration, the ST Package initially die

not ask the user for axis limits, but determined them automatically from the data. This was

found to be an insufficient amount of control, for reasons given in the discussion below oi

Principle V. The programs now ask
USER CONTROL OF AXIS LIMITS?

once, at the beginning of execution. A user who responds affirmatively to the above ques-
tion is then asked separately about X-axis and Y-axis limits, e.g:

OF X-AXIS LIMITS? no
OF Y-AXIS LIMITS? yes

The user is then asked before each plot to provide the selected axis limits. (Automatic
limits are still available if no limits are specified.) This minimizes the number of ques
tions the user is asked before each plot.

The lecturer's audience may not need to see the questions and answers at all. Assuming
that the sequence of plots is not completely predetermined (in which case, transparencies
could just as well be used), the commonly used method of permitting multiple answers,
separated by semi-colons, in anticipation of future questions can appreciably reduce the

number of queries and speed up the generation of plots. For example, the above three ques-
tions can be answered all at once:

USER CONTROL OF AXIS LIMITS? y;n;y
(where "yes" and "no" are abbreviated as "y" and "n"). This device is favored by any type
of user, once he or she is familiar with the query sequence.

Users generating plots for publication are more interested in control than in speed
They often know ahead of time exactly what plot is desired, and they are very concerned with
details such as axis titles and tic marks. They are thus in conflict with those in a hurry
to explore or present their data. Perhaps they should use different programs (although the
effort required to learn to use two different programs may be considerable), and perhaps in-
teractive graphics does not offer them significant advantages over batch computing.
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Theoretically, all three types of users could be satisfied if the program contained
iny optional detailed controls over plotting and if these options could be ignored when
oeedy plots were wanted. But at the present state of computer technology, the program then
irends to grow to the point that its core requirements slow down the response time so much
iriat interaction is not worth the human waiting time.

it PRINCIPLE III : Seek a balance between terseness and understandability

.

If the question-and-answer sequence is too cryptic, the statistician will look upon it

p a new computer language to learn, and may be sufficiently intimidated never to get
jtarted. There are important uses for graph-generating languages, but there is also a

trong need for interactive programs that use English so that users do not have to sit at

jsrminals with manuals on their laps. The ST package therefore uses ordinary English for
!Sts program queries and answers, although this sometimes may be slightly long-winded. Much
ifffort has been expended in making the questions as short as possible while still keeping
p'e meaning clear.
it It is also best to avoid abbreviations and notation when possible, e.g. to mention the
^DEPENDENT VARIABLE rather than the IND VAR or X.

li

* PRINCIPLE IV : Some things are unesthetic (e.g. coding).

if'his principle is rather generally stated, but much of the decision making in program
development is based on subjective and/or stylistic considerations. An embarrassing example
aan be found in an early version of one of the ST programs, as it was originally written by
ts; student for a class project. The program draws a selected probability density function
p.d.f.) and optionally shades the tails. For instance, the user might want to see a nor-
al(0,1) p.d.f. with the left tail shaded to the left of -1.96 and the right tail shaded so

s to achieve a shaded area of .05. The query sequence was originally as follows:

! TYPE DISTRIBUTION NAME: nor
MU, SIGMA-SQ: 0 1

IS SHADING DESIRED? y
THERE ARE 2 MODES OF SHADING UNDER PDF:

1 SHADE SPECIFIED TAIL AREA
2 SHADE TAIL OUTSIDE SPECIFIED LIMITS
(CARRIAGE RETURN IMPLIES NO SHADING).

FOR LEFT TAIL, ENTER MODE OF SHADING, AREA (OR LIMIT): 2 -1.96
FOR RIGHT TAIL, ENTER MODE OF SHADING, AREA (OR LIMIT): 1 .05

here are too many instructions here, and the coding of possible answers as 1 and 2 is awk-
rard and confusing. Today, the program uses the following query sequence:

TYPE DISTRIBUTION NAME: nor
MU, SIGMA -SQ: 0 1

SHADE LEFT TAIL? y
UPPER LIMIT OF SHADING: -1.96

SHADE RIGHT TAIL? y
LOWER LIMIT OF SHADING: (carriage return)
AREA TO BE SHADED: .05

'he carriage return means not applicable, not interested, or no, depending on the context.
This query sequence can be further improved: The word TYPE in the first query can be

Emitted, and MU, SIGMA-SQ would be better phrased as MEAN, VARIANCE. Because the query AREA
'0 BE SHADED is somewhat concealed, only appearing if the previous query is not answered,

l;he program has been known to confuse a user who wanted to specify a tail area and not an
ibcissa value. But without providing a "menu" of choices, this type of tree structure of
Options may be unavoidable.
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As another example, some programmers do not like to use the word "you" in prograi

queries, just as some writers avoid the use of the words "I" and "we" in formal technica
articles; e.g. SHADE LEFT TAIL? is preferred to DO YOU WANT THE LEFT TAIL SHADED? (asid«

from the fact that the former is shorter).

PRINCIPLE V : "Pretty numbers" are not enough. ii

Axis limits can be determined in three ways: (1) Limits are automatically selected to b<

"pretty numbers," e.g. values, of the form lO^nr, where r is 1, 2, or 5, and m and n are in-

tegers; (2) Limits are automatically selected by the program to be the maximum and minimut

coordinate values (or values slightly outside these); and (3) the user is asked to specif?

axis limits.
Many packages 'use only method (1) or only method (2). See Lewart (1973), Malcolm, anc

Thayer and Storer (1969) for examples of algorithms for determining pretty numbers. The SI

Package now uses a combination of (2) and (3), having initially used just (2). Many users

had requested (1) or (3) for publication purposes, but it was to satisfy the data analysts
that the change was made. Pretty numbers alone do not provide enough control because twc

different plots with pretty axis limits do not necessarily have the same scale, which is

often desirable for purposes of comparison. For example, consider performing probability
plots of two samples of similar data, one with minimum and maximum 0 and 400, the other witt

minimum and maximum 0 and 401. An automatic routine to compute pretty limits for the "ob
served quantiles" axis might select axis limits of 0 and 400 for the first sample and limits
0 and 500 for the second. The two probability plots would have different scales, making
them difficult to compare. The combination of methods (2) and (3) would allow the user tc

determine the limits of the data and then replot, using the same scale on both plots, and
if desired, with the same user-determined pretty axis limits on both plots.

This method has worked well for axis limits, but tic marks are still a problem. The :;

automatic use of, say, four equal intervals on an axis can sometimes result in some verj

unpretty numbers as tic labels. Yet use of pretty numbers for tic marks but not for axis
limits results in asymmetric positioning of tic marks. The user in a hurry would not

usually want to specify how many tic marks should be used for each axis, and, as mentioned
above, there is a practical limit to how many options an interactive program can have. For
a publication-oriented program, tic mark control is desirable, even to the point of

specifying whether the tics are to be long or short, inside or outside the axis.

PRINCIPLE VI . To generate a particular type of statistical plot, the questions
that need to be asked are, to a large extent, independent of the program language
and plotting device.

Developers of statistical plotting programs can learn and borrow from one another. If a

particularly nice query sequence to obtain a certain kind of plot is discovered by one iv

programmer, it can be copied and, if necessary, appropriately revised by another programmer.
For example, to obtain a histogram, the program must obtain the data and determine the

interval boundaries. A typical query sequence using the ST histogram program would be as
follows

:

(Assume that a sample of data has already been accessed. The sample size, minimum and
maximum data values, and range have been displayed to aid the user in making subsequent
decisions.

)

DESCRIBE THE INTERVALS (FROM LEFT TO RIGHT).
LOWER LIMIT OF LEFTMOST INTERVAL: 0

INTERVAL WIDTH, NUMBER OF INTERVALS: 1 5

NEXT INTERVAL WIDTH, NUMBER OF INTERVALS: 2 2

NEXT INTERVAL WIDTH, NUMBER OF INTERVALS: (carriage return)
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aiirhe resulting histogram will have seven intervals, the leftmost five of width one and the

Mather two of width two. The major program packages which produce histograms seem, without
(Exception , to require equal interval widths. This is an unnecessary and inconvenient
restriction. Bar heights can be computed by dividing frequency by interval width (as well
lis by sample size). The resulting ordinate scaling is then appropriate for superimposition
)f a probability density function.

n| 3. CONCLUSION
iti

The six principles above are given in order to share some of the ideas gained from the
experience of developing one program package. Other developers will undoubtedly have more
Sato add, and future technological advances will cure some of the currently unsolved problems.
K

ts;
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The interactive computer graphics package, Pierce, used for data display and analysis:

was designed with human factors criteria being applied to the functional aspects of the

man-computer interface. The human factors are described, and examples from Pierce are

used to show how they were applied

THE HARDWARE SYSTEM

The hardware on which Pierce was implemented is shown in Figure 1. The PDP-9 computer:

handled all computer functions except for curve-fitting calculations, which were done u s i nc

existing software on a Xerox Sigma-7 via a communications link. The equipment was located
at the Communications Research Centre in Ottawa.

HUMAN FACTORS

The human factors that apply to the functional aspects of the man-computer interface
are not all amenable to precise definition, nor are they readily verifiable by experiment.
Some of them are of an intuitive nature, and their application is more of an art than a

science. Nevertheless, their use should be encouraged, if only in an attempt to discover
whether or not the interface is improved by their application.

The factors that were applied to Pierce are:

(1) Iconic control cues . If semantic material (i.e., text) is used as light buttons
for controlling system action then it is necessary for the user to perceive the
word and encode it aurally before its meaning can be understood. However, if

icons (i.e., pictures) are used, the intermediate aural encoding process is

unnecessary and the meanings of light buttons are perceived more quickly,
especially in the initial learning stage of system use. Figure 2 shows a part of

the data entry sequence, where iconic cues are used to identify the input
devices-magnetic tape, disk, keyboard, and paper tape.

(2) Short-term memory . Where a number of information entry or control actions are
necessary, it is easy to forget the earlier actions as the sequence progresses.
It should therefore be easy to check the complete state of the system to confirm
the progress that has been made. Figure 3 shows how pertinent data is displayed
after it has been entered. This tableau is always available for review.

(3) Man/computer allocation of tasks . In an interactive system, those tasks to which
judgment or intuition can be applied should be assigned to the operator, whereas
those which are essentially clerical in nature are best performed by the computer,
In this case, sorting of data points into numerical order and calculation of the
polynomial coefficients of a fitted curve are examples of the latter, while
selection of the appropriate degree of curve to fit is an example of the former.

(4) Bandwidth of human information channels . Whereas the visual channel is capable
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of receiving information at a high rate, there is a problem in enabling the

operator to communicate at a high rate to the computer. Perhaps the fastest
practical method is the keyboard, but this requires the learning of a concise
command language with which to give instructions to the computer. However, if

the range of possible meaningful commands at any stage of the man-computer
dialogue is limited, then it is possible to display light buttons for each
command. In this way, not only is the necessity of learning a command language
avoided, but the possibility of giving illegal commands is avoided as well. Care
must be taken however, not to display too many buttons at one time (which may be

done by organizing them into a tree structure if necessary), so as not to over-
load the operator's input channel. (There may be interactive situations where
system response requirements outweigh the desirability of limiting the bandwidth.

In such cases all commands may be made available and the operator will have to

familiarize himself with the command menu and learn to ignore what is not pertin-

ent.) Figure 4 shows how the legal commands are all available around the

periphery of the display.

Spatial layout of commands . The light button for a particular display function
should be integrated into the display in such a manner that it can readily be

related to the function it controls. An example is shown in Figure 4 where the

controls for the limits of the axes are placed in a label of the axis, rather
than being in a list of limit commands in some unrelated part of the display.
Selecting one of the limits numbers allows entry of a new number to replace it.

Each of the four sides of the screen can be associated with commands of a

particular type. For example, commands on the left are used for going back to a

previous state and those on the right for moving ahead to a new state. The

locations of commands can be separated around the periphery of the screen, so

that a particular light button can be remembered not only by its iconic or

semantic content, but by its position as well.

Borders . Borders can be placed around light-button items to draw attention to

them, and around large areas having special significance. In Figure 2 a border
is used to identify the area in which a selection must be made. (DATA SOURCE).

Response time . Response time is the interval between an event and the system's
response to the event. In an interactive system, response times must be fast.

A response time greater than 15 seconds rules out interaction (although an

operator may be content to wait some minutes if he knows that the processing he

has requested involves a great deal of calculation -- an example is shown in

Figure 5). A response greater than 4 seconds is too large for activities
requiring retention of information in short-term memory; greater than 2 seconds
is too long where a high level of concentration is required. Response must be

less than 2 seconds where the operator has to remember information throughout
several responses, and almost instantaneous to such actions as pressing a key or
drawing a curve with a light pen. On the other hand, a too short response time
may be harassing to a slow-thinking operator; some systems use a built in delay
to make the minimum response time 1.5 seconds.

Feedback . The system should always respond in some fashion, if only to acknow-
ledge receipt of a command, to every operator action. The message in Figure 5,

"WAITING FOR...", is provided chiefly for that reason.

Errors and help . There should be a means for the operator to easily correct
errors, and to obtain help in understanding a bewildering display. The system
should be forgiving and understanding. Pierce allows any data item that has
been entered to be changed, and, if necessary, changes the state of the system
accordingly and asks for data that is no longer valid to be entered again. The
"HELP" function, as can be seen from Figure 6, had not been implemented very
elaborately at the time the project terminated.

Security . The data base and system state created during a session should be



secure from session to session. The state of Pierce may be saved on disk or

magnetic tape through use of the cues at the top of the display (Figure 7). A

default file name for the saved information is provided which may be changed by

the operator if he so desires. In that fashion a number of sequential states

may be stored for rapid recall and comparison. System state is restored by use

of the cues at the bottom of the display shown in Figure 2.

CONCLUSION

The factors described above do not constitute an exhaustive list. Nor are they
universally applicable. Catering to them puts extra demands on the hardware resources of

the system and on the time required for design and programming. Nevertheless,
these features do enhance the ease of use of systemsand may be essential if a system is to

find acceptance in a broad market. An iconic language will undoubtedly develop over the

next few decades as the cost and complexity of equipment necessary to "write" in the

language is reduced. The interactive devices that are being developed for television
receivers are a step in this direction. The application of human factors to the design of
these systems can be expected to speed development and user acceptance in this area.
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LARGE SCALE CLINICAL TRIALS OR HOW DO WE ANSWER THIS

Gary R. Cutter
The University of Texas School of Public Health, Houston, Texas 77030

ABSTRACT

Large scale clinical trials generally pose difficult problems in the
area of data analyses. Although purely methodological issues often arise,
data analyses for papers produce a host of problems from large volume to
inappropriateness of the data set to answer certain questions. The
Hypertension Detection and Fol low-Up Program (HDFP), a major large scale
clinical trial of antihypertensive therapy is discussed. Three examples
of problems are given: one related to large volume requests; one on
post stratification based on treatment response and a third which combines
the stratification problem and selection via truncation.

Key words: Cooperative trials; HDFP; hypertension; large data files;
post- stratification; truncation.

1. INTRODUCTION

This mornings' workshop, while focusing on methodological issues of large data files,
are really issues of "Data Analysis". Although statistical machinery is a mathematical
problem, the actual techniques we use are often a minor note in the problems we face. In a
moment I shall return to a few issues of Data Analysis, but I'd like to give you a little
background in one of the clinical trials with which I am involved.

The Hypertension Detection and Follow-Up Program (HDFP), one of the largest randomized
controlled trials ever undertaken, was initiated with pilot studies by the National Heart,
Lung and Blood Institute in 1971. The primary goal of this program is to determine whether
systematic antihypertensive therapy, compared with customary medical care, can effectively ir

!

reduce mortality in a wide spectrum of individuals, aged 30-69, with elevated blood pressure
This program will also permit assessment of whether intense community efforts to identify
and treat hypertensives in special programs can improve control of hypertension for those to

previously undetected, untreated, or uncontrolled in the general population.

Defined populations in 14 communities of varied composition across the United States
were enumerated and screened from February, 1973, through May, 1974. Most individuals were
first screened for elevated blood pressure in their homes. Suspect hypertensives then
underwent a second screen in HDFP clinics. Based on random allocation, participants were
given treatment at HDFP clinics, or were referred to an existing source of medical care in "

these communities.

2. METHODS

Investigators at 14 clinical centers followed a common protocol to assure maximum
standardization and comparability of data within the Program. Each center chose its own
target population according to local conditions, accessible data, and HDFP requirements.
The total Program population was planned to consist of men and women of varied socioeconomic '

status and racial background, with a broad age range. Sampling frames were census tracts,
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robability samples of defined areas, residents of housing projects and in one center
orkers employed by selected organizations. Enumeration and screening were aimed at com-

lete coverage of the target population.

2.1 Household enumeration and first (home) screen . The purpose of enumeration was

o obtain demographic data on household residents for description of the target population.

|| consisted of listing the name, age, and sex of all residents and their relationship to

|he head of each household or dwelling unit. The first screen for those aged 30-69 followed
^numeration immediately, or as soon after as could be arranged. It consisted of a 15 minute
interview on demographic and health-related topics and three consecutive casual blood
pressure readings taken near the end of the interview. If the mean fifth diastolic blood
iressure (DBP) of the last two readings was 95 mm Hg or higher, the participant was con-
idered a first screen hypertensive and eligible for a second screen at the HDFP clinic.

2.2 Second (clinic) screen . Persons with elevated pressures at the first screen who
jame to the HDFP clinic for the second screen rested for 5 minutes before blood pressures
ere taken. Individuals with a mean fifth phase DBP of 90 mm Hg or higher at the clinic
i si t were considered eligible for the Program and counted as participants, regardless of

heir subsequent actions regarding the HDFP. A cut-point of 90 mm Hg was used in the clinic
ather than the 95 mm Hg used at the home screen partially to offset losses anticipated from
ower pressures on repeat screening. Participants selected were randomly assigned after
tratification by blood pressure level at the second screen to one of two groups: Stepped
are (SC) or Referred Care (RC). The results of this assignment were revealed after a

econd clinic visit for the collection of additional baseline data including medical history,

hysical examination, chest x-ray, electrocardiogram, blood and urine tests. All partici-
ants were evaluated for possible secondary hypertension by history and physical examination;
ab results and chest x-rays and a more extensive work-up was initiated when indicated by

linical criteria.

Referred Care participants were referred to their usual sources of care, frequently
heir own physicians, Stepped Care participants were offered free a standardized program of

ntihypertensive therapy in HDFP clinics. These clinics differ from most traditional ambu-
atory care facilities in a number of ways. The participants have been actively and inten-
jively recruited. Uninterrupted antihypertensive drug therapy is attempted as far as pos-

Jible using techniques presently believed to enhance compliance. Emphasis is placed on

linic attendance and adherence to medication schedules. Economic barriers to compliance
re removed as much as possible with drugs, clinic visits, laboratory tests, and, if neces-
ary, transportation provided at no cost to the participant.

The Stepped Care drug protocol consists of a standardized program of stepwise, defined
ose increments and/or addition of specified drugs until a predetermined level of blood
ressure control is achieved. The objective is to provide effective long term control of
lood pressure with minimal side-effects. Participants who entered the program with DBP of
00 mm Hg or more, had goal reduction in BP to 90 mm Hg and for those who entered with DBP
0-99 mm Hg a 10 mm reduction in DBP was set as goal. Participants who were already re-

eiving antihypertensive medicine at baseline were assigned a goal DBP of 90 mm Hg.

articipants are seen at least every two months and more frequently when necessary. All

ata is collected using a common Manual of Operations and sent to the Coordinating Center
hich receives approximately 400 forms per day.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Target population and enumeration, by center . Over 178,000 households were in

;he Program's target areas. Of these, 84% were enumerated, resulting in the listing of

42,000 individuals of all ages, of whom 178,000 were 30-69 years old and eligible for the

i

lirst screen.
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3.2 First (home) screen . Screened population: Of 178,000 people aged 30-69 at enuj

eration, 159,000 (89%) completed the first screen consisting of blood pressure measurement'
properly recorded and a six page form consisting of 81 items of data. Over 22,000 persons!
were found to have elevated pressures and of the over 17,000 that came to the second scree
over 11,000 were confirmed hypertensives. These participants have generated nearly one-ha}
a million study forms including clinic revisits, annual revisits, ECGs , x-rays, lab reportj
and other miscellaneous study forms.

As can be gleaned from this brief discourse, an extremely large volume of data is ava
able and on file. Because of its availability certain issues have arisen. A paper writirt
committee recently preparing a paper on the prevalence of high blood pressure innocently n
quested a series of tables each displayed by multiple combinations of characteristics. Thi

request was cutdown but the output still resulted in over one half of a box of computer
paper. The overwhelming volume led the committee to ask for regression methods to solve
their problems, rather than digging through the initial results.

Regression analyses are how everyone analyzes data of this type, remarked one member
the committee. Another noted, regression will tell us what's significant and then we can
seek the appropriate cross-classifications.

The problem was to explain the difficulties of interpretation in analyzing regression'
analyses, involving over 150,000 cases. The usual concepts of utilizing a regression mode;

when the number of variables are large relative to the sample size is often done because
there are too few observations to adequately analyze cross-classifications. Our approach
was to take a 10% stratified random sample on the characteristics hypothesized as of inter;
est, perform the regression analyses and then design the appropriate displays of the cross
classifications, and compute various covariate adjusted rates.

A second very common methodological issue is the difficulty in translating questions
into an appropriate form for analyses within the data set. The extremely large volume of
data encompassing varied and multidisciplinary topics allows not only the most straight-
forward questions to be conjured up, but also those that appear to be much more subtle in

nature. The biggest problem with the subtlety is that although the questions are reasonab
and sometimes of great importance, the data, which appears to the investigator requesting
the analyses to be appropriate often suffers from limitations in the design. These restrii

tions do not prohibit one from looking, they only hinder interpretations and in fact may
raise more questions than the proposed analysis could answer. For example, certain contro
versial questions have arisen in the HDFP, such as: Do diuretics alone or in combination
have adverse affects on serum cholesterol or potassium? It appears to be well known that
body potassium is depleted through the use of diuretics, but what is of interest are the
long term effects of the depletion. Obviously such long term effects require some stratif
cation either by blood pressure or medication group. It is clear in the minds of the
clinicians that to request data solely on all participants is really not an appropriate type

of analysis. Different drugs have different actions on these responses. However, unlike
randomized controlled drug trial where the drugs are allocated randomly or patients are al

located randomly to drugs: the HDFP has a stepwise procedure that is a incremental approac
increasing dosage when a desired response is not met. Therefore attempts to try and compar
various biochemical or treatment responses stratified by what drugs a person is taking at
particular point in time, prohibits any reasonable interpretation of drug induced responses
This is because drugs and dosages are increased or decreased only on the achievement of a

particular response and that response is generally related to all these other factors that
are being measured. This results in comparing persons who are different and one would rea
sonably expect differences in their responses. It is a continuing problem to identify the
requests where it is the response upon which the stratification is being requested and not

the initial characteristics. It is often said by the persons requesting the analyses "Oh
this is what is done all the time". That may well be true, however, it must also be brough
to light that with the thousands of participants we are working with, such analyses inevi
tably will produce differences amongst the various stratifications. This is particularly
true since small correlations among variables will be identified as significant.

Another slightly different issue is the problem of truncation. There is an analytical
solution to this problem provided we are insightful enough to recognize those situations
where the solution must apply. As I mentioned earlier, the HDFP had a two-stage screening
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process whereby participants were selected on two occasions. Each time with elevated
ressures with respect to a specific and different cutpoint on each occasion. This pro-
adure of double truncation has inherent in it some problems that, in part, are well known,

jt also very often overlooked in analyses. In many studies the use of a control group in

ts purest sense, eliminates some of the concern in the comparison of the variable upon

nich selection was based, but not entirely. The HDFP is very interested in the course of

lood pressure control. Since a portion of its comparison group is also under therapy with
different approach to drug treatment and on fewer persons, the problem is one of attempt-

rig to measure the treatment portion of the reduction in blood pressures in both groups. It

of interest to separate the portion due to selection, that is, regression toward the mean,

t

nd that which is due to the effectiveness of treatment in both the stepped and referred
are groups. The use of mathematical models is fairly straightforward and has been discuss-

i by James (1973) for single truncation, Cutter (1976) and Stinnett (1977) from a multi-
ariate point of view which deals with two-stage selection. If noticed as a straightforward
roblem, there are tractable solutions that provide reasonable and consistent results,

ften there is a more basic problem or question more difficult to recognize as related to

m's truncation problem. For example, in a particular series of issues in the HDFP, it was

esired to ascertain whether reduction in a particular parameter increased the reduction in

lood pressure. The analysis proposed was to stratify by changes in the parameter of inter-

st and compare changes in the blood pressure. This seemed to be a reasonable question and

jjjijnalysis . In that situation there were severa.l problematic and methodological issues which
Jjrfaced after utilizing some dice tossing experiments by which we were able to produce cer-
tain results based upon selection that mimicked the results we were getting in the analyses

er
.lhat had been proposed to study the relationship of the two variables. The problem appeared

p be in formulating a situation where due to the correlation between measurements, that

prtion of regression to the mean that is actually part of the random biological variation
ind not measurement error, was contributing not only to the reduction in blood pressure but

s
iifferentially affected the reduction within stratification by the second parameter's reduc-

f
;ion. You can see this truncation problem is quite closely entwined with the problem of

lost stratification based upon a response. As in the above example both the changes are

„
jesponses of interest. In addition, that analysis was further confounded by the use of vary-

3j;jng drug regimens. Diuretics for example, were felt to have greater effect on the second

]
arameters reduction as well as blood pressure than the other classes of drugs. The stepped

,j (l
are protocol maintains persons on proportionately more diuretics if they were successful in

Achieving the goal reduction of their blood pressure than if they were not. As a solution,

,

0
..he approach to this problem has been a stagewise regression model adjusting for various

}

ovariates, changes in certain variables and drug treatment as dummy variables; then assess-

[

ing the impact of the parameters of interest on blood pressure reduction.

if
In summary, I have presented a few inter-related examples of methodological problems

hich related to the extreme volume of data, post stratification by a response and a com-

bined truncation and stratification problem. During the course of the requests and dealing
,|ith the actual questions, the problems were not always so obvious or straightforward,

il.jside from appropriate techniques, it was very difficult to identify the problem, convince

,K
[hose requesting the data of the problem and the inappropriateness of our data set to actu-

ally answer certain questions. These are but a few of the issues we all face. As this work-

shop continues, there will be discussion of what is an outlier in a large data set; how to

es
rffecti vely use multi-response data; how to assess error, bias and falsification; how to pre-

ent the use of statistical techniques for "sanctif ication" of the analysis and how to mini-

mize the proliferation of new data; to mention a few.

iaf

e
It is because of the difficulty in dealing with these kinds of problems that we are

ot'.ere. When the design has been established for measuring some overall effect and yet ex-
reme expenditures of time, effort and money have been put into the collection of data in

Jassive detail, the requirements of data analyses dictate that we must improve our abilities
lor recognizing and handling these methodological problems. Because the looks are relative-

y free, the data available, and that we should not be constrained by a lack of models; we
|hould look. However, we do not know the controlling factors in many of the responses, we
ust be very cautious in the production of results.

al

9
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ABSTRACT

The test statistics in a regression analysis may be interpreted as

measures of goodness-of-f i t in data sets that are arbitrarily collected.
The regression equation is a parsimonious representation of an aspect
of the data. The goodness-of-fit is established by demonstrating that
the residuals are so small that changing their signs and permuting their
positions could not affect the value of the regression coefficients very
much. No assumptions outside of the data set need be made.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fitting simple functions to complex data sets is a very basic procedure in all

quantitative sciences. A simple--and I think sufficient--reason for fitting is parsimony:
if a simple mathematical function can adequately represent a large and complex set of
iieasurements , then the scientist has a hope of reducing the phenomenon under investigation
:o manageable size. Furthermore, the knowledge that a particular simple function does not
"it a set of data is also important.

The theory of statistical inference has added greatly to the potential of some fitting
procedures. Statistical theory allows the researcher to generalize beyond his sample to a

)opulation of similar objects or events. However, statistical theory typically requires
idherence to sampling procedures and to assumptions about the population from which the
sample is drawn. The usual assumptions are that elements of a sample are drawn indepen-
dently from identically distributed elements of a population and, for significance tests,
;ome form of distribution, such as Gaussian, is also assumed. The power of statistical
inference, therefore, comes at some cost.

Surely, in any cases where these assumptions are plausible, the logic and therefore
che power of statistical inference should be used. But sometimes only a non-random sample
is feasible, or the returns from a well designed survey are so biassed that formal statis-
tical inference is no longer plausible. Also, in studies where many statistical models are
Fitted from a single sample (e.g. stepwise regression), statistical theory either breaks
down or is too complicated for practical use. Despite these problems, many researchers
proceed to use statistical theory with--it would seem--an intuitive notion that the numbers
computed by a fitting routine such as a standard regression program are useful despite the
inapplicability of the theory by which the numbers are given meaning.
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The purpose of this paper is to discuss the process of fitting mathematical models tc

data without making the usual assumptions of statistical inference. The focus will be on

the size of the residuals relative to the fitted values. The paper will show that each of

the statistics associated with regression analysis can be interpreted in terms of the gooc

ness of fit. No assumptions of random sampling nor of Gaussian distribution in a populati
will be made.

The commonest form of fitting is (unweighted) least squares, that is, fitting a mathe
matical model in such a way that the sum of squared residuals from the fit is at its mini-
mum. The theory and derivations of least squares are too well known to cover here (see
Daniel and Wood (1971) or Draper and Smith (1967)). The definitions used in this paper ar
shown in Table 1 and the basic calculations of standard regression programs are shown in

Table 2. Except for the matrix C, which is used here for notational purposes only, all

other statistics in Table 2 have well known interpretations in statistical estimation.

Some of the statistics in Table 2 have meaning without reference to a population. Th<

mean, y, is the center of distribution in the sense that the sum of the deviations of the
2

y.j from that point are zero, s^ is a measure of variance, although dividing by N instead i

N-l might seem more appropriate. The vector b contains the coefficients of the least

squares fit. The vectors y and e are the fit and the residuals, respectively. The standai

error of estimate is clearly a measure of goodness-of-fit, but the simpler root mean squan
of residuals would suffice. The squared multiple correlation is also easily interpreted a:

a measure of goodness-of-fit.

The covariance and standard errors of the regression coefficients have no obvious
interpretation in the sample nor do the test statistics nor their associated probabilities.
In the next sections it will be shown that these statistics can be also interpreted as

measures of goodness-of-fit for a particular model and a particular set of data.

2. LEAST SQUARES FITTING

Table 1

Notation

N number of observations

m number of regressors

= 1,2,.. . ,N indices of observations

j >

j
' = 0,1,2, ... ,m indices of regressors

y Nth order vector of values to be fitted

X Nx(m+1) matrix of regressors. All

elements x.„ = 1. The rank of X is m+1
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Table 2

Standard Least Squares Calculations

y =

2
s
y

b =

y =

e =

e =

Z.y./N
1 i

: E(y.-y)
2
/(N-l)

{b } = (X'X)
_1

X'y

{y\} = xb

{e
±

} = y - Xb

E.e./N = 0
l l

mean value of the y.
l

variance of the y.
l

regression coefficients

fitted values

residuals

mean residual = 0

= /e'e/(N-m-l)

R =

F =

E(y.-y)
2

- 2
z(y

±
-y) /m

E<y
±
-y

± ) /(N-m-l)

standard error of estimate

squared multiple correlation

test statistic for 3 =3 =...=£ =0
1 ^ m

P(F)

cov(b) = {cov(b„)}

SE(bj) = ^cov(b„)

t. = b./SE(b.)
3 3 J

2 -1
s (X'X)

1

e

probability associated with F

covariance of b

A

standard error of b.

test statistic for 3^=0

p(tj)

C = {c
±
.} = X(X'X)"

1

probability associated with t,

Nx(m+1) matrix of catchers

or generalized inverse of X
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3. SIGNED PERMUTATIONS OF RESIDUALS

As suggested in the introduction, a parsimonious representation of a complex relation
ship among a set of variables is a sufficient reason for least squares fitting. Any set of
numeric data for which X'X has an inverse can be fit by least squares, although not neces-
sarily very well. The regression coefficients are the basic summary statistics for, given
the values of a row of X, we can use the regression coefficients to approximate the
corresponding value of y. The question of goodness-of-fit asks how well can the values in

the vector y be reproduced from the values in the matrix X, or, how small are the re-

siduals when compared to the fit. Clearly, if the residuals are all zero, the fit is per-
fect, but in almost all real data sets there will be some nonzero residuals. We would like
the residuals to be small enough such that if we removed them - threw them away - there
would be no particular effect on the least squares coefficients which are the important
summary of the data. We need, therefore, to develop a metric for measurement of goodness-
of-fit.

Although a researcher may accept the regression coefficients if the standard error of
estimate is small enough to suit his liking, the statistician can tell him more about the
properties of the fit. Basically, accepting a fit means throwing away--at least singling
out for special study--the residuals. To do so, the researcher should know whether or not
the residuals are small or irrelevant enough that they can be ignored. We will consider th<

residuals small enough to be ignored if the fit does not change much whether we rearrange
the residuals or change their signs.

Let us consider a simple, contrived set of data such as in figure 1. The residuals
seem small compared to the fit. If the residuals are small, then we can rearrange them at

will with little effect on the fit; for example, we might swap the first and second re-
siduals. The value of the first element of a new vector of the reconstructed values of the

regressand would be y-j + e 2
= 5-1 = 4 and the second element + e-j = 7+2 = 9. Such a

permutation of the residuals would typically affect the regression coefficients if we were
to recompute the regression analysis using the new vector as the regressand. There are N!

different ways the residuals could be permuted. My colleague, Paul Holland, suggested
N

changing the signs of the residuals which results in 2 possible vectors of residuals with
N

with signs changed. Combining the sign changes and permutations, there are 2 N! possible
different signed permutations of the residuals.

We cannot, of course, reasonably compute the effect of each possible signed permuta-
tion of the residuals, for a sample of just five would require 3,840 regression computa-
tions, a sample of six would require 46,080, and a sample of 50 would require

64
3x10 regression analyses. We can, however, calculate the mean and variance of the effect
of these signed permutations on the regression coefficients and the regression plane.

2
The notation to be used in the rest of this paper is shown in Table 3. a is the mean

square of the residuals. The matrix P^ is an NxN permutation matrix which denotes the

transformation from the original residual vector e to the kth signed permutation, i.e.

§k
= P

k?

%

ill
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iach row and column of P, may have one non-zero element which is +1 or -1 depending on

yhether or not the sign of the residual is changed. The modified values y^ are defined as

|;he original values of the regression surface, y plus a signed permutation of the resid-

uals. Given the vector y^, the calculations of the modified regression coefficients, b^,

iind regression surface, y^, follow from least squares.

A summary of the net effects of the signed permutations are shown in Table 3b.

Proofs are in Beaton (1977)). We see that:

N
a. The average of all 2 N! different sets of regression coefficients is

the original set of regression coefficients;

b. the covariance of all the sets of regression coefficients is

I a^X'X)"
1

;

c. the average value of all 2 N! fits of the regression surface is

the original regression surface;

d. the covariance of all sets of points on the regression surface is

a
2

X(X'X)"
1

X
I

; and

e. the average squared distance of each set of regression coefficients
from the original set is m+1

.

We note, first, that these summaries are exact, not estimates or approximations,
iecondly, we note that the values are similar, almost identical, to the statistics derived
rom sampling theory for estimating population values, the only difference being substitu-

2 2
.ion of a for s

g
in the covariances of the b^ and of the y^. This finding allows us to

lake a new interpretation of the results of standard regression programs.

Knowing the exact variance over all signed permutations of a single regression
:oefficient, b., say, gives us an opportunity to say something about the standard error of

i regression coefficient and its associated t and p statistics. The different values of
:he jth regression coefficient on the kth signed permutation, bj^, say, are symmetrically

listributed about the average value b., since, for every positive deviation, there is an

dentical negative deviation. Since any regression coefficient is a weighted sum of the

•egressands, the central limit theorem leads us to expect the distribution of b .

/

^

n over

II k to approach the Gaussian distribution in reasonably large samples. (Since the sample
ata are finite, the Gaussian distribution will never actually be reached.) Thus we have
he exact mean, exact variance, and approximate distribution of ^

j ( k
)

*

We may now ask the question: how many of the signed permutations of the residuals
Iffect the regression coefficients so much that the coefficient of X. changes sign? In

ither words, what proportion of the are of different sign from b^? We can answer

:his question exactly in small problems by computing all values of
^
j ( k

) ' ^en ca ^ cu ^ atin 9
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the proportion with different signs. In large samples, we may approximate the proportion
through the Gaussian distribution. The first step is to measure the distance of from

the point where its sign would change, i.e. zero, in terms of the standard deviation of the

bj^. Since the standard deviation is

*
bj

= aj( X) JJ4<

where (X'X)^ is the jth diagonal element of (X'X)~\ we may write

*

as that distance. If we are willing to assume that the Gaussian distribution can be used a

an approximation to the actual distribution, then the value t. may be referred to prob-

ability tables (one tailed) for the approximate proportion (p^) of that would differ

in sign from bj

.

* *
We stress here that the values of a, ., t., and the associated proportion p. are almost

the same statistics computed in standard regression analyses. The c^. differs from SE^.

only in the subtraction of degrees of freedom in the denominator, making a, . slightly small

er. The value t. is thus slightly larger than t.. Thus the proportion of b.,,
^
changing

sign will be almost the same as the sampling theory probability of finding a sample value a

large as b. when the actual population value is zero.

Therefore, the standard error, t, and p statistics in a regression output have an

approximate meaning even in nonrandom samples. Note that the Gaussian distribution was
used here as a mathematical approximation, not as a statistical assumption about an under-
lying distribution from which a random sample was taken. Although there may be cases in

which the approximation is poor, it should be fairly accurate in models with well-behaved
residual s.

Another question we may ask is: how many of the signed permutations affect the re-

gression coefficients so much that all of them change sign? Putting this question another

way, we may ask: how many of the vectors b^ are as far away from b^ as the point where

all elements of the vector change sign (i.e. the origin). (Note: we will ignore the in-

tercept as is usually done in regression programs.) We state without proof here that the
F statistic computed in a regression analysis is an approximate measure of the distance of

b from 0, and that the p statistic associated with that F is the approximate proportion of

6^ that are as far away from b as the origin. This statement is contingent upon the

approximate multivariate Gaussian distribution of the b^, but not on population values.

Thus, if the p statistic is small, then the residuals are small enough that they seldom

affect the signs of all the coefficients in the b.
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v Table 3

a. Signed Permutation Definitions

uare of residuals

of possible signed permutations

f signed permutations

signed permutation matrix,
w and column has exactly one
element which may be either

1.

Modified values of y for kth
signed permutation

Regression coefficients for kth
signed permutation

Fitted values for the kth
signed permutation

b. Summary of Statistics for Signed Permutations

ave -K
1

= b

cov (v -X
1wb)(b

k
-b)' = a

2
(X'X)

_1

ave -k
1

= y

cov -k
1

- y) (yk
- y)' = a

2
x(x ,x)"

1
x'

ave -K
1 vy-b)' [cov(b

k)]
_1

(b
k
-b) = nri-l

2
a = Z.e./N Mean sq

l l

N
N, = 2 N! number
k

k = 1,2,...,N index c

P
k

= {p
kii'

} kth NXfi

Each rc

nonzerc
+1 or -

Zk
=

Z
+ P

kf

b, = (X'X) X'y, = b+C'P, e
..k Ik _ k_

yk
= Xb

k
= y + XC'P

k
e
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ABSTRACT

Record linkage is non-trivial when records share no common
access key. One application is searching for records most
similar to a query record; another is bridging two independent
files covering similar universes.

Bit pattern matching technique and experience are reported.
Every record is preanalyzed into a fingerprint bit pattern
of 60 bits. The ones population count of the logical product
of two such patterns scores similarity between two records.

Bit pattern generation guidelines and tolerances of data errors
and of non-ideal design are considered using unit hypercubes
and unary numbers in base one. Use of the similarity scores
for linkage criteria depends on the application philosophy.

Key words: Best matches; bit pattern matching; bit sum; boolean
arithmetic compatibility; interpretation; name searching; ones
population count; similarity evaluation; unary numbers; unit
hypercube

.

1. INTRODUCTION

1 . 1 Linkage Applications .

How to find it when you don't exactly
know what you are looking for.

"The licence was ARN 287 or ANR 237, I think, and the car was green or bluish." Such
information illustrates the problems of linkage between records. These clues constitute
a query record and we must use them to find the most likely one or few records it might
be in a file of data.

Retrieval of the most probable record in a file, given an incomplete or faulty query
record, is needed to follow up clues to a crime or errors detected in a database.
Retrieval of the most similar records to a query, is needed for legal research on new
trademarks and corporate names [1,2]. Linkage of exceptionally close records, is

needed in bridging together two files; that is attempting to find corresponding records
in each file for every record. It is also needed in trademark surveillance or watch-
dogging for close record pairs.
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Retrieval of unlinkable records is needed because they represent gaps in, or extensions
to, another file. Linkage of questionnaire responses with the best of a set of

typical profiles, is needed for automatic classification or cluster recognition.

Files of corporations and of trademarks frequently exceed 100,000 records and efficient,
effective and automated record linkage techniques are much wanted.

1.2 Evolution of bit pattern matching . Searching for trademark records most
similar in sound, design, meaning and products began simply. Those records within a

Boolean subset of a group of product classes, a design class if any and some spelling
criteria as specified in a formulated request, were retrieved. [3]

Retrieved records, too many of course rather than too few, were automatically evaluated
against the query to give a similarity value key for sorting out the most similar
by whatever criteria. Numerous small criteria, the letters used to spell the name and

the groups to which a product class belonged, all contributed to a similarity score
and were thought of as elements since the score was the criterion to keep or drop a

record found.

The evaluator became efficient and effective enough to be used for searching on the

whole file rather than on just the subset retrieved: when the similarity elements
were ultimately bits, zeros and ones, in a pattern whose size was large enough to

ensure elimination of enough unwanted pairs but small enough to match in only a handful

of computer instructions. Then no query formulation was needed, just the query itself,

entered like an update record. That is to say the searching became automated.

1.3 Use of the technique . The bit pattern matching technique involves:

- definition of bit pattern generation appropriate both to the data at
hand and to the recall objective of the proposed linkage, and

- linkage program containing the bit pattern matching routine (which
may be hardware dependent for the sake of efficiency) to compute
linkage values for record pairs of desired retrieval precision,
which in turn may use a feedback formula or algorithm.

The records are all first preanalyzed generating bit patterns and bit sums as two extra
fields in each record, possibly dropping other fields unnecessary for linkage. Then
the linkage processing is done producing a subset of linked record pairs with link
values. These may then be sorted as appropriate, descending link value giving recall
with precision adjustable after linkage!

The preanalysis is done only once to form the bit pattern for every record on a file
and for every update record, however many times that file is subsequently subjected
to a search, bridging, or other linkage processing.

The linkage processing may be part of some merge-and-match process and be called upon
only for problem record pairs. It may be called for every possible pair of a batch
of 1 to 1000 records in central memory each paired with every record on a database
file. It may be used for browsing between two roughly ordered files. It could be

used in an associative array processor like STARAN to exhaust all possible trillion
record pairs between two files each of a million records.
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2. SIMILARITY EVALUATION

2.1 Scalar values as criteria .

"Does she or doesn't she?"
Trademark Canada Reg. No. 124509

An algorithm takes information from two records and computes a score, on a scale of a

hundred, say, which score is a similarity value. The similarity value result is to

be used to decide whether these two records are closer than one of them compared with

a third record (relative value) and, if so, whether the similarity value is high

enough to warrant record linkage (absolute value). These decisions are yes or no

binary choices. The similarity value must be a scalar quantity, that is simply a

number and not a mul ti -valued set of numbers, in order to be used as the basis, that

is criterion, for a decision. [4]

If one scores the two records against each other, field by field, some fields will

agree, others not: same in name, place, date but different in initials, class and

size, for instance. One can assign statistical weights to each field and total the

weights of all fields different to give another number. Then one needs a formula to

combine these two numbers into an explicit scalar result, the similarity value.

2.2 Formula justification .

You all look alike to

me, you humans

My similarity formula to give the similarity value between two information records
can be argued for as follows:

The information of interest falls into one of three areas, calling one of the two
records compared the query, the other the datum:

(a) information peculiar to the query,
(b) information peculiar to the datum, and

(c) information common to both records.

Call the total weights in each area A, B and C respectively. The similarity formula
is to relate the similarity value, S, to parameters A, B and C as a formula into which
one inserts the values of A, B and C to calculate S.

Now similarity will increase with any increase in C, but will decrease as A or B

increase. Both A and B contribute to dissimilarity. One might naively add together
A+B to produce a dissimilarity value but a better measure of distinction would reflect
the fact that one of the records may be an incomplete, abbreviated or partial version
of the other (and conversely that the other is a fuller, extended or elaborated version
of the first one). This is achieved by multiplying A times B to give A*B where * is

the multiply operator. This distinction value, A*B, vanishes to zero if one of the
records has no information in it other than information which occurs in the other record

Combining A*B with C, that is a distinction value with a commonality, can be done as

the algebraic difference, that is subtracting one quantity from another if the two
quantities are measured in the same units. To do this, the commonality can be expressed
in weight-units squared, like the distinction value, to give C -A*B. One coul d

alternatively have reduced the distinction to the weight-units by using C-VA*B but
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the squared version has more analogs in physical science as a parallel to intensity
rather than amplitude and gives a simpler algorithm to compute. [5]

2.3 Universal and absolute . A similarity formula may process slogans, say,

differently from acronyms [6]. Indeed it would be hard to define a "same way" of

processing two such different fields. However, the possible values generated by two

formulas for the A, B, C values on which each formula applies, define sets of contours
in ABC-space. Irregularities occur at boundaries of formula applicability conditions.
Each formula may suffice for shortlisting similar records relative to one query or to

another query but the values in the cases of the two queries are not absolutely
comparable and one cannot judge which query has the closer matches.

Therefore, the simi lari ty formula should be universally applicable and designed to give
a result which always falls in the same finite range, zero to one hundred, say, no

matter how little or how much information is in the records compared. This absolute
(or normalized) similarity value is then comparable itself from one record pair to

another record pair with no record common to the two record pairs. With more information
in the records, the number of similarity values possible will be greater and, in a

sense, the similarity value will be more accurate in such cases than with sparse
information.
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Since the possible range of C^-A*B is

from a low, when C=0 of -A*B or -Q*D
to a high, when A=B=0 of +C 2 or +Q*D

where Q=A+C the total information (peculiar or common) in the query
and D=B+C the total information (peculiar or common) in the datum

the similarity formula to give a similarity value on a scale of 100 (whatever the weight-
unit is, large or small) is

S = 50 +50*(C 2-A*B)/(Q*D) #1

which simplifies, eliminating A, B in terms of Q, D which are precalculable, to

S = C*(50/Q+50/D) #2

This formula is a pragmatist's delight! The two variables, 50/Q and 50/D, can be

precalculated once for each record no matter how many comparisons will be made. The
files can be sorted or merely relaxed a little to keep (50/Q+50/D) constant for
thousands of consecutive comparisons. C, the common information, is readily computed
if bit patterns represent the salient information in each record.

Variation of the 50-50 balance between query and data is appropriate if the query
and data are not of equal reliability. It only affects pairs of records with different
amounts of information in each.
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3. BIT PATTERN MATCHING

3 . 1 Computer algori thm .

To find a needle in a haystack
an attractive tool is a magnet

Bit patterns can be matched in two steps:

1. Forming the logical product of two bit patterns (soolean AND).

This result is a bit pattern having ones for those corresponding
bits one in both the patterns operated on. 0011, 0101 give 0001.

2. counting the population of bits one in that result (bit sum).
This result is a binary integer number of how many bits were one
in the pattern operated on. 1111 unary is 100 binary is 4 decimal.

These steps can be coded simply - only two assembly language instructions [7] for 60-bit
patterns on CDC 6000 or CYBER series computers, for instance. The two instructions
could be the following:

Thus, a simple routine can be written to make a bit pattern match operation available
in any high-level language. The programming is quite easy.

The bitsum or ones population count of a bit pattern on a computer lacking the count
ones instruction (also called the population instruction) can be calculated in other
ways [8,9]. Each 8-bit byte of the pattern can be used to index its bitsum in a table
of 256 bitsums ranging from 0 to 8 and the bitsum of the whole pattern is the sum of

the bitsums of each byte. Another method, most appropriate for bitsums of logical
products which tend to have few ones, is faster the fewer ones there are to sum. That
is to form the logical product of the pattern M and the pattern M with the rightmost
one removed (zeroed) - simply by M.AND.(M-l). These steps can be repeated until a

zero results. Each repeat of the loop counts another one in the original pattern.

The use of this simple technique for record linkage is a harder part to understand.
Some interpretation is helpful.

The matching process takes as its input the bit patterns, which represent the salient
information in two records, and produces as its output a number, which is a scalar
value that can be used for comparing this match (of two records) with some other
match. It condenses multiple factors into a single, net criterion.

3.2 Models for a bit pattern . Any bit pattern can be regarded as a set of binary
answers to some set of corresponding questions, that is to a questionnaire. The binary
answers are each yes-or-no (or true-or-false) and the pattern could be thought of as
a truth-matrix. Although the bits can define a row it is not necessary to think of
the leftmost as the most significant - it is indeed misleading to do so in the context
here, where each bit is equal in significance to, and statistically independent of,
every other bit in the ideal bit pattern. A bit pattern in a set of patterns whose
every bit is independent and equally probably one (not the other bit value, zero) is

interpre table as the coordinates of some corner of a unit hypercube in hyperspace having
as many (orthogonal) dimensions as there are bits in the bit pattern. [10]

BX3
CX4

X1*X2
X3

(X3 is AND(X1,X2))
(X4 is Bitsum(X3))
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Figure 1: All 256 possible 8-bit patterns as vertexes of a

unit 8-cube: near 11001101 are 8 one bit or edge
away, 28 two away (• )..
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Instead of a binary tree, variants of a query being similar routes up alternate branches
the bit pattern matching explores a framework, corners of a hypercube close to the

corner representing the query. Further, instead of checking numerous possible
permutations of a query, the bit pattern matching checks all data, measuring how

similar it is. This is an approach capable of finding all records most similar however
dissimilar they may be to, or distinctive is, the query.

This interpretation is a useful model for considering bit pattern matching. The
layman may find it adequate and preferable to think of a bit-pattern just as the

"fingerprint" of a record.. Particular patterns may be represented by checkerboard-
like diagrams with black and white squares shuffled and 60-bit patterns may be defined
by 20-digit octal numbers in coding programs or printing out data fields. They can

also be represented by code descriptions using one symbol , a letter of the alphabet
for instance, for each position in which there is a one. Thus,

illrS
0
?
0
?
00
??^

1

,

00
is ABCMN. (The converse of this is one method of

ABCdefghi jklMNop v

generating a pattern for a field whose value is ABCMN.)

3.3 Interpreting matching . Counting the population of ones in a bit-pattern
transforms a logical quantity into an arithmetic one. The logical product (bit

pattern) and the population count of ones (or "bitsum") are merely different ways
of representing the same integer number. The bitsum is a binary integer, the form
required for integer arithmetic instructions and quite familiar on all digital
computers. The logical product bit pattern represents that integer number not in

binary but, like Roman numerals I, II, III, I III and like dominoes and like dice
and like playing cards, by the number of spots (ones in the computer may be called
spots in this sense). This is unary or base one and is simpler than binary or

decimal representations of numbers. The population instruction or count-ones, as

it is called, is thus a base conversion which provides compatibility between boolean
instructions preceding and arithmetic instructions following. (It is the inverse
of the CDC mask generator instruction, MXi jk, which converts the binary number,
jk, into that many one-bits leftmost in the Xi-register with all zeros trailing.)

The logical product bit pattern represents why the records are similar. Its bitsum
only represents how much similarity there is between them. Bit patterns for the
inputs to a similarity formula force pattern matching rather than pattern
recognition. Other techniques [11] constrain some of the bits in the pattern and
allow some of the others to vary but in this bit pattern matching technique - none
are constrained and all may vary. The number of bits differing between two patterns
is variable too. The number of possible 60-bit patterns is 10'8 which is 1 0 1 2 for
each of 10^ data records in the base. So for every record recorded, there are 1012

empty corners nearby in the hypercube (up to 12 edges away). The top similarity
value expected is thus 80 percent. It is less work to check the 10^ patterns there
are than the 10^ there might be by techniques such as indexing a direct access
structured file.

3.4 Performance . The logical product, or "AND", thus gives the unary number
of dimensions in truth-space, using the hypercube model, shared by the two bit
patterns matched. Since it is a unit hypercube, this number is the Pythagorean sum
of squares giving the square of the diameter (longest hyperdiagonal ) of the product
bit-pattern hypercube. In the hyperspaces used, typically about 40 dimensions, this
length is extremely insensitive to departures from orthogonality (independent
questions) or from unity (equally important questions) of the hypercube. The
orthogonality perturbation is only a cosine variability in each of all dimensions
and the non-unity perturbation asymptotically vanishes as high similarity of patterns
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reaches identity. [12] This means non-ideal questions work quite successfully in

practice

.

A similarity value computed from the match result can be defined so that it is

independent of variations in the amount of information available in the patterns
matched (section 2.3 above). In practice, the factor (50/Q+50/D) can be made constant
for 99% of tests and it is the integer result, C, which is tested to discriminate
between good and bad matches.

High values are rare and this is the outstanding property that makes this bit pattern
matching technique excellent for finding only the fewest best matches from a large

file even when the best are not very good. 60-bit patterns, 50% ones, expect over
75% of the pattern to match only once in several thousand matches. Each bit better
match is less likely still by a factor of more than an order of magnitude (ten times).
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The number of possible different patterns with D ones among W bits is (W! denotes 1*2*.

W!/D!(W-D)! #3

The number of these which have C ones in common with a given pattern of Q ones also
among W bits is

Q!(W-Q)!/C!(Q-C)!(W-Q-D+C)!(D-C)! #4

Assuming any pattern with D ones as likely as any other the number of patterns
expected for one with C ones common is

Wl Cj (Q-C)l (D-C) 1 (W-Q-D+Ql
Qi D! (W-Q)! (W-D)

!

#5

Even when the patterns are not random the ratio of these numbers, or elimination
ratio, is a hundred or more for every next common one as the effect of data variations
which are still random. (Section 4.1, below, illustrates some numerical values.)

A valuable characteristic is that the more detail involved, the more efficient and
selective the matching becomes. This is quite the reverse of the Boolean method
which grows in cost exponentially with complexity.

4. BIT PATTERN GENERATION

4.1 Anagram masks .

To catch a butterfly on seeing it

flutter by one sets the set of ones
- it gives the method teeth
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A name field and a number field comprise every record, say. The first letter of the

name is one of 26 possible different values and is used to set a bit to one leaving

25 zeros in the bit pattern. The last digit of the number similarly sets a one among

10 other bits. We have generated a 36-bit pattern with 2 bits set one. One record
in 260 would have a matching pattern if all letters were equally likely. Such a

matching record could still differ from the first record in the spelling of the name

and of the number.

If a one were set for every letter in the name and every digit in the number, we might
get 10 ones from the name and 5 ones from the number. If every different letter and

digit were equally likely, how many matches agreeing in 10 or more of the 15 ones
might we expect?

90 matches for one pair with 10 common ones

700 " ' 11

9,000 12

250,000 "13
18,000,000 " " ' 14

"

5,600,000,000 matches for identical patterns 15 ones in 36 bits

The trend is so obvious that it hardly matters that the figures are not very accurate
and the assumptions are over-simplified! In an actual data situation the best match
will be suspiciously linkable rather than an improbable chance event, in most cases.

4.2 Attributes interrelate classes . A class field with a numeric code in it

denoting one of a number of classes may be better processed to help linkage when
misclassif ication is the problem rather than transposed digits at data capture or
mechanical loss of characters during storage or transmission. A group of related
classes may be defined by some concept or attribute those classes share and which
likely is a factor in correlation, confusion or misclassification within that group.
Several such groups may be defined and a class may belong to several such groups.
Suppose every class belongs to 3, 4 or 5 of about 16 groups, each group identified
by some broad concept. It is a broad concept because it applies to 20-35% of all

classes. Let each group concept define a bit to set one. Each class can now set
a standard pattern for that class of 3 to 5 ones in a 16-bit component pattern and
ones will be common to related classes. One can even interrelate classes from
different classifications this way, using the group concepts as a questionnaire, coding
a description pattern for every class and indexing the pattern by the class numeric
code

.

4.3 Combinations of identical field values . If the linkage is just to overcome
noise in records then a 2-bit hash value, indexing component patterns 0001, 0010,
0100, or 1000, for every field of 10 to 20 fields can give an adequate bit pattern.
[11] But if the linkage is to match records which paraphrase each other (an

example might be two independent but conflicting patent claims) then it is the
meaning rather than the format which must be represented in the bit patterns. The
type of editing done to each field to standardize and to compress data is useful.
Most values occurring in each field may then be recognized and indexed like classes.
Keywords can be recognized and processed similarly. Phonetics can be represented
when it is important to do so. Not only is redundancy eliminated the bit pattern may
so compress the data that reconstruction of the record from the pattern cannot be
done unambiguously.

Other methods of assigning patterns to field values are possible and give good results
and are speedily implemented. If records have one or more numeric codes (e.g. parts
numbers) of a large number of such codes possible and you want to link a given
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combination of codes with the best records this is a useful method: generate a set

of bit patterns with, say, 7 ones of 60 bits in each pattern so that each of the

60 bits is a one equally as often as the others are and so that there are as many
patterns as codes possible, and assign one pattern to each numeric code. Then logically
sum, that is "OR" together, all the numeric code patterns to generate the bit pattern
for each record. [13] Then one can find, for example, which widgets best deplete a

given inventory of parts. Note that there is no meaningful interrelation between
the numeric codes and that linkage is based on identical codes and similar combinations.
The number of ones, 7 above, is chosen to give enough variety of patterns to assign
to the codes (even restricting them to subsets with minimum coincidence of ones)
and to give not too many ones in the records with most codes (an average of 4 codes
per record is OK, for 10 codes per record patterns with 4 ones would be better - even
3 ones for the more common codes, weighted less).

4.4 Application exigencies . Corporate names differ from trademarks statistically
in the higher incidence of familiar words and word-processing techniques are thus

much more useful for the former.

Linkage of a query with only one record, the best, demands better bit pattern
definitions. This occurs in bridging applications. Even more demanding is linkage
of an exceptionally good pair of records, linking a query rarely. This occurs in

trademark surveillance. It depends, of course, on volumes of data processed - is

one linking one pair in a thousand, a million or a billion? Most demanding is

finding the most unlinkable records in a trillion potential pairs - it may be
preferable to try to construct hypothetical data from missing bit patterns
characteristic of holes in the data bit pattern hyperspace. False matches are
intolerable in all these - precision as well as recall must be perfect by definition.
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ABSTRACT

With the increase in sophistication of statistical packages, manipu-
lation of raw data prior to analysis has assumed tasks of great complexity.

ACIS is a file generating system in which a compiler accepts a des-
cription of the data and structures that are to be applied to this data
and generates a series of PL1 programs. These programs are immediately
available for use or can be user modified. This is far more powerful
than providing the user with the conventional subroutine links.

Keywords: ACIS, storage, retrieval, clinical information, file generator,
data base, biomedical.

1. INTRODUCTION

ACIS has its antecedence in a data base system which currently maintains information
on approximately 20,000 patients at the City of Hope Medical Center. Subsequent develop-
ment of the system has been motivated by its use in clinical trials and other areas of bio-
medical research.

The system is a compiler designed to generate custom programs for a data base using a

file description language composed of very simple elements provided by the user. The first
generated program actually builds the data base and the second is used for retrieval.

The following description is couched in biomedical terms for it is in this field that
the system has been used.

2. STRUCTURING THE DATA BASE

Although many of the procedures performed in a hospital eventually find expression in

the patients' charts, these recorded sagas in many cases serve to entomb information rather
than preserve it. It was with the conviction that a data base should be evolutionary not
merely historical that a design was produced and implemented that not only would have a

diverse appearance to different users but would permit growth and allow restructuring.
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A physician is concerned with individual patients, while a chemist is making measure-
ments on a series of bloods, and an admissions clerk is concerned with bed occupancy. The
data pertinent for all of these facets of hospital activity can each be described independ-
ently in a rectangular or tabular manner. Different lines from each of these tableaux are,
however, related, and even when one considers the individual patient the essential rectang-
ular nature of the data is, though obscured, not lost. This follows from the axiom that
all data can be written in a series of rectangular arrays with repeated groups as separate
sub-rectangles. Fig. 1 depicts a series of such arrays covering some of the recordings
that are ubiquitous to hospitals. These arrays will be referred to as sets, each row of
which is then a member, and elements within a row are the items or tuples. Describing
some of these sets, there is the general index of patients or the set P, which contains
the chart number, name and certain demographic information. The set L shows the location
of the patients within the hospital and parenthetically contains the occupancy. The set B

produced by the technician drawing blood contains the patient chart numbers, acquisition
numbers applied to the blood samples, together with the dates and times the bloods were
drawn. The clinical chemist reports the results of his analysis as the set R, while the

surgery performed on a patient appears as an element in set 0.

Although each of these sets has utility in isolation, such use is generally of trans-
ient value. It is only when the relations that are inherent in the data are brought to-
gether that the power of the data base becomes evident.

Consider the members of each of these sets that are attributed to a particular patient,

y. Since the patient is unique there will be one member or row from the set P, i.e.P(y).
There may be several different hospital stays for this patient L(yi), L(^2) ••• and during
each of these stays several bloods may be drawn B(Y'n), B(yi2) ) ••• B(>'2l)> Hy22) ...

Further, for each of these bloods a variety of tests may be performed producing results

R(yill), R(vil2) ••• R(/21l)» R(V212) ••• The notation is to add a suffix for each addit-

ional level of data, viewed in a hierarchical sense.

The representation of a patient by a hierarchical tree of strings is shown in Fig. 2.

This figure also shows links to operations, diagnoses and so forth. Additional primary
sets, for example, services, can immediately be incorporated into this schema.

As information on individual patients is often required it was decided to maintain the

structural form implied by Fig. 2 using embedded pointers rather than re-creating the struc-
ture implied by Fig. 2 from Fig. 1 each time these structures were required. There is, of
course, no reason why all or part of Fig. 1 may not be maintained independently of Fig. 2.

Moreover the various sets from which Fig. 2 is obtained do not necessarily come from the
same physical file, neither are the lines or elements of these sets of the same length. A

means of storing and retrieving variable length strings from different physical files is

thus essential. This task is provided by a core management sub-system which will be desc-
ribed later.

Examination of any of the rows in any of the sets in Fig. 1 reveals that the items
(tuples) can be considered as keys and/or descriptors or modifiers to these keys. For
example, in an operation the operation can be one key, the surgeon a second key, whilst the
date and anesthesiologist are descriptors to these keys. It is desirable to reference a

series of patients who have in common either a separate key or multiple keys; thus further
sets of structures are required. In these cases the structures are inverted or reference
files. Here each inverted key is a member of a category of keys, e.g., a particular oper-
ation is a member of the sets of operations, and to this key is associated a set of patients
which may be represented either by a list of patient pointers or by their individual chart
numbers

.

Three distinct types of data are being considered: the actual data itself, as shown in

Fig. 1; those internal linkages of the data as implied in Fig. 2, which can if pointers or
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reference numbers are used , be internally maintained as part of the data structure, and
thirdly a structure which is external to the main body of information and can be maintained
as a separate entity.

There are many instances where the information maintained on a patient exists, by de-
sign, in different types of files. He may be recorded as an inpatient, as an outpatient,
as a patient who is part of a particular drug study proticol, or he may exist only as a

blood or tissue sample sent to the institution for study. By creating a master file which
upon reference gives the particular types of files in which this person is to be found an
effective method for adding totally new types of files is available. Further, files of
limited use can be maintained and deleted with no effect on the other files. This is ess-
ential in a research environment where many unusual tests may be performed on a select
group of people, and the files holding this information, though linked to other information
on the patient, have to be segregated from the main body of information.

3. STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL OF DATA

Examination of Fig. 2 reveals the enactment of three main operations, obtaining a free
record from an appropriate free chain of records to hold the data items, linking this record
to a chain of like records and in some cases providing a pointer to a chain lower in the
hierarchy. Each of these functions is highly generalized and the specivic coding and call

sequences required for these operations are generated by the compiler when the system is

generated. The specific programming code to call the appropriate routines is generated by
providing the compiler with the following information: the types of files that the input
forms imply, whether forward or direct, inpatient or outpatient, the elements of the data
that are to be associated with forward and inverted files.

Although there is a fundamental dichotomy between the data elements, which are stored,
and the structures applied to them, which are also stored, the mechanism of storing and
retrieving is universal to these two distinct quantities. It is useful to introduce the
notion of internal and external structures to distinguish them. Thus the implied structure
in Figs. 1 and 2 can be thought of as internal, while structures which reference the data
in special ways, say inverted files, are defined as external structures. These external
files are in general constructed to satisfy specific uses for the data. By manipulating
external structures which only reference data, relations can be generated, which may be of
temporary or permanent interest. Such relations will themselves be subject to an external
storage class. Particular external files then provide candidates for analysis. For ex-

ample the extraction of patients to provide statistically matched sets for drug protocol

testing is not only facilitated by storing inverted files but by maintaing counts within
them, the existence of comparable patients can be ascertained without file searches.

The core management sub-system accepts or provides variable length character strings
and either writes these to or takes them from particular locations on records and it is

this block which is moved to and from a variable number of buffers within the core and

the appropriate direct access devices. During a run, blocks of records are transferred
to these in core buffers as required. Hash tables provide the particular buffer and loca-
tion in it of the string of interest. When all the buffers are filled an algorithm is

used to determine the buffer which contains the records that are least expected to be used,

and if any of these records have been updated, they are written to an external auxiliary
file instead of their home files to prevent destruction of dynamic pointers in the case of

machine failure. After a predetermined number of transactions have been made, a fail safe

condition is involved, in which a reference matrix that maps from the auxiliary or working
files to the main files is transferred to another offline device. Using this mapping mat-

rix the main or permanent files can then be updated. Should machine malfunction occur
during this period of transformation, the information being transferred and the mapping
matrix are protected as they reside on offline devices. At the end of the fail safe period

when all transfers have been made, processing can continue.
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4. EXPERIENCE WITH THE SYSTEM

Apart from maintaining information on current patients and being a pool of knowledge
for research purposes, the data base has a further important role. Increasing requirements
are placed by both insurance and governmental agencies on hospitals for information that
describes the activities within a hospital and to document variances from expected stand-
ards of care. Specific external structures have therefore been included to facilitate the

production of these reports. They include summary statistics of length of stay by diagnos-
is and operation with detailed percentiles for specific age groups. Specialized report
generators for these and similar reports have been found to be more economical to produce
and run than a single more generalized generator.

An interactive retrieval program may also be generated for the data base. This pro-
gram presents the user with information on the state of the file, consisting of the names

of the inverse categories and the amount of information in each of them. A menu of options
is offered together with the choice to limit the amount of data viewed on the interactive
device and then to direct the complete set to either a hard copy medium or a pre-assigned
data set. Thus the viewer is not subjected to a lengthy list of extractions he may not
wish to examine, but rather a brief overview to decide if the complete set is worthy of
further analysis.

This has been found useful for research purposes to ascertain whether enough patients
are available with specific qualities, and if not, relatively close groups can then be

combined to provide adequate numbers for comparable analysis. Since the generated retriev-

al program is written in PL1, code can be added to provide calculations to be performed by
command on interactively determined groups of data.

An interactive system is only acceptable when the user is able to obtain enough infor-
mation at a session without being subjected to a surfeit of irrelevant information.

Data held within an information system may differ in important ways from data pre-

sented to statistical packages. The latter often requires categorized information to be

numerical: for example, 'male' is coded as 2, while the former excels in intelligibility
when English is used. Recoding is then a required task.

Statistical packages are often oriented to accept case-wise information but because
of the nature of some data a case can consist of a block of unrelated repeating groups;
for example, several diagnosis and many laboratory findings. The program currently avail-

able allows selection of variable groups, and particular variables for these groups may be

displayed and/or passed to an output medium. Development is on hand for collapsing data to

case wise format, by a set of suitable commands, ( means, etc. over specified variables).
This will then be directly available to statistical packages.

All the programming for this system has been written in PL1, with much use of the pre-

processor features of the language to write the expanding compiler sections. Care has been

exercised in the design of the system to allow current development in inquiry languages to

be acceptable adjuncts to the system.

5. OUTPUT OF STATISTICAL PACKAGES

6. THE LANGUAGE

The language has the following syntactic form:
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VAR I ABL E_GROUP_NAME : COMMAND ( ) : COMMAND ( ) : ::

The following is the File Definition Language that was used in an actual study. This
linguistic description is composed of both definitions of data fields and the structures
that are to be applied to the data. The command CONSISTSjOF describes the data elements,
the fields they occupy, packing required and whether inversions are to be performed.
The command CONTAINS structures the variable groups hierarchically. Many commands are
implemented which do not appear in this example.

PROFILE: C0NSISTSJ3F
(FILE NO (1,4,N3), DATE (5,D), NAME (11,9), INIT (20,1), LAST (21,11),
ADDRESS (32,21), CITY (53,10), STATE (63,2), ZIP (65,5,N3), TEL AREA (70,7,N3),
AGE *82,2,N1), SEX (84,1), RACE (85,1), MARITAL_STATUS (86,11) J:

CONTAINS:
(MEASURES, PROBLEM TEST): KEY (FILE NO) : FILE_P0SITI0N (81):
FILE (C): TYPE POSITION (80): TYPETD): EXTERNAL LENGTH (90)::

MEASURES: CONSISTJDF
(HEIGHT (10,2,N1), WEIGHT (12,3,N2), OPTIMAL (15,3,N2), B_P ARM_S (18,3,N1).
B_P_ARM_D (21,3,N1), B_P_LEG_S (25,3,N1), B_P_LEG_S(28,3,NlJ, SMOKER (24,1,1,),
CHOLESTEROL (31,3,1), URIC_ACID (34,4,1), PBI (38,4,), BUN (42,3), T4 (45,4),
HB (49,4), GLUCOSE (53,3), WBC (56,5), URINALYSIS (61,1) ):: etc.

A recreation (for sake of typographic clarity) with annotations of a retrieval session
using the data base generated from this language follows:

A particular patient in this data base has the logical structure

Profile/Demog
Measures Problem text

Encoded problems

THIS DATA BASE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING VARIABLE GROUPS
PROFILE
MEASURES
PROBLEMS
PR0B_TEXT
WHEN YOU ARE ASKED WHETHER YOU WISH TO DISPLAY A PARTICULAR VARIABLE THE FIRST TEN LETTERS

OF THAT VARIABLE WILL BE SHOWN. IF YOUR ANSWER TO THE QUESTION IS "ALL" ALL VARIABLES
PREVIOUSLY SELECTED WILL BE DISPLAYED. THE INITIAL DEFAULT IS ALL THE VARIABLES. BEFORE
ANSWERING A QUESTION WAITH FOR THE SYMBOL 11

" N.B. CR IS SYNONYMOUS WITH NO.

DO YOU WISH TO BROWSE THROUGH A CATEGORY? (PRINTS SORTED MEMBER CODES AND NO OF REFS.) Y/N

Y. THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES ARE AVAILABLE:
1 MEASURES_B_P_ARM
2 MEASURES_SMOKER
3 MEASURESjCHOLESTEROL
4 MEASURES_URIC_ACID
5 PROBLEMS_T_FIELD
6 PROBLEMS_M_F I E L D

7 PROBLEMS-E_FIELD
8 PROBLEMS_F_F I ELD
9 PROBLEMS_P_FIELD
10 PROBLEMS D FIELD
WHICH CATEGORY DO YOU WISH TO EXAMINE? ANSWER WITH CATEGORY NO. TO EXIT PROGRAM ENTER Z.

TO RETURN FOR OTHER TYPES OF RETRIEVALS ENTER R.

^ category 5 the topological sites

TXX000 2 has been selected for display
XX EYE AND EYE APPENDAGES
EYE, NOS
EYEBALL

TXX200 1

CORNEA, NOS
TX0000 2
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IF YOU WISH TO TAKE PRINT DEFAULTS ENTER Y

DO YOU WISH TO SEE PEOPLE ON THE TERMINAL? ANSWER WITH Y/N
> Y ENTER MAXIMUM NO OF PEOPLE YOU WISH TO SEE DISPLAYED 5

THE FOLLOWING PRINT OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE: A) WRITE TO TERMINAL ONLY, B) WRITE TO PRINTER
ONLY, C) WRITE TO BOTH. ENTER PRINT OPTION
> C

AFTER PRINTING 5 SETS OF RECORDS ENTER PRINT OPTION AS ABOVE OR ENTER D FOR NO FURTHER
PRINTOUT D.

LINES OF PRINT CORRESPONDING TO THE FOLLOWING ACRONYM ARE AVAILABLE
D M P T ENTER WORD CONSTRUCTED FROM THESE LETTERS
> DT

FOR THE VARIABLE GROUPS KNOWN USING THE PROMPT MODE DECISIONS
TO THIS USER DEMOGRAPHY (PROFILE) ON HOW MUCH TO PRINT ARE BEING
AND TEXT ARE TO BE DISPLAYED. MADE. THESE .TOGETHER WITH THE

SELECTION MADE UNDER, WILL, FOR
THE RUN, BECOME THE DEFAULT.

FROM "PROFILE" IF YOU WANT THE VARIABLE PRINTED THEN ANSWER Y/N/P/All
FILE_NO P

DATE NAME P INIT LAST FROM THIS LIST THE VARIABLES FOR PROFILE/DEMOG ARE
TO BE DISPLAYED

REQUESTED VARIABLES FOR PROFILE 1 FILE_NO 3 NAME 12 AGE
13 SEX 14 RACE 15 MARITAL_ST

FROM "PROB_TEXT" IF YOU WANT THE VARIABLE PRINTED THEN ANSWER Y/N/P/ALL
NUMBER P Text P THE VARIABLES ARE SELECTED TO BE BOTH DISPLAYED

AND WRITTEN TO ON OUTPUT DATASET.
1

REQUESTED VARIABLES FOR PROB_TEXT 1 NUMBER 2 TEXT
THE FOLLOWING GROUP OF RETRIEVALS ARE AVAILABLE A) INDIVIDUAL PATIENTS, B) INDIVIDUAL
CODES OR BOOLEAN EXPRESSIONS, C) ALL MEMBERS OF A CATEGORY, 1) OUIT.
PLEASE ENTER YOUR CHOICE OF RETRIEVAL WITH A/B/C/Z WE ARE READY TO RETRIEVE NOW
> B

DO YOU WISH TO RETRIEVE A SINGLE CODE OR THE INTERSECTION OF MULTIPLE CODES? ANSWER MUL/SIN
MUL

WHEN REQUESTED SUPPLY EITHER RETRIEVAL CODES OR "LOGICAL COMMANDS". WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED
ENTER "ALL". ENTER FIRST OF CODES TO BE "ANDED".
>BP1

CODE REQUESTED IS BP1

ENTER NEXT CODE OR COMMAND "OR/NOT/ALL"
>f7170. CODE REQUESTED IS f7170.
ENTER NEXT CODE OR COMMAND "OR/NOT/ALL

>OR. ENTER CODE f7640
CODE REQUESTED IS f7460

ENTER NEXT CODE OR COMMAND "AND/NOT/ALL"
> NOT
ENTER CODE D 2350

CODE REQUESTED IS D2350
ENTER NEXT CODE OR COMMAND "ALL"
> ALL

PROFILE 1712 JUNE 29 F C M
PROB_TEXT 01 OBESITY
PROB_TEXT 06 ANEMIA (PROBABLE IRON DEFICIENCY)
PROB_TEXT 05 HYPERTENSION
PROB_TEXT 04 VARICOSE VEINS
PROB_TEXT 03 BACKACHES
PROB TEXT 02 CHOLECYSTECTOMY

This is the code for normal blood press-
ure

This is the code for hypertension

This is the code for heart murmur

This is the code for diabetes mellitus

This patient is a 29 year old Caucasian
married female and these are her medical
problems
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ROFILE 748 LETA 38 F

ROB TEXT 03 HYPERTENSION
ROB TEXT 02 ANXIETY REACTION
ROB_TEXT 01 OBESITY

ROFILE 2663 HELEN 51 F

DDR TFVT ULr iaLjjI V C i\Lnl- 1 lull

ROB
-
TEXT 04 MUCOUS COLITIS

ROB TEXT 03 BACKACHES

ROB TEXT 02 EXCG OBESITY
R0B_TEXT 01 HYPERTENSION

iDflFTI FKUr lLt onnn HFI FN "370

1

c
r

'ROB TEXT 04 ANXIETY REACTION
'ROB TEXT 03 HYPERTENSION
'ROB TEXT 02 CHOLECYSTECTOMY
»R0B_TEXT 01 OBESITY

'ROFILE 3316 EDNA 53 F

'ROB TEXT 04 DEPRESSIVE REACTION
'ROB TEXT 01 RHEUMATIC FEVER AS A CHILD
'ROB TEXT 04 ANXIETY REACTION
'ROB TEXT 03 ARTHRITIS
>ROB TEXT 02 HYPERTENSION
3R0B TEXT 01 HEART MURMUR
'ROB TEXT 07 EXOG OBESITY
3R0B TEXT 06 BACKACHES
PROB TEXT 05 PARTIAL HYSTERECTOMY

N M

These patients constitute the set

BP1 7170 [JF 746gf) D2350

that is

NoteDiabetics who suffer from
hypertension or heart murmur but
manifestic normal blood pressure
(on medication)

.

N D

NUMBER OF INTERSECTIONS = 5

DO YOU WISH A FURTHER BREAKDOWN OF THIS GROUP. ANSWER Y/N
ENTER "R" TO RETURN TO OTHER RETRIEVAL MODES
"Z" TO EXIT
"C" TO CONTINUE IN THE SAME MODE. "D" TO DECODE.
> D

INSERT CODE TO BE DECODED OR ALL
>f 7460

746-747 HEART MURMURS AND ABNORMAL SOUNDS
SYSTOLIC MURMUR, NOS

INSERT CODE TO BE DECODED OR ALL
> D2350

235-237 ENDOCRINE DISEASES OF THE PANCREAS
DIABETES MELLITUS NOS

INSERT CODE TO BE DECODED OR ALL
> ALL
ENTER "R" TO RETURN TO OTHER RETRIEVAL MODES

"Z" TO EXIT
"C" TO CONTINUE IN SAME MODE. "D" TO DECODE

>R.

IF YOU WISH TO TAKE PRINT DEFAULTS ENTER Y.

DO YOU WISH TO SEE PEOPLE ON THE TERMINAL?
ANSWER WITH Y/N.

There were 5 such people

We now decode into English
some of the encoded
information.

Retrieval continues
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1. INTRODUCTION

During the past few years, E. F. Codd [1970, 1971a] and others [Date (1971, 1975),
Heath (1971), Tsichritzis (1974), Date (1974)] have proposed a Relational Model as a user
view of large stored data bases. A number of high level query languages for management
information and bibliographic retrieval applications of relational data bases have been
proposed [Boyce (1975), Chamberlin (1974), Zloof (1975), Codd (1971a)].

This paper discusses the applicability of the Relational Model to the data collections
in common use today in social science statistical computing, and represents an updated
report of a continuing study. [Teitel (1975, 1976)]. In the following section, it reviews
the structure of the commonly used data collections and defines some of the terminology.
The third section introduces the basic concepts of the Relational Model of Data and applies
the Relational Model to the description of contemporary social science data collections.
After demonstrating that the Relational Model is quite adequate for the description of

social science data collections, the fourth section presents some high level language
concepts for use in future social science statistical applications of relational data bases
containing large and complex social science data collections. The final section discusses
the difference in the patterns of access to data by query applications and by statistical
applications and the resulting implementation implications.

2. SOCIAL SCIENCE DATA STRUCTURES

Surely we are all familiar with the earliest and most primitive of data structures--
the matrix. It consists of a fixed maximum number of elementary data items arranged in

rows (also called cases, observations, or "entities"), and columns (also called variables,
or "attributes"). Several of the early social science statistical systems designed for

this data structure are still in use today [BMD (1973), OMNITAB (1971)]. Next in evolu-
tion, and closely related, are the two rectangular structures. Rectangular structures,
Figure 1, are simply matrix structures with a relaxation of the requirement that the total

number of data elements be less than some fixed maximum.

With a limited number of columns and an "infinite" number of rows we call the struc-
ture "horizontal rectangular"--the traditional data model for observational or survey data
collections; with a limited number of rows and an "infinite" number of columns we call it

"vertical rectangular"--the traditional model of econometric time series. Most of the well
known social science statistical systems process horizontal rectangular data [SPSS (1975),
OSIRIS (1973), PSTAT (1975)]. Systems have also been implemented to process vertical
rectangular structures [PLANETS (1975)]. So far we have described what are sometimes
called "flat file" structures: no repeating groups, no multiple valued attributes, no

nested segments, no longitudinal components.

The exclusions from flat file structures immediately suggest the next level of com-
plexity of the data collections used in social science computing: Longitudinal and Hier-
archical (also called "Tree Structure," and sometimes "nested", though that usually denotes
a simple one directional hierarchy).

A longitudinal structure, Figure 2, is simply a "horizontal rectangular" with a time
component or a "vertical rectangular" with a cross-sectional component. It can also be
viewed as multiple attributes, each with both a temporal and cross-sectional dimension.
Geometricians would remind us that it is a rectangular solid with orthogonal axis-
attribute, temporal and cross-sectional --which we have simply sliced to present the forms
above. The (Michigan) Panel Study on Income Dynamics-Family data collection [MPSID (1977)]
is an example of a longitudinal file widely used in socio-economic research, containing
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irrently 8 years of data on about 5,000 households.

To define hierarchical structure we need first to define the concept of "segment."
lformally, a segment is a collection of attributes which are related in some physical or

-ganizational manner. For example, the National Travel Survey of 1972 [NTS (1972)]
insists of 4 segments containing attributes of each HOUSEHOLD interviewed; of each PERSON

h the household; of each VEHICLE owned by the household; and of each TRIP taken by each
brson. The enumeration unit or unit of data collection of the survey is HOUSEHOLD. The
jierarchic structure for the NTS is shown in Figure 3 along with some sample occurrences.

Dte that this structure has two different segment types, VEHICLE and PERSON, at this same

?gment level. Perhaps more common--in part because we cannot readily handle structures
jch as the NTS with current statistical sof tware--are the more limited cases of hier-
rchical structures such as the Public Use Samples of the 1970 Census [PUS (1972)] shown in

jigure 4. The distributed PUS has three segments, NEIGHBORHOOD, HOUSEHOLD and PERSON, each
n a different segment level (actual socio-economic research is frequently done at the

family" level, but that is another matter). Several systems are available which allow
ome limited processing of the PUS or similar hierachical data collection [TPL (1975),

; ENTS-AID (1976), SOS (1974), CENSTAT (1975)].

Finally, we have seen the creation and distribution of data collections which are both
ongitudinal and hierarchical. The Panel Study on Income Dynamic-Person data collection
ctually consists of two segments, HOUSEHOLD and PERSON, each of which contain attributes
or, at this date, 8 years. Similarly, a data collection created from matched enumeration
;nits from 10 successive waves of the Current Population Survey [CPS (1977)] consists of

wo segments, FAMILY and PERSON, containing attributes for 10 years.

3. THE RELATIONAL MODEL OF DATA

The following is but a superficial overview of the Relational Model of Data. The
eader interested in further material is referred to the citations, especially Date (1975).

The Relational Model is rooted in the mathematical theory of relations and is pre-
ented in set theoretic terminology. Once understood, however, the Relational Model

iiermits elegantly simple descriptions of complex data relationships. Given a number of

ets (collections of possible data values), SI, S2, Sn, a Relation, R, is a set of

ordered "n-tuples": <s-l, s-2, s-n> where s-1 is an element of a Set SI, s-2 an

lement of a Set S2, element s-n an element of a Set Sn. The sets, SI, S2, Sn,

leed not be distinct and are called the domai ns of the Relation R. The degree of Relation
1 is 'n' --simply the number of domains in the Relation. Figure 5 illustrates the Relation
'ERSON, consisting of the domains ID#, AGE, SEX, RACE and INCOME, as a table with the
iomains as the column headings and the occurrences or "n-tuples" as the rows.

A number of other properties, including the important concept of normalization [Codd
1971b)], to be satisified by relations need not concern us for the moment, except to note
.hat the order of the occurrences of the relation (i.e., "rows" of the table) must be

nterchangeable and that each occurrence must be unique. Both are easily satisfied in

iractice by including an identification (primary key) domain. Furthermore, if we assign
inique names to each domain, we can ignore column order.

In essence, then, a relation is what social science statistical researchers would call

i "flat file" consisting of simple data elements: no repeating groups, no multiple valued
attributes, no nested segments, no longitudinal component.
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Let us consider a Relational Model of a typical two segment, FAMILY and PERSON, data

collection. Figure 6 illustrates the two separate and i ndependent relations involved,

FAMILY and PERSON; each could be stored, accessed and processed completely independently of

the other. The identification domains insure that ordering is not imposed on the occur-

rences in either the FAMILY or PERSON rel ati on--yet all information needed to relate a

person to its household or a household to its persons is present..

One immediate advantage of the Relational Model description of a two segment FAMILY
and PERSON data collection such as that shown in FIGURE 6 should be apparent: the model

encourages each description of analysis of the domain values contained in, say, the PERSON
relation without making any reference to the exi stance of a FAMILY relation.

Figure 7 illustrates a Relational Model description of the National Travel Survey.

Each "segment" is described as an independent relation with appropriate identification
domains as the primary key. It is again apparent that analysis may be made of TRIP occur-
rences, for example, without reference to any of the other segments.

A relation as described above is identical to the concept of segment introduced in

Section 2. Since the latter is a more common term in social science computing it will be

used in the rest of this paper interchangeably with relation.

We now turn our attention to some possible language concepts which may be the basis of

a non-programmer, research user, high level language for a statistical database system
based on the Relational Model.

4. LANGUAGE CONCEPTS FOR DATABASE USERS

A number of query languages for use with relation database systems have been proposed
[Boyce (1975), Chamberlin (1974), Zloof (1975), Codd (1971a)]. Though there exists consid-
erable overlap between the basic functions performed with a management information or a

bibliographic system and those performed with a social science statistical system, there
are some basic differences. The following paragraphs address some of the functions which
appear to be necessary in a user language for a relational data base system oriented to

statistical processing. It is difficult to discuss language function without language
forms. Hence, examples will be in a command oriented language, similar in syntax to the
command language of a modern operating system (CSTS (1975)].

For our purposes, we will define a database to be all independent segments of all data
collections available to an individual or organization. Figure 8 depicts one possible
database.

Usually the first activity of a researcher who is to perform some statistical opera-
tion on a database is the specification of the "unit of analysis" and the sampling cri-
teria—which frequently is "all"--and the time period to be considered, if the data is

longitudinal. We have seen how the Relational Model of, for example, the National Travel
Survey, easily permits the specification of "unit of analysi s"--which may be the trips,
persons, vehicles or, households contained in the TRIP, PERSON, VEHICLE or HOUSEHOLD seg-
ments, respectively.

1. The relationship between units of anlysis and segments leads to the following
conjecture: If a data collection is described by a set of 3rd Normal Form Relations, then
those Relations represent the only possible units of analysis within that data collection.
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The initial user "unit of analysis" specification consists of the segment or relation

0 be the unit of analysis, the sampling criteria and the time periods. Figure 9 contains
everal sample USE statements which illustrate these functions.

Implicit in the specification of the unit of analysis is that every occurrence is

ubject to the subsequent analysis requests. Alternatively stated, there is an assumption
f iteration: each analysis request uses attributes from every occurrence of the defined

opulation. This does not preclude the analysis request from restricting the population
urther by means of a filter, or selection or rejection criteria. The very process of

letermining the outcome of the filter will involve using attributes from every occurrence.

A fundamental function of a new database system will be the creation of data files
irocessable by the many available statistical systems. Figure 10 illustrates a trivial

ixample of such an EXPORT function, together with an arithmetic transformation statement.

1 full complement of arithmetic, logical, and functional transformations would be available
n an actual system (including bracketing, recoding or category creation, dummy variable
generation, index scale creation and similar operations common in social science computing).

Data transformation would not be restricted to attributes of the segment specified as

:he unit of analysis. To use attributes in the specified unit of analysis, use of the name
)f the attribute should be sufficient for its full specification; for those attributes in

)ther relations, the relation name will be necessary. We will here use "0" to mean "of" so

xhat SEX0PERS0N refers to the domain SEX of the PERSON relation. With the ability to

specify a segment as the unit of analysis and to attach other setments, simple inter-
segment expressions may be constructed as in Figure 11.

Alternative forms of inter-segment expression have been proposed, usually employing
reserved word operators [Kidd (1969), Mesnage (1972)]. One such form [Mesnage (1972)], is

also shown in Figure 11 and succeeding figures.

The use of the possessive operator "0" or "OF" is sufficient for one-to-one associa-
tions between occurrences of the unit of analysis and those of other segments. That is,

rtith reference to the National Travel Survey, if the unit of analysis is PERSON, there is

only one HOUSEHOLD occurrence for any given PERSON occurrence. There exists, however, a

one-to-many association between occurrences of PERSON and occurrences of TRIP ("many"
actually means "varying" and includes zero and one). To utilize data from the "many"
occurrences in the analysis, some form of reduction function [APL (1970)] is necessary.
Among the more obvious reduction functions are a COUNT of the number of occurrences and the
SUM, MAXIMUM, and MEAN of a domain expression. Reduction functions consist of three
components: the expression whose values are to be reduced, the method of reduction, and
the scope of the function. The latter consists of the segment name--which delimits the
number of eligible occurrences--and the selection cri teri a--which selects occurrences from
those eligible. Reduction functions may be nested. Figure 12 shows some sample inter-
segment expressions using reduction functions.

If conditional choice is added to the operations permissible in expressions, the
result is a very powerful descriptive capability for social science computing. Figure 13

contains several examples of the descriptive power of expressions containing conditional
choice and reduction functions for the specification of data tranformations across segments.

5. QUERY AND STATISTICAL APPLICATIONS

There are significant differences between the design criteria of a database system for
social science statistical research and those for management information or bibliographic
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retrieval systems. The differences are not principally in the interrelationships of th<

data elements or logical data structure, but rather in the patterns of access to the dati

and in the operations to be performed on the data.

Somewhat oversimplified, the access pattern and operation performed with a managemenl

information system or a bibliographic retrieval system is to search for a particulai

occurrence (case, observation, etc.) in the database which satisfies a given condition an<

to display full information (all attribute or domain values) about that one occurrence,
For example, "what widgets do we buy from ABC manufacturing?" would be a typical query ol

a management information system.

Similarly oversimplified, the access pattern and operation to be performed with £

social science statistical system is to retrieve and manipulate very little informatior
(few attribute or domain values) from every occurrence in a segment. Examples of such

requests might be "display descriptive statistics, mean, variance, etc., of income anc

education," or "cross-tabulate education with race".

Figure 14 illustrates the target information of a typical query of a management
information system and the target information of a research request of a social science
statistical system.

The data access pattern of social science statistical requests suggest implementation
strategies considerably different than those employed for management information systems,
if efficient performance is to be realized. In an earlier paper [Teitel (1975)] the author
proposed a detailed design for a relational database system including a procedural language
(FORTRAN) interface. The design rests upon a substantial elaboration of the concepts and

implications of transposed ( not inverted) files used successfully in several single

segment or 'flat files systems [PICKLE (1974), IMPRESS (1972), PLANETS (1975)]. Statistics
Canada has placed their entire 1971 Population Census on-line using a specialized, more
primitive form of such a data structure, and they have exploited it quite successfully with
a geocode-based table generating system [Sandee (1976)]. Many aspects of the proposed
design are currently being extensively revised and will be the topic of a subsequent
paper.

6. SUMMARY

This paper has reviewed the structure of data collections used in contemporary social
science statistical research, presented a very brief summary of the Relational Model of

Data and applied that model to the description of social science data collections. The
Relational Model appears to be a useful model for the description of social science data
collections. Several language concepts have been presented which create a powerful
descriptive capability for social science statistical researchers. And, finally, we have
argued that the data access patterns of social science statistical research are different
than those typically found in management information or bibliographic retrieval applica-
tions and have briefly discussed the implementation implications.
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7. FIGURES
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igure 1: Rectangular Data Structures
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Figure 2: Longitudinal Data Structures
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HOUSEHOLD

VEHICLE PERSON

TRIP

Hierarchic Structure
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TRIP 1
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TRIP 1
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TRIP 1
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Figure 3: National Travel Survey of 1972
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Figure 4: Public Use Sample of the 19 70 Cens
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:HE RELATION:
PERSON <PID#, AGE, SEX, INCOME, . . .>

(PID// is the unique identification
or key)

?HE DOMAIN SETS:

AGE<0,1, . . . ,98,99, *>

SEX<'M' ,"F",*>

INCOME<-99999, . . . ,0, . . . ,99999, *>

(* is used as a "missing" data code)

>AMPLE OCCURRENCES:

PID# AGE SEX INCOME

1 37 M 17000
2 52 M 13500

3 29 F 18635
4 18 F 0

327 46 M 7625

Figure 5: The Relation PERSON, its Domain
Sets and Sample Occurrences.

THE RELATIONS:

HOUSEHOLD <HID#, STATE, OWN-HOUSE, . . .>

PERSON <HID//,PID#,AGE,SEX, . . .>

TRIP <HID#,PID#,TID#, DURATION,
COST, . . •>

VEHICLE <HID#,VID//,MODEL, YEAR, . . .>

(The identification domains or keys
are: HID# for HOUSEHOLD,

HID#,PID# for PERSON
HID#,PID//,TID# for TRIP, and
HID#,VID# for VEHICLE.)

Figure 7: Relational Model of the National
Travel Survey.

rHE RELATIONS:

FAMILY <FID//, COUNTRY,OWN-CAR, . . .>

PERSON <FID#,PID#,AGE, SEX, INCOME, . . .>

("FID#" and "FID#,PID#" are the family and
person identifications or keys, respectively.)

SAMPLE OCCURRENCES:

FAMILY: PERSON

:

FID// COUNTRY OWN-CAR FID# PID# AGE SEX

1 France 1 1 1 32 M
2 USA 2 1 2 29 F

2 1 13 F

2 2 41 M
8972 UK 0 2 3 38 F

3972 4 16 F

1 3 2 M

e 6: Relational Model of a FAMILY and PERSON Data Collection
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15%
HOUSEHOLD

PUS 15%
PERSON
PUS

MPSID
FAMILY
8YR

STATE
cross-

sectional

MPSID
PERSON
8YR

WORLD
Economy
Annually

NATION
cross-

sectional

USA
Economy

Quarterly

Figure 8: A possible Relational Database
consisting of many independent

segments

.

JL

(user view of the database)

NATION
cross-

sectional

.'USE SEGMENT: NATION

.'COMPUTE DENSITY = AREA / POPULATION
! EXPORT, SPSS DENSITY, UNEMP-RATE,

MIN-WAGE

Figure 10: Illustration of an
EXPORT capability.

(user view of the database)

NATION
cross-
section

(user view of the database)

MPSID MPSID
PERSON FAMILY
8YR 8YR

I USE SEGMENT: NATION

(user view of the database)

15%
HOUSEHOLD

PUS

.'USE SEGMENT: PUS-HOUSEHOLD
UNITS: FIRST, 100

Figure 9: Specification of initial
unit of analysis.

.'USE SEGMENT :MPS ID-PERSON PERIODS :A

.'ATTACH SEGMENT :MPSID-FAMILY

.'COMPUTE PERCENT = INCOME / INCOME
(3FAMILY

.'EXPORT, SPSS PERCENT, SEX, AGE,
STATE@FAMILY , . .

.

alternative forms:
! COMPUTE PERCENT = INCOME / INCOME

OF FAMILY
! EXPORT, SPSS PERCENT, SEX, AGE, STATE

OF FAMILY, . .

.

Figure 11: Simple Inter-segment
Expressions

.

(Additional details of the attaching
procedure have been ignored; they are
beyond the scope of this paper.)
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(user view of the database)

FAMILY

PERSON

USE SEGMENT: FAMILY
ATTACH SEGMENT : PERSON
COMPUTE Y = SUM( INCOME) @PERSON
COMPUTE Y16 = MEAN(INCOME)@PERSON(AGE>16)

lternative forms:

COMPUTE Y = SUM(INCOME) OF PERSON
COMPUTE Y16 = MEAN (INCOME) OF PERSON WITH

AGE > 16

Igure 12: Inter-segment Expression with
Reduction Functions.

Additional details of the attaching procedure
lave been ignored; they are beyond the scope
if this paper.)

SEGMENT A SEGMENT B

A-l A-

2

XX XXX XXX XXX

A//

XX

XX

B#

XX

XX

B-l

XXX

XXX

B-2

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

(user view of the database)

FAMILY PERSON

!USE SEGMENT: FAMILY
"

.'ATTACH SEGMENT : PERSON

... an income calculation as may be made
by a bank

! COMPUTE KIDS = NUMBER@PERS0N(AGE<16)
! COMPUTE Y-MORTGAGE = SUM ( INCOME )@

PERSON IF KIDS=0 ELSE VALUE
( INCOME ) @PERS ON ( STATUS= ' HEAD

'

)

+ . 5 *VALUE ( INCOME ) @PERSON
(STATUS ='WIFE')

... new family income if adult women's
incomes increase by 20%

.'COMPUTE Y-NEW = SUM (INCOME TF SEX =

'M' ELSE 1.20* INCOME) @PERS0N
(AGE216)

alternative forms:

! COMPUTE KIDS = NUMBER OF PERSON WITH
AGE<16

I COMPUTE Y-MORTGAGE = SUM (INCOME) OF
PERSON IF KIDS=0 ELSE VALUE
(INCOME) OF PERSON WITH
STATUS= 'HEAD ' +. 5*VALUE (INCOME)
OF PERSON WITH STATUS= 'WIFE

'

I COMPUTE Y-NEW = SUM( INCOME IF SEX =

'M' ELSE 1.20*LNCOME) OF
PERSON WITH AGE^16

Figure 13: Inter-segment expression usinj;

conditional choices.

QUERY APPLICATIONS

A// A-l A-

2

A# B// B-l B-2

XXX XXX

XXX XXX

XXX XXX

XXX

STATISTICAL APPLICATIONS

Figure 14: Patterns of Access to

Data Elements.

(The cross-hatched areas represent
the data elements needed to answer
a request for a query or statistical
application.

)
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ABSTRACT

A discussion is made of nonparametr ic versus parametric methods for the estimation of
robability densities. A new algorithm for nonparametric density estimation is given and
ts performance compared with state-of-the-art kernel estimation algorithms.

ey words: computational feasibility, maximum likelihood, Pearson family, kernel estimates,
enalized maximum likelihood.

1. INTRODUCTION

Two major causes for poor (especially nonrobust) optimization theoretic techniques in

tatistics are

(1) an inappropriate choice of a parameter (function) space

nd

(2) an inappropriate choice of a criterion function (functional).
"Appropriateness" is determined by a balance between computational feasibility and ap-

roximation to truth. It is to be expected that the advent of the high speed digital computer
ihould drastically raise our pain threshold of computational feasibility. Consequently it is

lomewhat surprising that most standard statistical procedures have remained unchanged since
:he 1930's. Many of these involve the estimation of probability densities.

2. DISCUSSION

In 1922 Fisher [1] presented the concept of parametric maximum likelihood estimation.
Je recall that his development requires the functional form of the unknown density f(x|9)
)e known. Given a random sample {x^,x„,...,x } from f, we seek that value 9^ (x) con-
fined in appropriate parameter space gCR which maximizes

n

log f
n
(x|9) = 2_log f(x |6) . (1)

j=l

rhen under very general conditions,

A a.s.

and

-*N[9
o

,

a log f(x|9)

*e
2

nE

(2)

(3)

The latter result is particularly appealing, since it states that the parametric maximum
likelihood estimator asymptotically achieves the Cauchy-Schwarz (Cramer-Rao) lower bound

for E[(9-9)
2
], where 9 €©, the class of unbiased estimates for 9 .
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The optimality properties of parametric maximum likelihood algorithms are likely to b.

of little utility if (as is generally the case) we do not have a good idea as to the
functional form of the unknown density. For example, if we assume the density is normal,
maximum likelihood estimator for the median 8 is x . If, in fact, the underlying dis-

tribution is Cauchy, x is no better an estimator for 6 than any single one of the
observations. In general, if we assume an incorrect functional form of the density and usi

any of the classical parametric techniques for estimating the density, we will find that

lim J E It (x) - f (x) V dx > 0 . (4)
n-eo -oo \ est,n true/

The pathology of parametric maximum likelihood estimation under real world conditions
should not be unexpected. An optimization- theoretic technique designed to have good per-
formance under very restrictive conditions (e.g. , that the functional form of the density
is known) is unlikely to perform well when we step outside the domain of these conditions.
We need to devise algorithms which are "optimal" in a more general and realistic setting.
This point was implicitly raised a quarter century before maximum likelihood by Karl
Pearson [7]. (For a discussion of the Fisher-Pearson battle on maximum likelihood, the

reader is referred to [13].) He considered a fairly large class of probability densities
characterized by the differential equation

d log f(x) _ x - a .J
dx 2 ' ^ ;

b + b,x + b„x
o 1 2

The estimation of the four parameters is readily carried out via the first four sample
moments. Unfortunately, although the Pearson Family contains many of the classical
distributions, it has serious deficiencies. For example, it contains no multimodal densiti

In order to obtain a practical extension of Pearson's concept to density estimation in
the general setting where we know only that the underlying density is "smooth", we must de-
velop an estimator where the number of characterizing parameters increases with the sample
size. The simple histogram (dating back to John Graunt in 1662 [3]) has such a property
but suffers from discontinuities. These may be eliminated quite readily by connecting mid
points with straight lines. The extreme "locality" of the histogram is less easily
ameliorated

.

Computationally more complicated but possessing better consistency properties than the

histogram is the kernel density estimator (or "shifted histogram" [12], [6], [8]). Here, o

the basis of a random sample {x^ , .

.

. jX^} we have the estimator

n
x - x

.

j=l

where K is any probability density having

J |K(y)|dy < - (7)
-OO

sup |K(y)| < =° (8)
_0O < y < CO

lim|yK(y)| = 0 . (9)
y—ico

To minimize the asymptotic integrated mean square error, we have the optimal
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h =

2[(f"(X)rdx

1/5
1/5

(10)

ich gives as asymptotic integrated mean square error

1/5 -4/5

IMSE = 2
4/5

9
1/5

f4

r o "I
1/5 -4/5 ....

;(f(x))
2
dxj

n

2
fortunately, the design parameter h requires approximate knowledge of J(f"(x)) dx .

iterative algorithm for the estimation of h is given in [12]. Monte Carlo results
dicate that a twofold overestimation or underestimation of h typically causes a two-

Id increase of the IMSE over that shown in (11). A survey of other nonparametric
nsity estimation techniques is given in [13]

.

A new approach motivated by a suggestion
g
of Good [2] has been considered in [4], [5],

1] , [13], Here we seek that density f€H (a,b) which maximizes the criterion functional

b

L(f) = log f (x.) - ^c*
k J (f

(k)
)

2
dx

, (12)

b

j=l k=0

i.e.,

f
(k)

<E L
2
(a,b); k = 0,1,. ..,s

f
(k)

(a) = f
(k)

(b) =0; k = 0,1,2.,.. .,s-l

f > 0

J
b
f(x)dx = 1 .

a

e solution to (12) is referred to as the maximum penalized likelihood estimator. From [5]

have

Theorem . The MPLE estimator exists and is unique.

Recently, a discretized approximation to the solution of (12) has been algorithmitized
id investigated by Scott [10], [11]. This work suggests

A g
Theorem. If f (•) is the solution to the MPLE criterion and f_ 6 H (a,b) then

n To'
J" E[(f

n
(x) - f

T
(x))

2
]dx-^0 (13)

where f
T
(0 is the density f truncated to (a,b).

From a practical standpoint, the performance of f (•) is relatively insensitive to the
lection of the design parameters a . If we set all the a. = 0 except for it is
)t unusual for a change of &^ by 'a factor of 100 from the optimal to increase the IMSE by
iss than a factor of 2 .

In Table 1, we compare the IMSE of the MPLE with that of popular Gaussian kernel estimator
>r various densities and sample sizes. Of special note is the fact that although we have
ied the optimal (and unobtainable) design parameter for the kernel estimator, we have used
le suboptimal value of = 10 throughout for the MPLE estimator.
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TABLE 1

IMSE Values of the MPLE (ct^ = 10) and Gaussian Kernel Density Estimation
(with optimal h) for Various Distributions and Sample Sizes.

Density

N(0,1)

£N(-1.5,1)

t£N( 1.5, 1)

25

100

400

25

100

25

100

MPLE
IMSE

.0027

.00079

.00033

.00159

.00054

.00282

.00084

Kernel
IMSE

.0041

.00129

.00053

.00128

.00052

.00475

.00157

3. CONCLUSIONS

The supposed optimality of classical parametric density estimation procedures is

frequently invalid because the true functional form of the density is unknown. Never-
theless, we can attack the more general and practical problem of estimating a density
of unknown functional form. The maximum penalized likelihood density estimator has been
algorithmitized and is now a part of standard statistical software [11],
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ABSTRACT

A density function estimate based on cubic splines is introduced.
Some asymptotic properties of the estimate are described. The rela-
tionship to a classical spline interpolation problem is noted.

Key words: Bias; bispectra; cubic spline; density function estimate;
turbulence; variance.

1. INTRODUCTION

The object of this brief paper is to discuss some questions that may illustrate some
aspects of the interface between statistics and related computational problems. Some prob-
ability density estimates are considered. The estimates were used in the analysis of some
turbulent velocity readings.

A number of estimates of a probability density function have been proposed. Perhaps
the most commonly used are the kernel estimates (see Rosenblatt (1970)). Recently another
class of estimates based on splines have been proposed by Boneva et al (1971). It then
seemed appropriate to investigate the large sample behavior of these spline estimates be-

cause of interest in the moderate sample approximations implied by such results.

2. DENSITY ESTIMATES BASED ON CUBIC SPLINES

Assume that f is a continuous density function on [0,1]. Let X, 9X2, ...,X
n

be

independent, identically distributed random variables with density f. Set y^ = F (jr),

k = 0,1,..., N, N = 1/h where F
n
(x) is the sample distribution function and h = 1/N is

the bin size. Let s
n
(x) be the cubic spline interpolator of F

n
with knots at the point

Xj = J/N, j = 0,1,..., N and with boundary conditions f(0) = s^(0) = y^, f(l) = s^(l) =
y^

These boundary conditions are just chosen for convenience. Comparable results are obtained
with other (perhaps more plausible) conditions. See Alberg et al (1967) for a discussion
of splines and Rosenblatt (1976) for an analysis of other boundary conditions. The deriva-
tive of the spline interpolator is then proposed as the estimate f

n
(x) of the density

function

f„(x) = s-(x)

(x-x,)
2

(x-x. ,)
2

.

1

= - M -
i —oir— + M. £ (M.-M. ,) + j- (y.-y. , ,

i-l 2h i 2h 6 l l-l h
w

i 'i-l'
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hen x € [X. -|»x.] where M.. = s'^x^.

The mean square error of f
n
(x) "> s a measure of deviation and as usual can be ex-

ressed as the sum of the variance and squared bias of f
n
(x)

E|f
n
(x)-f(x)|

2
= a

2
(f

n
(x)) + [Ef

n
(x)-f(x)]

2

= a
2
(f

n
Cx)) + (b

n
(x))

2
.

'he mean square error can be gauged by separately getting asymptotic estimates for the bias
md variance. It's worthwhile noting that the question of dealing with the bias is a prob-
em in numerical analysis. The mean Es (x) = h (x) is the deterministic cubic spline

nterpolator of F(x) with knots at the points x. and satisfying the boundary conditions

loted above. The mean of s^(x), Es^(x) = h^j(x). The object is then to estimate precisely

:o the first order the error

h^j(x) - f(x) = hjj(x) " F'(x) .

The desired result is given in the following theorem.

Theorem: Let F € [0,1] (continuously differentiable up to fourth order) with F'(x) =

f(x). Consider h^(x), the cubic spline interpolator of F(x) with knots at x.,

j = 0,1,..., N, satisfying boundary conditions f(0) = h^(0), f(l) = h^(l). Then if

3 < x < 1 is fixed and x £ [x. -|>x.j] (that is s x^
-j

= [Nx]/N where [y] is the

greatest integer less than or equal to y)

(3)
^(x) " f(x) =

f

4 ,

(X)
h
3

{(1-r)
4

- r
4

- (1-r)
2

+ r
2

+ o(l)} ,

as N -* °°. Here

r -fCx-x..^ ) .

Comparable results can be obtained for h^x) and other derivatives of h^(x). It is

curious that this result does not seem to appear independently in earlier literature on

splines. The result implies that there is a local oscillation in the bias due to the
binning.

Let a = /3 - 2. One can then also estimate the variance of the estimate.

Theorem: Let f be continuous on [0,1]. The variance of the spline estimator S p(x) °f

f(x) is given by
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f(x)

nh
A(r) + o(£)

if 0 < x < 1 is fixed and nh * <=°, h -* 0.

Here

aw . , - iifei
(

2 ,
2

- 2r 4) f
(i^)

2 p - 2r
1)

2

+ ci-H
2

)

j

2^ + -
1)

+ 1 (i - £i-o^)f
1ct2j

12
o
2

Graphs of the bias and the function A(r) are given in Figures 1 and 2. A more extensive
analysis of the asymptotic behavior of such estimates can be found in Li i et al (1975).

Spline estimates of this type have been compared with some kernel estimates by some
limited Monte Carlo simulations. Briefly, the spline estimates appear to be superior to the

kernel estimates if f is quite smooth. However, if f is not sufficiently smooth a

number of kernel estimates are seen to be superior to the spline estimates.

Readings of turbulent wind velocity derivative supplied by Wyngaard were used to get

density estimates. Here, of course, the data is dependent. Nonetheless there are reason-
able indications that similar techniques can be used here (see Rosenblatt (1970)). The
data was sampled 3200 times per second for an hour and then binned. Two spline estimates
and one kernel estimate were made of part of the left tail. The spline fit with cell-width
equal to one bin is the light oscillatory curve in Figure 3. The spline fit with cell-widtl"

equal to 2 bins is the thick curve. The kernel estimate (using a triangular-like weight
function) is given by the piecewise linear curve. The tail was fitted adequately by least

-R I I

C

Ae
|X|

with A = 0.74, B

earlier fit by Tennekes and
suggested fit by Kolmogorov and Obukhov of the
number turbulence by a log normal distribution

squares by

consistent
f(x) =

with an

= 4.2 and C = 0.41. This appears to be

Wyngaard (1972) but in contrast with a

rate of energy dissipation in high Reynold's

SOME BRIEF REMARKS ON BISPECTRAL ESTIMATES

The sequence of readings of turbulent velocity derivative readings referred to earlier
were used. As is usual, an initial calibration of the readings is made. Given the calibra-

tion, one wishes to estimate the bispectral density or Fourier transform of third order
central moments so as to gauge the nonGaussian character of the readings and get some in-

sight into the nonlinear character of turbulence. The assumption of stationarity seems to

be a reasonable assumption for moderate time intervals (perhaps up to four or five minutes)
The questions of statistical resolution and computational ease that arise here are, of

course, related to those involved in a second order spectral analysis, but they are more
complicated. At the very least one is now concerned with estimating a surface. Also, the

variance properties of a bispectral analogue of the periodogram are much worse than in the

second order case since the variance is proportional to the sample size of the data being
processed. A detailed discussion of the theoretical and computational aspects of such bi-

spectral analysis in the context of analyzing turbulent velocity derivative readings can be

found in Lii et al (1976).
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Fig. 1. Bias and the function

O-r)
4

- r
4

- (1-r)
2

+ r
2

.

Fig. 2. Variance and the function
A(r).

Fig. 3. Estimation of left tail of the probability density of
turbulent wind velocity. Turbulent Reynold's number 8000.
Histogram, kernel and two spline estimates.
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ORTHOGONAL TRANSFORMATIONS IN REGRESSION CALCULATIONS
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ABSTRACT

The material sketched in this abstract will be presented in an

expanded form elsewhere.

We are concerned with the regression problem of determining a

vector B such that

p
2

= l|y-XB||
2

is minimized. Here X is an n x p matrix of rank p and ||«||

denotes the usual Euclidean norm. The unique solution 3 satisfies
the normal equations

(X
T
X)B = X

T
y ,

from which most of the commonly used computational methods can be

derived.

An alternative to the normal equations is furnished by the QR
factorization of X. Specifically, there is an n x p matrix Q

with orthonormal columns and an upper triangular matrix R such
that

X = QR .

Since X
T
X = R

T
R, it is easily verified that

(1) RB = z

where

z = Q
T
r .

Thus a knowledge of the QR factorization of X reduces the solution
of the least squares problem to that of forming Q^z and then solv-
ing the uoper triangular system (1). It is also easy to see that
QQT = X(X~X)-lxT is the projection onto the column space of X.

Methods based on the QR decomposition are numerically more
stable than methods based on the normal equations in the sense that
they can solve a wider range of problems at a fixed precision of
computation. None the less, they are not widely used in statistical
calculations. Three reasons are commonly advanced:

1. They are computationally more expensive;

2. They require more storage;

3. They do not provide the quantities required by statisticians
and data analysts. 1QQ



The first reason is true, although the difference is not great;
a change in compilers can easily cause greater changes in computa-
tion time. The second reason is false. Although it is true that
the Gol ub-Householder method of computing the QR factorization
requires that all of X be present in main memory and then de-
stroys X, there is another method by which X can be brought in

row by row so that only storage for R must be allocated.

The third reason is also false; however, considerable ingenuity
is required to perform the operations generally required in regres-
sion problems, and a large part of this paper is devoted to describ-
ing competitive algorithms for the following:

1. Adding an observation

2. Deleting an observation

3. Fitting arbitrary subsets of variables

4. Hypothesis testing

5. Forward stepwise regression

6. Backward stepwise regression

In comparing QR methods with methods based on manipulating X^X

(e.g. sweep methods), it is important to realize that neither class
of methods has a clear superiority over the other. Sweep methods
are efficient and simple. On the other hand they are numerically
inferior in two respects. First, it is always possible to pose
problems that can be solved at a given precision by QR techniques
but require twice the precision to be solved by sweep techniques.
A mitigating factor is that in double precision on most computers
this phenomenon will not arise with statistically meaningful pro-
blems; however, on computers with a 32-bit floating point word it

can cause trouble.

j The second difficulty with sweep methods is that they form
(X X)"' explicitly. If a highly colinear variable is added to the
regression, (xTx) -

' will become large and numerically of rank
unity. If subsequently the offending variable is removed by an
inverse sweep operation, (X^X)

-
! will consist largely of rounding

error. In this case there is no choice but to recompute X^X and
start over.

The author's opinion is that if ten or more decimal digits are
carried in the computations and precautions are taken to avoid adding
colinear variables, then sweep techniques will solve virtually all

meaningful problems and one should not be afraid to use them. On
the other hand if one is designing portable software which must run
on a variety of computers, then the increased cost and complexity
of QR techniques is not too high a price to pay for their numerical
stabil ity.

Keywords: regression, least squares, sweep methods, QR decomposition,
numerical stability, computational methods.
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AN APPROACH TO TIME SERIES PREDICTION

Marcel lo Pagano
State University of New York at Buffalo

ABSTRACT

A new method is presented for predicting stationary time series
via the quantile function. The empirical regression distribution is
smoothed, using Bernstein polynomials, to yield an estimator of the

regression density function. This function, in turn, yields the
prediction formulae. Numerical examples are presented.

Key words: Prediction; quantile function; Bernstein polynomials;
regression function.

1 . INTRODUCTION

Given a sample Y(l) , . .
.
,Y(T) from a stationary time series Y(») , the objective is

to predict the "future" observations, Y(T + 1) ,Y(T +2),... . The time series Y(') is

said to be stationary if for any positive integer n and integers h , t- ,t , the

joint distribution of Y(t ) , . . .
,Y(t

n ) , is the same as that of Y:(t^ + -h)>. . . ,.Y'(t + h) .

If one wishes to make specific assumptions about the form of the above joint distribu-
tion, or if one wishes to restrict one's attention to linear predictors, then the pioneering
works of N. Wiener and A. Kolmogorov are well covered in the books by Whittle (1963) and
Doob (1953).

Denote the predictor of Y(T + 1) , based on the previous m observations, by
Y(T + 1

|

T, . .
.
,T - m + 1) . If we wish to minimize the mean squared error of prediction,

i.e., £{Y(T + 1) - Y(T + 1
|

T,...,T-m + l)} 2
, then

Y(T + 1
|

T,...,T-m + 1) = J y dF^y
|
Y(T),...,Y(T-m +

1)J
, (1)

where F(»|*) is the distribution of Y(T + 1) conditional on Y( T) , . . .
, Y( T - m + 1) . If

we wish to minimize the mean absolute error of prediction, i.e.,
£|Y(T + 1) - Y(T + 1

|

T,...,T-m + 1)
| , then

Y(T + 1
|
T, . .

.
,T - m + 1) = M

where

M
/ \.5=/ dF(y

|

Y(T),...,Y(T-m + 1)) . (2)

The spread of the predictor may be judged by evaluating either

J (y-Y(T + 1
|

T,...,T-m + l))
2
dF(y

|

Y(T),...,Y(T-m + 1)) , (3)
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and /or
U .

T >

Y(T),...,Y(T-m + 1) (

Of seemingly primary importance in equations (1) through (4) is the conditional distributi
function. Indeed, if this function is known then the problem is solved. However, if one

anticipates the requisite estimation to be performed, it is the functionals appearing in

equations (1) through (4) which are of ultimate interest. Moreover, there is an attractivi

alternative method of evaluating them.

jtic:

Let F^(*) be the distribution function of Y(t) , and define the quantile function

Q(u) = F~ (u) = inf {x : F^x) £ u] , 0 ^ u ^ 1 .

The existence of the derivative f^(') of F^(») implies the existence of the derivative.

q(«) of ,Q(*) . If F (•) denotes the joint distribution function of Y(l) , . .
.
,Y(m)

,

define the regression distribution function,

D<V"'V =F
m(

Q(u
l

) "--' Q(u
m )

)

and its derivative, the regression density function,

sm
d(V ...,u

m) = ^
1 '

' du
m

D(ur ...,u
m )

Parzen (1977) introduced the distribution function D(') in a regression context, and;

we propose to use it for prediction purposes. If Y(T) = Q(u
1 ) ,

Y(T - 1) = Q(u ) ,

Y(T-m + 1) = Q(u )m
then equation (1) reduces to,

1 d(u,u
Y(T + 1

|

T, . .
.
,T - m + 1) = J Q(u)

0

m
d(ur m

du

and equation (2) to

F(M) d(u, Ul ,. .
.
,u )

5 = I -JT^ T" du
0

d(ur ...,u
m )

(5

(6

with similar changes to equations (3) and (4). If m = 1 then a simplification occurs; th<

denominator in all four integrands is equal to one.

The advantage of this point of view reveals itself when we estimate the functionals in

ribution f

T - m + 1)

question. An obvious estimator of F (•) is the empirical distribution function,
1

T

F
m,T (>V ,y ) = Z LT e(y. - Y(t -

t=m+l j=l V J

where

e(x) =

Whence we can estimate Q(») by

if

if

x s 0

x < 0

and D(«) by

QT
(u) = F^

T
(u) = inf {x : F

1>T
(x) ^ u } ,

D
T (V ...,«n) = F (^(^.....(^(u.)) .

Unfortunately D^,(*) is not differentiable and must thus be smoothed to yield an estimator
of d(*) • We propose to use Bernstein polynomials to smooth D

T
(*) and review their
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elevant properties in the next section.

2. BERNSTEIN POLYNOMIALS

A good account of Bernstein polynomials is given in Davis (1963), Lorentz (1953), and

iiitzer (1953). We review them for two dimensional approximations. The extension to higher
(intensions is clear. Let the binomial probability

b(x,j) =
(
n
) x J (l -x)

n "
J

, j=0,l,...,n
\J/ O^x^l

n = 1,2, . . . .

j^et S be the unit square, S = [0,1] x [0,1] . For a function f(') , defined on S ,

lefine the Bernstein polynomial of degree (n^,^)
,

n
i

n
2 n '

\

B(f, Xl ,x
?

) = Z L f - ,r b (x.,j) b (x k) .

1 2
j=0 k=0 \

n
l

n
2)

n
l

1 n
2

2

This can be written in kernel form as

I B(f,x15x2 ) = J' ^ f(Xr X
2 ) ^n^l'V d

X
2

K
n
2

(x2'V
where

K (x,X) = Z b (x,j) 0 < X < 1
n

j^nX
n

= 0 X = 0

If f(*) is bounded on S then B(') converges to f(') at every point of continu-
ity, as n^ and -» 00

. Also, not only does B(») approximate f(*) , but its

derivative approximates the derivative of f(') . If all the partial derivatives of f(')

of order s p exist and are continuous in S , then

B(f ,x, ,x„) -» f(x, ,x„)
q . p-q ' 1' 2' q . p-q V 2'

dx? ox^ ox, ox^

uniformly on S as n
]^»

n2 ~* 00 any manner. And, just as important in this context let

A
£ e

f(x
1
,x

2
) = f(x

x
+ e

1
,x

2
+ e

2
) - f(x

1
,x

2
+ e

2
)

- f(x
x
+ e

1
,x

2
) + f(x

t
,x

2
) ,

then, if for all nonnegative 6 ,e for which the function is defined A f (x
n
,x_) ^ 0 ,

1 2. ,
6
2

1 L

then A B(f,x
1
,x 0 ) ^ 0 . Note that B(«) is always dif ferentiable and its derivative

12
is nonnegative if f(*) has nonnegative first differences.

Unfortunately the convergence of B(f,') to f(') is slow, as exemplified by the one
dimensional case when f(x) = x^ , then B(f,x) - f(x) = x(l-x)/n . This convergence is

slower than can be obtained by other means. But, if one wishes to use the Bernstein poly-
nomials in a stochastic setting then the size of this bias must be judged in the context of

the standard deviation of the estimator being smoothed. It is usually of a smaller order.

Showing the formulae for the memory 1 predictor, we can estimate D(») by, with
n = T - 1 ,
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k)

5<V u
2
) = _E

fc
£ F^^.QrftjJb^.j) b

n
(u

2
,k)

whence we obtain a nonnegative estimate of the nonnegative function d(*) ,

d(u
i'

u
2

}
= D(v u

2
}

This formula is simplified because of the form of ^(') . Let R denote the rank of

Y(t - 1) amongst Y(l) , . . .
,Y(T - 1) , and S

fc

the rant of Y(t) amongst Y(2) , . .
.

, Y(T) .

Then
n-1

d(u u.,) = n E b
x
(u ,R -1) bn4 (u

2
,S -1) .

j=0

This function may now be inserted in equations (5) and (6). For example, if Y(T) = Q(u
equation (1) may be estimated by t

1 n n ~
Y(T + l|T) = J Q (u) d(u,u ) du = L Y(S )

J*
d(u,u ) du

,

0 t=l t-1
n

and equation (2) by

F
1 T

(M)

.5 = J d(u,u ) du .

0

3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Two data sets were chosen to display the above methodology. The first data set is

Wolfer's annual sunspot data, and, the second is the daily electricity consumption of a

large utility company. Both data sets have been mean corrected.

Figures 1 and 2 show the first 29 data points with a solid line and the result of
equation (7) as circles. An improvement is seen in Figures 3 and 4 where the sample si

has been increased to 59 . Figures 5 and 6 refer to the sample size 59 but th'e circle
represent the result of evaluating equation (8)

.

Increasing the sample size improves the pictures, as expected. A bigger improvement
not shown here, occurs when the memory length is increased from one to two.
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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SOME EXAMPLES OF THE INTERFACE

BETWEEN STATISTICS AND NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

C. P. Tsokos and J. J. Higgins
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ABSTRACT

The availability of increasingly sophisticated computer
hardware and software is changing the nature of statistical
research. Increasingly complex statistical models and methods
are replacing the overly simplistic models which in the past
had to be used because of their computational convenience. New
statistical procedures are being developed and some old statistical
theories are getting new emphasis because numerical implementation
is feasible. Some recent problems and results in statistical
methodology are discussed in which numerical methods are an
integral part of the solution. Examples are drawn from the areas
of Bayesian statistics, robust estimation, nonparametric methods,
and stochastic differential equations.

1. BAYESIAN METHODS

Let X.j, X
n

be a sample from a density function f(x,e) where e is a vector of

unknown parameters. Classical methods are concerned with the problem of making inferences
about e (e.g. confidence intervals, tests of hypothesis) on the basis of information
contained in the sample alone. However the statistician may have additional information
concerning the behavior of e from scientists, specialists, etc., who have had experiences
with similar sorts of data.~ This past experience is expressed in terms of the prior
distribution of e, call it g(e). Note that g(§) is a multivariate probability
distribution if e is a multiparameter vector. The statistician combines the information
of the sample with the prior information to form the posterior density

f(x, ;e)..-f(x ;e)g(e)

g(e|x
]

x
n

)
= — ^ = (1.1)

••• f(x,;e)---f(x :e)g(e)de

Except in a small number of cases, the functional form of g(e|x-i...x ) cannot be

expressed in simple closed form. Thus, to carry out the Bayesian inferential solution to
a problem, numerical methods are indispensable, and numerical problems especially in

multiparameter cases can be formidable. It appears that the general implementation of

Bayesian methods will proceed as rapidly (or as slowly) as the development of numerical
procedures to handle the problems will allow. However, Bayesian procedures are used
widely enough now to allow for the structuring of "canned" programs to handle the Bayesian

analyses most commonly encountered. Such areas would include reliability theory and
applications where Bayesian methods have been getting much attention recently, and the
area of linear models in which errors are assumed to be normally distributed. Bayesian
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methods in reliability are discussed extensively in Tsokos and Shimi (1977), and a number
of interesting applications of Bayesian methods in education can be found in Novick and
Jackson (1974).

A particularly interesting and important problem in Bayesian inference is finding
estimates of the unknown parameter which will minimize expected losses. Typical loss
functions for a univariate parameter e are the squared error

L(e,e) = (e-e)
2

and the absolute error

L(e,e) = |e-e|.

where e is an estimate of e. In general, if L(e,e) represents the loss in estimating e

by e, the problem is to find the value of 6 which minimizes the posterior loss

A

• •• L(e,e)g(e|x
1

x
p
)de .

Except for a few univariate or multivariate cases and^a few simple loss functions, not much
can be done with respect to closed form solution for e. Numerical optimization, then,
could play an important role in Bayesian estimation although to our knowledge research
along these lines has been minimal.

One of the criticisms of the Bayesian methods is the subjectivity in the choice of a

prior. To overcome this criticism, empirical Bayes methods have been proposed in which
the prior distribution is structured on the basis of past data. A few cases along these
lines yield simple, closed form answers. However, in general the prior must be structured
numerically. Conceptually, it would be desirable to structure Bayesian problems in which
the prior is empirically determined, the parameters are multivariate to give flexibility
to the model, and the loss function is sufficiently realistic to reflect actual losses.
Numerical complexities, however, may preclude the solution to such problems in their
fullest generality.

The sensitivity of Bayesian methods to the underlying assumptions has been a topic

of considerable interest recently. In particular, much attention has been directed to

the effect that is produced by changing the prior distribution. In such studies,
analytical results are rarely available because of the difficulties of the mathematics.
However, computer simulation offers a relatively easy way to obtain answers. Thus, in

Bayesian statistics and other branches as well, there continues to be the need for the

development of efficient, user oriented, simulation techniques to solve analytically
intractable distributional problems.

2. ROBUST ESTIMATION

A robust statistical procedure is one which, while possibly not optimal in any case,
is nearly optimal in many cases. Robust procedures have been considered very extensively
in recent years which can be attributed to the feasibility of handling such procedures
numerically. Much effort has been directed to the development of robust estimates of
location parameters. (A parameter y is said to be a location parameter if the cumulative
distribution function of the observations can be expressed in the form G(x) = F(x-y) where
F belongs to some well-defined class of functions. Typically, y is the median.)
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has long been recognized that the sample mean is a poor estimate of location in many
ses, yet the properties of many other possibly desirable estimates of location could
it be investigated until large scale statistical simulation became feasible. One of
le most important simulation studies on robust estimates of location was undertaken
; Princeton University and the results are reported in Andrews, et. al . (1972).

Attention recently has been directed to robust regression methods. In the same way
lat the sample mean has been shown to be deficient as an estimate of location, least
luares methods have been shown to be deficient as estimates of univariate and
Itivariate trends. Recent papers by Moussa-Hamouda and Leone (1977) and Denby and
Hows (1977) consider the problem of robust regression. Following along the lines of

urrent research, the development and implementation of robust methods for multivariate
nalysis can be expected to receive the increasing attention of statisticians and numerical
nalysts in the near future.

3. NONPARAMETRIC STATISTICS

In general, a nonparametric treatment of any problem is one which expresses the
ntended calculation in terms of operations on functions which satisfy a few side
:onditions. The class of functions with which we must work in performing these
:alculations will generally be contained in one of the standard function spaces of
inalysis.

By far the most persuasive difficulty in nonparametric statistics is the necessity
pf finding representations of function spaces which are sufficiently rich to preserve
the robustness of the procedure without being so large as to be computationally intractable.
Spline functions seem to be the most flexible of such representations, but their properties
are well understood only for spaces of functions defined on an interval of the real line.
Since statistical problems generally involve approximation of density functions on

multidimensional manifolds, there is a great need for empirical and theoretical work on

the degree of approximation which can be expected from various classes of splines on n-

dimensional regions. In practical computation, efficient algorithms for osculating
interpolation (i.e., uniform interpolation of a function and its derivatives) using splines
are urgently needed. The almost complete absence of such algorithms for spaces other
than continuous functions on a finite interval is especially bothersome.

In many problems of nonparametric estimation and nonparametric curvilinear regression,
we are able to characterize the functions involved as belonging to a separable Hilbert
space. Representations of separable Hilbert spaces involving the use of complete
orthonormal bases have the very desirable property of reducing many types of calculations
to problems of matrix algebra. The degree of approximation attainable using a fixed,
finite number of parameters is usually accurately predictable. Thus, a natural choice
of a finite representation exists. In a Hilbert space representation, many operations
of use in statistics (especially convolutions) are reduced from burdensome problems of

integration in the original space to simple algebraic operations on the Fourier transform.
For all of these reasons, such representations are very desirable. The success of

algorithms based on complete orthonormal sets in such disciplines as quantum mechanics
and electromagnetic theory has done much to substantiate their utility.

A practical problem is that of performing the appropriate generalized Fourier
transform (and its inversion) once the problem has been approximated in terms of a finite-

dimensional subspace of H. In the case of the conventional discrete Fourier transform,

the special properties of the trigonometric functions have been fully exploited in the

development of the well-known fast Fourier transform. Analogous high speed algorithms
for other types of Fourier transforms would be extremely useful. For example, for

constructing estimates of p.d.f. from knowledge of the moments the Fourier-Hermite
transform is very useful and numerical inversion algorithms of high speed are needed.

The existing algorithms are based on quadrature and are quite slow.
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4. STOCHASTIC EQUATIONS

Another area in which efficient algorithms are lacking is that of approximate
numerical integration of stochastic evolution equations. We single out for consideration
here two particular problems, which arise in the solution of linear and nonlinear systems,
respectively.

The study of Markov processes in particular leads to linear evolution equations on

function spaces. The use of transform methods (especially Fourier, Laplace, and Z-

transforms) to convert these systems to well-behaved partial differential evolution
equations is widely used in seeking exact solutions, and in developing perturbation series
for approximate solutions. A characteristic common to all such transforms is that most of
the useful statistical information is contained in the fine structure of the solution of
the transformed equation near the origin. The moments, in particular, are generally
functions of the derivatives of the transform at the origin. Hence, we need numerical
techniques which provide very high accuracy near the origin, even at the expense of global
accuracy. It would seem that useful techniques could be based on recursive series
expansion techniques or on the representation of the transform by suitable splines.

The study of nonlinear stochastic evolution equations presents especially severe
computational difficulties. Perturbation methods are useful when the system is only
weakly nonlinear, but highly nonlinear systems cannot usually be dealt with by such
techniques. The problem, then, is to observe the evolution of the probability density
function (p.d.f.) of the variables of interest over time. One approach could be the use
of Monte-Carlo procedures, followed by the use of nonparametric density estimators to

reconstruct the p.d.f. The other approach would be direct evolution, by numerical means,
of the density function on a sufficiently dense grid of points in the (known) region of

support of the p.d.f. Deterministic problems of this sort arise often in the study of

hydrodynamic problems and many-body problems. The advent of Iliac-type multiprocessor
devices holds great promise for increasing the speed of such computations. Thus, much
could be expected from intensive research on the use of grid algorithms for numerical
evolution of density functions. The fact that the integral of the density must be

exactly 1 gives us an analogue of the continuity equation, which has been very useful in

solving deterministic problems in hydrodynamics for stabilizing the solutions, and this

property should be exploited. Strongly perturbed diffusion processes, and stochastic
systems modeling problems of conflict and pursuit, seem particularly susceptible to such
a treatment.

While this is by no means an exhaustive list of the areas in which contemporary
statistical research places new demands on the theory and practice of numerical analysis,
it is hoped that at least some of the most important problems of wide applicability have
been identified.
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ABSTRACT

Reasons for a computer science statistics interface workshop on the
maintenance and distribution of statistical software are presented, i.e.

a means for 1) fostering the sharing of statistical software among a

community of users, 2) promoting a dialogue among computer scientists
and statisticians and among users, developers and distributors of
software, 3) presenting and promoting significant technical ideas in

the presence of constraints and divergent interests, and 4) discussing
unmet needs. A formal definition of maintenance is given in order to

show the many aspects related to this problem. From the perspective of
the workshop organizer, several important considerations for effective
maintenance and distribution of software are presented; namely, types
of technical documentation, aspects of testing, performance evaluations,
and management commitments. The paper concludes with some other relevant
technical considerations, such as user-created extensions, and raises
some issues about future directions, including minicomputers.

1. BACKGROUND; REASONS FOR COMPUTER SCIENCE AND STATISTICS INTERFACE
WORKSHOP ON MAINTENANCE AND DISTRIBUTION OF STATISTICAL SOFTWARE

During the meeting of the 9th Computer Science and Statistics Symposium on the Inter-
face, David Hogben, Chairman of this Symposium, and I discussed possible Workshop topics
that might be of interest to computer scientists and statisticians at this 10th symposium.
During the last several years there has been renewed emphasis on the portability of soft-
ware and on the performance evaluation of software. However, with few exceptions (for
example Buhler (1975)), little attention had really been given to the question of how
design features might aid in the distribution of statistical software.

There are significant technical and managerial considerations related to the effective
maintenance and distribution of software. The speakers invited to present papers on mainte-
nance are people who have technical and administrative interests in improving the maintain-
ability of software which is to be shared among multiple installations, possibly among
multiple machine types and computer environments. There are also important questions
related to how best to distribute such software. Consequently, distributors of some of the
most widely available statistical packages have been invited to a roundtable, along with
several users, to discuss and share their experiences in the distribution of such packages
as BMDP (1975), COCENTS (1976), OMNI TAB (1971), SAS (1976), SPSS (1975), and STATJOB (1973).
It is hoped that this workshop will provide a means for:

• fostering the sharing of statistical software among a wider
community of users,

Comments made here do not represent the official views of the World Bank.
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t promoting a dialogue among computer scientists and statisticians,
and among users, developers, and distributors of software,

• presenting and promoting significant technical ideas,

• recognizing the constraints and divergent interests of those engaged
in developing, using, or distributing software, and

• identifying unmet needs.

2. FORMAL DEFINITION OF "MAINTENANCE"

The term "statistical software", is used here in the broadest possible sense, to en-

compass facilities which may consist of a procedure (module), a program, a package of
programs, a system, a language, or other combinations.

"Maintenance status": formal definition. Let us consider a piece of statistical soft-

ware to be in maintenance status if it has been tested and distributed on the assumption
that it can provide the capabilities specified in the User's Manual. Maintenance work can

be spent on changing the actual programming, performing tests related to programming
changes, changing the documentation, or providing assistance to those using this software.

The reason for presenting a formal definition of maintenance is to emphasize that it

includes more than changes to the programs. The documentation must be "maintained", and the
users must be able to obtain assistance in resolving any difficulties that they may en-

counter when trying to use the software. Difficulties with the software can arise for many
reasons, some of which the developer or distributor could not have anticipated. These might
involve: 1) unexpected uses of controls and control procedures, 2) invalid data that were
not foreseen by the designer of the package, 3) misunderstanding of the user documentation,
4) errors in documentation, 5) programming errors (correction of errors is usually the ac-

tivity that most people associate with maintenance work), 6) malfunction of either the
equipment, the operating system, or the control program for the particular statistical soft-
ware, and 7) errors made by the computer operator. Under ideal conditions the programs and

documentation have been designed to facilitate maintenance; otherwise the work of mainte-
nance can be unnecessarily complex and costly for all concerned.

3. MAINTENANCE CONSIDERATIONS FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE WORKSHOP ORGANIZER

Five aspects will be mentioned here, because it has been my experience that these are
aspects of maintenance that tend to receive the least attention.

3.1 Documentation requirements . The term "documentation" for statistical software and
most other types of software usually brings to mind some type of user's manual or guide,

possibly even an abstract or brochure. However, this description fails to take into account
the background and experience of the intended users. Depending on the user's background
and experience, it may be necessary to include primers on the statistical aspects of the
capabilities or on the associated software. In addition, many other types of documentation
that affect both the maintainability of the software and its distribution are sometimes
needed. Muller and Wilkinson (1976), in working with the ISI Committee on Statistical Computa-
tion, have identified a variety of other types of documentation that are relevant to the

maintenance and distribution of software. In particular, one may require detailed instal-
lation or operating instructions, flow charts, program logic diagrams, descriptions of

algorithms and references to them, samples of input and output, descriptions of data
structures of both input and output, description of facilities (if provided) to enable users
to make extensions, and descriptions of test data. Within the framework of documentation it
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would also be desirable to have results of performance evaluations. Also, it is necessary
to know whether or not the documentation is being kept current with the software. This may
be difficult to determine. If the documentation is not current, there is reason to suspect
the long-term value of the software to the user.

3.2 Testing considerations . From the points of view of the maintainer of the soft-
ware, the distributor, or the user, it is vital that test data be considered an integral
part of the design of the software so that it can be available to aid in the maintenance
effort and enable the user to determine that in fact the software is performing as intended.
The design of the software should take into account the need for testing; otherwise it is

very likely that the user or maintainer will be unable to validate the software when this
becomes necessary. However, this entire subject could be a separate topic and time does

not permit going further into it here. The inclusion of test aids and test data is

certainly a very important and relevant issue, and the designer of the software should
include them as a design consideration . With such a design, the software should include
capabilities for executing, timing, and performing test conditions whenever there is

concern about the correctness of the software, say, following any modification. Another
aspect being emphasized here is the need for test data and instructions for using or

creating test cases and interpreting the results of tests. Under the best of conditions
there would also be special software to aid in comparing test results from the point of
view of the user and the developer or distributor of the software. It has been my
experience that if the software is not well documented and the test cases are not well
developed and documented, then much of the value of having software available is lost.

Testing and documentation are very important and expensive tasks in the development of

software, which accounts for the prominence given to these two items in this brief
consideration.

3.3 Performance evaluations . One reason for desiring information on performance
evaluation is that this can provide a good indication of whether or not the software is

performing correctly without requiring a potential user to make a large investment to

evaluate the software. Such information is also necessary to enable the user to make a

rational selection from available software and determine under what conditions to use

the software. It is desirable to have some of the performance evaluations done by

impartial observers (other than those developing, maintaining, or distributing the soft-

ware). Attempting to use unevaluated software can be dangerous and costly. In this

regard, it is encouraging to see the recent activities of the ASA Section on Statistical

Computing on the evaluation of software. This is an effort that is expensive to do and

beyond the means of most individuals.

3.4 Management commitments . In considering management commitments, one can adopt the

points of view of the developer, maintainer, or user of the software. From the point of

view of the user, there needs to be an assurance that the developer and maintainer are

prepared to service the product, once distributed (or at least advance knowledge that such

service is not to be provided). The user and his management need to determine that the

software will in fact perform as promised, or be corrected to protect the users who have

made the investment to learn to use the package. In this regard, some of the important

items of commitment by the maintainer are to: 1) keep track of all reported problems as

they are received, to ensure required follow-up; 2) make concurrent corrections to

programs, modules, systems, and to their documentation; 3) maintain up-to-date test data to

evaluate the correct operation of the software; 4) make the necessary changes to the docu-

mentation; 5) test individual modules and the entire package; 6) maintain adequate storage

and distribution of both the program and the documentation; and 7) notify the distributor,

if different from the maintainer, who will in turn notify the end users, of the implications

of reported errors, error corrections or maintenance changes.

The distributor will want to be assured that the above-mentioned maintenance

activities are in fact being done well, and that there is a proper information exchange

between the user and the maintainer. Another user concern which ought to be the respon-
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sibility of the distributor is to ensure that there is some way of providing assistance orljiese

consultation to the user in the event of difficulties in using the software because of misil.
rofe!

information or misinterpretation as well as actual problems with the software or equipmentlissoc

Another consideration is to determine the likelihood that the software and documentation
will continue to be maintained. That is, after investing in learning and adapting to the

particular software, is it likely to be available and maintained, and for how long?

3.5 Consulting and Training . From the perspective of the user and the user's manage-

1

ment, it is important to know not only that the software and documentation are being

maintained, but also that consulting or training are available if needed. Otherwise, the

investment made in acquiring the software could be in jeopardy.

sffii

If*
4. SOME TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS (PORTABILITY, TIMING, USER EXTENSIONS)

linf

As noted in Muller (1975), the question of portability of software is very much a

question of time and cost. Therefore, portability is a question to be kept in mind by the
J;;

user when he desires to obtain software that runs on a particular machine, environment
and machine type. This is an important issue because the user may eventually want to

change to a larger or different machine. He should be in a position to understand whether |<t

or not the software is portable and capable of being used on different machines without
requiring large investments in software modifications or staff retraining. Some of the

difficult aspects of portability relate to documentation.

I

;

Another technical question is the presence of a capability to insert within the
software special routines to obtain "timings" of the software or the generation of test
cases to foster adequate testing. One of the technical considerations is how one can

be assured that the software includes adequate test aids which can, when desired, be by-

passed when using the software for production purposes. The technical design should also
provide for the insertion of user-developed extensions. If user extensions are permitted,
then there must be techniques to control the extensions so that they cannot inadvertently
modify in undesired ways those parts of the software provided by the distributor.

5. CONSTRAINTS

As statistical software has improved, it has become easier to obtain specific types
of statistical computations and analysis. Furthermore, some of the recently developed
techniques and programs are far more complex than their predecessors. In the early days
of software availability, it was usually free and there was a rather generous exchange of
software. However, as noted in Muller (1976), this changed in the late 1950's and early
1960's, and now there are almost antagonistic points of view. Those who have developed
proprietary software cannot look kindly on free software, which may directly compete with
their own software, particularly if it is distributed without the attendant responsibility
of future availability or assurance that it is free of errors. Furthermore, there must be
safeguards to protect the investments of these individuals who developed proprietary
software, to encourage them to develop additional types of software. It is my feeling
that because of the incredibly large development investment now required, the free distri-
bution of major statistical packages will be the exception in the future.

With respect to statistical algorithms, and with the continued interest in developing
them and announcing them in various statistical publications, there is hope that such
types of exchange can continue to take place without large costs. However, the larger
packages certainly create conflicts and constraints for many. Undoubtedly, the users
would like as much documentation available as possible. Moreover, the developers and
distributors could find this discouraging if it would enable competitors to undercut
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packages in price with competitive products by completely avoiding the large development
cost, because they were able to exploit the advantages of the current packages. I mention
these various constraints because they are real and should no longer be ignored by
professionals of computer science and statistics. In this regard, the International
Association for Statistical Computing (IASC) through its proposed work, may encourage both
the exchange of techniques and programs and the development of necessary safeguards.

6. FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND NEEDS

Better methods are needed for the evaluation of software to enable better decision-
making. Only time and research can help here. There is also the need for better dis-
semination of what is already available. Here again the planned work of IASC may be of
some help as well as the activities being done by the ASA Section on Statistical Computing.
See Muller and Wilkinson (1976), as an example of what is involved in establishing an
information exchange on statistical software.

Finally, the future is already at hand in the sense that much is made of the oppor-
tunity of using minicomputers. It is not at all clear exactly what is meant by a mini-
computer, but what is clear is that there is an incredible number of different manu-
facturers and even larger number of different types of such small computers. The current
state of mini's is very similar to the situation of 15 years ago with large computers
that had the same computing power as the mini's of today. There is dire need for good
portable software for applications that would make sense on such types of computers.
Hand-held calculators which are programmable or have circuit chips to perform statistical
calculations need to be given adequate attention too. It seems to me that one of the real

challenges in the area of computer science and statistics interface is to obtain better
insight into what type of applications should go onto a particular computer—whether it

be hand-held, mini, or otherwise.
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ABSTRACT

Some approaches taken at the University of Wisconsin to minimize
errors prior to distribution of STATJOB are discussed. Included are
descriptions of design concepts which nelp programmers avoid errors and
notes on procedures followed to minimize errors during implementation
and maintenance. Also discussed are internal accounting methods used to
provide STATJOB users with protection against the consequences of
serious software errors — those that result in plausible but incorrect
results.

Key words: Development; documentation; implementation; maintenance;
Package design; reliability; reporting errors; statistical package;
TATJOB; testing.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes experiences related to the maintenance of the statistical package
STATJOB developed at the University of Wisconsin. STATJOB is described in the STATJOB
Series of reference manuals available from the Madison Academic Computing Center (MACC).

STATJOB was first implemented on the CDC 1604 computer in 1965 and shortly tnereafter
was installed on the CDC 3600. In 1968-69, the package was converted to the Univac 1108
computer. The CDC version was not maintained after installation of the Univac version.

There are two functions of maintenance. One is to alter a package to reflect changes
in what is viewed as correct statistical computing. The other is to correct flaws
introduced during design and implementation.

This paper deals with the latter function, which we will call corrective maintenance.
In particular, we look at ways of reducing maintenance requirements by adopting appropriate
standards and practices during design and implementation.

2. CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE , RELIABILITY, AND APPROACHES TO DEVELOPMENT

Before getting into details of design and implementation, some remarks about package
reliability are appropriate.

If perfection in design and implementation (given the knowledge and tools available at
the time) were attainable, then there would be no need for corrective maintenance. The
amount of such maintenance performed on a package, then, reflects the extent of flaws in
design, implementation, or both, and is probably a good indicator of the overall reliability
of the package.

In a well-conceived and carefully implemented system, each corrective action should
bring the system closer to perfection, and within a short time after the release of a new
component, the need for corrective maintenance should be very rare. We feel that STATJOB,
which consists of about 20 major components, is such a system. For example, in the
approximately one year between releases of versions 9 and 10, corrective maintenance was
needed on only four of the components, and errors in two of those were very minor (the
errors are listed in "Introduction to STATJOB, Version 10") . Some components have never
needed "serious" corrective maintenance (regression and STJbank file-handling system) and
others only once (tabulation, factor analysis) (by "serious" we mean maintenance to correct
an error which caused plausible but incorrect results to be printed) . We feel that the
performance record of STATJOB entitles it to be called a "highly reliable" package.
Furthermore, our policy of personally notifying affected users of "serious" errors, when
feasible, makes the overall reliabiltiy or STATJOB computing at Wisconsin difficult to
surpass.

That STATJOB is a "well-conceived and carefully implemented" system is in large part
attributable to the "global system view of data analysis" taken by its principal designer,
Dr. Mervin E. Muller. In that approach, there is considerable interaction and compromise
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between the user, the designer, the implemented, and the maintainer; see Muller (1969). (I

course, tnis type of interaction must occur in the development of any system. 3ut tl

quality of the final product depends on how the interaction is controlled and focussed. Fc^

example, if a user goal is "reliability", the designer will ask the implementor to expla:,
how that goal is to be achieved. Clearly, the response, "we'll be very careful" is nc
adequate, and a process of seriously considering methods of achieving reliablity takes plac
at the outset, and hopefully is repeated as each new component of the system is designed.

The remainder of this paper discusses some of the standards and methods which came 01
of development processes like those just described. While most things considered ar
simple, straight-forward, and owing to common sense (such as the subroutine nam in
convention) rather than scholarly insight, many of them are overlooked in other systems v,

are familiar with.

3. CONSIDERATIONS AT THE DESIGN STAGE

The designer of a package is responsible for determining the nature of all use:
interfaces: the control language, input, output and documentation. The designer can mak,
the work of the maintainer easier by considering how the design might ultimately affect th
reliability of the package. Here are some considerations:

(a) structure of design

Should many related capabilities be handled together in one set of specifications, 01

should they be broken into several? The general approach to design structure used foi
STATJOB is to treat as a single component all capabilities related to one general type
of statistical analysis. Then the "global system view" can be applied to each majoi
component of the system.

(b) documentation of computational methods

At an early stage in the design of any analysis component, all computational formulas
and algorithms should be fully documented. The document can, and probably should, be
in the form that eventually will be included in the user's manual. It will serve as
copy for review; as specifications for implementation, testing, and maintenance; and as
an indispensable reference for cautious users who frequently check results and thereby
constantly test the reliability of the package.

(c) computational accuracy in numerical algorithms

The designer should decide whether computational accuracy is a design or implementation
problem. If it is to be handled at the design stage, appropriate specifications must
be prepared. In any event, the designer should raise the issue and see it to a
conclusion.

(d) review process

The designer, after preparing adequate documentation for a new component of the system,
should distrioute review copies to key users, staff, and experts in areas related to
the type of analysis to be performed. This review procedure, which should be repeated
if substantial changes are later made to specifications, will reduce the need for
future improvements (and thus maintenance) , and will verify that computational methods
are correct.

(e) standardization in design

As much as possible, control cards should have a consistent syntax, not only to
facilitate documentation and use of the system, but to enable a small set of utility
processors to do most of the work to interpret and store the control information.
While other opportunities to standardize are obvious, some aren't. For example, we
should have adopted uniform standards for handling missing data, then implemented some
of the checking in the I/O system, not separately in each program. Also, we devised
some powerful machinery to handle a wide variety of scale specifications for the
tabulation program. This machinery should have been designed as a general system
capability.

4. CONSIDERATIONS DURING IMPLEMENTATION

When STATJOB was converted from the CDC 1604 to the Univac 1108 in 1968-69, the control
processing and I/O components of the system were redesigned. The new implementation took
advantage of lessons learned in the first implementation. Procedures and techniques used in
the new system reduce implementation, testing and maintenance requirements and contribute to
the overall reliability of the system.
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) use of utility routines

As many system processes as possible should be incorporated in utility routines. The
overall reliability of tne system can oe enhanced (and maintenance needs reduced) by
concentrating programming talent and other resources on the utility routines early in
the implementation stage. Utility routines are used in STATJOB for interpreting,
storing and retrieving control information, allocating dynamic storage, input handling,
most vector and matrix output, most card and file output, and many other processes.

[>} control information storage and retrieval

The CDC version of STATJOB used common blocks to store control information, as most
packages now do. To expand a common block, one must check every routine in which that
common block is used to avoid name conflicts. Moreover, code added to the system must
carefully avoid use of names that are in a common block that may be included in tne
routine.

These time-consuming and error-prone procedures were replaced with a "tagged storage"
scheme. To reserve space to store control information, a call is made to a subroutine,
giving the amount of space needed and a "tag" to be entered in an index. To retrieve
control information, a subroutine is called either to retrieve the location of the
first word of reserved space for a tag, or to retrieve directly the value stored in
that first word.

Some scratch arrays for I/O, such as buffers and error flags, are also stored in tagged
storage.

c) internal documentation

With the Univac implementation in 1968-69, a series of internal memoes was begun to
document individual "utility" routines and other components of the system. In recent
years, memoes have been incorporated in the code as comments. The memoes have, of
course, been very useful both in performing maintenance and expanding the package.

d) system test modes

STATJOB can run under three test modes: program test, system test, and detailed system
test. In the program test mode, intermediate computational results are printed. In
the system test mode, limited information is printed about control information storage,
dynamic storage allocation, intermediate results of the transformation compiler, and
results of the collection of the analysis phase. In the detailed system test mode,
complete contents of control storage areas are printed, detailed output is generated by
the transformation compiler, and detailed results of the collection of the analysis
phase are printed. Detailed system tests are avoided when possible because of the
large volume of printed output.

f) subroutine naming convention

All STATJOB subroutine names begin with "Sn" ("Dn" for double precision routines)

,

where n is 1 for system routines and otherwise is a number unique to each program.
This simple convention has helped avoid a few conflicts with names of library
subroutines and user subroutines, and has been an important convenience during
implementation and maintenance. For example, routines associated with one component
appear together in various listings.

g) dynamic storage allocation

All scratch arrays that vary in size depending on the application are allocated
dynamically (i.e., at execution time). As in some other systems which dynamically
allocate storage, the arrays are stored in blank common, beginning at an address
computed from control information. STATJOB differs from other systems in that all
dynamic allocation is made at one time, in one place, thereby minimizing chances of
miscalculation of addresses and making it easier to find errors in storage allocation.
Furthermore, dynamically computed addresses are passed through a subroutine calling
sequence, so all references to array elements are relative to the beginning of the
array, rather than relative to the beginning of blank common, making the source code
easire to write initially and easier to understand later.

h) modification procedures

To modify temporarily an analysis program, all a programmer need do is store the
compiled relocatable elements of the routines to be modified in TPF$, the temporary
program file automatically assigned to each run. STATJOB is then executed in the
normal manner; the analysis program is re-collected and the modified routines included
in a manner transparent to the user (unless the system is in test mode) . This simple
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procedure makes it convenient to set up debugging runs. It also allows users ti

interface easily special routines of their own with STATJOB.

(i) protection against user-supplied routines

Occasionally problems brought to our attention involve user-supplied routines whic !

nave been interfaced with STATJOB. We have begun to install traps to catch routine;
which, for example, exceed the boundaries of arrays made available to them. Such traps
will save debugging time in the future as more users interface their own routines witi
STATJOB.

(j) testing procedures

Three levels of testing are done during STATJOB maintenance. "Standard" tests, which
check only a few of the capabilities of each program, are run during a release.
"Detailed" tests are run for a program when significant changes are made to that
program. "Special" tests are included with each release to check changes made in that
release

.

5. REPORTING ERRORS TO USERS

In our experience developing and maintaining STATJOB, relatively few programming errors
encountered were of a "serious" nature; i.e., few of the errors would have lured a user into
believing (and publishing, perhaps) incorrectly computed results. However, to protect users
against such errors, in 1974 we implemented in STATJOB an internal accounting system which
recorded enough information about each run to permit identification of each user affected by
a serious error. Information recorded includes the user's account number, the date and time
of the run, the procedure used, the size of the data set, and the form of the input.
Additional information is recorded depending on the procedure used. To facilitate
notification of users, software was written to extract records and, through an interface
with the center's billing system, print mailing labels.

The STATJOB accounting and user notification system can provide other useful
information. For example, statistics on the size of data sets were useful in designing the
internal file (STJbank) system for STATJOB. An important potential use of the system is the
identification of users who might assist in preparing specifications for new development or
contribute in other ways to the support of statistical software.

The most recent STATJOB installation manual contains instructions for installing the
accounting system at other sites, although billing system incompatibilities preclude use of
the mailing label program.

Protection against the relatively infrequent "serious" errors is an important
responsibility of package distributors. Our experience with STATJOB shows that the
protection can be provided at a small cost (unless, of course, the package contains many
serious errors) . It should be the goal of distributors to maintain an account and an
on-line file at sites using their package. This is already being done by the distributor of
a new interactive statistical package, SCSS, although the file is kept for billing purposes
rather than to permit direct communication with users of the package.
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THE DISTRIBUTION AND MAINTENANCE OF SAS
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ABSTRACT

The SAS system has been optimized for a single
family of computers and operating systems. This has
reduced the size of our universe of users, although it is
still large. New portability problems arise out of our
efforts to adapt more closely to the environment than is
possible in FORTRAN or COBOL. We have tried to avoid
requiring users to compile or link-edit SAS. Identical
tape copies of the system are sent to all SAS users. A
SAS program copies the tape to disk, optimally blocking
the SAS library. The system is then configured by another
SAS procedure which writes the installation-dependent
configuration data into the disk copy of the program.
Information relating to the environment that can be
obtained from the operating system is discussed. The SAS
communication mechanism between procedures and the
supervisor is such that user-written procedures need not
be re-linkedited or compiled for new releases of SAS.

Key words: Dated software; diagnostics; distribution;
installation parameters; load modules; maintanence;
portability; versions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Ease of installation and reliability are two prime goals of our
installation procedures. To achieve these goals, we want to reduce the
number of steps needed for installation and to make the installation process
immune to the differences between installations. We assume that the person
installing SAS has minimum knowledge of the system.

A system's portability domain can greatly affect its implementation. We
have chosen as the portability domain for SAS all computers running
variations of the IBM 360/370 Operating System. This domain includes IBM
360/370, Amdahl, Itel and Ryad computers. Other possible portability domains
jcould be computers supporting the ANSI COBOL compiler or computers supporting
a FORTRAN IV compiler.

Since we have chosen our domain to be operating-system-dependent instead
of compiler-dependent, we are free to use the most appropriate features and
languages supported by that operating system. For example, our group uses
imostly PL/I for mathematical and statistical applications. Assembly language
is used for data management, compiler writing and report generation features.
Most of our users program in FORTRAN when they augment SAS with their own
procedures

.
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2. LOAD MODULE DISTRIBUTION

SAS is distributed as a load module library on tape. The installatiO'
process consists of copying this library to disk, where it can ru,

immediately. There is no need to compile or link-edit.

One reason we distribute SAS in load-module form is to reduce problem:
that arise from installation differences. Distributing source program:
results in many such problems:

1) Different compilers for the same language have different restrictions,
long DATA statement may compile under our FORTRAN Gl compiler but not under
user's FORTRAN H compiler.

2) Different releases of the same compiler have different bugs.

3) The optimizing compilers interpret the language rules more strictly thai
do the simpler compilers.

4) Sometimes a program requires a large amount of memory for compilation. Or

a small system, memory restrictions may make it impossible to compile such a

program.

5) An optimizing compiler may not be available at the user's installation. We
can compile the program with an optimizing compiler and he can run the
optimized object program.

6) As it is usually expensive to compile a large system from source, users
tend not to accept updates to programs that are not being used or that are
running to their apparent satisfaction. Thus enhancements and fixed bugs are
not available to users on a timely basis.

Load module libraries also have disadvantages. The IBM utility program
IEHMOVE uses space inefficiently due to a poor choice of blocking factor.
Thus, tape reels containing unloaded libraries must be large enough to hold
the inefficiently blocked library. Copying costs are also increased. The
newer program IEBCOPY attempts to solve these problems, but only works on
virtual storage operating systems.

Another problem arises because load module libraries are link-edited
with a specific block size. When a library is optimally blocked for an IBM
3330 disk unit, it can't be installed on an IBM 2314 disk since the 2314 has
a smaller blocking capacity. If a library that is optimally blocked for the
3330 is installed on an IBM 3350 disk, which has a larger track size,
considerable disk space is wasted and the program load time is more than if
the library were link-edited for the 3350.

To solve these problems of distributing load modules, we have written
our own program, PDSCOPY. PDSCOPY overcomes wasteful use of tape and
automatically adjusts load modules to the blocking factor of the device on
which they are written.

Added benefits are reductions in disk space and copy time. For example,
we have reduced the number of tracks SAS uses on the IBM 3330 from 330 tracks
to 272 tracks simply by using PDSCOPY to copy the program library. At the
current North Carolina State University on-line storage rates, this would
reduce the disk storage costs by $254 per year.
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Our aim for PDSCOPY was to save tape and to eliminate the link-edit step for
installation of SAS. It turned out that our blocking strategy was far
superior to that of the IBM linkage editor, and we combined some program
records in overlay programs that the IBM linkage editor did not. It appears
from our 5 tests that we can save between 13% and 18% of disk space over the
IBM linkage editor.

3. INSTALLATION PARAMETERS

Although our installations all have similar operating systems, their
hardware differs considerably. Consider just line printer characteristics:

.1) The line size may vary from 72 to 132 characters.
2) The number of lines per page varies widely.
3) The position of the paper when at "top of forms" varies.
4) The printer may only print the 48 most common characters.

:
5) Some printers do not have the overprint feature.
6) Some printers go faster if the lines are printed left justified.

SAS has 6 options that cover all of these printer differences. Other
^parameters give the suggested block size for SAS data sets, the installation
rate charged for disk storage, the source statement length, the memory
allocation scheme to use for the system sort, and the names of all I/O units
ifor SAS to use, a total of 28 parameters.

An installation may run SAS in many environments, each of which requires
a separate set of parameters for optimal execution. For example, in batch
mode a large blocksize and the 48~char acter set might be needed. In
time-sharing mode, the 60-character set may be available; memory limitations
may dictate a smaller blocksize. This same installation may also support a

high-speed autobatch mode for execution of short student jobs, in which some
limitation on pages printed and time used may be imposed. SAS has a different
set of installation parameters for each of these environments, plus 6

user-defined parameter sets.

With many software systems, it is necessary to change some source
statements, then compile and link-edit them to adjust installation
parameters. This can be awkward to document and hard to modify once the
system has been installed. We have a special module that compiles the system
parameter definitions. The module gives good diagnostics about misstated
parameters and is easy to document. The SAS procedure SETINIT is used to
write the parameters into the load module copy on disk. At any time, after
thought and new considerations, changes can be easily incorporated into the
installation parameters stored with the load module library.

Our company has an agreement with each installation that the system will
only be used at one installation, and that the system will only operate if
the yearly service agreement is in effect. To assure compliance, we want
each copy dated and personalized with the installation's name. The procedure
SETINIT was modified to set the expiration date and name in the load module.
For example, the following sets the expiration date for SAS INSTITUTE to
January 1, 1978:

PROC SETINIT NAME= ' 7800123153SAS INSTITUTE INC.';

The digits 23153 are produced by computing a cyclical redundancy check on
78001SAS INSTITUTE INC. The SETINIT procedure will not operate, .if ^anything isaltered in the name or expiration "date oecause the check digits ywiTl y not
compute correctly. Thus we do not have to send every user a unique copy of
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SAS and we can make our tapes in large batches and inventory them.

4. ERROR MESSAGES

We give considerable thought to producing useful error messages
Printing an error message in layman's language on the computer output wil
often eliminate the need for a user to call us for help. A good example o

the range of possibilities can be found in the evolution of our "memor
exceeded" message.

1966- 1967 COMPLETION CODE- SYSTEM=80A USER=0000

This was the IBM-supplied error message. To a novice computer user, it

information content was almost nonexistent. He would certainly need t

consult someone for help.

1967- 1975 THE PROCEDURE NEEDED 183572 BYTES OF CORE
ONLY 101324 3YTES WERE AVAILABLE.

Although this message contained more information, users still phoned u

to ask what it meant. We would explain that the user needed to run SAS in
larger region. Then the user would ask what region size to use. We woulc
ask him to check his cataloged procedure listing to see what had been used
Then we would add 183572 less 101324 to that given in the cataloged procedure
and tell him to use that for the region size. The user would then ask how he

could tell SAS to use the larger region. Then we would tell him to look for

the EXEC card in his deck and change it.

1975-1976 NOTE: MORE MEMORY IS NEEDED TO COMPLETE TASK.
TRY THE FOLLOWING EXECUTE STATEMENT.
// EXEC SAS,REGION=212K

We now give the JCL statement the user should code to allow SAS to run
the task. The format of the message changes depending on whether SAS is

running under the operating systems OS/MFT, TSO, or another variation of the
Operating System. The type of operating system and the memory size is

determined by looking at system control blocks. The other formats of the
above message are:

(MFT) NOTE: MORE MEMORY IS NEEDED TO COMPLETE TASK.
TRY A PARTITION SIZE OF AT LEAST 212K.

(TSO) NOTE: MORE MEMORY IS NEEDED TO COMPLETE TASK.
TRY SIZE(212) AT THE END OF YOUR LOGON LINE.

1977-Present (same as above)

We now change the name of the cataloged procedure in the message. Many
users use different names for the cataloged procedures and support several
cataloged procedures for SAS. Our message was not fully accurate except when
the user's cataloged procedure was named SAS.
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5. INTERFACE BETWEEN SYSTEM AND PROCEDURES

No supervisor code is link-edited with SAS procedures. This means that
my changes we make to the supervisor are reflected in all SAS procedures
vithout having to re-linkedit. A new release of SAS can be installed without
impacting existing user-maintained libraries of procedures. These
jser-written procedure libraries are simply concatenated by JCL to the
library we distribute. We use a branch vector technique to communicate
between the supervisor and the procedure. It is similar to the technique used
Dy the IBM overlay supervisor.
Below is an example of this technique.

A) The code in the SAS procedure:

CALL INPUT (IEND)

3) The code link-edited with the SAS procedure:

3RANCHV EQU *

ientryl B SAVE-* (15)
• • «

INPUT B SAVE-* (15) called by SAS procedure

SAVE LR 0,15 calculate offset from BRANCHV.
S 0 ,=A (BRANCHV)
L 15 , LINKADDR address of LINK.
BR 15 go to LINK

LINKADDR DC A(0) address of link

The code in the supervisor:

LINK LR 15,0 offset from branch vector.
L 15 ,VECTOR( 15) address of INPUT subroutine.
BR 15 go to INPUT

iVECTOR DC (entryl)

DC A(INPUT) address of INPUT subroutine.
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6. VERSIONS OF SAS

Special versions of SAS are used in the operating system LPALIB and i

the Autobatch mode of execution. LPALIB is a library of programs kept i

virtual memory by the operating system. When the SAS supervisor and compile
are stored in LPALIB, concurrent users of SAS can share the same copy of SA
in memory. To access the SAS supervisor, the system loader does not have t

be called. If the module is already in main memory, it can be entere
directly without any I/O. If it is not in memory, it will be read in from th
virtual memory swapping device, a very efficient operation.

Only reentrant programs (programs which do not modify themselves) can b

put in LPALIB. Use of this library reduces the amount of I/O and memor
required to run SAS. It is especially advantageous when running SAS i

timesharing mode.

Many universities have a mechanism, called autobatch, for running shor
student jobs. The operating systems collects several SAS jobs into a batcl
which is then fed into the SAS processor. For this application, SAS i

generated in three versions:

Case 1. Minimum memory of 150K is available to autobatch SAS

Case 2. At least 200K memory is available to autobatch SAS. In this case the

SAS compiler is kept in memory for the entire batch of jobs.

Case 3. SAS has been installed in the LPALIB system library. In this case the
autobatch supervisor uses the code that is in virtual memory.

7. FIELD MAINTENANCE

Most errors in SAS are corrected by new releases. Between releases, we

send corrections to the load module library as patches. These are short
one-to-ten~wor d changes to the object code, which are applied by an IBM
utility program. Most assembly language errors can be corrected this way, and
some critical problems in our PL/I programs have been corrected by patches.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE MAINTENANCE AND
DISTRIBUTION OF BMDP
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ABSTRACT

Health Sciences Computing Facility at UCLA distributes the BMDP
series of biomedical computer programs as FORTRAN source and as load
modules to IBM 360 and 370 OS facilities. New releases are made approx-
imately twice yearly. The in-house version undergoes constant improve-
ment. Our concerns include error reporting, selection of improvements
and new features, extensive testing after modifications have been made,
update notices and newsletters, changes in user documentation, inter-
face with other packages, portability and implementation on non-IBM
computers, reliability of tape copies, delivery of tapes by the Postal
Service and United Parcel, installation documentation, and monitoring
actual usage. Our chief concern - beyond correct results -- is

monitoring the use of our programs to be sure good analysis is being
done.

Keywords: Errors, improvements, installation, portability, testing

1. INTRODUCTION

Health Sciences Computing Facility maintains and distributes two statistical packages
the BMD and the newer BMDP. The BMD series is now rarely updated, although the manual is

reprinted about once a year. Improvements are constantly being made to the BMDP series
and a tight quality control detects possible errors that may be introduced by the im-

provements.

In the last year, 522 copies of BMDP and 237 copies of BMD were distributed by Health
Sciences Computing Facility. The most recent version of BMD is dated 1975 and the latest
version of BMDP is dated April, 1977.

2. MAINTENANCE OF BMDP

Reports of errors and suspected errors are logged into a computer file with details
of what caused the problem. The errors are then checked out and corrected. Conditions
causing known errors are checked by the program, and the program terminates with an error
message if these conditions are met. A list of restrictions in each program is included
in the heading of the output; the heading is also used to describe any features not in-

cluded in the BMDP manual (Dixon, 1975). Roughly twice a year the distributed version
of BMDP is updated. Official recipients are sent an update notice describing the changes
made.

Suggestions for improvements are also logged into a computer file. As time permits,
assignments are made to staff members to implement improvements. Error correction, of

course, takes precedence over implementation of improvements.
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Updates of programs are refereed; refereeing is both human and mechanical. Visual
inspection of computer output is tedious and prone to error, so programs have been
written to compare output from the proposed new version of the program with the current
output, or with output stored in a library of official output, or with output produced
by the load modules that are distributed outside HSCF.

The value of such comparison procedures is highly dependent on how extensively the
test problems exercise the program in question. A highly successful strategy proceeds
as follows:

a. Create test problems that exercise all options (but not all combinations
of options)

.

b. Add or modify test problems to constrain the program (e.g., zero variance,
near singularity, all cases with one or more missing values, etc.),

c. Feed the entire collection of tests into Gordon Sande's FORTRAN
execution profiler. This profiler now reveals sections of coding
that are only executed when certain options are used in combination
or that are executed depending on the data values.

d. Add tests and try the profiler again.

Although this strategy of creating test decks has been used on some BMDP programs, it

has not yet been used on all of them. However, the library of test problems contains
several tests for each program.

We maintain several libraries (with separate versions for in-house use and outside
distribution): source, load modules, manual sample input and output, overlay structures,
and update notices. In-house, we have additional libraries for test version of load

modules, extensive test input and output, updates, update procedures, and software tools

for output comparison, execution profiling and comparison of different versions of the

source.

From time to time new programs are added. Each new program is reviewed by a committee
and by consultants outside UCLA. The committee include HSCF staff members and members of

other departments at UCLA.

Maintenance of any package includes maintenance of the documentation. The newsletter,
BMP Communications , is a primary vehicle for updating the BMDP manual with respect to

existing BMDP programs.

In August, 1976 we reissued BMDP1F - Two-Way Contingency Tables - and began to dis-
tribute four new programs:

BMDP2F - Two-Way Contingency Tables -- Empty Cells and the Identification of

Departures from Independence

BMDP3F - Multiway Contingency Tables

BMDPAM - Description and Estimation of Missing Data

BMDP9R - All Possible Subsets Regression

Complete writeups for these programs can be purchased from HSCF. Abstracts of the

programs were printed in the newsletter, BMP Communications , which is distributed without
charge - a note to us will add your name to the mailing list.
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A completely new edition of the BMDP manual will be ready for the publisher in July,
1977 and for distribution in November, 1977. It will include thirty-three program descrip-
tions (the 1975 BMDP manual has twenty-six) and an index. The new style contains more
discussion of the options. Discussion of options is tied to annotated computer output.

One of the most important aspects of program maintenance is observing the way the
programs are used. Many improvements are made (and notes added to the output) as a result
of monitoring usage. While several programs are written for data screening, we find that
many users skip immediately to regression or multivariate analysis, so we have included
data screening as an integral part of advanced techniques. In our April, 1977 update, we
include computation of residuals in BMDP2V, separate variance ANOVA in BMDP7D, and Cook's
(1977) measure of the influence of each case on a set of regression coefficients in BMDP9R.

3. DISTRIBUTION

Health Sciences Computing Facility at UCLA distributes the BMDP series as FORTRAN
source and as load modules to IBM 360 and 370 OS and OS/VS facilities. At the present
time, we do not have a version that is as easy to install for IBM DOS since we do not yet
include the job control language for DOS. Conversions of the FORTRAN source for other
computer types have been made by special redistribution centers. The non-IBM versions are
not all kept completely up-to-date with the IBM version. Non-IBM versions include CDC,
Honeywell, Univac, PDP 10, PDP 11, HP 3000, Riad, Hitachi, etc.

The basic distribution tape for IBM OS and OS/VS consists of load modules for all the
programs, the FORTRAN source, input and output for the examples in the BMDP manual, overlay
structures, and the procedure for running the programs. These are written as partitioned
data sets onto tape with the IBM utility routine IEHM0VE, Distribution of BMDP in load
module form began with the August, 1976 release. The FORTRAN H compiler with 0PT=2 is

used in generating the load modules.

For DOS and non-IBM facilities (and some OS facilities), we write the FORTRAN source
sequentially with a variety of options regarding block size, tape marks between programs,
number of tracks, etc.

Since we distribute several hundred tapes each year, an experiment was performed
with three different brands of tapes. We found Memorex were best. Most problems that

we have had with tapes have been related to the clarity of the installation instructions,
treatment by the Postal Service (we prefer United Parcel), and gross errors by the recip-
ient such as writing on the tape.

We distribute BMD and BMDP for the cost of handling, which includes a new tape,
writing it, telephone calls, correspondence, update notices, etc. At the present time,

the charge is $100 for each package each time a tape copy is made. Requests should be

made on one of our special forms. The tape copy request brochure includes a list of re-

distribution centers for non-IBM computers.

BMDP programs are not portable in the sense of being originally written completely
ready to run on a variety of computer types, but they have been converted to a large

number of computer types. The Bell Laboratories FORTRAN portability verifier is a major
help in reducing machine dependencies.

The IBM 360 H-compiled versions of the BMDP programs require about 160K bytes in-

cluding buffers. All arrays are dynamically determined as subarrays of a single array of

15,000 words. Almost all of the programs can run with 5000 or fewer words of array stor-

age. A version that runs in 120K bytes can be made by rel inkediting with two small

modified subroutines. Reduction of the array storage has also been used in conversions to

smaller computers such as PDP-11/45 and HP-3000.
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Implementation on smaller computers is facilitated by the modularity of BMDP. While
the programs are integrated through a common control language and sel f-documented save
files, not all programs need be kept on line and a subset can be easily converted to non-
IBM computers.

HSCF has a 360/91 computer; its FORTRAN subroutine library differs from that of other
360 and 370 models. When the load module library for distribution is created, the programs

are linkedited with the standard FORTRAN library. Output from these load modules is com-
pared with the in-house version.
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PORTABLE STATISTICAL SOFTWARE - IN COBOL
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ABSTRACT

The paper discusses the search for a means of producing statistical
software capable of executing efficiently on a wide variety of
computers. The reasons for the selection of COBOL are cited and the
suitability of COBOL as a system development language is covered. The
paper includes details on maintenance of versions for 16 different
mainframes. Mechanics of distribution of the system and updates to over
80 users in more than 40 countries are presented. The paper concludes
with a retrospect on the success of the COBOL approach and plans for
future COBOL-based statistical software systems.

Key words: Census tabulations; COBOL; COCENTS; large files; portable
software; program generator; publication-quality tabulations; software
distribution; software maintenance; tabulation system.

1. INTRODUCTION

The particular piece of software that will be discussed in this paper is called
COCENTS, an acronym for COBOL Census Tabulation System. The title for this paper could be
nore accurately stated as 'Portable Tabulation Software since COCENTS is a tabulation
system, like TPL or CENTS-AID II, and not an analysis system, such as SAS or SPSS. It is

'generalized software' since it is completely driven by user parameters. And it is surely
'portable', currently being operational on about 20 distinct central processor
architectures.

2. PAST

In 1972 the United Nations expressed to the Bureau of the Census the need for a

tabulation package for census use that would operate on a wide variety of non-IBM 360
computer equipment. The International Statistical Programs Center (ISPC) of the Bureau,
funded by the Office of Population of the U.S. Agency for International Development, at that
time was distributing a tabulation package. This system, called CENTS, was already being
used in many countries for the tabulation of censuses and surveys. CENTS was conceived in

the late 60's by Howard G. Brunsman, formerly Chief of the Population Division at the
Bureau, and now a consultant to the Bureau and USAID. The CENTS system, as implemented by
Brunsman and Bureau computer technicians, was a parameter-driven interpretive system written
in IBM 360 Assembly Language. Minimum memory requirement was 32K bytes, and 3 tape drives
were usually used for the sorting phases. This system worked well, but being written in an

This material has been prepared with appropriated funds and is not covered by copyright.
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assembly-level language, was obviously not portable to other machine architectures. Since;

at that time many developing countries, the recipients of technical assistance from ISPC,
had computing equipment with only 16K characters of main memory, the CENTS system was not,

appropriate from this standpoint either.

In June of 1972 a prototype tabulation program, written in COBOL, was benchmarked
against the data tabulation portion of the CENTS system. This hand-coded prototype ran in

about 30 per cent less time than its counterpart section of the CENTS system. This
benchmark proved that it would be worthwhile to develop a tabulation system written in

COBOL. A very limited COBOL language subset was chosen, compatible with the known target
computers, and a design goal of execution in 16K characters of memory was specified.

In February of 1973, after about 6 man-months of work, the first operational
installation of COCENTS was made on a 16K IBM 1401 in San Jose, Costa Rica, at the

Department of Statistics and Census. The documentation and some revisions to the system,

delayed general release of the system until September, 1973. Since that time COCENTS has
been widely distributed in the international statistical community, and to a lesser extent,
domestically.

3. PRESENT

The COCENTS system is a complete tabulation package for producing the results of

censuses and surveys. Its parameter language is rather primitive when compared with TPL and
some other systems (see Languages and Programs for Tabulating Data From Surveys by Francis,
Heiberger, and Sherman in the proceedings of the Ninth Interface Symposium). It does have a

number of characteristics, however, that can make it the best tabulation package for

producing census results on small- to medium-scale computers.

- The parameters are easy to use, even if their format is not intuitively obvious.
A complete tabulation can be specified in an hour or two, and no data dictionary
is required.

- It can process the type of hierarchical files found in censuses of population and
housi ng.

- It requires very little memory, and can produce many tabulations with one pass of
the data file.

- It executes extremely quickly - estimates range from 4 to 10 times as fast as some
other widely used tabulation and statistical packages.

- Tabulations can be produced in small runs if desired, and later consolidated for
publication by a standard system module. Computer equipment in many locations can
not be counted on for longer than one or two hours at a time, so this can be a

vital attribute.

- Host importantly for censuses, it produces publication-quality tables, ready to be

photographed for a plate and then published as the final result of the census
effort.

COCENTS currently lias over 80 known users in more than 40 countries around the world.
These are conservative figures based on information in ISPC files. COCENTS is also
distributed by other divisions of the Bureau of the Census, and by the United Nations in

Bangkok and Santiago. ISPC has recent correspondence from over 60 separate users.

The COCENTS system for any single computer is composed of about 6500 lines of code and
comments. Versions of the system exist for about 16 different CPU's in ISPC's files, and
individual users have converted it to a number of other configurations.

In its present form COCENTS is an effective tabulation tool, and for some computer
systems, the only one available! 226



4. FUTURE

COCEiJTS (as a package with that name) is not scheduled for any further enhancements.
Since its inception in 1973 one major revision has occurred which essentially doubled the

Minimum memory requirements (to 32K characters). A few more such improvements would negate
some of the original package features. It currently fulfills the goals for the package as

specified by ISPC and USAID, and most national Statistical Offices using it for census
processing.

COCENTS has a continuing and substantial effect on the domestic statistical community
through its offspring. The CENTS-AID II tabulation package from DUALABS is an enhancement
ito the COCEIJTS system that provides an easier to use specification language for the COCEKTS
internals. This has obviously been a successful effort since DUALABS has distributed over
50 copies of CENTS-AID II, mostly through the National Technical Information Service.

COCENTS has been used in many divisions at the Bureau of the Census, and the System
Software Division there has developed an enhanced version of COCENTS for use by the Bureau.
This system, called GTS, for Generalized Tabulation System, again is a development of
COCENTS with a language for the user that is intended to be easier to learn. The package is

to be the basis for a complete tabulation system for all Bureau divisions.

Finally, COCENTS has had a considerable influence on its users in how they produce
software. COBOL has gained respectability for speed of processing, and many users report
that they are writing similar software systems using COBOL and the COCENTS techniques for
many different tasks!

5. WHY COBOL?

COBOL was chosen as the computer language in which to write COCENTS for one reason
only: the availability of relatively similar COBOL compilers on a wide range of small- to

medium-sized general -purpose computer equipment.

There have been a number of very relevant pluses to the use of the language:

- More or less self-documenting code can be written.

- If the data is carefully specified, and the proper verbs are used, very 'tight'

and efficient machine code is possible. Overall', it is our opinion, in the light
of our experience with tabulation systems written in both COBOL and assembly
language, that computing efficiency equal to that possible with a large assembly
language system is readily attainable in COBOL.

- The COBOL code is easier and quicker to write than an assembly language, and
contains fewer program 'bugs' both initially and throughout the software

life-cycle of fixes and enhancements.

- The various implementations of COBOL appear nearly identical, if only a subset of
the full COBOL language is adhered to. The result is that if the COCENTS programs
compile correctly on a given computer (after the necessary program changes for the
new system), they give the correct answers. The only deviations from this have
been in the case of provable 'bugs' in the target COBOL compilers. These have
occurred on only three compilers in ISPC's experience. This situation is quite
different from that for transporting FORTRAN programs, where a clean compile is

only the beginning of the task! FORTRAN source code is known to often yield
different results from different compilers.
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6. SUITABILITY OF COBOL

There are a number of problems with using COBOL as a development language for large
generalized software systems. All of them can be overcome or programmed around, using
standard COBOL, with various impacts on the effectiveness of the code. The common result of
these difficulties is a significant penalty in execution speed over equivalent code in

assembly language. In the discussion that follows, remember that the chosen COBOL language
must be common to all of the target COBOL compilers. There may be special constructs in

some compilers tfiat solve the problems, but were not usable because of a lack of widespread
adoption

.

It should be pointed out at this time that the COCENTS system contains two types of
programs: interpreters and compilers. An interpretive program deciphers the requested
function from the user input and immediately executes it. The deciphering process is

repeated each time the interpreter is asked to execute the function. A compiler deciphers
the requested function and composes a sequence of instructions which can later be executed,
as many times as necessary, without referring to the original request. Compilers are

typically much faster than interpreters in the actual performance of the requested function,
and COCENTS recognizes this by containing a compiler for the portion of the system that
processes the user's data file. The other two primary phases of the system process the user
specifications interpreti vely since the smaller files they work with make speed of execution
a less significant factor. The term 'generator' is more common than 'compiler' when the

code produced is not machine language, but COBOL, as in COCENTS. Thus one speaks of the
COCENTS 'generator' where the function is compilation into COBOL rather than into machine
code. This use of a program generator solves some of the following problems normally
encountered with COBOL as a language for programming generalized systems. The price paid
for the solution is the time necessary for the COBOL compiler to produce the final

executable machine code. This is a reasonable trade on large files since the compile time

is trivial compared to the time required to process the data.

The COBOL language does not provide for modularity. Indeed, some of the target
machines do not even have a linkage editor to collect program modules into an executable
unit. The entire executing program has to be presented as one piece. The result is that
all names are global to the entire program. This makes it very difficult for more than one
person to work on the development of a single program. The COCENTS system was not impacted
by this problem since a memory limit of 16K bytes (with no overlays permitted) does not
allow for large programs. This limitation has been addressed in other situations by having
each programmer use a special prefix on all names - this is workable, but not really
satisfactory.

In addition to the global name problem, COBOL also does not provide parameter list
facilities for the in-program subroutine calling verb, the PERFORM statement. Parameters
must be moved to special data-names used only by the subroutine. In the initial CGCci'sTS

research it was determined that in many cases it took as much memory space and execution
time to merely pass the parameters as it took to actually replicate the required code
in-line.

The most significant problem with using COBOL for generalized systems is that the sizes
of all data areas and data items must be fixed at the compile-time of the executable program
unit. When writing an interpreter this means that all internal arrays and storage areas
have fixed sizes - the interpreter is not able to decide dynamically, based on the content
of the parameter cards, how much memory to allocate to each item or function. Since in a

tabulation system the user must specify the size of the final tables, this is a crucial
problem. Fortunately it can be resolved by using the generator approach. This technique
delays the compile of the executable unit until the user-specified table sizes are known.
(It can also be solved with an interpreter, at some expense in execution time, if data areas
and table areas large enough to handle most tasks are reserved - this of course greatly
increases the memory requirements for the program.)

When writing generalized software in assembly languages, arbitrary fields of arbitrary
length are dealt with by referring to the address of the field. The length factor is then
used with this address to determine the proper data item to move. Both the address and the
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length can be modified at execution time in this assembly language reference scheme. No

iata names need be used for the desired items in the assembly code other than for the base
iddresses

.

Contrast this situation with that in COBOL where a data-name is defined at compile-time
to have both a fixed address and a fixed length. There is no direct way to use the

Machine's addressing facilities from within a COBOL program. These facilities can only be
simulated, at a considerable penalty in execution speed, by the COBOL subscripting
mechanism. With subscripting, any field necessary can be moved - but only one character at
la time. A 7 character field would require 14 subscripted references, since both the sending
and the receiving fields must be subscripted. Each of these 14 subscripted references
involves from 4 to 50 or more machine instructions, whereas in assembly language the same
.nove would require a total of three or four machine instructions. It is easy to see that
the COBOL subscripted move will take from 16 to 200 or more times as long as the assembly
language version. The solution, of course, is to generate a program - the parameters are
known, so a data name with the correct address and length attribute can be specified, and
the COBOL compiler can emit the proper code to accomplish the move in less than the three or
four instructions of ISPC's assembly language interpreter CENTS - probably in one machine
instruction.

Finally, COBOL contains no verbs designed to aid in writing compilers, such as a

SEARCH, or a SCAN-TO-DELIMITER, or a TRANSLATE-AMD-TEST. The aspiring COBOL programmer is

necessarily reduced to subscripting character-by-character through the user's parameter
cards. This works satisfactorily, but it certainly is slow!

Despite this depressing list of deficiencies, the compiler (or generator, if you
prefer) for the COCENTS system works pretty well. The time for the COCENTS generator is

only a fraction of the time taken by the COBOL compiler to compile the generated program,
and the total of this time is not significant when compared to the processing time for other
than very small data files. All phases of the COCENTS system, in fact, execute with very
satisfactory timings on most computers. The single variant not controlled by the COCENTS
system is the quality of the code output by the COBOL compiler. This does vary greatly, and
some quite competent computers are crippled by inadequate COBOL compilers that generate
subroutine calls for simple functions, rather than straightforward in-line executable code.

7. MAINTAINING THE SYSTEM

The subject of this session, maintenance of the software, is really the stage COCENTS
has been at since 1973. It was decided very early in the development of the system that it

would be an impossible task to maintain different source decks for every computer version.
With all the best intentions, the multiple sets of code will tend inevitably to diverge.
Patches or modifications made to one system will just not get into the the others. When
enhancements are made they turn out slightly different for each version, perhaps involving
some compiler-specific feature or defect. The end result is the maintenance of as many
quite different software packages as there are versions for different computer systems.

The solution chosen for COCENTS was to have only one source deck for each program.
This deck will contain all the variations necessary for the different versions as comments.
The non-comment code is the master version, currently that for the IBM 370 using OS. A text
editor is used to maintain and extract the different COCENTS versions from each single
source file. The text editor is used to make the proper mass changes on a program that will
deactivate the master S360/0S version, and make active the target version, say for an ICL

1903A to be used in Jakarta. Statements are made active or inactive by changing the
character in column 7 of each COBOL line. An asterisk there makes the line a comment, while
a space makes it valid executable code. Additionally, the text editor is used to perform
some other clean-up operations with its mass-change facilities.

There are four basic types of changes that can be required to obtain a different
computer version from the master decks. The first operation required is to make the
necessary changes on each occurrence of a particular character string. The primary target
for this in COCENTS is the USAGE clause which describes the format of each data item (for
example, as binary or internal decimal or external decimal). For the ICL 1900 series it is



necessary to change all occurrences of CUMPbTATIUNAL-3 to the words COMP SYNC RIGHT, while
for the IBM SYSTEM/ 3 or the Control Data 31U0 each occurrence of COMPUTATIONAL- 3 needs to be

changed to COMPUTATIONAL.

The second type of change is to substitute code for certain broad classes of computers.
Some computer systems allow the use of the COCliL feature called 'indexing' in addition to

subscripting for array reference. Two of the COCENTS programs use indexing, when available,
because of a considerable decrease in execution time requirements. (Indexing is only

advantageous when stepping through an array, or when making multiple references to the same

element of the array.) In these two programs there are sections of code using indexing,
marked by INDEXING in positions 73 through 80 of the source line, following sections of

substitute code for subscripting, marked by SUBSCRPT in positions 73 through 80. Since the

IBM 370 COBOL compilers support indexing, the master version has column 7 blank when
INDEXING is in columns 73 to 80, and column 7 is an asterisk (*), indicating a comment line,
when 73 to 80 contains SUBSCRPT. To prepare a distribution version for the ICL 1900 series,
which does not support indexing, the statements for indexing must be eliminated and those
for subscripting must be activated. The third type of change that is required is to

substitute lines of code that are unique for each computer system. The prime example of

this for a COBOL program would be the preparation of the SOURCE-COMPUTER and OBJECT-COMPUTER
paragraphs - the entries are unique for each different computer version. Uniqueness is not

the usual case, however. More often the entries for a few systems differ from the pattern
for all the others. Whether the ACCEPT or READ verbs are used to input user parameters
typifies this kind of change.

The only tedious aspect to this type of change is that if a maverick computer is

encountered, and there is one notorious example in COCENTS, then those unusual lines must be

duplicated in their standard form for all of the other computer versions. Once this is

completed, however, it requires no extra steps in the version preparation, and only
increases the space on the disk used for program storage. It is tiresome to set up the

extra lines originally, however.

The Fujitsu FAC0M 230- 1 5 computer system does not contain the ALTER verb in its

vocabulary - an omission which in general is praiseworthy, but which was a very painful

discovery during the initial COCENTS conversion for that machine. (The ALTER was used in

COCENTS to save memory and reach the 16K target configuration.) It was necessary to work out
some method of simulating the ALTER statement for the F230-15. This required replication
for each computer version of all lines in the source file containing the ALTER verb.

The ALTER problem was virtually the only non-common code necessary in the PROCEDURE
DIVISION other than that for some input and output statements and the INDEXING
substitutions. Use of a sufficiently small COBOL subset prevented most other
dissimilarities in the PROCEDURE DIVISION. This system of different lines for different
versions is used extensively in the DATA DIVISION, however. Different REDEFINES patterns
and different item lengths resulting from machine architectural differences cause

considerable variation between versions.

The final type of change required is for character sets. Some computers, such as the

IBM systems, use single quotes (') to bound alphanumeric literals; other systems, such as

the Burroughs or Digital Equipment compilers, use double quotes (") to bound these literals.
Some systems require more extensive character set changes. If the computer system uses BCD

(Binary-Coded Decimal) or the special ICL character set, the required changes can be made
with the text editor. This was found to be too costly, though, for more than a one
character change. A program was written, in COBOL, using IBM's TRANSFORM verb that
generates a machine-level TRANSLATE instruction, to do the character set conversions. This

put the version preparation cost back to a reasonable amount.

iiit

One other modification is usually made to each program. This can be done with the text
editor, but is more often performed on the target computer system. Many internal tables are
marked in positions 73 to 78 with the identifier EXPAND. These table sizes need to be

expanded or contracted, as required, according to the memory available on the target
computer system and the needs of the installation. The advantage of keeping all the

change-required symbols within an 80 position record is that this type of change is possible
to recognize and perform at the installation site.
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Source line positions after column 80 are used in the master program files, however,
jlrjhen a correction or enhancement is made to the system, the indicators

ADDED date
or REPLACED date

'are suffixed to the end of the line, starting in column 81. This permits the determination
[of whether a problem is a new one, just added, or an old bug hanging around waiting for
jdiscovery. Knowing this, the releases and versions which require notification of the
problem can be pinpointed.

The above techniques give us a method of maintaining different versions of the COCENTS
'system along with the master version. When corrections or enhancements are made, it is to
[common code. There have not been any instances of incompatibilities developing between
versions because all code is kept together. As far as testing of changes, it is of course
not guaranteed, but because the code is mostly common code, if it works on the 370 version
normally used for production at ISPC, it will probably work for all the versions.

8. DISTRIBUTION

ISPC is in a unique position as a distributor of software because the costs of
! distribution are not a direct factor. ISPC is funded by the USAID Office of Population to
distribute COCENTS throughout the developing world for use in population-related projects.

| No charge is made to the recipient for systems distributed by ISPC; all costs are covered by
the contract between the Bureau of the Census and USAID. (ISPC developed software is

available domestically, for a nominal copying charge, through the Data Users Service
Division of the Bureau of the Census.)

The software is usually distributed in source program form on magnetic tape. Also
included in the distribution package is a listing of the entire system and the appropriate
COCENTS manuals. The documentation (also maintained using the text editor) can be supplied
[on the tape if requested.

The format of the distribution tape is important because it contains two copies of the
COCENTS system. It is desirable to send two copies since in many remote locations ordering
another tape because of a read error in a file can cause a lengthy transportation delay.

! These two copies of the system are not identical, however. The first file on the tape
contains all of the COCENTS material, concatenated together. If the user intends to punch
the system out on cards (and most small installations do) then only this file needs to be

punched. Following this first file all of the separate programs and test-data groups follow
as separate files, one item to a file. If the recipient has a text editor or a source
program library facility, these separate files can be used without conversion to punch
cards.

Distribution of software fixes and enhancements is nearly as important as the
distribution of the original system. Virtually all software systems of any complexity
contain errors and omissions that require correction or at least notification. The method
used by ISPC to address this continuing maintenance problem is known as the COCENTS PROBLEM
REPORT (CPR). This is a single sheet of yellow paper containing four sections. The first
section discusses the COCENTS version and release dates that the CPR applies to. The second
section describes the characteristics of the problem. The third section addresses the

solution to the problem, or advises on the lack of a solution. The last section lists any
supporting documentation which may be attached. These sheets, with the supporting
documentation, have been sufficient for all problems encountered to date.

The key to the success of the CPRs is that the source code for the COCENTS system is

always distributed. In addition, this source code is relatively straight- forward COBOL,
with every paragraph name and data name having a unique numeric prefix. It is therefor very
easy to state in a few sentences which source code statements are to be replaced, or where
new lines of code are to be added. The COBOL sequence numbers in positions 1 to 6 are not
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used in this process since they are changed as new computer versions are added.

One important point is that the user is never told to delete records from his source:

file. If a line needs to be removed from the program, the user is told to replace it with a

card that is blank in columns 8 through 72. Of course the card in the master deck contains;

the indication that it was replaced along with the date in the columns after column 80.

This ensures that a trail of changes is left in the files, and reduces the possibilities for

unsuspected error on the part of the user.

A major enhancement to the system was successfully distributed in printed form. The

user was given a listing of source records to add with detailed instructions for adding
them. The release letter included procedures for compiling the programs and testing the

enhancements. This was a satisfactory distribution procedure since the COBOL compiler aided
the user by detecting most transcription errors - compiler syntax errors are the usual
result. Of course, new copies of the system, for any computer version, are available on

magnetic tape. Most enhancements are, in fact, distributed in this manner.

9. EVALUATION

Looking back after nearly five years of working with the COCENTS system, and with
COBOL, it must be concluded that the approach was far more successful than was expected at

the time. Original plans included only the IBM 1401, 360/20, and SYSTEM/3, and perhaps the

ICL machines. Instead, rather than being merely an adjunct to the assembly language
tabulation system CENTS, COCENTS has generally replaced it, even for use on the IBM 370s
using DOS and OS. The expectations that were raised at that time that COBOL programs were
too large and too slow have not been proved valid.

The COCENTS system, in COBOL, was produced much more quickly than its assembly language
counterpart, and has turned out to have had far fewer bugs. The transferability from

computer to computer has exceeded what was thought possible. Finally, enhancements have
been easily integrated into the system.

Five years ago many had hopes that a new, more modern and more complete programming
language would be developed and gain acceptance on a wide variety of computers. Today it

appears that COBOL and FORTRAN are more entrenched than ever.

History does repeat itself: today ISPC is developing a generalized tool for editing
statistical data called C0NC0R. But this is not a new system - it is a COBOL version of a

previously developed assembly language system. COBOL still offers the best avenue for the

development of portable statistical software!
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A university environment with its diversity of interests and objectives is not well
suited to software maintenance. The faculty are apt to be interested in research—new
algorithms, techniques, languages, systems constructs. Most of the graduate students are
concerned principally with completing their degree requirements and obtaining a permanent
position. No one is particularly interested in maintenance and there is a high turnover of
personnel at the programming level.

There is one advantage with respect to documentation, however, when the student must
prepare an acceptable thesis. Many of our theses in statistics as well as computer science

; involve writing a program or programs in support of the research. The major professor can
I insist that a computer listing of the program be incorporated as an appendix to the thesis.
'At least in this manner, you retain a copy of the program and you can also get included
some auxiliary documentation on how to use the program. But, by and large, graduate stu-
dents, particularly at the Masters level are not as thorough as they should be in:

:

a) testing their program; b) making the program user oriented; c) documenting their program
or; d) having other people use the program from the documentation.

In years past, I tried to insist that programs appearing in thesis appendices be
written in standard FORTRAN for possible use elsewhere. I would question the student on

. the care that he had taken to do this and his confidence that this was the case. I never
received a reply that was fully satisfying. The development of FORTRAN verifiers such as
PFORT [k] have, more or less, eliminated this problem. Timing of algorithms was another
problem. If you determined analytically, by counting operations, that an alternate approach
'produced a speed up by a factor of h in some part of the algorithm, you wanted verification
1 that this was in fact true. Software monitors are now available which permit obtaining rea-
sonably accurate timings. These analytical aids, verifiers and monitors, are perhaps most
valuable when one is dealing with relatively inexperienced programmers or software develop-

I ers.

For several years now we have received support from NSF on a project to develop new
algorithms for statistical computation. Various new algorithms have been developed analyti-

I cally and implemented computationally. Emphasis has been placed upon iterative A.O.V. algo-
• rithms for unbalanced data, algorithms for variance component estimation for the general
' mixed model, and biased estimation procedures (see for example [l] , [2], and [3]). Although
I primary interest is in the algorithm development, we would nevertheless like to have a

transportable (correct) program available for anyone who is interested in applying or ex-
perimenting with these algorithms. Furthermore, the general computer implementation of an

I algorithm, with some attention to usability, is frequently a very suitable topic for a

Master's thesis. (I have always been troubled with use of the word algorithm. If Pete
' Nitney programs Euclid's algorithm, do we call Pete's program "Nitney's Algorithm"?)

Three successive M.S. students have worked on different phases of development of the
iterative A.O.V. algorithm, 2 successive students on the mixed model algorithm, and 2

successive students on biased estimation procedures, each borrowing upon the work performed
in the previous implementation. (in addition, they usually had some rudimentary program
that had been written to confirm the analytical work. ) There are some problems associated
with apportioning the development and implementation of general application programs over a
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succession of graduate students. For one thing, the programs seem to mushroom since each
student is apt to build his extension on the previous hase. Another problem is that of
emphasis and the last extension may tend to unnaturally dominate the overall effort. We
were embarrassed when we found out that the version of the iterative algorithm we were dis-
tributing which included a covariance extension would not handle an analysis of variance
because of control information. The student whose thesis project was to implement the
covariance extension diligently checked out all sorts of covariance problems but apparently
neglected to run an analysis of variance. To prevent such things from happening, it helps
to give someone who has not been involved with the project the assignment of being an out-
side recipient of the programs, isolating him as much as possible from the developers. If

he starts from scratch with the program tapes and documentation to run a host of examples,
then it has been our experience that both the usability of the programs and the quality of

the documentation are materially improved as a result. However, the appropriateness of
this use of research resources at a university is perhaps somewhat questionable.

We have a problem inasmuch as many of the algorithms are more suited to interactive
use than batch and the programs for the most part are developed interactively. The inter-
active version is definitely non-standard so it must be suitably modified or converted into

a transportable batch program. It is unfortunate that you still have problems in preparing
transportable interactive algorithms. I really do not think that there is much of a prob-
lem anymore with transporting batch programs provided that you are willing to be restric-
tive with your language (e.g. , standard FORTRAN) and do not do such things as code machine
dependent items, such as one or two line random number generators, in the higher level
language. We have used the PFORT verifier and have successfully transported large verified
batch programs as far away as CSIRO, from IBM to CDC equipment. Things have improved
tremendously. I can remember back in the early 60's at Iowa State—we had an IBM 707*+

(not an IBM 709*0 with a non-standard 20k memory and a non-standard compiler which per-
mitted an intermix of FORTRAN and Assembler statements. I do not think that you will find
very many installations today that are willing to be that "different".
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ABSTRACT

The results of a number of statistical procedures can be

summarized in terms of binary trees. This paper describes an algorithm
for plotting these trees on electrostatic or incremental plotters.
This algorithm has been implemented in IMP, a higher-level language
designed for the CDC 6600, and used in conjunction with PEP- 1 , a

hierarchical cluster analysis program included in the Guttman-Lingoes
Nonmetric Program Series.

Key Words: Cluster analysis; Guttman-Lingoes Program Series;
IMP; linked lists; multidimensional scaling; plotting algorithms; PEP- 1

.

1. INTRODUCTION

Often the results of exploratory data analysis techniques (i.e. Multidimensional
Scaling, Cluster Analysis, etc.) can be summarized in terms of oriented tree diagrams. These
diagrams allow the viewer to gain the immediate insight that a graph provides before
performing a lengthy analysis of the actual numerical data produced by these statistical
procedures. While a number of authors have discussed the methods of representing certain
data relationships as trees, none have been concerned with the actual drawing of the tree
[Carrol 1 (1976) , Hartigan(1967, 1975)]. The concrete realization of the abstract tree

structure is left to the subjective influences of the individual researcher. Often the

same tree structure, graphed by different individuals can lead to trees which give vastly
different impressions to the viewer. Since the tree diagrams are used to provide the viewer,
in a glance, with the overall structure of the data, it is most disturbing that this

impression can be so drastically affected by the actual drawing of the tree as opposed to

the abstract tree structure. As an example of this problem, consider the tree diagrams in

figure 1. While both represent the same tree structure, the diagram in figure lb leads the

viewer to "feel" that the relationships between the objects represented by the leaves in the

tree (labeled A, B, C, ..,) are not as "strong" as those of the tree diagram in figure la.

The data appears to be more "strung out". Since it is true that both diagrams represent the

Figure 1
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Figure 2

same tree structure, any difference in the viewers immediate interpretation is due only to

the particular realization chosen. In this paper, an algorithm for graphing binary trees
is given. This algorithm plots a binary tree in a deterministic, reproducible fashion,
thereby making the first steps toward a standard graphical representation.

2. THE PLOTTING ALGORITHM

The particular algorithm used here to plot the binary tree assumes that the tree
structure is stored in a linked list with two links, LLINK and RLINK, for each node. The
algorithm simultaneously plots the left and right subtrees, but for ease in describing the
workings of the algorithm, only the left side will be considered in detail. As the algorithm
proceeds down the branches of the tree plotting a representation, two pointers, LEFT and
RIGHT, are established, The pointer, LEFT, points to the root of the left UNPLOTTED
subtree. If the unplotted subtree has a "simple enough" structure, the algorithm (1)

generates a portion of the plot, (2) establishes new LEFT and RIGHT pointers, and (3) loops.

Figure 2 is an example of the results of one such iteration. Otherwise the algorithm
divides the left subtree into ITS left and right subtrees and continues plotting only the
right subtree, When the plotting of this subtree is finished, the algorithm is recursively
called with the left subtree as a parameter, A new page is plotted for this tree alone.
Figure 3 is an example of this more complex case.

The actual plotting in the algorithm is simplified by allowing nodes or leaves to be

drawn only at discrete points. This simplification virtually eliminates any possibility
of inadvertently overlapping portions of the final plot.

Figure 3
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The algorithm recognizes four cases as simple enough to plot and these are

represented and named in figure 4. These diagrams also assume, for simplicity's sake,

that only the left unplotted subtree is being considered. Beneath each diagram, the

relationships used to re-establish the LEFT and RIGHT pointers are given. If none of these
cases are applicable, then the algorithm continues by plotting only one of the two subtrees
of the LEFT pointer. The other subtree is plotted by recursing, after the plotter has

advanced to a new page. This default case is diagrammed in figure 5. At any point the
algorithm tests for these four cases by calculating the length of the path from the current
node (either RIGHT or LEFT) to its deepest leaf.

With this background, the algorithm can now be stated consisely, Assume that (1)

MAXLENGTH(A) is a function whose value is the length from the node A to its deepest leaf
(Note: MAXLENGTH(x) > 0 for all x), (2) PAGELIST is an integer array (of sufficient size)
initialized to zero, (3) HEAD is a pointer to the root of the tree to be plotted, and (4)
PAGE 1. The plotting algorithm is:

4) If MAXLENGTH (LLINK (LEFT) ) = 2

and MAXLENGTH (RLINK(LEFT ) ) = 2, then
a) Call ENDSIDE
b) TEMP -i- LLINK(LLINK(RIGHT)

)

c) LEFT «- LLINK(TEMP)
d) RIGHT * RLINK(TEMP)
e) Go Co Al

5) If MAXLENGTH (LLINK(LEFT) ) = 1

or MAXLENGTH (RLINK(LEFT) ) = 1, then
a) Call ONESIDE
b) LEFT + RL INK (LEFT)
c) Go to Al

ALGORITHM A

AO [Initialize]

1) Draw root of tree

2) CURRENTPAGE + PAGE

3) LEFT «- LLINK(HEAD)
4) RIGHT i- RLINK(HEAD)

Al [Test Special Cases]

1) If LEFT is the null pointer, go to A3

2) If LEFT is a leaf, then
a) Call TERMIN
b) LEFT * LLINK (RIGHT)

c) RIGHT i- RLINK(RIGHT)
d) Go to Al

3) If MAXLENGTH (LEFT) = 2, then

a) Call BITERM
b) LEFT <- LLINK (RIGHT)

c) RIGHT * RLINK(RIGHT)
d) Go to Al

A2 [Default Case]

1) Call GENERAL
2) CURRENTPAGE CURRENTPAGE + 1

3) PAGEL I ST (CURRENTPAGE) * LLINK(LEFT)

4) LEFT «- RLINK (LEFT)

5) Go to Al

A3 [Recursive Step]

1) Advance plotter to the next page

2) If PAGELIST (PAGE + 1) 4 0, then

a) PAGE «- PAGE + 1

b) HEAD - PAGELIST (PAGE)

c) Call A

A4 STOP
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3. IMPLEMENTATION

In order to easily code this algorithm in a higher-level language, the language
chosen must have list processing capabilities, graphics (either access to a system
subroutine library or language primitives) and recursively callable procedures. IMP, a

higher-level language designed for the CDC 6600, meets all these requirements and this

plotting algorithm was coded in IMP [Irons(1970)] . Normal output is on an electrostatic
printer/plotter although an incremental plotter can also be driven, A sample output, from
data contrived to show all the algorithm's capabilities, is shown in figure 6,

4, USES

This algorithm has been used in conjunction with the CDC 6600 version of PEP-1, a

hierarchical-divisive cluster analysis program contained in the Guttman-Lingoes Nonmetric
Program Series [Lingoes(1973)] . The output of PEP-1 has been modified to include a plot of

the cluster structure found. This plot is used in conjunction with the often unwieldly
numerical output produced by the routine. Since the cluster structure found by PEP-1 can
not always be represented by a binary tree, a few minor changes were necessary in the
plotting algorithm. A sample of the PEP-1 output, which includes some of these anomolies, is

shown in figure 7,
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ABSTRACT

A paradox is posited which suggests that most statis-
ticians do not appropriately analyze their simulation data
This paper deals with the structural, systematic analysis
of Monte Carlo frequencies and associated contingency
tables using the techniques of Log-Linear Modelling. Em-
phasis is on practical problem areas and implications for
simulation design and the Monte Carlo research process.

Key words: Contingency tables; data analysis; Log-Linear
Modelling; Monte Carlo experiment; multivariate frequency.

1.1 A Monte Carlo paradox . "Monte Carlo" (MC) simulation techniques
are widely used to approximate ma t hema t i co- s ta t i s t i co solutions when exact
answers are too complex. This is especially true in "robustness" studies
where the behavior of statistical methods are examined under assumption fail-
ure with known population parameters. Simulated datasets are created which
represent a random series of events from such configurations and methods are
used to estimate the parameters from the random data. In the frequency
domain probabilistic estimation is phrased in terms of "acceptance/rejection"
at a specified alpha (a) level. This procedure is repeated for a specified
number of trials (t) and observed frequencies ( ) or "Percentage Exceedence"
rates [PE=6/t) are noted for all population configurations. In Neyman-
Pearson terms, in the presence of a true null hypothesis (Hq) the PEs repre-
sent Type I errors. The evaluation of such data is directed at determining
which PE=a. When PE=a the evaluation of a false tf 0 is a Type II or "greatest
power" examination of the largest (among several) PEs.

A statistical problem develops because the PEs are only estimates of the
true long-run behavior of the statistic. When the MC researcher tries to ob-
jectively make statements and quantify such qualitative terms as "too large",
"too small" and/or "most", the accuracy and precision of these estimates must
be taken into account. The paradox that has developed at this analytic phase
is that mot>t t>tati.btX.c.tant, do not AtattAttcally analyze, thuln. data! Many
choose to ignore this phase completely and subjectively explore their contin-
gency tables. Others subject these data to a wide variety of inappropriate,
unstructured analyses. A minority of studies systematically attempt to
account for the inferential effects, but most times fail to report this
information. It is reasoned (See McArdle, 1976) that this paradox has devel-
oped out of the unavailability of theoretical methodology rather than out of
any bias about this analytic estimation phase. The purpose of this paper is

to propose the application of known statistical theory to the unknown of MC
stud i es

.

1 . INTRODUCTION
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1 . 2 Previous approaches . Three statistical methods have been used:
1) Sta.nda.nd Ehhoi ( SE ) estimate based on binomial PE, 2) Goodnti6-o fait x

2

tests based on expected values, and 3) Variance. Stab-ili.zati.on 7'fiani> lonmationi,
(VST) followed by MAWOI/A methodology. Each approach is problematic in some
regard. The SE approach ignores overall experiment-wise error rate and de-
sign structure. This is akin to examining correlation matrices by testing
each correlation (ignoring the past forty years of multivariate work) and
true, sometimes latent, structure will be overlooked. The usual x

2 analyses
centers on the fit of the full distribution yet the crucial information is in
the extreme percentiles. Global x

2 tests represent misuse of x
2

• With VST
the PEs can be used in MAW01/A framework (Olson, 1 974 ). However, this method-
ology was originally based on the fact that there were no alternative meth-
ods. Systematic investigation is available from the realization that the
output behavior of MC work is in the form of

fa
and the population structures

are usually multifactor. The appropriate analysis of such data is termed
Discrete Multivariate Analysis.

1 . 3 Log-Linear Model

s

. Many (See Kleijnen, 1977) have suggested that
MC experiments have all of the relevant characteristics of usual research
studies. The design and analysis of such experiments should therefore be
based on similar statistical and methodological concerns. Measurement in
much MC work has a unique characteristic in that it is I or PE, termed binom-
ial or discrete data. In most MC studies the population parameters ( I V s ) are
also nominal or ordered categories so these proportions can be described as a

multinomial form. The questions of interest here are the relations between
independent population parameters and dependent outcome frequencies, the
"meta-model " . The state-of-the-art techniques for handling such datasets are
best given by Bishop, Fienberg and Holland (1975) and Bock (1975, Chap. 8)
and termed "Log-Linear Modelling" (LLM). The following sections show how
these techniques can be logically and efficiently applied to MC data. It is
believed that this is the first statement of such an application in the
research literature. Emphasis here is on the practical computing of such
models and much of the theory of LLM will not be discussed.

2. QUALITATIVE DESIGN IN MONTE CARLO EXPERIMENT

2.1 The choice of a dependent variable . The first issue that may be
faced is the determination of the variable(s) to be studied. In much MC data
the binomial parameter of "Acceptance/Rejection Frequency" is of major inter-
est. The "PE of Rejection" is a direct function of ^ and t. Because most MC
experiments use the same t for all experimental conditions either side of the
binomial parameter PE perfectly describes the full binomial estimate (unequal
t can be handled by fitted estimates). The PE is the DV.

In many MC studies more than one statistical method (DV) is observed on
the same series of population parameters. This is done for the reduction of
unnecessary CPU waste and, more importantly, the DVs are calculated from the
same dataset (i.e. blocked) so that comparisons between IVs are less effected
by random fluctuations in the data generation (Olson, 1974, p. 898). The DVs
are now Hzptatzd m&ai>ufiti> PE because they are all calculated from the same
dataset each t. While the simple x

2 has repeated measurements analogs (e.g.
McNemar's test) this was not generally true of multivariate frequency models
(Bock, 1975, p. 552; Smith, 1976, p. 494) until recent advances offered by
Koch, et al. (1977). However, this is not the tack taken here. First, due
to the use of the one-sided PE parameter the marginal ^s are not constrained
(within the 0 to t range). This design consideration allows more freedom on
these is and they may be viewed as "different items from the same set" rather
than "the same set measured at more than one time". A second argument could
be the suggestion that the design factor that is considered repeated measure-
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ments be broken up into special single degree of freedom questions. This can
easily be done by independently examining all simulated statistical proce-
dures against expected values. This could be tested by setting up a "dummy"
dataset with all £=at and tested in the usual "observed versus expected"
framework. However, an even better approach would be to contrast an unknown
procedure with a theoretically exact procedure which was simulated as part of
the study. This increases the precision because it accounts for the random
error due to the data generation technique. The systematic evaluation of
specific contrasts does not mathematically rule out repeated measures pro-
blems and it is unknown if these must still be considered repeated measures
or if the contrast questions minimize the problem. In any case the DV of
interest is now a comparison factor termed TEST (or T).

2.2 Selection of models . The primary concern here rests on the choice
of effects on interest and the elimination of certain unnecessary factors.
The a factor should not be considered a factor of the LLM. Differences found
between

ft
at different a 1 evel s yi el d no added information and, in fact, have

different interpretative meaning. This also improperly increases the total
degree of freedom for the LLM (a interacting with every other factor). The
j$s for different a levels should be treated as separate models which can
later be compared for general fit.

Variance reduction techniques in the design stage would suggest that all
combinations of all IVs are not required. This quite naturally leads to
fractional factorials or unbalanced designs, all handled by LLM. Estimates
of IV effects are not calculated because of the peculiar costly (CPU) nature
of MC experiment. On the contrary, in the analysis of MC data not all
zi£zcti> ane. 0(5 int&nz&t . There is no logical reason to collapse over the T

factor. This merely evaluates the effects of combinations of IVs and ob-
scures T differences, usually the purpose of MC evaluation. The only effects
of importance are the IV effects that interact with the T factor (or DV).
This is exactly the conception of LLM offered by Bock (1975). The T is con-
sidered a "Response" factor and the IVs are considered "Sample" factors. The
only estimates that may be made are the overall "Response" and all the inter-
actions of "Response" and "Sample" factors. This appropriately limits the
amount of models that are to be tested. The IVs can also be separated into
specific contrasts of interest and take the form of polynomial trends when
the IV categories are ordered in some fashion.

The selection of models should not be a haphazard run through every
possible combination of effects but a careful evaluation of specific models
that may provide useful information. The choice of a small set of theoreti-
cally important effects increase the chances of finding underlying structure
as well as in computing these solutions at all.

3. QUALITATIVE ANALYSES OF MONTE CARLO EXPERIMENT

3.1 Hierarchical models . The mathematical formulation of LLM is best
schematized by Brown (1976, p. 38). LLMs are termed "hierarchical" when the
presence of a higher order interaction implies the presence of all effects
whose factors are subsets of that interaction. This hierarchy also suggests
that the evaluation of adequacy of fit of such models use the Maximum- Likeli-
hood x

2
- x

2 is identical to the minimum discriminant information statistic,
is additive under subset partitioning, and has good behavior for all size & .

This is important when comparing a models.

3.2 Successive association . The study of MC behavior may be character-
ized under the same general rules that Brown (1976) proposes for Census type
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data. The analogy to the examination of large sample population estimates
between Census and MC data is not to be understated. Brown suggests the
examination of two tests of association, marginal and partial. The marginal
association of an effect tests whether or not the addition of a single higher
order effect significantly increases adequacy of fit. The partial associa-
tion of an effect tests whether or not the addition of an effect of the same
order produces a significant increase in adequacy of fit. If both compari-
sons of successive fit are significant the effect is required. Simply, there
is significant difference between T proportions, or between T proportions on
IV Factor 1, and so on. In the spirit of parsimony a koh.wa.nd selection
testing scheme is probably the most useful for MC experimentation. In this
framework the T is first tested. Then each first order interaction between T

and each IV is successively added to the model. All one-way interactions are
evaluated before any two-way effects are estimated, etc. This gives a parsi-
monious answer to the global questions and assures computabi 1 i ty

.

3.3 Computer programs . Many LLM programs yield answers to MC problems.
But by far and away the best and most flexible routine for MC studies is

MULT I QUAL (Bock and Yates, 1 975 ). MULTIQUAL theory is exactly the MC concep-
tion offered here and it yields tests of virtually any hypothesis of interest
(i.e. polynomial fits, etc.). Also the T factor can be extended to simulta-
neous global multivariate tests. While the C-TAB algorithm (Haberman, 1973)
is easier to use (especially in BMDP3F from) it will collapse over DV and
print effects for IV interactions. Only the expert modeller is able to use
C-TAB appropriately and still cannot test all contrasts of interest without
great diffuculty. Many other programs use different minimization criteria
for convergence and fit. It is unknown if these will have any effect on MC
problems specifically. This is doubted because MC tables are not di^erent
^nom any othen. contingency table! A practical problem is encountered in
fitting estimates past about a 5-way table. Algorithms usually cannot con-
verge, or are extremely costly. This limits MC IVs to 4 factors (T being the
other). MC architects would be wise to note such computational limitations.

3.4 Unanswered questions . Great advances in knowledge on LLM theory
have taken place in the last few years. There are still many questions of
importance to MC researchers such as: 1) interdependence of probability esti-
mates, 2) post-hoc procedures, 3) strength of association, 4) minimization
criteria, and 5) computer algorithms. In fact virtually any item of statis-
tical importance to contingency analysts will also be important to MC re-
searchers who produce contingency tables. For example, a measure of strength
of association (e.g. phi) can be used to compare the LLMs of different a for
a specific DV-IV interaction. Discrete theory is not advanced in this area
but the future looks bright and MC analyses will benefit.

4. IMPLICATIONS FOR MONTE CARLO RESEARCH

4.1 Objecti vi ty . The tabular display of all MC data has recently been
the only fashion in which results could be presented. The amofiphou.6 types of
formal analyses offered are usually of haphazard, piecemeal variety which
tend to negate, rather than enhance, good design. In such multiway tables it
is rather di^icult to vit,aally determine, what is actually going on. Simple
visual alterations are not always possible in studies with many IVs. Prob-
lems of overestimati on and underestimation may be in large part due to the
nature of such visual display. The systematic and structured analysis of MC
data can only lead to a more objective framework, a vitally important point
for MC research. The results and recommendations given by statisticians are
too often taken on &aith by the applied research community.
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4.2 Design . This objective approach also leads to possibilities that
are not readily available from the usual tabular presentations (i.e. polynom-
ial trends, etc.). Somewhat exact probability statements may be made about
6tJiu.ctuA.al hypothct,e.t, and carried out through the use of these special con-
trasts and effects. The general MC design considerations should now include
the usual research issues of the number of parameters and effect sizes. This
should lead to very carefully planned considerations about the parameters of
investigation and (theoretically) should improve MC research.

Another interesting idea is the application of expected effect size (e)
and desired power levels (Cohen, 1 969) to the determination of the fiu.n-le.ngth
(t) . Most MC researchers use variants of several thousand t for accuracy to
specified significant digits. With hypothesized e, t could be significantly
reduced. LLM may bring MC research into the mainstream of knowledge in
research design methodology and at the same time cut down on costs associated
with large t.

4.3 Analysi s . Initially, the MC researcher has the opportunity to
ficanalyze. almost any published data when tabular information is presented.
The information required for LLM is probably a useful publishing requirement
in itself. This gives the new MC experiment a chance to more fully investi-
gate real problem areas that may have been overlooked, not dealt with, or a

chance to weigh the practical necessities of utilizing one technique over
another ( e)

.

An important feature of the LLM given here is that the techniques may be
used to cioinvalidate, new information with previously published MC or mathe-
matical results. A component of good design is the inclusion of previously
studied population parameters. These effects can be compared for fit in the
spirit of the T contrast.

Perhaps the primary benefit obtained from the LLM approach is the drama-
tic systematic solution of complex MC issues. LLM allows structured design
to evolve into systematic, structured analysis that might not be possible by
any other perspective. In fact, a large complex dataset stimulated this
paper and provides several application examples (McArdle, 1977).

4.4 Cone! usion . The analysis of many MC studies require some form of
LLM. However, there are many others which can utilize the more advanced
theory of optimum operators (Kleijnen, 1977) or quantitative analyses (Bock,
1975). A significant problem may arise in the misuse of LLM in such studies.
Of course, there is good reason to believe that MC scientists can easily
learn both statistics and computer programming (Hope springs eternal).

The structured analysis of multivariate qualitative data by the systema-
tic, objective methods of LLM is a transition that MC researchers must make.
The paradoxical tendency to take the subjective summary statements of MC
analysts on faaith alone, is heretical to the ideals of scientific research.
The conceptual framework offered here is only an initial guide for the appli-
cation of an emerging field in data analysis to old problem areas. The
message is clear; Analyze, you.fi simulation data!! An answer to "How?" is pro-
vided by the methods of Log-Linear Modelling.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes issues related to the design and analysis of
large data files, and indicates how one set of large data files, the
Client Oriented Data Acquisition Process (CODAP), is currently
maintained and analyzed.
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1. SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The major steps in the design of a data system are: (1) determine objectives, (2)

decide what kinds of issues one wishes to deal with, (3) describe the questions one wants to
answer, and (4) design a data system so that it will provide the answers (research or system
design). Ideally, data systems should be designed with specific objectives, and the data to

be collected should be able to meet those objectives. Unfortunately, these objectives are
rarely met when large data systems are designed. In practice, one may find that the design
of a large data system is characterized by: (1) general, non-specific objectives such as
"support of management decisions", (2) general issues, such as "We want to improve planning,
management, evaluation, etc...", (3) failure to define in advance of the system design
effort the questions which are to be asked, and (4) system design being executed on the
basis of what seem to be "interesting" questions, subject to constraints imposed by money,
time, administrative "clearance" requirements, and the willingness of respondents to provide
the information.

If one may assume that objectives were clearly stated, that issues and questions were
defined in operational terms, and that the data elements to be collected are necessary and
sufficient to answer the questions posed, then it is useful to consider the area of system
design which directly effects the analyst's ultimate products: data collection. (For
purposes of this discussion, availability of internal data control and processing resources
which are adequate to handle collected raw data is also assumed.) There are two major
aspects to consider when designing the data collection instruments and processes:

A. Substantive Attributes : (1) The complexity of the questions asked and the ease of
formulation and expression of the answers. (2) The likely availability of respondents'
knowledge and informational materials (records, logs, interviewees, etc.) which facilitate
determination of correct answers. (3) The degree of interrelatedness of questions and
answers, and the "intensity" of the requirement that answers be internally consistent. (4)

A host of environmental and attitudinal aspects which inevitably influence all of the
above. The amount of self-discipline which the data acquisition process imposes may be

The vi em presented in this paper are those of the authors and do not necessari I y
reflect the opinion and views of the D.H.E.W.
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realistic or absurd depending on attitudinal and role factors. The most important
determinant of the success of the respondents' activities is usually the answer to his/her
question: "What's in it for me?"

B. Attri butes of Form Design and Instructions : A wide variety of "structural" tech-
niques for increasing the viability of a form are available. Usually attributes such as

arrangement of items on the page and the coding structures employed are belabored at length.

Then a professional forms preparer adds a few additional niceties such as compatibility with
typewriter spacing, different printing fonts, and color or shading for emphasis.

Most frequently overlooked or badly rendered are aspects having to do with "data

control", such as use of carbon copies, preprinted serial numbers, aids to batching,
logging, transmitting and filing of forms, turnaround and feedback documents or printouts,
and machine-sensible forms. Even if the data to be acquired is easily encoded and training
of respondents is sound, data control is crucial. In a large system, one frequently deals
with a geographically distributed population of respondents who vary greatly in education
and motivation and whose internal record-keeping arrangements vary from immaculate to non-
existent.

More difficult are problems of "followup" in systems which "track" an activity of some
kind in which a second, third, or nth transmission of data is related to previous data

transmissions and provides additional information or corrects or updates previous data.

Here problems of missing or duplicate items in a series of transmissions, failures to

properly associate a transmission with its related predecessors, incorrect "transaction
types" and resulting imbalances between types of transactions can result in buildups of

records which cannot be disposed of properly within the rules that govern the system.

For every such problem there are potential solutions. These may include manual and
computerized logging, validity and consistency checks and a variety of feedback mechanisms,
"turnaround" documents and a host of other techniques. The problems which defy solution
usually stem from human factors of motivation, staff turnover and conflicting priorities or

are problems whose genesis is a flawed, unreasonable or obsolete aspect of the system design
itself. In the former situation the respondent and his motives, methods, and priorities are
at least partially beyond the reach of the system maintainers, and even where the respond-
ent's errors, inconsistencies, and omissions can be identified, usually only the respondent
himself can provide the correct answers. Since the respondent's performance fell short the
first time, the chances that he will ignore or compound the errors are quite high. There is

thus a considerable difference between being able to detect errors and being able to get
them corrected. The latter situation frequently stems from the indicipline, alluded to

above, of the systems designers themselves. Such problems may ultimately destroy the system
itself by the simple process of yielding a data base of questionable usefulness. The cost
in human terms of a system based on flawed concepts is immeasurable, and serves to

reemphasize the importance of formulation of the system's basic concepts and objectives.

C. Compromi ses Between Substantive and Technical Issues : In the final analysis, for
each system a balance is struck between substantive and technical issues. Each has a

limiting effect on the other. The most perfect, elegant expression of the designer's data
"needs" will probably require a respondent population of psychic Ph.D.'s and a 20-page input
form, while the data processing technician can easily design an almost infallible form and
instructions, but one whose infantile oversimplifications and omissions will yield data
which is clean, complete, and of almost no use to a statistician or program manager.

During the system design and testing process a large number of compromises are reached
to ensure that, firstly, the data gathered will actually answer most of the important
questions it is designed to answer in a meaningful, relatively undistorted manner.
Secondly, the information must be obtainable and expressible for the respondent, and the
form to be completed must make rendering of such answers as easy as possible.
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When the mechanics of the information-gathering process are finally defined, a variety
of training requirements and strategies will have been identified and instructional
materials prepared, usually including manuals which tell a respondent how to fill out the
forms involved. The strategies will reflect the designers' emphasis of various factors:
minimization of errors in specific items, minimizing the time required to fill out the form,
restrictions on coding space, simplification of questions and instructions, increased
probability of legibility or successful transmission of completed forms, etc.

2. STATISTICAL ISSUES IN THE ANALYSIS OF LARGE DATA FILES

There are a wide variety of issues to be considered when one attempts to analyze the
data in a given file. We will name a few of the most important ones that have particular
impact upon large data files.

The first step in data analysis is to define the problem and the model or framework
used to consider it. The objectives, issues, problem or question under consideration must
be stated in operational terms, and phrased in the form of questions or hypotheses to be

tested. In addition, there must be a model which serves as a framework within which to

answer questions and a context within which to test hypotheses. Data, by itself, has no

meaning, and must be interpreted within the context of a model. Therefore, design, issues
and questions make sense only within the framework of a model of the situation under
consideration. The statistician's role is to define the model which best describes the
issues. Within the model, the statistician must phrase the questions in such a manner that
a researchable, objective answer is possible.

Once the problem and the model are operationally defined, a methodology is developed
which takes into account the nature of the data. Factors which the statistician may
consider include: (1) How the data were collected. (2) The nature of errors. Usually
emphasis is placed on sampling errors, but non-sampling errors may actually be much larger
than sampling errors. Non-sampling errors include such errors as respondent errors, poor
instrument reliability, measurement errors of other kinds, transmission errors, data
processing errors, etc. (3) Methods useful in the analysis of the data. There are a

variety of multivariate methods available. When large amounts of data are involved,
efficient use of computer time becomes a necessity. Computer efficiency begins with the use
of efficient software and proper file design. Unnecessarily large record sizes or inade-
quately grouped records may greatly increase computer processing time. When one uses

standard software packages, such as SPSS or BMDP, and not all cases are to be considered
(for example, when one instructs the program to consider only females 18-20 years old), it

is important to phrase a complex sequence of conditional statements in such a manner that
conditions are tested according to the likelihood that they will fail, conditions with a

higher probability of failing being tested first. This procedure reduces processing time
because fewer records need to be processed completely. (4) Interpretation of the results.

It is important to distinguish between statistically significant differences and differences
that are not large enough to be meaningful in terms of policy and program decisions, manage-
ment issues, etc. One often finds that relationships between two variables, X and Y (or the
difference between X and Y) are analyzed testing for no relationship (or no difference
between two distributions) using a chi square statistic (or similar statistic). With a

large data file, a crosstabul ation of almost any two variables is likely to have a very high

chi square value. Two empirical distributions are likely to be found different even though
the differences between them may be very small. Two alternative approaches can be used: (a)

report the data with an appropriate confidence interval, or (b) determine, "a priori", a

particular relationship that is meaningful (or a particular difference that is meaningful)
and then test the hypothesis that the difference is greater than the pre-established value
(rather than the null hypothesis), or that the relationship is stronger than the pre-

established value (using non-central chi square).
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Another aspect requiring consideration involves the complications arising from the use
of many variables. A relationship between two variables may change direction when a third
variable is used as a control variable. When the data file consists of many observations
(cases) and many variables, it is possible to obtain apparently contradictory findings
according to which variables are included in the analysis. Inclusion or exclusion of sub-
populations may change relationships. The availability of many cases and many variables
encourages alternative approaches to data analysis and potential apparent inconsistencies in

the interpretation of findings.

3. CODAP -- AN EXAMPLE OF A LARGE DATA FILE

A. Descri ption of CODAP : The Client Oriented Data Acquisition Process (CODAP) is a

data collection system developed and operated by the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)
in treatment facilities (clinics) that receive federal funds. Its purpose is to provide
current information which describes clients and the treatment provided to them in order to

aid in planning, management and evaluation activities. Reports from between 1,500 and 1,800
clinics are received each month. Fifty states participate in data collection. About 40,000
admission and discharge reports describing clients admitted to and discharged from treatment
are processed each month.

B. How CODAP Data are Analyzed : A large data file coupled with many demands for
analysis requires automated procedures for table generation and a variety of approaches to

satisfy user demands. The Division of Scientific and Program Information, NIDA, has
developed several approaches: (1) Periodic, usually quarterly, reports are prepared which
present close to 100 tables. (2) Special issues are addressed in the Statistical Series,
which describes applications to management of drug abuse programs, evaluation of treatment
outcomes, and studies of patterns and factors associated with the development of drug abuse
(epidemiology of drug abuse). (3) Data files are available less than five months after the
data are collected. These files are provided to the Single State Agencies which coordinate
drug abuse programs, and to an outside organization which in turn makes the files available
to requestors or prepares tables upon request (at cost). (4) Technical assistance is

provided to the states on how to use CODAP data. (5) Reports unique to each clinic/program
are sent to those clinics/programs, together with comparable state/national data and sugges-
tions for interpreting the data. (6) Special analyses are prepared upon request from
federal government agencies.

In order to handle the large amounts of data involved, special analytic software has

been developed which allows the following tasks to be. performed automatically: (1) SPSS

output is sent, via magnetic tape, to disk files for manipulation by text-editing software
which produces camera-ready copy of tables. (2) Tables with a large number of variables (of

the form A vs. B vs . C vs . D vs . .
. ) are stored on magnetic tape. Another program reads

those tables and produces summaries (collapsed over the categories of a given variable). In

addition, for continuous, time-related variables, the output of both programs can be plotted
using a CALC0MP plotter. (3) Depending on the nature of the analysis, users can utilize
extract files consisting of 20% and 1% samples of the data file, and also special subpopu-
lations (such as daily heroin users) which have been found to be of specific interest. (4)

A file of all tables computed from several of the larger files (such as the 100% sample) is

kept as a reference. Requests are often answered from that reference system at a consider-
able savings in time and money.
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ABSTRACT

The vehicle routing problem has been receiving a great deal of
attention recently in the operations research and computer science
literature. The basic problem is to design a set of vehicle routes of

minimal total distance leaving from and eventually returning to a cen-
tral depot, which satisfies capacity constraints and customer demands
that are known in advance. It is generally assumed that a new set of

routes will be generated if the demands at the delivery points are
varied. In this paper, we treat the more complex problem of determin-
ing a fixed set of routes in the case where demands are probabilistic
in nature, rather than deterministic. Potential applications include
schoolbus routing, municipal waste collection, and daily delivery of
dairy goods. We assume that the demands at each node i can be modeled
by a Poisson distribution with mean A-j. We describe two types of error
situations which we seek to avoid and point out the close relationship
they bear to Type I and Type II errors. The objective is to minimize
expected distance traveled subject to the restriction that the proba-
bility of a primary error is sufficiently small. Computational
results are discussed in detail.

Key words: Vehicle Routing, Probabilistic Demands.

BACKGROUND

The vehicle routing problem, sometimes referred to as the truck-dispatching problem,
is frequently encountered by management in both the public and private sectors. In recent
years, this problem has attracted widespread attention for a number of reasons. First of
all, increased oil prices and truck drivers' salaries have brought into focus the complexity
and importance of this distribution problem. Secondly, sophisticated implementation tech-
niques and data structures (see Fox [4]) enable us to approach large-scale problems of this
kind which we simply could not, previously. Finally, the determination of good heuristic
approaches to computationally refractory real -world problems has become a more respectable
avenue of research.

The vehicle routing problem in its simplest form, is to find a set of delivery routes
from a central depot to a large number of demand points each of which has known requirements,
in such a way that the total distance covered by the fleet is minimized. We will assume
that all vehicles have the same capacity and that these vehicles depart from and return to

the central depot. Extensions and generalizations to this model are mentioned in Golden,
Magnanti , and Nguyen [5].

The Clarke-Wright "savings" approach is the heuristic algorithm which is most widely
used in solving vehicle routing problems. Suppose that, to begin with, each demand node is

served individually from the central depot. Then, there are as many routes as there are
demand points, clearly not a very cost-effective strategy. Now, if we link two nodes i and

j (node 0 is the central depot) we incur a savings of s-jj = dg-j + d 0j
- d-jj (d-jj is the
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distance from i to j). The algorithm requires that we first compute the matrix of potential
savings S = [s-jj] for i, j = l,2,...,n, where n is the number of demand nodes. Next, at
each iteration, from among the feasible links we choose to link the nodes i and j which
yield the greatest positive savings. See Clark and Wright [1] for clarification.

Golden, Magnanti , and Nguyen [5] present a new implementation of the Clarke-Wright
algorithm which performs from one to two orders of magnitude faster than the traditional
implementation. In their paper, the authors emphasize ideas from computer science such as

heap structures and list processing. They consider savings only between nodes that are
"close" to each other, eliminating the burden of computing the entire matrix S. Next, these
savings are stored in a heap structure to reduce the number of comparison operations
required. We will utilize this efficient computer code in our work here.

So far, demands have been deterministic. In this paper, we treat the more complex
problem of determining a fixed set of routes in the case where demands are probabilistic in

nature. Potential applications are numerous; for instance, consider a firm which makes
daily deliveries of fuel oil to automotive service stations. Each route is fixed in advance,
but the demand on any particular day is stochastic. Other examples are schoolbus routing,
municipal waste collection, and daily delivery of dairy goods.

Tillman [8], in 1969, introduces a heuristic approach to a delivery problem with prob-
abilistic demands and illustrates it with an example involving seven demand nodes. He
assumes that demands at each node are generated from a Poisson distribution with a mean of
two. Tillman's objective is to minimize the expected cost of operating the routes, which
includes the cost of hauling an amount of commodity which is not needed and the cost of not
hauling enough to satisfy the demands on a route. Analogous costs are associated with the
collection problem.

Stewart [7] treats the stochastic vehicle routing problem from a different viewpoint.
As motivation, he argues that even if a company had the time to determine different routes
each morning depending on that day's demands, in many cases they would prefer to have their
delivery routes fixed over time in order that the same driver make the same stops every day.

This strategy promotes regularity of service. To avoid confusion, however, we will assume
that the state of information is such that the driver does not learn a customer's demand on

a particular day until he arrives for delivery. Stewart seeks to minimize total distance
traveled; demands are Poisson distributed with mean A. This work, although of a preliminary
nature, provides valuable insight for the algorithm we develop in this paper.

As far as we can tell, there has been no additional research devoted to this very
practical problem. We will be more ambitious than previous authors. First, we give a pre-

cise (yet non-mathematical) formulation. We model the demand at node i as a random variable
from a Poisson distribution with mean A,-. Next, we suggest an algorithm for solving the
vehicle routing problem with probabilistic demands. Finally, we apply our method to a

problem with 75 customers.

DISCUSSION

We consider a delivery problem where there is a central depot and n demand points. The
demand at node i, denoted by d-j, is described by the independent Poisson distribution with
mean and variance A-j. As noted in Feller [3], the Poisson is a discrete distribution which
arises in a great variety of problems. We have reason to believe that this modeling assump-

tion is well justified. We must satisfy demands and we would like to do so in a minimum
total amount of time or distance. There are two types of error situations which we seek to

avoid.

A primary error occurs when a vehicle cannot satisfy the demands of the customers on

the route to which it has been assigned. This means that an additional trip to the central

depot must be made (incurring longer travel time and possibly overtime charges) while the

customer experiences a service delay.
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A secondary error occurs when a vehicle returns to the central depot after satisfying
the demands on its route with more than lOO(l-ir) percent of its original load. Carrying an

amount of the commodity when it is not needed is clearly a waste of loading and unloading
time. In addition, the goods might be perishable. In any case, we might have been able to
distribute some of the surplus elsewhere. Here, we suffer a holding cost. This mistake is

not as serious as a primary error and our analysis will reflect this observation.

We present below a strategy for handling this probabilistic situation. Assume that all

vehicles have the same functional capacity, c. Suppose we have a route which contains nodes
n] , r\2 n^ and has total demand x = d n -j

+ d^ + ... + d^. Then E(x) = Var(x) = A
n -j

+

+ ••• + *n|< on tnat route « By appealing to the Central Limit Theorem, we approximate

this with a Normal distribution using u = Xn^ + + ... + X n ^ and a = /v~. This deserves

some justification. Let random variable r be defined as the sum of n independent identical 1,

distributed random variables, each of which has known mean and variance. The Central Limit
Theorem states that as n -> °°, the CDF Prob (r * r0 ) approaches the CDF of a Normal random
variable, regardless of the form of the PDF for the individual random variables in the sum.

In this case, the distribution of r is Poisson with mean \i. But this can be represented as

the sum of u Poisson random variables each with mean 1. Thus, the Normal CDF gives an

excellent approximation of the Poisson CDF for large p.

Of course, we could have assumed originally that customer demands were Normally dis-
tributed, but then we would have to specify two parameters for each customer. Furthermore,
it might make more sense to think of demands as integers, e.g., number of quarts of milk.

Using the Normal approximation we obtain:

Prob (x * c) = Prob {primary error on a route}

= Prob J z > ^J-} and

Prob (x < uc) = Prob {secondary error on a route}

r _ < ire - p }
= Prob {z *-F=-}-

Assume that p is nearly the same for most of the r routes. We will view p (which will

be defined shortly) as the artificial capacity of the vehicles_and we will apply a Clarke-
Wright algorithm treating X-j (i =

1 , 2,. . . , n) as demands and y as vehicle capacity to obtair

a fixed set of routes. The problem we tackle then is of the following form:

Minimize (1) expected total travel distance

subject to (2) a fixed set of routes;

(3) customer demands are satisfied;

(4) vehicle capacity is obeyed;

(5) Prob {primary error on a route} - a.

We will refer to the above problem (1) - (5) as the SVRP (stochastic vehicle routing problem)
We must determine the routes themselves and their loads. Our approach is heuristic in nature
For each route, we want the probability of a primary error not to exceed a. Management shoul

decide carefully on an appropriate value for a since there is a delicate tradeoff between
customer satisfaction on one hand and extra trip distance and the cost of additional trucks
on the other. We assume that almost all of the routes will load up to capacity and seek the
optimal artificial capacity p. We have

Prob
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^> (C - y) = I,^ v
'

I -a / y

(c - y)
2 =uz|_

a
which, after some algebra, yields

2c + zf - /zT + 4cz,2

U (6)

Notice that constraint (5) bounds the maximum variance in route demand. We also remark

that if we let 6 = Prob £z <
*C u

X , our primary and secondary errors bear a

close resemblance to ' Type I and Type II errors from hypothesis

testing. Given y we can plot 8 vs. it .

From the analysis above, we have a safety stock (or extra inventory) of c - y units as
a cushion against the occurrence of primary errors. In the case where a route has mean
demand y < y, let y + (c - ii) be the load on that route; constraint (5) will be satisfied
easily.

In Table I, we illustrate the relationship between c and y for a = .10. For instance,
if c = 100 and a = .10, then z-|_„ = 1.28 and y = 87.99. We could equally well (because of
integral demands) use an integral artificial capacity of 87 to set up fixed routes with
"demands" of \\ at node i. The safety stock would be 13.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM

c y

10 6.68
20 15.03
30 23.76

100 87.99
1000 960.33

Suppose we are confronted with a stochastic vehicle routing
problem where we know c, a, and X-j (i = l,...,n). We outline
below a heuristic procedure for calculating a good solution to

the problem SVRP.

Algorithm:
Table I. Relationship

between c and y. Step 0: Given c, a, and X-j (i = l,...,n), specify 6 as a lower
limit on the left-hand-side of inequality (5).

Step 1: Using equation (6) solve for ii the artificial truck capacity.

Step 2: Let X-j be the demand at node i. Construct fixed routes using the Clarke-Wright
code mentioned earlier.

Step 3: Decrement a and repeat steps 1 and 2 if a > 6; otherwise go to step 4.

Step 4: Select the "best" set of fixed routes.

We will apply this solution procedure in the next section to a problem involving 75 customers.
In addition, we will analyze its performance.

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

We have performed extensive computational experiments using a 75 customer problem as a

test case for our approach. The data, taken from Eilon et al. [2], is shown in Table II.

For each demand node the coordinates are given along with the mean demand at that node.

Demands are Poisson distributed.

Since there are so many variables involved, we have chosen to analyze one test case
thoroughly, rather than simulate a myriad of sample problems. We will try to make broad
observations and recommendations based on our experience. However, we remark that this work
is of an introductory nature; there are many additional questions relating to sensitivity
analysis that should be investigated.
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A secondary error occurs when a vehicle returns to the central depot after satisfying
the demands on its route with more than IOO(I-tt) percent of its original load. Carrying an

amount of the commodity when it is not needed is clearly a waste of loading and unloading
time. In addition, the goods might be perishable. In any case, we might have been able to

distribute some of the surplus elsewhere. Here, we suffer a holding cost. This mistake is

not as serious as a primary error and our analysis will reflect this observation.

We present below a strategy for handling this probabilistic situation. Assume that all

vehicles have the same functional capacity, c. Suppose we have a route which contains nodes
+n 2>

+ .

,n|< and has total demand x = d n -|
+ d^ + ... + d n ^. Then E(x) = Var(x) = A

n -j
+

A n ^ on that route. By appealing to the Central Limit Theorem, we approximate

and a = /y~~
• This deservesthis with a Normal distribution using y = Ar^ t

some justification. Let random variable r be defined as the sum of n independent identically
distributed random variables, each of which has known mean and variance. The Central Limit
Theorem states that as n + », the CDF Prob (r ^ r0 ) approaches the CDF of a Normal random
variable, regardless of the form of the PDF for the individual random variables in the sum.

In this case, the distribution of r is Poisson with mean |i. But this can be represented as

the sum of y Poisson random variables each with mean 1. Thus, the Normal CDF gives an
excellent approximation of the Poisson CDF for large y.

Of course, we could have assumed originally that customer demands were Normally dis-
tributed, but then we would have to specify two parameters for each customer. Furthermore,
it might make more sense to think of demands as integers, e.g., number of quarts of milk.

Using the Normal approximation we obtain:

Prob (x * c) = Prob {primary error on a route}

= Prob /z > $-==±\ and

Prob (x < ire) = Prob {secondary error on a route}

r _ < ire - y 1

= p^b {z -^-y
Assume that y is nearly the same for most of the r routes. We will view y (which will

be defined shortly) as the artificial capacity of the vehicles_and we will apply a Clarke-
Wright algorithm treating A-j (i =

1 , 2,. .. , n) as demands and y as vehicle capacity to obtain
a fixed set of routes. The problem we tackle then is of the following form:

Minimize (1) expected total travel distance

subject to (2) a fixed set of routes;

(3) customer demands are satisfied;

(4) vehicle capacity is obeyed;

(5) Prob {primary error on a route} - a.

We will refer to the above problem (1) - (5) as the SVRP (stochastic vehicle routing problem).
We must determine the routes themselves and their loads. Our approach is heuristic in nature.
For each route, we want the probability of a primary error not to exceed a. Management should
decide carefully on an appropriate value for a since there is a delicate tradeoff between
customer satisfaction on one hand and extra trip distance and the cost of additional trucks
on the other. We assume that almost all of the routes will load up to capacity and seek the
optimal artificial capacity y. We have

Prob
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(c - y)
2 = yz|_

a
which, after some algebra, yields

2c + zf - /z^ + 4cz,2
- I -a /1-a I -a .

= Probj^z < — -I, our primary and secondary errors bear a

ince to Type I and Type II errors from hvDOthesi;

z
< 6 '

Notice that constraint (5) bounds the maximum variance in route demand. We also remark

that if we let 6 =

close resemblance to" f V J Type I and Type II errors from hypothesis

testing. Given y we can plot 6 vs. tt .

From the analysis above, we have a safety stock (or extra inventory) of c - y units as

a cushion against the occurrence of primary errors. In the case where a route has mean
demand y < y, let y + (c - y) be the load on that route; constraint (5) will be satisfied
easily.

In Table I, we illustrate the relationship between c and ii for a = .10. For instance,
if c = 100 and a = .10, then z-|_a = 1.28 and y = 87.99. We could equally well (because of
integral demands) use an integral artificial capacity of 87 to set up fixed routes with
"demands" of \\ at node i. The safety stock would be 13.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM

c y

10 6.68
20 15.03
30 23.76

100 87.99
1000 960.33

Suppose we are confronted with a stochastic vehicle routing
problem where we know c, a, and Xi (i = l,...,n). We outline
below a heuristic procedure for calculating a good solution to

the problem SVRP.

Algorithm:
Table I. Relationship

between c and y. Step 0: Given c, a, and \\ (i = l,...,n), specify 6 as a lower
limit on the left-hand-side of inequality (5).

Step 1: Using equation (6) solve for ii the artificial truck capacity.

Step 2: Let \\ be the demand at node i. Construct fixed routes using the Clarke-Wright
code mentioned earlier.

Step 3: Decrement a and repeat steps 1 and 2 if a > 6; otherwise go to step 4.

Step 4: Select the "best" set of fixed routes.

We will apply this solution procedure in the next section to a problem involving 75 customers.
In addition, we will analyze its performance.

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

We have performed extensive computational experiments using a 75 customer problem as a

test case for our approach. The data, taken from Eilon et al. [2], is shown in Table II.

For each demand node the coordinates are given along with the mean demand at that node.

Demands are Poisson distributed.

Since there are so many variables involved, we have chosen to analyze one test case
thoroughly, rather than simulate a myriad of sample problems. We will try to make broad

observations and recommendations based on our experience. However, we remark that this work
is of an introductory nature; there are many additional questions relating to sensitivity
analysis that should be investigated.
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15 62 24 8 34 50 40 19 53 55 57 22 72 35 60 1

16 21 36 19 35 55 50 10 54 67 41 16 73 27 24 6

17 33 44 20 36 54 10 12 55 10 70 7 74 40 20 10

18 9 56 13 37 60 15 14 56 6 25 26 75 40 37 20

19 62 48 15 38 47 66 24 57 65 27 14

Table II. Vehicle routing problem with probabilistic demands. Central depot has coordinates

(40, 40). Vehicle capacity is 250 units.

In our experiments, we have varied the vehicle capacity c from 100 to 300 units by

increments of 50 in order to study the effects. In addition, a takes on the values .01,

.05, .10, and .15. Then, for each (a,c) pair, we perform steps 1 and 2 from the algorithm
developed in the previous section. Once a fixed set of routes is formed, we simulate a 50
workday period in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the fixed routes. Each day, new
demands are generated at each customer location according to the specified Poisson distribu-
tion.

The difference c - \i becomes our safety stock, so that when y < u is the mean demand
on a route, we load the truck assigned to that route with y + (c - y) units. This insures
that constraint (5) will not be violated. Our approach will be to contrast the performance
of the fixed routes against a Clarke-Wright solution which is computed each day after
demands di (i = l,...n) are known. The distance for the fixed routes is calculated in the
following manner. First of all, distances are Euclidean in the problem under consideration,
although they certainly_need not be in general. If a route with mean demand y has a demand
which exceeds y + (c - y), then the truck assigned to the route will have to return to the
central depot in order to finish its route. Again, assume it carries a safety stock of
c - y units for the remainder of the trip or, more logically, assume the demands become
known exactly. The distance for the route is the total distance covered by the truck,
including the return round trip to the central depot.

For a given day, the ratio of the distance for the fixed set of routes to the distance
for the Clarke-Wright routes will be our principal performance measure. Since for each
(a,c) pair the simulation produces fifty days of random demands, we focus attention on the
average ratio and the worst-case ratio. Table III displays our findings. In general, as c

increases the ratios decrease (we will come back to this point later). Furthermore, we
should point out that for the original problem, where c = 250, an a level of .10 yields an

excellent set of fixed routes. The average ratio is 1.024 while in the worst case the ratio
is still only 1.107.

We remark that our computer code currently sets the initial load on each truck to c

rather than y + (c - y). This is being remedied; we expect the alteration to have a negli-
gible effect on our conclusions.
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100 1 50 200 250 300

A WC A WC A WC A WC A WC
.01 1 .175 1 .269 1 .080 1 .141 1 .099 1 .143 1 .052 1 .112 1.035 1 .080

.05 1 .123 1 .183 1 .086 1 .157 1 .066 1 .143 1 .027 1 .101 1.052 1 .092

.10 1 .118 1 .240 1 .087 1 .178 1 .055 1 .130 1 .024 1 .107 1.049 1 .146

.15 1 .107 1 .171 1 .088 1 .176 1 .034 1 .153 1 .040 1 .149 1.041 1 .106

Table III. Average and worst-case ratios. The column heads A and WC denote average and

worst-case ratios respectively.

Relating to the same fifty days of random demand, we report on additional measures of

performance in Tables IV and V. In Table IV we display the average percent of unused truck
capacity and the average proportion of routes which incur a primary error (demand exceeds

y + (c - y)). We notice that as a increases for a fixed c, the average percent of unused
truck capacity tends to decrease, and the average proportion of routes which incur a primary
error (this will usually be a lower bound for a) increases.

c

a ^""-"-^^
100 150 200 250 300

A B A B A B A B A B

.01 28.54 .004 24.57 .005 24.57 .009 22.4 .006 24.57 .007

.05 24.04 .023 17.14 .035 14.55 .033 21.87 .034 24.04 .043

.10 19.40 .071 16.96 .104 14.36 .098 21.7 .089 8.65 .128

.15 19.80 .12 17.37 .127 14.79 .12 9.11 .15 9.11 .148

Table IV. The column heads A and B denote average percent of unused truck capacity and
average proportion of routes which incur a primary error.

In Table V, we show for each (a,c) pair the corresponding value of y, the number of
routes in the fixed set of routes, and the average number of routes more than is actually
needed (that is, if demands were known in advance). We see that the entries in columns B

and C decrease as truck capacity is increased for a fixed level of a.

~ 100 150 200 250 300
T B C A B" C A" B C A B C A B C~

.01 "79 W 4723 m T2 2TT4" TBI
9"

T76"0" 2T5 7 T98 262 6 170
.05 84 18 3.12 131 11 1.04 178 8 .56 225 7 .98 272 6 1.0
.10 87 17 2.00 135 1,1 1.04 182 8 .5 230 7 1.0 278 5 0.0
.15 90 17 2.06 137 11 1.06 185 8 .52 234 6 0.0 282 5 0.0

Table V. The column heads A, B, and C denote y, the number of routes in the fixed set of
routes, and the difference between the number of fixed routes and the average
number of routes needed if a new solution is generated each day.

OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We have now solved a sample SVRP for various (a,c) combinations. In this section, we
try to reach some conclusions based on the computational results reported in the previous
section. We discuss several below.

(i) For a fixed level of a, the efficiency of the routes will improve as c increases (see
Table III). The reason for this is that for larger values of c the standard deviation in

demand for a route is small relative to the mean demand. This means that the ratio —r- will
c

increase as c increases and that the fixed set of routes will be "fuller" for large c than

for small c. For instance, for a = .01, the ratio increases from .79 to .873. These
arguments are verified in Tables IV and V.
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(ii) We have not found that a particular level of a is best, in general. Rather, it seems

that, roughly, for .87 - -—- $ .93 the average and worst-case ratios are minimized although

these ratios are fairly insensitive to small changes in a. For example, with c = 250, we
expect a = .05 or a = .10 to be best strategies for a from among the four choices considered.
This finding is consistent with previous work reported by Stewart [7].

(iii) The customer demand distributions remained fixed during our computational experiments.
If we were to vary these distributions, the average number of stops on a route would become
an important parameter. Our algorithm performs better when a truck is capable of handling
more demand points. Because our results apply to only one set of demand distributions, we
must be cautious in reaching conclusions. We underline this fact here.

(iv) For c 2 150, our algorithm performs quite satisfactorily. The best average ratios for
each value of c (150, 200, 250, 300) are all under 1.08. That is, on the average, we require
less than 8% more travel distance than we would need if all demands were known in advance
and drivers covered different routes each workday.

(v) Because of the additive properties of the Poisson distribution we were able to replace

di with the parameter A-j and apply the Clarke-Wright algorithm to obtain a fixed set of
routes. We can proceed similarly if the demand at node i is:

(a) distributed binomially with mean n^p,

(b) gamma distributed with mean 6-jb, where 6i is the shape parameter and b is the scale
parameter,

X-j (1 - P)
(c) negative binomially distributed with mean p . Kao [6] discusses these

same issues in the context of the stochastic traveling salesman problem where travel times
are random variables with large variances.

In this paper, we have developed a framework for dealing with the vehicle routing
problem with probabilistic demands. There are a host of additional, complicating considera-
tions which should be examined in further work. The following questions come to mind: How
does the geometry of the transportation network influence the effectiveness of routes? How
sensitive are routing strategies to changes in the distribution of customer demands? Is our
objective function realistic or appropriate? Can intercorrelation of demands be incor-
porated into our basic approach? What happens when both travel times and customer demands
are probabilistic in nature? We would hope that a real situation could be studied in the
near future to help address some of these questions. We feel that this is an important
research area with great potential applications, which deserves much more research attention.
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detail so they can be located easily. Tn SPSS there seems to be more emphasis on speed and

efficient use of space and therefore less on data cleaning. Tf you are processing a file

that is fairly 'clean' with one record per case and wish to do a single operation, there is

no question that SPSS will be faster. Tf you wish to do several operations the differences
will not be great. If you are processing a file with more than one record per case or with
many keypunching errors, there is no question that P-STAT will catch more of these errors

as it is processing the data and will report them in sufficient detail so that you may well

be able to build a clean file in P-STAT with more efficiency than would have been possible
in SPSS

.

While the checking of row labels and sequence numbers when there is more than 1 record

per case, and the exceptional amount of checking for mispunchings - as well as the way
these errors are reported - are the most important aspects of the DATA program, there are
several other features which can be extremely useful. Tn P-STAT , you do not need to have
all the records for a case. You can tell the DATA program, for example, that while you have
9 possible records per case, it is all right if some of them are omitted for a given case.

In this situation, you could also specify that each case must have at least 4 records
including records 1 and 9. Tf a record does not fit these requirements it is not included
in the file. This facility is particularly useful with medical data where patients may
have different numbers of visits. With this facility, you do not have to supply dummy
records for the missing visits. Thus it is possible to build a file with only the
subjects who have at least a required minimum number of records. These features are

possible only because of the use of row labels and sequence check fields, and also because
the space is there for the extra code.

3. FILE MANIPULATION

The two systems differ in a fundamental way here. SPSS has a single system file as the
file during a run. P-STAT 's structure allows 20 P-STAT system files to be simultaneously
accessible, and a number of P-STAT commands use three or four files at one time. This is a

most basic design difference.

3.1 Usefulness of several system files . In P-STAT, one might correlate all but the
demographic variables in a file, use those correlations (a second P-STAT system file) in

regressions, get residuals (also a P-STAT system file) , combine those with the demographic
variables in yet another file and use it for crosstabulation, F tests, etc. It is all very
smooth and natural. This is quite difficult in SPSS. The SPSS residuals can only be saved
as raw card images. One must initiate another SPSS job to combine them with part or all of
the original file in SPSS system file form. SPSS does provide some multi-file flow in this
manner, but the system clearly was not designed to do it smoothly.

3.2 Combining files. In SPSS you can use MERGE FILES to combine variables in 2 to 5

existing SPSS system files, or use ADD VARIABLES to combine new raw input variables with
an existing SPSS system file. These must be done at the start of an SPSS run to produce
"the" SPSS system file for the run. Because of the lack of row labels, one must have case
ID variables in all combined files, create new variables by subtracting (numeric) case IDs
and produce a frequency of them to be sure that the correct cases were combined. P-STAT
has a JOIN command that is comparable. It can be done at any point in a run. Checking on
row labels or on designated variables is done automatically as the JOIN is being done.

3.3 Additional P-STAT file manipulation commands . Because P-STAT has a multi-file
design, it was very natural to develop a series of file comparison and modification
commands. MATCH finds the cases in two files whose row labels match, no matter what order
the files are in. COLLATE can be used to join a mother's data with each of her children.
SORT can be done at any point in a run and its result used immediately. There are several
others.
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3.4 Subfile structures . The SPSS design was to make their one file as good as
possible. This is demonstrated in its subfile structure. The SPSS subfile structure is

quite powerful, particularly if you are working with data, for example, for each of the 50

states and at some times wish to work with individual states or collections of states and
at other times with the whole file. However, while you are not locked into a subfile
structure, it is very awkward to change it. You must use 3 separate job steps, which
cannot all be combined into one job. The first step sorts the input file into the new
subset order. Because an SPSS sort must be last in an SPSS run, a second step is needed to
do a frequency of the subset variable. Tt prints the counts of the members in each new
subfile. The third step is to input those counts to SPSS so it can build the new SPSS
system file incorporating this subfile structure.

In P-STAT, when you have the type of data appropriate for SPSS subfiles, you would
either build several small files and then dynamically concatentate them when you wished to
use more than one, or you would build a large file and select appropriate subsets. This
is more flexible but not as convenient as the SPSS subfiles operation when there are a

large number of subfiles. A P-STAT user frequently uses MACROS of P-STAT commands in

situations where an SPSS user makes use of subfiles. A P-STAT MACRO is a series of P-STAT
commands which, once defined, can then be invoked repeatedly to process different files or
subsets of files.

If you are working with a large file which falls naturally into a single subfile
structure with many subfiles, the SPSS approach may be very convenient. If, on the other
hand, you are working with files that are updated frequently or which reouire changing the
subfile structure for different analyses, the P-STAT approach is more flexible. The use of
multiple files also makes the saving of correlation matrices or factor scores a trivial
process in P-STAT. In SPSS you can write these files as data on a scratch unit, but unless
you supply separate JCL for each array saved, they will be written one behind the other and
it is up to you to write a program to recover them.

4. REPRESENTATION OF MISSING DATA

Both systems allow 3 missing values for a variable. P-STAT system files use 3

explicit values, -123456. E20, -123457. E20, and -123458. E20 to indicate missing data. SPSS
allows you to define the values for each variable which are to be considered missing, but
does not recode them to general system missing values. This may not seem to be an
important difference but it has a number of subtle effects.

4.1 Unique versus original-score representation of missing . As the P-STAT DATA
command makes a system file, all ways on all variables of indicating missing, blank or

invalid data are automatically recoded into one of the three unique values. This makes it

very easy for both users and P-STAT itself to notice missing data. The SPSS file, on the

other hand, contains a table of the three different missing values for each variable. It

remembers, for example, that 9 on SEX was defined as missing when the file was built.

Cases with missing data 1 on SEX therefore continue to have a value of 9. P-STAT prints
such a value as literally 'Ml'. SPSS prints a 9 and it is up to you to remember that on SEX
a 9 means missing. (This is not too had for the variable SEX, but may be more difficult
with a variable like EDUCATION or AGE.)

P-STAT treats missing data as special in all circumstances. Any computation involving

missing data automatically produces a missing result, thus the user is quite well

protected. SPSS treats missing data as normal unless a calculation is involved, and even
then (see below) it is possible for an SPSS user to be careless and erroneously use the

missing value in an unwanted calculation. This all boils down to a system design-time
trade-off; SPSS felt that it was important to retain the original code value that meant
missing, we (in 1962) decided that a unique value was better.
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4.2 Problems with trussing values in crosstabulation . Because SPSS does not have
unique internal representation for missing values, we have had numerous little problems
setting up runs that were nearly identical in both P-STAT and SPSS. Tf you wish to have a

count of your missing data in SPSS CPOSSTABS, you can do it but only in integer mode, which
requires giving the range of scores for each variable. This range must include the missing
values or they will be omitted. Tf you have simplified entering the missing data and
solved the problem of remembering which scores are missing by using as the missing value a

score that is higher than any of the actual scores in the file, for example 99, you suffer

a penalty in doing CROSSTABS which allocates enough core to hold all the values from the

lowest to the highest.

The crosstab for AGE by SEX, if AGE is coded 0-9 and 99 and SEX is coded 1-2 and 99,

will need 9,900 cells for a single table. Tf you assign 3 as the missing score for SEX and
10 as the missing score for AGE, you must constantly remember what those values are. This
is no problem in P-STAT because of its unique missing values. A similar table in P-STAT
would allocate space for 0-9 plus missing by 1-2 plus missing, a total of 33 cells.

4.3 Problems with missing values in transformations , spss's lack of system missing
value settings causes awkwardnesses in the transformation language. Consider the following
arithmetic effects in SPSS

COMPUTE A = B + C

In this example, if you do not recode C to a defined missing value and it is blank on an
input record, you will get in effect, A = B + 0. On the other hand, if you do recode blank
to 9 on variable C and define 9 as missing for variable C, you must remember to supply an
'ASSIGN MISSING' card or you will get A = B + 9. The same trap exists when you say

IF (some test) X = B

Suppose X is a new variable and the test is not true. If you do not explicitly specify an
'uncomputed' value for X using an ASSIGN MTSSING card or a MISSING VALUES card, the value
for X is zero. In P-STAT it automatically is Missing Value 1, which is quite a bit safer
for the user.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The issues described here are areas that we think are important and have always
thought so, which is why we believe our design in these areas was good. SPSS, it should be
said, does numbers of things in social science computing extremely well, and has some
capabilities that we will never have. P-STAT, for the reasons cited above, can handle
some areas more smoothly than SPSS. There are benefits to social science computer users in
having a variety of tools at hand, particularly when they have somewhat differing
strengths. The increasing availability of interfaces between system files .should be
helpful in this respect.

BACKGROUND

The authors received B.A. degrees from Oberlin in the early 50 's and began P-STAT
development in the early 60 's. Both are on the Technical Staff of the Computer Center at
Princeton University.
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ABSTRACT

An introduction to inferential statistics forms the major part of
a research-methods course taught for students whose backgrounds are
predominately non-mathematical and non-scientific. Course objectives
include developing the student's confidence in his or her ability to
solve practical, library-oriented problems (1) through statistical
techniques and/or (2) with the aid of computers. Both objectives are
served by the emphasis in the course on using computer program packages
that perform statistical tasks. Students begin with OMNITAB II and IMP.

The former is available at UT-Austin in the original batch-mode pack-
age and also in a somewhat condensed interactive version prepared lo-

cally. IMP, based on and very similar to OMNITAB II, was locally
written specifically for interactive use. After acquiring moderate
facility in interactively manipulating columns of observed data in

OMNITAB II and IMP, and after some experience in batch-mode use of

OMNITAB II, students are introduced to the more formal approach re-

quired in SPSS, progressing from examples with detailed explanations to

the point of setting up their own problems. An exercise using a BMD

regression routine introduces the students to this package. Throughout
the course the students are made to realize that most of them will be

working in environments in which they will have access to a computer
with one or more of these statistical packages, and that solutions to

on-the-job problems will be "only a keyboard away."

Keywords: BMD; IMP; OMNITAB II; SPSS; statistical program package;
statistics, teaching of.

1. INTRODUCTION

Still very much in evidence in today's world is the stereotype of the librarian as a

"little old lady in tennis shoes" mainly concerned with shushing the visitors to her li-

brary or, unfortunately, according to television concerned with giving advice on laxatives.
Those who cling to such stereotypes may be surprised to learn that today's library school
students are typically enthusiastic and forceful young advocates of making libraries effec-
tive institutions for social change and individual growth. (Incidentally, some 25%-35% of
these students are men, and all the students could hardly care less about audio levels in

libraries.

)

The strong tendency to view libraries and librarianship as a social force is reflected
in current education for librarianship. Increasingly, library science has come to be con-
sidered one of the social sciences, the one whose domain is communication among people,
with emphasis on those communications that are recorded in written, graphic, electromagnet-
ic, or other semi -permanent forms. As a social science, library science recognizes its

need of the research tools of the other social sciences. Accordingly, increasing numbers
of library schools are offering courses in research methods.

The Graduate School of Library Science (GSLS) of the University of Texas at Austin
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(UT-Austin) not only offers, but also requires all students to take, a course called
"Research in Library Science." The aim of this course is to provide the students with a

basic knowledge of standard tools of research including, in particular, statistics and the

use of computers. The faculty recognize the need to overcome the problems presented by the

fact that the great majority of the students took their undergraduate work in fields outside

the sciences—social or physical, including mathematics and computer science. This is

reflected, for example, in GSLS students' scores on the Graduate Record Examination; the

students have a mean of about 550 on the Quantitative Aptitude test compared with a mean of

about 640 on the Verbal Aptitude test. Remarks by beginning students frequently evidence
fear of, or at least hostility toward, mathematics and/or computers.

The purposes of the GSLS research-methods course include, therefore, overcoming these
attitudinal and cognitive handicaps on the part of the students. An objective of the course
is to develop each student's confidence in his or her ability to solve practical, library-
oriented problems (1) through statistical techniques and/or (2) with the aid of computers.
Since assuming responsibility for the research-methods course in 1972, the author has tried
to serve both these objectives by emphasizing in the course the use of computer program
packages to perform statistical tasks.

2. FACILITIES

Among the program packages available at the UT-Austin Computation Center (UTACC) are

BHD, IMP, OMNI TAB II, and SPSS. OMNI TAB II is available in two batch-mode versions, known

locally as OMNITAB L, which has the original 12,462-cell worksheet, and OMNI TAB, which has

been modified to have a 1000-cell worksheet. The latter is also available in an interactive
version, in which some of the output is condensed. IMP is an interactive adaptation of
OMNITAB II, written at the UTACC by G. Scott Harris specifically for fast response under the
time-sharing algorithm employed by the UTACC's CDC 6600/6400 system (Swanson et al . , 1975).
It has since been installed in other computing centers. IMP is also available interactively
through the UTACC's DECsystem-1 0. BMD is installed only on the CDC 6600/6400. SPSS is

available on both systems.
The 250 full- and part-time students and the 14 full-time faculty of GSLS can work with

these computers via a Texas Instruments model 733 hard-copy terminal, a TI 745 portable
hard-copy terminal, and an Ontel model 0P-1 cathode-ray-tube terminal, all in the School's
quarters. Communication channels consist of hard-wired lines to the CDC 6600/6400 and the
DECsystem-10, and dial-up connections to both computers. A keypunch is provided by the
UTACC in a remote job-entry and -output site on the floor below the School, one of several
such sites on the UT-Austin campus.

Although this report deals with instruction in computer-based statistical analysis, it

should be mentioned that students are also required to do several exercises to become famil-
iar with some of the more sophisticated electronic calculators. Among the exercises are
non-elementary ones in analysis of variance and chi-square analysis. Currently, the School
makes available for student use Hewlett-Packard models 67 and 45 and a Commodore model S-61
(Statistician). The students are encouraged to use their own calculators in class and for
quizzes

.

3. INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCE MATERIALS AND EXERCISES

Space does not permit reproduction here of the more than 70 pages of notes and exer-
cises used by the students in the research-methods course. Therefore, this discussion will
attempt to summarize the contents of these materials, any or all of which are available
upon request to the author.

3.1 Reference materials . At the beginning of the course, the students receive three
basic handouts on using computers. "Talking to Taurus" tells the students how to use the
CDC 6600/6400 interactively. "Dealing with the DEC-10" does the same thing for the
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DECsystem-10. Both of these begin by telling the student what "interactive use" means, and
describe the necessary steps down to the level of when to turn what switch on or off. Com-
mon problems in transferring typing habits from typewriters to terminals are discussed, typ-
ical system difficulties are described, and even the Computation Center hours are included.
"Keypunching Simplified" tells the student in similar fashion how to use a keypunch. These
materials are intended to introduce the UTACC facilities to students, some of whom have
never before used any computer. Fortunately, the proportion of such students is decreasing.

Also given to the students is an introduction to OMNI TAB and IMP, "OMNITAB-IMP Notes,"
with appendices that provide the students with a quick-reference guide to the commands
available in these packages. Currently IMP lacks several of OMNITAB II 's most important
statistical commands (e.g., STATISTICAL ANALYSIS and CORRELATION). At the author's request
the UTACC is working on the addition of a number of these commands to IMP.

The students are urged to purchase the SPSS Primer (Klecka et al
. , 1975), not only as a

manual for SPSS but also as a very readable introduction to computers and to statistics.
It would be most helpful if there were a comparable primer for OMNITAB II. The existing
OMNITAB II User's Reference Manual (Hogben et al

. , 1971) is a reference manual, useful for
experienced computer users but very difficult for novices to learn from.

3.2 Computer-based statistical exercises . The aim of the computer-based statistical
exercises is to develop the students' skills and confidence in using computer assistance to

handle statistical problems. The rest of this section consists of comments on the exer-
cises, presented in the order in which they are assigned to the students.

3.2.1 Introductory Manipulations.

OMNITAB-IMP Problem I. Gives the student 12 numbers. Asks the student to use IMP or
OMNITAB interactively to find the mean of the numbers and then their standard deviation,
considering them first as a sample and second as a population. Familiarizes the student
with the idea of manipulating columns of data and with basic commands.

OMNITAB-IMP Problem II. Gives the student 11 three-digit numbers and asks the student to

supply a twelfth from the last three digits of his or her Social Security Number. Intro-
duces batch-mode usage by requiring the student to prepare the data and program cards to

perform the OMNITAB command STATISTICAL ANALYSIS on the twelve numbers. This very powerful
command yields a large number of results: e.g., mean, median, mid-range, 25-percent trimmed
mean, standard deviation, standard error of the mean, range, mean deviation, variance, coef-
ficient of variation, 95-percent confidence intervals for the population mean and standard
deviation, minimum, maximum, the t-score testing the hypothesis that the population mean is

zero, linear trend statistics, tests for non-randomness of the observations and of their

deviations from the mean, and lists of the observations in original and in sorted sequence,
with their ranks in both sequences. In class the author provides a full discussion, based

on Ku (1973), of the output from STATISTICAL ANALYSIS, using its features as a springboard
for reinforcing various concepts already introduced in the lectures and for looking ahead
at ideas to be treated later in the course.

OMNITAB-IMP Problem III. Introduces the use of large tape- or disk-based files as the

source of data, by asking the student to use a tape file, GRADS, that contains sex, age,

verbal score on the Graduate Record Examination (GRE), and quantitative score on the GRE

for 135 randomly selected former students. These data are used because of their familiar-

ity to the student. The exercise begins with the creation of histograms using various

class sizes. Following the histograms, the student is asked to apply STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

to the verbal and quantitative GRE scores and to examine the results of the various tests

of non-randomness. Then the verbal -quantitative pairs are sorted on the verbal scores,

resulting in a complete ordering of the verbal scores and a partial ordering of the quanti-

tative scores. The role of the correlation between the verbal and quantitative scores is

pointed out to the student. Then the student again applies STATISTICAL ANALYSIS to both

sets of scores, and the student is asked to compare the new results of the non-randomness
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tests with the original results.

SPSS Problem I. Introduces the student to SPSS. Treats the preparation of two-way fre-

quency tables, provides a first glimpse of chi-square analysis, and displays the excellent
capabilities of SPSS for handling missing data and formatting output. Uses a copy of the

tape-based data-file, GRADS, with sex data removed from two cases and replaced by a

missing-value code.

3.2.2 Note on Tests of Statistical Hypotheses.

After SPSS Problem I the lectures take up the theory of testing statistical hypotheses.

In all subsequent exercises, the students are required to formulate, in words relevant to

the situation described in the exercise, both the null hypothesis being tested and the

resulting acceptance or rejection decision.

3.2.3 Analysis of Variance.

OMNITAB-IMP Problem IV. Treats a two-population single-classification ANOVA problem that is

discussed in the textbook (Hardyck and Petrinovich, 1976) for the course, so that the stu-
dent may see how the ONEWAY command in OMNITAB II displays the results. In class the author
draws the students' attention to the calculation of the significance level of the observed
F-ratio and to some of the attractive features of ONEWAY, especially the incorporation of
the Kruskal -Wall i s rank test and the Newman-Keuls and Scheffe' techniques. The discussion
also compares this ANOVA problem with what the students have learned earlier about the

t-test for the difference of population means.

OMNITAB-IMP Problem V. Treats a five-population single-classification ANOVA problem from
the course textbook. The class discussion touches on the F-ratio for the slope of the group
means, another attractive feature of ONEWAY, and reinforces the use of the Newman-Keuls and

Scheffe" techniques.

OMNITAB-IMP Problem VI. Applies single-classificatior, ANOVA to the tape-based file of data,
GRADS, which the students have already examined in OMNITAB-IMP Problem III and SPSS Problem
I. The students are asked to determine whether it appears that men and women differ with
respect to (1) verbal GRE scores and (2) quantitative GRE scores.

OMNITAB-IMP Problem VII. Applies double-classification ANOVA without replication, since
OMNITAB' s TWOWAY command carries out only this kind of two-way ANOVA. The problem is a 4x2
table in which only the possible column differences are of interest. The student's atten-
tion is drawn to the fact this situation is analogous to those for which the student has

used the t-test for the difference of means of independent and non-independent groups.

SPSS Problem II. Treats double-classification ANOVA with replication as performed by SPSS,
using a problem discussed in the course textbook. Also introduces the student to the use of
data in punched-card form in SPSS.

3.2.4 Chi-Square Analysis.

Memorandum on "Using OMNITAB-IMP for Chi-Square Analysis.'
cise, this memorandum explains the use of stored commands
cerned with the chi-square test of association.

A comment rather than an exer-

in OMNITAB II, in a problem con-

SPSS Problem III. Applies the chi-square test of association to the tape-based file, GRADS,
that the students have already examined in terms of histograms in OMNITAB-IMP Problem III,
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frequency tabulations in SPSS Problem I, and ANOVA in OMNITAB-IMP Problem VI. The point is,
of course, to compare the analyses of one set of data via various statistical procedures
(one more is yet to come in Correlation Problem 4).

Three other chi -square problems are provided. The students are allowed to choose whether to
work them using a computer or using an electronic calculator.

3.2.5 Correlation.

It should be emphasized here that the students are required to handle the correlation prob-
lems, like the other problems in the course, as tests of statistical hypotheses. In the
correlation problems the only null hypothesis discussed is that the population correlation
coefficient (whether Pearson or Spearman) is zero.

Correlation Problem 1. Treats a small (but tape-based for convenience) data file via the
CORRELATION command in OMNI TAB II. The data are assumed to be suitable for the Pearson
product-moment correlation coefficient. The discussion touches on the use of the
significance-level and confidence-interval computations displayed on the CORRELATION
printout.

Correlation Problem 2. Shows how the CORRELATION command calculates the Spearman rank-order
correlation coefficient. Uses a tape-based file of rank data.

Correlation Problem 3. Applies CORRELATION to a tape-based file, using the Pearson correla-
tion coefficient. It turns out that r = .98, and this provides a springboard for discus-
sing the coefficient of determination.

Correlation Problem 4. Introduces the use of partial correlation coefficients. The student
is asked to use CORRELATION to analyze, from the viewpoint of correlation, the same tape-
based file, GRADS, examined earlier in OMNITAB-IMP Problems III and VI and SPSS Problems I

and III.

3.2.6 Regression

Regression Problem I. Introduces regression and exposes the student to BMD, using BMD05R.

The problem provides a small sample of pairs of heights of brothers and sisters. The sample
is too small for the correlation to be significant. The students' attention is called to
the discrepancy between their knowledge that sibling heights do tend to be similar and the
failure here to reject the null hypothesis of no correlation. This discrepancy affords an

opportunity to reinforce their understanding of the role of sample size in interpreting the
significance of an observed correlation.

Regression Problem II. Applies the OMNI TAB II command FIT to a tape-based file of data on

the value of the dollar from 1947 through 1976. (The problem is updated annually.) The

use of the PLOT command is introduced, and a UTACC-wri tten link produces output from
OMNI TAB II on a CalComp plotter. In class the capabilities of FIT for curvilinear and mul-
tiple regression serve as the basis for a brief discussion of these techniques.

4. SUMMARY

The exercises discussed above lead the student from elementary arithmetic manipulations
of data to the use of powerful statistical commands in three major statistical program
packages. In all but the initial lectures and statistical exercises, the emphasis is on how

to set problems up for computer solution and on the student's interpreting the results
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provided by the various programs.

Throughout the course the student is repeatedly reminded that he or she will very
likely be working in a library or other information agency with access to a computer system
in which a statistical program package is, or can be, installed. The total cost for compu-

ter time and supplies for all the exercises averages about $15 per student. The low costs
of the individual problems are brought to the student's notice as further evidence of the

practicality of computer-based statistical processing.
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ABSTRACT

Economic time series are often represented as a composite of
trend-cycle, seasonal, and irregular movements. We propose that the cu-
bic spline regression method be used to estimate the trend-cycle compo-
nent and that parameters be estimated by minimizing the sum of the abso-
lute values of the deviations. If there is a seasonal component present,
the regression model can be extended using dummy variables. In both
cases, least absolute value estimates are obtained using a special pur-
pose linear programming algorithm. An example of the application of the
cubic spline smoothing procedure to monthly Texas construction data is

discussed.

Key words: Cubic spline; least absolute values; time series; robust;
data analysis; linear programming; trend-cycle; L'i norm.

Suppose that we have observed values of a variable y at equidistant time points. A

problem of considerable practical interest is to obtain a new sequence of "smoothed" values
whose terms differ "as little as possible" from the terms in the original sequence. The
smoothed sequence is referred to as the trend-cycle component. If the trend-cycle component
is subtracted from the data, then the residuals are called the "noise"--or possible noise
plus seasonal component of the time series. One approach to this problem of time series de-
composition has been developed by the Bureau of the Census, and their computer program Cen-
sus X-ll has been widely used in government and industry--see Shiskin, Young, and Musgrave
(1967). Cleveland and Tiao (1976) have proposed a stochastic model for which the linear
filter version of the Census X-ll program is nearly optimal and have discussed its relation-
ship to the Box-Jenkins' approach to time series analysis.

In this paper, we propose that the trend-cycle component be represented with an "em-

pirical function" composed of polynomial pieces called cubic splines--see Section 2. The
application of spline functions in data analysis has been considered by Wold (1974); and

Buse and Lim (1977) have shown that when the least squares principle is used to estimate the

parameters, the cubic spline regression method is a special case of restricted least
squares.

We propose that the least absolute value principle be used to estimate the unknown pa-

rameter. Consequently, the procedure is "robust" with respect to model specification and

the method of estimation. The least absolute value estimates are obtained using a special

purpose linear programming algorithm, and an efficient starting procedure is described.

1. INTRODUCTION
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2. DEFINITION OF THE MODEL

Consider the problem of estimating the parameters of a polynomial, y = f(t), where the
parametric structure varies over t. The domain of t is divided into a set of (k + 1) inter-
vals which are defined by the knots (tt; j - l,...,k) and within each interval

y = fjCt)
2 3

b.t + c.t + d.t ,

J J j
(2.1)

We assume that the knots are known, that they are in order, and that the polynomials are
joined together at the knots by the following continuity restrictions:

1 *.

(2.2)

VV - VVV j
=

1 "--- k -

These restrictions specify that the level and first and second derivatives of the polynomi-
als at the knots are equal.

Suppose that we have observed values of a variable y^ at equidistant time points

t = l,...,n. An equivalent expression to (2.1) and (2.2) is

fCt) ,* , tl-l ^Bj(t-V 4 )J,
(2.3)

*. 3

where (t-t ), = (t-t ) if t >_ t , and otherwise is equal to zero.

In (2.1) there are 4(k + 1) parameters, but the continuity restrictions (2.2) reduce the di-

mensionality of the parameter space to k + 4. The cubic spline (2.3) is a smooth function
that represents the trend-cycle portion of the time series.

In many situations, there may also be a seasonal component in the time series. We as-

sume that the seasonal component is additive and that there are s observations per season
(i.e., s = 12 for monthly data). The seasonal terms are represented using dummy variables,
and the combined seasonal plus trend-cycle model is

h =
6

l

x
tl

+ '-- + e
s
x
ts

+ 6
s+ l

x
t,s+ l

+ --' + 6
m
x
tm

where (2.4)

Jl if t - s[(t-l)/s] = j

x
t1

= < j = 1 s ,

J
0 otherwise

x
tj

= t
j_s

, j = s+l,s+2,s+3, and = (t-t*_
$ _ 3 )J,

j = s+4, . . . ,s+k+3.

In the above expression, [x] denotes the integer part of x; and m = s+k+3 is the number of
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parameters in the model. Note that when s=l , we obtain (2.3) as a special case of (2.4).

3. LEAST ABSOLUTE VALUE ESTIMATION

The least absolute value (LAV) curve-fitting problem can be stated as follows. Given

(y-j »x.-j ,x«2». . »x.
n
), i = l,...,n, in m + 1 dimensional Euclidean space, we wish to find

(@i , e 9 >...,e ) to minimize

E
i=l i^i " ( Vil + e

2
x
i2

+ -'- +Vim ) l- ^
The LAV, or L-| norm, estimates have long been recognized as an acceptable alternative

to least squares. Fourier appears to have been the first to consider the computational prob-
lem and formulated the solution in the form of what is now called a linear programming prob-
lem (see Harter, 1974). Until recently, the LAV estimation procedure has received little
attention since the labor involved is considerable. Recently, Schlossmacher (1973) pre-

sented an alternative method for solving (3.1) using iterative-weighted least squares.
Armstrong and Frome (1976) have shown, however, that the most realistic approach to solving
the LAV estimation problem is to re-express (3.1) as a linear programming problem and then
apply a special -purpose primal algorithm.

The LAV curve-fitting problem can be rewritten as a mathematical programming problem
by setting

d
+
.-d~ - y.-(e n x. n

+ ... + 3 x. ),
l l

J
i

v
1 1 1 m im'

for i=l,..., n, where d| and dT represent non-negative deviations above and below the re-

gression plane. We can write (3.1) as a linear programming problem.

minimize (d* + dT),

subject to

y, - + 6
2
x
i2

+ --- +Vim )
+ < " = 0,

and d. > 0, d. > 0, and i=l,...,n.

A straight-forward application of the simplex algorithm to this linear program is com-

putationally cumbersome,mainly because of the size of the basis matrix (nxn). The dual

problem requires only a working basis of m by m when solved using simple upper bounding

techniques. The primal problem can also be solved with a working basis of this size, and

Barrodale and Roberts (1966, 1974) report superior results with this approach. The algo-

rithm proposed by Armstrong and Frome (1976) differs from that of Barrodale and Roberts

(1974) mainly in that it is a revised simplex code, and only the basis inverse and certain

indicators are updated at each iteration. In the present situation, it is possible to fur-

ther reduce the solution time by selecting an initial basis with at least one point in each

of the intervals that are defined by the knots. Further imporvements are possible when the

dummy variables are included in the model--see Armstrong and Frome (1977).
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4. APPLICATION

The cubic spline smoothing procedure has been applied to monthly Texas construction
data. A numerical example is available from the authors as a supplement to this paper. In

this example, Texas residential housing authorizations for 1967 to 1976 are analyzed. The
cubic spline procedure with 9 knots located at 13-month intervals (i.e., t-| = 15, - 28,

etc.) was used to estimate the trend cycle component. The special structure of the x matrix
makes it possible to obtain a good starting point by selecting at least one observation from
each interval, so that the initial basis matrix is of full rank. For monthly data, we re-

quire that there be at least 12 observations per interval, so that the spline fit will not

be affected by a seasonal component that may be present in the data. Examination of the
residuals indicated that a seasonal component should be included in the model. This com-
bined spline-plus-seasonal model (k = 9, s = 12, n = 132) was then fit to this same data
using the LAV estimation procedure. The supplement to this paper contains the original
data, the LAV estimates and residuals for both models, and an analysis of the quality of
fit of the two models.
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ABSTRACT

Solutions of the general linear model giving estimates of regression coefficients and

residuals can be obtained by minimizing the sum of the absolute values of the residuals

and by minimizing the residual largest in absolute value. These solutions can be easily

obtained by solving associated linear programming problems. Problem formulations are

reviewed and solutions are illustrated for a quadratic polynomial model.

Key words: computer method; general linear model; linear programming; regression; resid-
uals; statistical computing.

1. INTRODUCTION

The general linear model is given as

:

y = XB + E

where y is an (n x 1) vector of observations on a dependent variable, X is an (n x p) matrix
(with n > p) of independent variables, B is a (p x 1) vector of regression coefficients and
E is an (n x 1) residual vector which represents the difference between the observed and
true values of the dependent variable. In practice y and X are given, and estimates 6 and
e are desired. These estimates are obtained by minimizing the length (or norm) of the
residual vector.

A general definition of length is given below.

% IMIp = e|cj| ; p > i '

When p = 2, the Euclidean norm results, and (g , e) are estimated by minimizing the sum of
squares of the residuals. This definition of length is popular for statistical work because
the L~ estimate of f$ is identical to the maximum liklihood estimate under the assumption of
normality of the residual vector e . The £2 solution for $ is obtained by solving the well-
known normal equations X'Xg = X'y Then e is given by e - y - 28$. Two other definitions
length are also of interest. When p = 1 and in the limit as p approaches infinity, we get

h= l

ejl = I -1
1
+ l«2 l + . . • + l«nl

.:

%-m = max (Chebyschev norm)

j

These two special cases are important because they represent limiting values of the para-
meter p and also because the corresponding estimates (g , e) are easily obtained by formu-
lating the minimization problems as linear programs and solving them with one of the widely
available software systems. The ii and solutions carry none of the statistical richness
of the £

2 solution, but are of interest in their own right. The formulation of the £1 and
A» problems as linear programs has been dealt with extensively in the literature, beginning
with the article by Wagner (1959). See also, for example, Rabinowitz (1968) and Barrodale
and Young (1966) . 276



Some attention has been given to identifying situations where the £1 and t solutions
might be more appropriate than the £2 solution. See, for example, Rice and White (1964)

and Barrodale (1968). As p increases, outlying residuals contribute an increasing amount
to the length of the residual vector. For example, all residuals contribute equally to

the Zi norm > while in the norm the larger residuals contribute proportionally more. In
the limiting case of the Chebyshev norm (p = °°) , the maximum residual is the length of the
residual vector. This suggests that for linear models where the Ej can be assumed to be
drawn from distributions with more tail area than the normal (such as the Cauchy distri-
bution) , the solution may be more appropriate than least squares because it is relatively
insensitive to outliers. On the other hand, for ej from distributions with little or no
tail area (such as the uniform distribution) the L solution is perhaps more appropriate
than least squares. This latter situation could arise when smoothing tabular data, such
as thermocouple tables, etc.

2. EXAMPLE PROBLEM

Consider the problem of fitting y as a quadratic function of x with the following
seven (x, y) data pairs : (-1.0, 1.0), (3.0, 3.0), (4.5, 14.0), (5.0, 8.0), (-3.5, 15.0),

(1.0, 1.0), (-1.5, 8.0). The scalar model equation is

y± = e0 + elXi + B
2 x? + e

± , 1 = 1, 2, . . .,7

and the vector-matrix formulation is

y = XB + e

1 1 -1 1

3 1 3 9

14 1 4.5 20.25
8 1 5.0 25.0

15 1 -3.5 12.25
1 1 1 1

8 1 -1.5 2.25

Three solutions to this problem were obtained by minimizing the t-^, and £m norms

of the residual vector. Plots, regression coefficients and residuals for the three

solutions are shown on Figure 1. Note that the £i and -£
2 parabolas are similar, but the

tm fit attempts to maintain equal residuals at all data points, and the resulting parabola
is somewhat different. The parabola passes through 3 of the data points, giving zero

residuals for these points. In general, at least q i p of the residuals in the

solution will be zero where q is the rank of the matrix X. (See Barrodale and Roberts

(1973)). Similarly, the tm solution will have q + 1 residuals equal at the maximum value.

For the example problem note that four residuals are equal in absolute value to 3.88.

3. LINEAR PROGRAMMING

3.1. Standard form for linear programs

The linear programs for the and &m problems will be stated in the standard form

shown below, following Rabinowitz (1968).

Minimize z = c' x
Subject to Ax = b

x > 0

This form has m equalities in the constraint set and n non-negative solutions variables.

Any linear program can be reduced to this form. See Rabinowitz (1968) or Wagner (1959)



FIGURE 1

FITTED CURVES AND RESIDUALS FOR THREE NORMS

10 -5

RESIDUALS AND PREDICTED VALUES

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS

A
A

A
1.90 1.779 3.90

-1.53 -1.410 - .556

.632 .680 .431

JL

*i 5*
E

' »; ii £;

-3.5 15 15.0 0 15.05 -.0450 11.12 3.88

-1.5 8 5.62 2.38 5.42 2.58 5.70 2.30

-1.0 1 4.06 -3.06 3.87 -2.87 4.88 -3.88

1.0 1 1.0 0 1.050 -.0496 3.77 -2.77

3.0 3 3.0 0 3.67 -.671 6.106 -3.11

4.5 14 7.82 6.18 9.21 4.79 10.12 3.88

5.0 8 10.06 -2.06 11.73 -3.73 11.88 -3.88

//?>/ = Zitj nitt (£%)* TrMl /£_ 1

13.68 7.23 3.88

for details. This choice for the standard form has the advantage that it is universally
acceptable to software packages. The (m x n) matrix A (where m < n) is often called the

structural or constraint matrix. The (m x 1) vector b is known as the right hand side

vector, and the (m x 1) vector c is the cost vector. The (n x 1) optimal solution vector
x has at most m S n non-zero elements. See Hadley (1962) for further information on
details of linear programming.

4. THE L-^ NORM

4.1. The L± norm-formulation I.

The appropriate linear programming problem in standard form is given below. A deriva-
tion of this and all other formulations presented below can be found in Wagner (1959) ,

Rabinowitz (1968) or Borbash (1977)

.

n
+

n
-

Minimize z = Z + Ze-

1 1

Subject to (X|-X|ln |-I
n )

8*, S", e
+

, e" > 0

= y

Here In denotes_the n-square identity matrix. The regression coefficients are recovered
aS B

j
= S

j
~ 6

j
311(1 the residuals as e

j
= e j" ~ e

J«
The constraint matrix above has
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2«(n + p) columns and n rows. A slightly more compact form will be introduced below but
it is instructive to look at the output for this form first because it is easily inter-
preted.

The sample problem was solved using the MPS/360 linear programming software system.
(MPS/360 is an IBM-developed software system to solve linear programming problems. See
IBM (1967)). Figure 2 summarizes the input data and the MPS/360 solution together in
tabular form for the sample problem. The body of the table is the (7 x 20) constraint
matrix. The upper stub shows the column number j , the optimal value of the solution
variable associated with the column (blanks are used for zero), the name of the column,
and the associated cost coefficients. The right hand stub of the table shows the right
hand side vector y, the row number i and the dual variable associated with each y^.
The lower stub shows the "reduced costs" r^ for each column in the structural matrix,
(with blanks used for zero) . Beneath the table are the calculations necessary to recover
the regression coefficients and residuals. There are seven variables in the optimal
basis; (Bg , B2 , Bf , , e +

,
e£ ) . All other variables have optimal values of z€

The optimal value of the objective function is z* = £^ = 13.68.
zero

.

FIGURE 2

EXAMPLE PROBLEM > NORM

j
—9

VALUE
NAME

1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ii 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
RIGHT
HAND DUAL
SIDF 1 VAF. NAME

1.897 1.530 6.18 1.06 J.Ofi

4- <h

+ ^2_
"o" T + ~ ~ 4

~

4- C A
0 0 1 0 1

-1.0 1.0 -1 1.0 - 1.0 1 -l 1.0 1 -1.000 VI
3.0 9.0 -1 - 3.0 - 9.0 1 -1 3.0 2 .462 V2
4.5 20.25 -1 -4.5 -20.25 1 -i 14.0 3 1.000 y3
5.0 25.il -1 -5.0 -25.0 1 -1 8.0 4 -

1 . ooo ;!,

-3.5 12.25 -1 3.5 -12.25 i -

1

%
15.0 5 - .017] V5

1.0 1.0 -1 -1.0 - 1.0 1 -1 1.0 6 - .444 Y6
-1.5 2.25 -1 1.5 - 2.25 i -l 8.0 7 1.000 V7
o 6"

0 "Oo- 7538- "I.TiTT rw 1.462 2.00 .983 2 .00

Linear Programming Formulation

subject to: (X| -X| ij -1^)

Regression Coefficients

Bo Bo
+ " So" - 1.897 - 0 - 1.897

B, - Bi
+

- B|" - 0 - 1.530 - -1.530

H " *2
+

- *2~ " -632 - 0 - .632

Objective Function

I* -
|
|c| | - 3.06 + 6.18 + 2.06 - 2.38 » 13.68

c
l - e i

E3 - 6.18 - 0 = 6.18
ei, - 0 - 2.06 - -2.06

t 6 - 0 - 0

e, - 2.38

+ Dual variables are the negative of the HPS/360 "DUAL ACTIVITY"

4.2. Dual variable interpretation

Every linear program has a dual variable associated with each element b^ of the right
hand side vector. When the solution is optimal, these dual variables 10 ^ can be interpreted
as sensitivity coefficients, or marginal rates of increase or decrease of the objective
function with respect to each individual right hand side element.

"i 3b,

A positive dual variable means that if the associated right hand side element b^ is increased
by one unit, the objective function will increase by <d^. In formulation I the right hand
side elements are the observed dependent variables y^, and the objective function is the

norm of the residual vector. Thus, the dual variables here reflect the sensitivity
of i^ to the y^. In the example problem, the solution is most sensitive to y% = 14 with a
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dual variable to 3 = 1-00 and least sensitive to y,- = 15 with a dual variable = -.0171.

An increase in y,. will caused, to increase, while an increase in y^ will cause a decrease.

Several dual variables other than to 5 have absolute values of unity, indicating maximal

sensitivites to variations in the corresponding y^.

4.3. The L\ norm-formulation II

A slightly more compact form of this problem due to Barrodale and Young (1966) is

given below.

Minimize z = Z e. + Z e.

Subject to: (x|6|lj-ln )

a, d , e > 0

This problem has (p - 1) fewer columns in the constraint matrix than formulation I. It

takes slightly less time to solve and requires less input data. The column vector 6 is

obtained by summing all the columns in X and then multiplying by (-1). The scalar solution
variable d is associated with this column. Regression coefficients are given by 3j = a

j
~

d and residuals DV e j
= £

+

j
~ e j •

4.4. The ti norm-other formulations.

The problem has a dual formulation given by Wagner (1959) with a (p x n) constraint
matrix and 2n bounded variables. Barrodale and Roberts (197 3) state that the dual formula-
tion is not as efficient as formulation II above. A special algorithm for the Z± problem
has been developed by Barrodale and Young (1966) and improved by Barrodale and Roberts
(1973). Barrodale and Roberts (1974) claim this algorithm is more efficient than any other
for the t-^ problem and present a FORTRAN program for its implementation.

5. THE I NORM

5.1. The L norm-formulation I

This formulation is given below.

Minimize : z = u

Subject to:

c,d,u,S,s 0

6 -J

Here J is an (n x 1) vector of l's, vectors S and s are surplus and slack variables, u is
the Lm norm, and d is the convenience variable used in formulation II. The regression
coefficients are given by 3 = a , - d and the residuals by e . = u - S . This formulation
has 2n + (p + 2) columns and 2n tows in the constraint matrix and is Inefficient to solve
relative to formulation II which follows.
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5.2. The t norm-formulation II

This formulation is the dual of formulation I.

Maximize g

Subject to

t»
lt

w
2

, s, > 0

y <»>! - y to

-X
1

6' -6'

J' J' P + 2

2) columns.

03 ,

p + 1

the column variables a^, d,

The dual variables
u of

This maximization problem has (p + 2) rows and 2n + (p

associated with the rows of this problem correspond to

the previous problem, and vice versa. The optimal value of the objective function is

also equal to u at the maximum. The residuals are recovered from the reduced costs

r. = (c . - z.) associated with all the columns which are not in the optimal basis. The

r! are liven"' as part of the MPS/360 output. For the residuals we have e . = u + r . The

dial variables associated with the right hand side elements y. of the original formulation

appear now as the optimal values of the column variables in the new formulation. Figure 3

was constructed from the MPS/360 output to show the input data and solution variables in

the same format as figure 2 for the example problem. Thus a., d and u are given by the

optimal dual variables. The regression coefficients are commuted as before, with

3. = a. - d.
J 1

FIGURE 3

EXAMPLE PROBLEM /„ NORM

j
—

*

VALUE
NAME

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 i: 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
.443 .0573 .1181 .382 0.00 RIGHT

u>2 "3 ii) 5 WG a>7 u8 u i' wi 3 1.1, Si s 2 S3 S,, s
l

HAND DUAL
3 14 ~8^

15 1 8 -1 -u _|11_
-15 -1 -8 SIDE 1 VAR. NAME

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 i.6 i.n -1.0 -1.0 - l . n - 1.0 - 1.0 -l.i -1.0 1 0 1 4.45
-1.0 3.0 4.5 5.0 -3.5 1.0 -1.5 1.0 -3.0 - f..

r
. - 5.0 3.5 - 1 .n 1 . 5 1 0 2 0.00 °<l

1.0 9.0 20.25 250 12. 2S 1.0 2.25 1.0 -9.0 -20.25 -25.0 -12.25 -1.0 -2.25 1 0 3 .986
-1.0 -13.0 -25.7T - n.o -9.75 -3.0 -1.J5 1.0 13.0 25.75 31.0 9.75 3.0 1.75 1 0 4 .556
1.0 1.0 1.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1 .0 1.0 •> 3.88

-7.77 -6.99 - 7.77 -6.66 -
. 778 -7.77 - 7.77 -.388

Linear Programming Formulation (Dual Problem)

maximize g - (UjV^ -
y_

subject to: x' -x' ^1 'ftp*/
6' -fi'

J

'

V2 «2
S 1

Regression Coefficients

- d - 4.45 - .556 = J.89

-d - 0 - .556 - -.556

-d. - -986 - .556 - .430

U + T[

u + r2

iiiii.

3.8

e„ - u + r„ - 3.8

£S = u + r 5
- 3.8

c 6 - " + re " 3.8

e 7
- u + r, - 3.8

- 7.77 - -3.89
- 6.99 - -3.11
+ 0 " 3.88
- 7.77 » -3.89

0 - 3.88
- 6.66 - -2.78
- 1.583 - 2.30

<| tl |> - u - 3.

NOTE: Primal variables here (the i

are the dual variables for the

primal problem and vice versa.

J-"

5
"i

J - 1 1

3
- .443

. - .0573

Dual variables are the negative of the MPS/360 "DUAL ACTIVITY"

Due to space limitations, MPS/360 programs and output were not included in this

article. These items are included in a more extensive report available from the author.

See Borbash (1977)

.
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ABSTRACT

When a factor under investigation is quantitative, the analysis
of the factor effects often includes a study of the nature of the
response function (trend analysis). Without loss of generality, balanced
and unbalanced data from single-factor experiments are considered.

Key words: Trend analysis; response curves; analysis of variance;
regression analysis with repeated x's; polynomial regression.

1. INTRODUCTION

When a factor under investigation is quantitative, the analysis of the factor effects
often includes a study of the nature of the response function (trend analysis). Without
loss of generality, balanced and unbalanced data from single-factor experiments are con-
sidered.

2. REGRESSION MODEL APPROACH

Assume Y = X3 + e where Y is an Nxl vector of observed random variables, X is a full-
rank Nx(p+l) matrix of known fixed numbers, g is a (p+l)xl vector of unknown parameters
and e is an Nxl vector of random errors. For hypothesis testing purposes further assume
Y 'v, N (X3,a 2 I). The total sum of squares (SS) can be partitioned as follows:

Y'Y = Y'[jj'/N] Y + Y' [X(X'X)"
1
X' - jj'/N]Y

+ Y' [I - XU'xr-So ]Y

= SS (Mean) + SS Reg (Adj for Mean) + SS (Residual)

where j ' = (l, l) is a lxN row vector of ones. If repeated x's are available, i.e.,
some rows of the X matrix are identical, then the Residual SS can be further partitioned
as follows

:

SS(Residual)= Y'[l - X(X'X)~
1
X']Y = Y' [WDD , W'-X(X , X)

_1
X* ]Y

+ Y'[I - WDD'W']Y = SS (Lack of Fit) + SS (Pure Error)
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where

W =

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

"k

J

D = Diag
I /n".

,i — 1 , . . . ,k

,

Nxk

,1 is an n.xl column vector of ones, and n. = # of repeat observations for the ith
°n. l . ..."1 )

' '

.

i

set of x's.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE MODEL APPROACH

The regression problem formulated above can be viewed as a one-way classification
analysis of variance with k groups and observations per group. Assuming evenly spaced
levels of x then certain computational simplifications can be made by the use of orthogonal
polynomials. The group sum of squares can be partitioned using orthogonal polynomials into
linear, quadratic, and higher degree polynomial components in order to study the nature of
the response function. Letting x be the average of the evenly spaced x levels and d be the
spacing distance between consecutive x's then the orthogonal polynomials can be obtained
recursively using

Pr+1U) = Pr
(x) p (x) - ^4^" Pr-!

(X) r=1
'

2 '

h{kr -1)

where pQ
(x)=l and p (x)

x-x
d

3.1 Balanced data

If nj_ - n for all i then both the regression model approach and the analysis of
variance model approach yield identical results as demonstrated in Example 1.
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Example 1. Data Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

x = 1 x = 2 x = 3

1.3

1.7

2. It

2.0

3.0

3.2

k = 3, n. = n = 2
l

Analysis of Variance Approach

S.V.

Groups

Error

Total

AOV Table

df

2

3

SS

2.5733

0.1800

2.7533

Total

AOV Table (incorporating trend analysis)

S.V. df SS

Groups 2 2.5733

Linear 1 2.5600

Dev. from
linear 1 0.0133

Error 3 0 . 1800

2.7533

X = 1

P
1
(x) = -1

P2
(x) = -1

x = 2 x = 3

1 (Linear)

-1 (Dev. from
linear)

Regression Approach

S.V. df SS

Reg 1 2 .5600

Residual 1+ 0 .1933

Lack of Fit 1 0.0133

Error 3 0.1800

Total 2.7533
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3.2 Unbalanced data.

If some n^ are different we have the unbalanced data case and the regression approach

and the analysis of variance approach yield different results. This can be seen in

Example 2.

Example 2: Data Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

x = 1 x = 2 x = 3

1.3 '£:% 3.0

1.7 2.0 3.2

2.8

3.1

2.9

n = n = 2, n = 5, k = 3

Analysis of Variance Approach

S.V. df SS

Groups 2 3.U289

Linear 1 3.21U3

Dev. from
linear 1 0.0037

Error 6 0.2600

SPSS ONEWAY Output

S.V. df SS

Groups 2 3.1+289

Linear 1 3.211+3

Dev. from
linear 1 0.2lk6*

Within
groups 6 0.2600

Total 8 3.6889

*0btained by subtraction and not
correct

.
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Regression Approach

s.v. df ss

Reg 1 3.U252

Residual 7 0.2637

Lack of fit 1 0.0037

Error 6 0.2600

Total 8 3.6889

Note that the regression approach yields SS Reg = 3.^+252 and analysis of variance approach
yields SS Linear = 3.21U3. The two are not identical as in the balanced case. The SS
Linear from the analysis of variance approach does not use the weights n^ in the hypotheses
while the regression approach does. (See Speed (1976).) It seems reasonable that the
meaning of linear, quadratic, and higher order polynomials should not be affected by the
sample sizes in each group so that the preferred analysis comes from analysis of variance
approach. Here a reasonable interpretation in terms of the population parameters can be
made

.
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ABSTRACT

We have developed a new computer programs for analysis of

Quality Control data arising in the Clinical Chemistry laboratory,
applicable to RIAs. Detailed analyses including calculation of within-
and between-assay variability, detection of non-random assay behavior,

evaluation of indicators of assay instability and "lack of control"
are performed automatically. The results allow the laboratory director
to make informed decisions concerning the maintenance of assay control.

Key words: clinical chemistry; competitive protein binding assay;

data processing; quality control; radioimmunoassay; RIA.

Radioimmunoassay (RIA) methods now constitute one of the most popular and important
class of methods in the Clinical Chemistry laboratory. RIAs need careful monitoring, or

quality control (QC) — perhaps more than most other procedures. RIAs are notoriously
unstable, with problems of "blanks", large inter-assay and inter-laboratory variation,
and fluctuating specificity.

In an attempt to satisfy this need, we have developed a computer program for quality
control with the following features:

1. User oriented: Most laboratories do not employ a full time "on-line" statistician
who can interpret the results of QC data. Therefore, a computer program is needed to

perform routine calculations and print out readily interpreted results.

2. Ease of data entry: A minimum of data preparation is required by the user.
Corrections for missing data, or unequal members of replicates are handled exactly.

4. Availability: The program is written in generally available PL/I for IBM/370. A
prototype is available in BASIC.

5. Combination of results from several QC samples: Provides a compact summary
of results, and improves reliability.

6. Criteria for rejecting assays: Some assays may be rejected on the basis of their
QC results. In order to make such a decision, the laboratory director needs objective
criteria which the computer program can provide.

1. INTRODUCTION

2 . METHODS

Large inter-assay variability may often go unnoticed and unappreciated by users of an
RIA with possibly serious consequences, unless a competent quality control system is being
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maintained. To measure such variability, samples from a QC pool, a relatively large amount
of frozen serum, are assayed repetitively within each assay and in different assay runs.
We assume that each aliquot of the pool has the same "true" value and does not suffer
degredation over time. Thus, all observed variability is caused by experimental
fluctuations. QC pools are maintained at several concentrations, usually low, normal,
and high ranges, since the observed standard error varies with concentration and position
on the standard curve.

Control chart techniques and analysis of variance (ANOVA) with components of variance
estimation are the basic methods we use to analyze the QC data (DUNCAN, 1974). The
statistical model assumes "random effects" due to assays and "fixed effects" for each
QC pool and/or laboratory. Therefore, ANOVA allows us to estimate within- and between-assay
components of variability for each QC pool. However, several problems arise which complicate
the analysis. In a two-way ANOVA, unequal numbers of observations usually are balanced by
deleting data or by duplicating the remaining observations. Unfortunately, for many RIA
applications, dropping one of the measurements may have a disasterous effect on the

estimator of residual variance. Therefore, the program makes use of ANOVA which explicitly
takes account of unequal cell size. Since the variance is often non-uniform for different
dose levels, and in for different laboratories, some transformation of the data is often
needed. The program allows optional Ridit (percentile), square-root, logarithmic, or

Studentizing transformations for this purpose.

The ratio of between assay variance to within assay variance is used as an index of

assay stability and is compared with percentiles of the F distribution. The median value
for this index was 3.5 with a range of 1.0 - 23.3 with data taken from a commercial RIA lab

over a period of one month, using 16 different hormone assays. The ratio of current
(or "local") to cumulative between assay variance provides a measure of assay control; a

significantly elevated ratio indicates that the latest assay is probably out of control.
The ratio of current to cumulative within assay variance gives an indication of the

relative precision of the most recent assay. Significance for this test may indicate
presence of outliers in the most recent results. Assay control can also be tested
graphically by comparing the current results with the 95 or 99% control limits on the N

most recent assays. The computer program makes these tests automatically and prints out
warnings where appropriate.

A more powerful indicator of an assay "out of control" can be obtained by combining
the results of several QC samples. All three samples falling outside their respective
control limits strongly indicates that this assay should be rejected. If all three samples

are above the previous average by an arbitrary percentage, one might consider applying a

correction factor to the unknowns in the assay. This approach may be valid in cases when the

errors for all QC pools are highly correlated. We may calculate the intra-class correlation
coefficient for several QC pools, by "Studentizing" the assay means for each pool and

re-applying a one-way ANOVA. The between-assay component may then be interpreted as the

fraction of total variance arising between assays. This estimate is identical to the

intra-class correlation coefficient (Snedecor, et al 1967).

Another approach to combining information from several QC pools is to plot today's

result versus the mean of previous results on a log-log scale. Ideally, all the points
should lie along the line of identity. Significant deviations from this line may be seen

graphically and tested with regression analysis. Superimposition of the Studentized
QC charts for all the samples, and plotting of the log-log graph is automatically performed
by the program.

Trends, oscillations and other types of non-randomness can be detected in the QC charts

by the Mean Square Successive Differences test. Experience has shown this test to be

sensitive to types of non-randomness which may signal an imminent assay "crash". In one

case a steroid assay showed oscillations of increasing magnitude before it crashed, the

deterioration of performance was later determined to be a result of a bad solvent
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extraction step. In other assays, significant drift of the QC samples has been due to

reagent degradation. The program has been extensively field tested with data from NIH,

commercial RIA laboratories and World Health Organization cooperative studies.

Details of the calculations used in this package are described in McDonagh (1977).

3. PROGRAM AVAILABILITY

The current version of our program available for distribution can be obtained from the

National Technical Information Service, Springfield, Virginia 22151. Printed listings of

the logit-log RIA program (for routine dose-interpolation), its documentation, sample input,

sample output, and operating instructions, a guide to the interpretation of results, can be

obtained as Report No. PB 246223, "RADIOIMMUNOASSAY DATA PROCESSING, third edition, Vol. 1".

Similar materials for the Four Parameter Logistic RIA Program and the Quality Control
program are designated Report No. PB246222. The contents of both booklets can be obtained
on a magnetic tape for direct loading into a computer, by requesting Report NO. PB246222.
The dose interpolation programs are in FORTRAN IV, level G, the Quality Control program is

in PL/I. We have also developed programs for RIA dose interpolation and QC in extended
BASIC.

Logit-log graph paper can be obtained from TEAM, box 25, Tamworth, New Hampshire,
03886, from Codex Book Co., Norwood, Mass., 02062 or from Heffer's Stationers, 26 King
Street, Cambridge, England.
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AN INTERACTIVE GRAPHIC PROGRAM FOR SIMULATING THE DISTRIBUTION OF

TRANSFORMATIONS OF SEVERAL INDEPENDENT RANDOM VARIABLES
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ABSTRACT

An interactive graphic computer program for simulating and displaying the

distributions of transformations and extremes of several independent
continuous random variables is presented. The parameters and distribu-
tions of the initial random variables can be interactively altered.

Simulated distributions of transformations and extremes using the Monte
Carlo technique are displayed with estimated means and standard devia-
tions.

Key words: Interactive graphic program; simulation; distributions;
transformations; extremes; Monte Carlo technique.

1. INTRODUCTION

During an early stage of statistical modelling, where modelling includes manipulations of

several independent random variables, an approximate graphic form with mean and variance of

the distribution of transformation usually provides sufficient information to characterize the
distribution. The exact distributions of the transformations can be theoretically obtained as

functions of the initial distributions. However, the analytic results are very complicated
even in simple cases.

This program, SIMGRA1, was developed for simulating the density distribution and cumula-
tive distribution of transformations of several independent continuous random variables using
the Monte Carlo method and for displaying the results in graphic form. The program can also be
utilized to simulate the distributions of extremes. Additionally, the program allows
accumulation of several simulated distributions of a transformation based on different initial
distributions and parameters. This feature can be used for studying the robustness of

transformations.

At present, the following seven types of continuous distributions can be entered as

distribution functions of initial variables; normal, lognormal, Cauchy, gamma, beta, uniform
and triangular. The maximum number of initial variables which can be considered is eight.

The operational procedure of SIMGRA1 will be briefly described, followed by some
computational details. A few simple examples of applications will be discussed.

2. OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE

The flow chart in figure 1 describes the operational procedure of the program. This can
be outlined in steps as follows: (1) initialization of the terminal, (2) definition of
distributions of the initial random variables and entry of their parameters, (3) definition of
a transformation, in functional form, of the initial variables, (4) computation of simulation,
plotting of the results and modification of the initial variables, (4. a) to (4.d), and (5)
termination of the program.
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Step 1

itialization of the termi na 1^

Step 2 W
Definition of distributions of the initial random

variables and entry of their parameters

Step 3

Definition of a transformation, in functional
form, of initial random variables

As can be seen in figure 4, the screen consists of an input area on the left, a menu of
options area in the centre, a simulation area on the upper right and a storage area on the
lower right corner. The input area is used for displaying the distributions of all initial
variables separately. The simulation area displays simulated distributions of transfomation
with estimated means and standard deviations. Simulated distributions can be accumulated for
comparisons with each other and then plotted in the storage area.

The upper seven options of the menu of options
are used for entering initial random varia-
bles. The bottom option FUNCTION is for spe-
cifying the function statement for transforma-
tion. The six options in between are used for
computing simulations, plotting of re-
sults and manipulating the initial varia-
bles step(4) in figure 1. When the
SIMULATION option is chosen, a simulated den-
sity distribution and cumulative distribution
of the transformation defined by the user are
separately plotted in the simulation area on
the upper right of the screen as shown in

figure 4. The STORE option can be selected
for accumulating the last simulated distribu-
tions, only after simulation. The REDEFINE
option is used for modification of the defini-
tions of the distributions and the parameters
of the initial variables. The REPLOT option
is for clearing the simulation area before
obtaining other simulated distributions and

Flowchart of operational for plotting all accumulated simulated distri-
procedure for SIMGRA1. butions.

5

4.b

SIMULATION
Simulating the

distributions of
transformation and

estimating mean

and standard
deviation

STORE

Accumulating
the last simulatec

distributions,
only after
simulation

1 ... I 4.d

REOEFINE oi Pi OT

Redef i ni ng Repiotting
distributions initial

and distributions
parameters and

of stored simulated
initial variables distributions

Figure 1.

3. SIMULATION ALGORITHM

Let X^,'", be independent random variables with the density distributions

f
x , f

x ,
f
x , respectively. Let X = (Xp X

2 ,
X
k ), f

x
» ^^x^** f

x
R

'

then X is the k-dimensional random vector with the density distribution f .

k k
Let h : R * R be a measurable transformation defined on R into R , so that Y = h(X)

is a random variable with the density distribution f . The Monte Carlo method is used

for simulating f .

y

The pseudo random numbers x,, x^, •••
, are first generated according to the

,
x
k

.given distributions f , f , f of the initial variables X
1 , X 9 ,

•••
x
l

x
2

x
k

1 L

Then y = h(x) is computed where x = (x^, x^, •••
» x^) and h is the transformation

defined by the user. A transformation can also be an extreme or a combination of extremes and

some other type of functional form as can be seen in example 2 in next section. These
procedures are repeated at least 50000 times, or up to 500000 times depending upon the option
selected by the user.

From all simulated y's , the first 4000 y's , y^, y2 ,
•••

, 74000
are taken to

obtain a range (y •
, y ) for displaying the simulated distributions. The y and

ym ,„ are chosen such that n . /4000 = nm /4000 = 0.005, where n . is the number of all
max mi n max 111 1 ri
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y.'s (i < 4000) with y. < y min , and n is the number of all y-'s (i < 4000) with
i in d x '

y. > y . Then the fixed range (ymi-_ , ym , v ) is divided into 200 equal intervals with
i rricix rci 1 n uicix

size (y - y )/198 . Finally, the numbers of the all simulated y's within each classVJ max •'mm' J J

are recorded and plotted as a simulated density distribution. A similar procedure is

followed for the simulated cumulative distribution. Moment estimates of expected value

V2 2
E(Y )

- E (Y) , if it exists, of the transformation are

also computed.

PRACTICAL EXAMPLES

Example 1. Let Xp X£ be independent random variables distributed as uniform (0.1,

1.1). Let us consider a transformation Y = X^ + X 9 . Then the density distribution of Y is
2

•

distributed as triangular (0.2, 1.2, 2.2). This is shown in figure 2(a). A simulated density
distribution by SIMGRA1 is shown in figure 2(b).

1.48

0.0
2.10

Figure 2. Density distribution of the sum of two identical independent
uniform variables. (a) Density distribution of the sum,

triangular (0.2, 1.2, 2.2). (b) Simulated density distribu-
tion. The scales along the axes in (a) were made identical to

those in (b) for comparison.

Example 2. Let X^, X^, X^ be independent random variables where X^, X2 are

identically distributed as uniform (0, 1), and X^, X^ are also identically distributed as

uniform(l, 2). Let Y = Y-^ Y2 where Y-^ is the minimum of X^ and X^ and Y2 is the

maximum of and Then, it is known, Matern(1960) , that Y has the density

distribution f where

yy)

4y(l - y) + § y
3

|(2 - y)
3

0 < y < 1

1 < y < 2

otherwise

(1)

The distribution f is shown in figure 3(a). A simulated distribution of the transfor-

mation is also displayed in figure 3(b).
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1.70

0.0

1 .63 .13

b

Figure 3. Density distribution of the transformation Y = Y
1

Y^ where

Y^ = minimum(X
3 ,

X^), Y^ = maximum(X^, X2), and

X
3 ,

X
4
~ uniform(l, 2), X-,, X

2
~ uniform(0, 1). (a) Density

(b) Simulated densitydistribution of Y by equation (1)
distribution by SIMGRA1.

i.t

.9
"6 GAUM

1.2*
2.M

.27

>.» V ~
r - -1

• • 4.* «.•

NOMAl

LOCNMfML

CftUCHV

QM*M

KTA

TCIAMCULAR

UNIFCM

NEW DATA

REDEFINE

HEPtOT

SIMULATION

STOK

tw

.4*
FUNCTION

e.»

-3.C1

FUNCTION W-IUII )-U(2) l/VI3l»t»iUI4l >-U<S >*ALOC<U(« >

)

-3.M f.M

Figure 4. Display of two successive simulations by program SIMGRA1. The entire
screen is shown. Detailed description of figure is in text. In the

input area, scale values of density distributions of initial varia-
bles are printed to the right of each plot. The inset is part of the
first simulation. Transformation Y in text is FUNCTION VV in the

menu of options area. The storage area shows the distributions of

both first and second simulations; the simulation area shows only the

distributions of the second simulation.
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Example 3. The artificial example shown in figure 4 demonstrates the accumulation feature
of SIMGRA1. This feature is particularly useful for studying robustness of transformation. Let

Xi, Xg, X^, X^, Xg be independent random variables with

Xj ~ lognormal (1.0, 0.2), X
2
~ normal(2.5, 1.0), X

3
~ uniform(1.0, 1.5),

X
4
~ beta(0.4, 0.6), X

5
~ triangular(0.0, 0.3, 1.2) and X

&
~ gamma (.1.2, 2.0). Let

(Xi - Xp) X»

Y -
X
3

+ 6
"

X
5

+ l0
9e

X
6 < 2 >

be a transformation. It would be difficult to obtain the density distribution of Y in analytic

form in practice. Using SIMGRA1, a simulated density and a cumulative distrlDution oT the

transformation in equation (2) were first generated and stored. These first simulated
distributions, indicated by arrows, are displayed in the storage area of the screen which is

shown in figure 4. Figure 4 also shows the first five initial distributions in the input area.

The sixth initial distribution, gamma, is shown in the inset. Estimated expected value and

standard deviation of the transformation, not shown in the figure, were 1.26 and 1.71
respectively.

After the first simulation, the distribution of the sixth initial variable was inter-
actively altered from gamma(l,2, 2.0) to triangular(0.0, 0.4, 6.0) as shown in the figure.
The distribution of the same transformation in equation (2) of these six initial variables was
then simulated and shown in the simulation area with estimated expected value 1.79 and standard
deviation 1.84. For comparison with the first simulated distributions, the latter simulated
distributions are also plotted in the storage area. In both simulation experiments, 50000
random numbers were generated for each initial variable.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The program has been written as part of developments in statistical models for natural
resource evaluation. Geological phenomena related to undiscovered mineral resources can be

regarded as random variables as in Kaufman et al . (1975). In statistical modelling for resource
evaluation, manipulations of random variables are required at an initial stage as in Miller et

al. (1975). This program generates any type of transformation of a maximum of eight continuous
random variables. It can be improved by adding routines for fitting known distributions (e.g.
normal, lognormal etc.) to simulated distributions, and then performing statistical tests.

SIMGRA1 is in FORTRAN and, at present, is operational with a TEKTRONIX 4014/4015 on a CDC
CYBER 74 computer. It requires 70000 octal words of core memory and uses the IMS subroutine
library for generating pseudo random numbers. A user's guide for SIMGRA1, Chung et al . (1977),
and the source program may be obtained upon request to the authors.
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MULTIPLE INCOMPLETE BETA INTEGRALS IN BAYES SUBSET

SELECTION PROCEDURE FOR BINOMIAL PROBABILITY PARAMETERS

By
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ABSTRACT

In the Bayes subset selection procedure for the probability parameters of the
binomial distribution we are faced with the problem of evaluation of incomplete beta
integrals. By using the relationship between the beta distribution and the binomial dis-
tribution the incomplete beta integrals are reduced to a simple computational form.

Key words: Bayes; correct selection; expected size; incomplete integral; parameters;
subset.

1. INTRODUCTION

There are several methods available for computing comulative distribution function
of the beta distribution:

I
t
(a,b) = 3(a,b)i

t

—f Q
a-l b-1

(i-e) de

where 3 (a,b) is a beta function. These procedures for evaluating the incomplete beta
integrals are approximate. In dealing with a Bayes subset selection problem a product of

incomplete beta integrals occur in several inequalities. By using a relationship between
beta distribution and binomial distribution these inequalities are reduced to a simpler
computational form. In every case for which the total information was equal for each G^ a

check was made and the calculation found to be accurate to at least six decimal places. For

example, if r = 3 and n'{ = n'
2
' = n'^ and X'^ = X'

2
' = X'j, then Pr (G^G max/x) = .333333.

2. SELECTION PROCEDURE FOR BINOMIAL PROBABILITY PARAMETERS

Set G = (G^ G2,...,Gr ) be the vector of r independent binomial probability parameters
where 0 < 0j 1, i = 1, 2,...,r. By using all available information a decision maker is to

select a subset of binomial probability parameters which is asserted to contain the largest

of such parameters. Bratcher and Bhalla [1] proved that the Bayes rule includes 0^ in the

superior set if

/:J
0

TT

k^
) dG ( G, / x ) > 1

c+1. (2.1)

where G^ represent the cumulative distribution function of G^ and c is a constant.

Let X = (Xp X2,...,X ) be a vector of r independent binomial random variables. The

probability distribution of X-^ is binomial with parameters (n^, G^)

,
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£ ( jti / e± )
= e.(i- e,)

n . - x

.

1 1
, 0 < «

i
< 1, x± = 0, 1,. . .n.

It is assumed that the prior information available on each 9^ is approximately by a

beta distribution,

I r
I I ? -1 x - 1

g ( 9i| x
± , n± ) - [3 (Xi, n± - x^)] q±

i
, 0< Q

± ^ 1. (2.2)

The unconditional distribution of is beta binomial,

1f (Xi ) = (n[ -1)

/n,+n'-2\
I I x 1 I

(n .+ri .-l) I i

i i lx
i+xi

-l/ , x ± = 0,1, . . . ,1^. (2.3)

The revised information on 9^ is given by the beta distribution with parameters

x^ = x^ + x^ and n^ = n^ + n_^. For diffuse information let the prior distribution be uniform,

g(e ± ) = i, o < % <. i,

where x- = 1 and n^ = 2 in equation (2.2)

If the sample sizes are the same (i.e., n^
tribution of x^ is

n 0 = n
2 r

(2.4)

= n) , then the unconditional dis-

f ( x i) = 1 x. = 0, l,...,n. (2.5)

n + 1

In the case of diffuse prior information and equal sample sizes, the revised information on

9-^ is given by the beta distribution with parameters xV = x^ + 1 and n^ = n^ + 2

From inequality (2.1) the Bayes procedure selects 6^ in the superior set S if

Pr (9 = 9 max) is greater than or equal to the constant c = 1 If a decision maker
1

c + 1

can specify c, each 9^ can be considered for inclusion in the superior set by evaluating
inequality (2.1). The computational form of inequality (2.1) is obtained by substituting.

7T

K ± i

G ( 9 / x )=
7T

I e ( x"
, n" _ X"Kik k^ii K K K/ (2.6)

where I represent the incomplete beta function,
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-1

I t (a,b) = [3(a,b) ]

/
e
a 1

( 1 - e )
b_1 de.

Thus

Pr (e. = e x )
=

v i max —'

ii " if. n 1

.

1

— x'.'-l
tt Ie (xK ,

n
K
-XR ) [3(x

1
,n 1-xi ) ]

"1
x!f1 (1-^) "i dO^

0 K^i i G
±

(2.7)

Theorem 2.1 . The probability in condition (2.1) for integer values of the prior parameter
becomes

Pr (Q i=G \x)x max ,—

"-1 "-1 "-]

wl=xl w
2
=x2*

'

-wr=xr
(2.8)

I I w » Yj w +x.-r-l]

eWi k + x
i' i

k 1
j

, II » II.

B(x±, n±- x± )

where there is no summation over w^.
Proof: By using the relationship between the beta distribution with integer parameters and
the binomial distribution,

IQ (k, n-k+1) = I (?) e
1 (1-9)

n-1
'

(2,9)

i=k
and interchanging the order of summation and integration, we may reduce equation (2.7) to a

simpler computational form

"-1 " i " i
n-i

x no-1 n -1
Pr(9i=u x) = t „ z n i n

wl=xl w2=x2" •

•

wr=xr

II
1 1 "

nl-ll n
r~l

w
l

j
' w '

r

B*k*i
w, + X . 3k i

k*i
x
±

-r-1

)

ii ii ii

6 (x
± ,

n± - x± )
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where thers is no summation over w^.

Corollary 2.1 If the prior information is taken as the uniform distribution and

n-. = no = ... = n = n, the computational form of equation (2.8) becomes

Pr (9±
= emax

n+1 n+1 n+1

w
1
=x

1
+l w

i_ 1=xi_ 1+l
w
i+l=xi+l

+1 (2.10)

n+1

w
r
=x

r
+l

n+1

wl

n+1

w
i-l'

n+1

w
i+l'

n+1
w

rn+r-1
X,- + w

3. PROBABILITY OF CORRECT SELECTION AND EXPECTED SIZE OF THE SELECTED SUBSET

The binomial probability parameter 9^ is included in the superior set if x £ A^.

The set A^ of x's are obtained from inequality (2.1) and equation (2.8). These sets A^,

(i=l, 2, . . . ,r ) are employed to find probability of correct selection and the expected
number of parameters in the superior set.

The probability of correct selection may be calculated by using equations (2.3) and

(2.8). For a uniform prior distribution and equal sample sizes we make use of equations

(2.5) and (2. 10). The probability of correct selection,

E Pr<e.= e /x )
Pr <e i = Vx. e± € S ) = Pr (cs) = (n + l)r

x x £ A
(3.1)

In case of uniform prior and equal sample sizes from each binomial population

Pr ( xf A.) =
(// of x's in At )

(n + l) r (3.2)

and this probability will have the same value for each i, (i=l or 2,... or r) . Thus

v r(i of x's in A)
E(N) =£ Pr (x e A

± ) =
(n + 1}

r

i=l
(3.3)
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to present the derivation of standard
and newly developed formulas, computational algorithms, and modules for
comparison of numerical methods in the evaluation of the Incomplete
Gamma function. Different series and continued fraction expansions were
compared with the goal of finding the most efficient techniques for
different domain of the shape parameter of the Gamma distribution.
These methods, in addition to the standard serie solutions and continued
fraction expansions, include the recent technique of the Hermite
expansion around a local maximum which was investigated for large values
of the shape parameter of the Gamma distribution along with the standard
Wil son-Hi Iferty approximation. On the basis of time comparison, the

most efficient and applicable modules were then combined into a

distribution package where computer subprogram function were written in

standard FORTRAN to evaluate 1) the cumulative density function,
2) the inverse of the cumulative density function and, 3) the

probability density function of the Gamma distribution with guaranteed
precision of at least 10 significant digits.

Key words: Asymptotic expansion; cumulative density function; fixed-
length continued fraction and series; Gamma distribution; Hermite
polynomials; probability density function; statistical computation;
Taylor series; Wil son-Hi Iferty approximation.

1 . INTRODUCTION

A comparison of modern computational algorithms, for mathematical functions (e.g. IBM

library (1972), with those used twenty years ago, shows a trend toward higher efficiency
with guaranteed precision. Even for elementary trigonometric, exponential and logarithmic
functions, the classical series expansions have been replaced by optimized fixed-length
continued fractions and Chebyshef minimax rational functions. The collection of
mathematical functions by Abramowitz and Stegun (1968) have been used extensively,
especially the formulas and mathematical properties of series expansions and rational
fractions. Johnson and Kotz (1970), describe in detail properties of many statistical
distribution functions and present formulas especially developed for approximations. They
devote particular attention to formulas for small range of arguments and for modest
precision. The techniques of numerical analysis are, for the most part, well known and are
merely studied as they relate to statistical distribution functions. However, the Hermite
expansion around a maximum, as described next, appears to be a novel approach. It seems to
have superficial similarity with a method described by Daniel (1954) which Kendall and
Stuart (1969) regarded as an entirely novel approach for the evaluation of distributions.
The Hermite expansion proved very successful for large values of parameters in the
Incomplete Gamma and was needed to fill a rather large gaps between continued fractions,
series and Normal approximations, (see Figures 1 and 2). If one is satisfied with low
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precision (e.g. 3 places) and a limited range of probabilities (e.g. 0.01 and 0.99 level)
reference to the central limit theorem, variance stabilization transformations, and other
approximations may be quite adequate. On the other hand, if high precision is required,
these stand-by approximations have proven useless. For example, as will be noted later, the
improved Normal approximation (Wilson-Hilferty) of the Incomplete Gamma Function cannot be
used unless the shape parameter reaches an order of magnitude of 10 million (for 10-digit
precision).

2. THE HERMITE EXPANSION

Let J
n

be defined as an Incomplete Gamma function

dx (1)

where n > 0 is a high power, not necessarily an integer, and 0 < x < °° .

In the previous integral eq. (1), write x
n
e"

x
= e

n ^° 9X " x/ n
^, and define f(x) = logx - x/n

to obtain x
n
e"

x
= e

nf ^.Thus, eq. (1) becomes

V> =
rTn+TJ"

[„" '"M dx (2)

First, we need to find the local maximum of f(x) before we use the Taylor series expansion.

The necessary derivatives are: f(x) = logx - x/n, f'(x) = 1/x - 1/n, f"(x) = -1/x 2
, ...

f
(r)

(x) = (-l)
(r " 1)

(r-l)!/x
r

, r = 2, 3, ... .

Since f'(x) = 0 implies x = n, and f"(x) = -1/n 2 < 0, it follows that x = n gives the local

maximum. Hence the Taylor series expansion of f(x) around its local maximum is

f(x) . 1oan
•

. , - fegji. ... + nry^ + ...

rn

and e
nf

( x ) = n
n

e"
n

. e'^^ 2"
. e^ x >

where R(x) = (x-n) 3 /3n 2 - (x-n)V4n 3 + (x-n) 5/5n 1+ -

Hence eq. (2) may be written as

b (x-n) 2
.

Now let z = x-n/Zn in eq. (3), then

n
n

e-
n f

rTn+TT J

(b-n)//n

i
,M - nV n/2^ _R(z) dz, (4)

J
n
(b

>
" r(n+ l> J _ /n

*
(z) 6

where R(z) = R (/n z + n) and <|»(z) is the normal probability density function.

R(z)
Now in the expansion of e v 'we have
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where

e
R(z)

= 1 + z 3 //n[A(z)] + z 6 /2n[A(z)] 2 + z 9/6n 3 '2 [A(z)] 3

+ z
12 /24n 2 [A(z)J'+ + z 15/120n 5/2 [A(z)] 5 + ... ,

A(z) = 1/3 - z/4/n + z 2/5n - z 3 /6n 3/2 + zV7n 2 - z 5/8n 5 ' 2 +

(5)

We note from eq. (5) that all the terms of the third and higher power in the expansion of

e
R^, have terms of order 1//n, 1/n, 1/n 3/2

, ... in the denominator, thus forming the

asymptotic series. Upon simplification of eq. (5), we obtain the following asymptotic

expansion of e
R^ through terms up to 1/n 5

:

e
R(z)

= 1 + l/*fi[cuz*] - l/n[c 21 z 4 - c 22 z6] + l/n 3/ 2 [c 3lZ 5 - c 32 z
7 + c 33 z

9
]

- l/n 2 [c ul z 6 - c^z 8 + c^z 10 - c^z 12
]

+ l/n5/ 2 [c 5lZ 7 . Cs2Z 9 + C53Z 11 _ C54Z 13 + C55Z 15j

+l/n 5 [c 105l z 12 - c 10 , 6 z
22 + c 10 , 7 z

24 - c 10 , 8 z
26 + c 10 , 9 z

28 - c 10 ,i 0 z
30

] >

where the constants c-. are presented in the i^ row and j**1
column of lower triangular

matrix C (see Bouver and Bargmann (1975) for unabbreviated results).

1
3

C=

1

4

1

18

1

5

1

12

1

162

1 47 1 1

6 480 72 1 ,944

1 19 31 1 1

7 180 1 ,440 648 29,260

1 42,131 59,197 1 ,722,811 143

1 1

1 ,058,158,080 214,277,011 ,200
L

'

921 44,021 1 ,699 137

12 388,080 1,209,600 163,296,000 116,121,600 522,547,200 503,884,800 1,763,596,800

Taking the polynomial expansion of e
R^ in eq. (6), we first transform it into Hermite

polynomials (A computer program (HERP0L) was developed to transform a power series into an

Hermite polynomial and vice versa). This Hermite expansion for e
R^ is substituted into

J
n
(b) in eq. (4). Integration is then performed and the resulting Hermite polynomials are

re-transformed into power series expansions using HERP0L. Thus, the final asymptotic
expression is

J
n
(b) = G( b ;n+ 1) = cV^n

^ l//n[an +a 12 z
2
] <|>(z) + 1/n[(a 21 z+a 22 z

3+a 23 z
5

) *(z) - b2<fr(z)]
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+ 1/n 3 ' 2 [-a3
1 -a32Z

2 -a33Z--a 3 ,
t
z 6 +a3 5 z8] t ( z ) + 1/n [(a^z+a^z^a^zS+a^z 7

-a 4 5Z
9+ai+6 z n

)
(z)-b lt *(z)] + + Vn^Uio^z+a^^zS+aio^zS+aio^z^aio^z 9

+a
1 o 5

6Z 11 +a 1057 z 1 3-a 10 , 8 z
1 5+a 10 , 9 z

17 -a 10 , 1 oZ
1 3 +a 105ll z2i-a 105l2 z 2 3+a 10 , 13 z

2 5

-/n

b-n//n
-aio,i4Z 27+a 105 i 5 z

29
)
(z)-b 10 *(z)]

where the constants a^and b
i

of eq. (7) are, (for more complete details see Bouver and

Bargmann (1975))

an = 2/3, a 12 = 1/3 ;

a 21 = 1/12, a 22 = 1/36, a 23 = 1/18 ; b 2
= 1/12

a 31 = 4/135, a 32 - 2/135, a 33 = 1/270, a 3tt = 1 1/324, a 35 = 1/162 ;

a kl = 1/288, a^ = 1/864, a 43 = 1/4,320, a^ = 103/4,320, a 45 = 2/243,

a 46 = Vl,944 ; b 4 - 1/288

a 5 i

a 10)1 = 163,879/209,018,880, a 10>2 = 163,879/627,056,640, a 10j3 = 163,879/3,135,283,200,

aio^ = 163,879/21,946,982,400, a 1Q>5 = 163,879/197,522,841 ,600,

a 10j6 = 53,260,675/706,144,158,720,000,

a 10 , 7
= 13,927,905,283/2,172,751,257,600,

a 10 , 8
= 2,882,490,481/423,263,232,000,

a 10 , 9
= 1,048,924,927/423,263,232,000,

aio.io = 35,964,223/84,652,646,400, a 10 ,n = 4,925,299/126,978,969,600,

a 10> i2 = 62,737/31,744,742,400, a 10s i 3
= 443/7,936,185,600,

aio,i4 = 347/428,554,024,000, a 10 ,i 5
= 1/214,277,011,200,

b 10 = 163,879/209,018,880.

A computer program called COEF was written to calculate the coefficients c. of the eq. (6).

This main program uses the subroutine ERZ which calculates all the coefficients of eq. (5)

of the series expansion e
v The first call to the subroutine HERPOL transforms the

coefficients of the series expansion into Hermite polynomials. Next a reduction for the
integration is performed. The second call to Herpol translates the resulting Hermite
polynomial back into the coefficients a-- and b. of the final power series expansion, as

stated in eq. (7). The computer program module GAMAX is the single precision version
(CDC 48 bits mantissa) of the Hermite expansion about the maximum and includes the block
data subroutine IGAMA, which contains all the coefficient values (8) of eq. (7). GAMAX

uses only the terms up to 1/n 4 in the final eq. (7). It may be of interest to the reader,
at this point, to have a general idea of the degree of precision attainable. With the
single precision version, (CDC-, approximately 14 significant digits, using a 48 bit
mantissa) the Incomplete Gamma function, at a = 100, has approximately 12 significant digits
of precision at the mean and 10 significant digits at the extreme tail ends (y t 10a). Even
when a is as low as 50 or 10, the precision is about 9 or 5 significant digits,
respectively at the mean, and 7 or 4 at the extreme tail ends. Of course, in a program
combining modules, GAMAX should be used when a ^ 100 and its accuracy will be valid for 10

significant digits.
In the comparison of modules for the Incomplete Gamma function, a diagrammatic display
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(Figures 1 and 2) will show the regions in which different modules are superior. It is well

known that the Gamma distribution approaches normality as the shape parameter, a, approach
infinity. As has been discussed in Abramowitz and Stegun, the cube root of a random
variable which has the Gamma distribution, approaches normality much faster. Even so, to
obtain 10 digits of relative precision, values of a as large as 10 8 are needed before the
Wil son-Hi lferty approximation can be used. The cut-off point a = 100, which had been used
in distribution programs before, could guarantee only 5 significant digits of precision.
With the Hermite expansion the region from several hundreds to 10 8 can be covered very
satisfactorily (fast as well as precise). With the appropriate choice of modules, in

accordance with Figure (2), the average time of

execution of GAMX 10 digits of precision is: Shape Parameter

The dotted line in Figure 2 represents the

turning point between the series and the

continued fraction.

for

for

for a

100
1000
for

< a <

a >

100

1000
a < 10 8

10 8

Time
0.25 msec
0.65 msec
0.55 msec
0.45 msec

3. THE SERIES AND CONTINUED FRACTION SOLUTIONS

The Incomplete Gamma Function may be written as

i=l i=n
nl

Thus as an infinite series we simply have

G(x ' a) ~ e +
Y7^27

+
FT^3T

+ ••••
J

•

For high precision evaluation, this series is very effective as long as x is much less than
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a. As x approaches a, high precision will require many terms if a becomes large ( > 100,
say see Figures 1 and 2).

The continued fraction plays an important role for the evaluation of the Incomplete Gamma
function usually for values of x > a, and moderately large values of a (< 100). (i.e. for
evaluation of the right side from mean and for small to moderately large degrees of freedom,
see Figures 1 and 2). For the Mill's ratio we have the following rational fraction:

R(x) = 1 - G(x;a) _

g(xia)

1

a a+1 a+2
X . X X

. r(a+l) r(a+2) r(a+3)

x
a_1

+ x
a

+
X
a+1 a+2

2! 3!

which, if converted into a continued fraction, becomes

1 -a 1 2-a

,a+3

4!~

G(x;a) = 1 - g(x;a) R(x) = 1 - g(x;a) 1_
x+ 1 +

1_
x+ 1 +

2_
x+

n

x+

n+1-

1 +
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ABSTRACT

The OPCS Longitudinal Study links data on birth, death and

cancer registrations with that collected at the 1971 Census, for

a 1% sample of the England and Wales population. The paper
describes the current computer system and the investigations into

the possible use of Data Base Management Systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Office of Population, Censuses and Surveys collects data in order to provide
statistics on the population of England and Wales. In addition to size this includes social,
economic and medical characteristics, such as mortality.

The basic data sources consist of the Population Census (16^ million households and

49 million persons collected each 10 or 5 years), Death Registrations (600,000 each year),
Birth Registrations (600,000 each year), Cancer Registrations (140,000 each year) and

Migrations (140,000 overseas and 3h million internally).

It was recognised as long ago as 1839, by William Farr the Registrar General at that
time, that cohort analysis would provide more information on mortality than could be obtained
from a cross-sectional analysis. The costs and practical problems associated with linking
data from the various sources have restricted the data analysis to a cross-sectional
approach until fairly recently. The Longitudinal Study is designed to link the information
collected at the Census with evens such as births. A major benefit of doing this is that the
Census gives details on housing and education that are not recorded on the event files, this
enables events to be related to housing and parental characteristics. Following individuals
through time is of benefit in studies of occupational and area mortality, in which chronic
diseases may develop over a period of years, since the characteristics on event files relate
only to the time of the event and may therefore be misleading.

A' full description of the expected benefits as well as the guidelines for a

Longitudinal Study covering a 1% sample of the population are contained in a booklet (1)
published in 1973.

A computer system for linking the data and producing tabulations has been developed over
the last two years. At the time the system was designed it was recognised that a new system
would be required once the project had stabilised. The object of this paper is to describe
the current computer system, some of the problems with managing data of this type and the
investigations into a new system which have just commenced.
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2. THE DATA FILES

A sample member is defined to be "A person who, at the time of the 1971 Census
enumeration, or subsequent addition to the sample, had a stated date of birth on a selected
date and a usual residence within the area of the Longitudinal Study". By choosing four
selected dates a 1% dample of the population was obtained giving a sample size of 500,000.

Each member of the sample is assigned a unique serial number which is used for the
computer linking of records.

Clearly in order to identify sample members as events occur, an index of these serial
numbers is required and this is facilitated by the fact that each resident of the UK has a

family doctor and a unique National Health Service number. The National Health Service
Central Register (NHSCR) is an index, maintained by the 0PCS on behalf of the Department of
Health and Social Security, giving names and addresses of individuals and their Family
Practitioners

.

The index records for the Longitudinal Study sample members are flagged so that they may
be quickly identified.

Events such as Internal Migration, Enlistment in the Armed Forces, Immigration and
Emmigration initiate actions by the staff maintaining the NHSCR and data files can be

constructed clerically. Birth, Death and Cancer records are extracted from data files using
date of birth. To get the LS serial number these records must be matched with the source
documents, which contain name and address, and forwarded to the NHSCR for the LS number to be

obtained from the index cards. The physical separation of the computer records, the source
documents and the NHSCR is seen as being essential in order to ensure the privacy of data on

individual sample members.

The 1971 Census Household File is hierarchical, persons within families within
households, coded in binary. The file in the current system is recoded to character and

contains some household and family information for each sample member. The Personal File is

also a recoded extraction from 1971 Census data and contains some family and household
information as well as personal details.

Since date of birth as recorded at an event identifies a potential sample member there

are two possible types of error. An individual may state an LS date of birth at Census but

not at an event, this we shall call a Type A error. Conversely an LS date of birth may be

recorded at an event but was not at census, this is called a Type B error.

From the definition of a sample member the date of birth stated at census is taken as

being correct. This implies that the records having aType A error should be included in the

data and those with Type B should be excluded. Type A errors can only be detected however for

those events, such as death, which result in action by the NHSCR. Currently Type B records

are deleted and Type A records added whenever the reasons for not matching can be determined.

The records concerned have also been saved separately and could be subjected to a statistical

analysis

.

3. THE CURRENT COMPUTER SYSTEM

The constraints imposed on the design were that COBOL should be used for all

applications programs, that existing utility programs should be used where possible, that the

data should be stored on magnetic tape and processed in a batch mode and that the data

records must be fixed length and coded in character or numeric.
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The system was designed to create temporary work-files of records for input to the
standard tabulation system of the office. To create a work-file, records from one data file
and are matched then merged with a second file in order to produce linked records. The
matching programs require the data files to be sorted to LS serial number order and the
tabulation programs require the linked records to be sorted on the primary key, or major axis
of the table. The tabulation programs have the facility to use only those records having the

specified attributes, hence extractions are not required.

As an example of the processes involved suppose that it was required to tabulate deaths
in 1971 by a. year of birth, b. month of death, c. cause of death, d. social class and e.

educational attainment. Items a. and e. are to be taken from the Census records and the
remainder from the Death records.

The 500,000 Census Personal records and the 6,000 1971 Death records would be input to

a record matching utility which outputs pairs of matched records, a census record followed by

a death record. This file is passed to another utility which combines the two records and

sorts them into year of birth order for passing to the tabulation system. If only a subset,
perhaps all males, of the 1971 Deaths File was required or if the Deaths File contains all

deaths to date in LS serial number order (as is planned), the tabulation system would process
all records in order to tabulate perhaps only 10% of them.

Since most requests are census information all 500,000 Census records have to be

processed and this has resulted in tabulation requests being batched together.

Another problem is that the Census records do not contain all items on the original,
variable length binary, records and hence re-extractions have had to be made. The Census
Household file also contains only a subset of the total household information.

The system design was dictated by the need for an economic approach to systems
development during the experimental stages of the project. It was recognised however that
the system would require enhancements to deal with future requests of the data and in order
to add data from another Census.

4. INVESTIGATIONS INTO A NEW SYSTEM

The requirements of the system are for the production , on an ad-hoc basis with almost
immediate response, of tabulations and extractions of items taken from many different data
files. The only privacy requirement is that it must be impossible to identify individuals
from the output. It therefore seems to be a good area for using a Data Base Management
System (DBMS) and investigations into this have just begun.

The major constraint on the use of a DBMS is that only 360 million bytes of disc
storage can be made available. This may be compared to the size of data file, 220 million
bytes, which would result from putting all information (excluding Census household data) onto
a single record in character form.

Another major constraint is that the system must be portable from an ICL 1900 (based on

24 bit words) to an ICL 2900 (based on 8 bit bytes). This means that assembler language
cannot be used. The office has standardised on the use of COBOL in order to facilitate the
transfer of programs but it appears that a language, such as Algol 68, which supports more
data types would be better for this particular system, where data storage is a problem.
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At present there seems to be three choices for software, the ICL version of Cullinane's
IDMS, a self-written DBMS or just to improve the current system without any fundamental
re-design. There are also several choices for the type of self-written DBMS with Codasyl or
Relational approaches as the major alternatives. Since the fundamental requirement is for
tables it would seem to be more efficient for the tabulation system to be part of the
package, this again will require careful investigation. What is clear however is that any
new system must be designed with a view to including data from the 1981 Census and also
information from the Census Household files.

5. CONCLUDING COMMENTS

Any system design in central government requires careful examination of costs and benefits
land quite often severe constraints are imposed on the designers. In the case of the
Longitudinal Study the constraints imposed seem to have resulted in a system which falls
short of what is now required. The programmers concerned with the current system have, in

true programmer style, adapted the design to overcome some of the shortcomings but clearly
there is still much to be gained from a complete re-design.

With unlimited resources the problem of developing a Data Base Management System for

such a large and messy set of data could be guaranteed to keep any programmer happy for quite
some time. Even the requirement of portability would be viewed as a challenge rather than a

constraint.

Although the resources available are limited and the constraints are only slightly less

severe than before we are confident of being able to design a system that satisfies us as

well as meeting the less demanding requirements of the users.
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ABSTRACT

A new derivative-free algorithm for finding the minimum of a func-

tion of the form Q(e) = (y.-f (e )

)

2 has been developed. Like the
J ' J J

Gauss-Newton algorithm, the new algorithm is based on a sequence of lin-
ear approximations to the f^ ( e ) . However, unlike the Gauss-Newton algo-

rithm, the new algorithm doesn't use derivatives, and hence is called
Dud, Dud uses secants to the f.(e) which pass through (p + 1) previous

estimates of the solution, where p is the dimension of 6. Since the
f.(e) have al ready been computed for these values of 9, only one new

function evaluation is required per iteration. Consequently, Dud is
potentially economical in the use of function evaluations. The per-
formance of a FORTRAN implementation of Dud was evaluated on a number
of standard test problems from the literature. The results demon-
strate that Dud can be used successfully on a variety of problems.

Keywords: Derivative-free; fitting differential equations; nonlinear
least squares

1 . INTRODUCTION

There is a growing recognition of the need for derivative-free methods of fitting, not
only because it is inconvenient to provide the derivatives required by most nonlinear
optimization algorithms, but because in a large class of important problems it is difficult
and expensive to do so. We have in mind fitting problems in which the response function
is defined by a system of not necessarily linear differential equations. In engineering
such problems arise naturally in systems analysis. In biology they are found under the gen-
eral heading of compartment analysis. In each case the response function is evaluated by

numerical integration of the defining system. Parametric derivatives generally must be
found by further integration of a derived system, one for each parameter. In situations
such as these, derivative-free algorithms are particularly attractive - especially ones
that make more efficient use of previously computed function values.

Numerical studies by Box (1966) and Bard (1970) have shown that when the function to

be minimized takes the form of a sum of squares, algorithms that use the Gauss-Newton
approach can be faster than those that do not. Moreover, in addition to being the classical
and most extensively used algorithm for nonlinear least squares estimation, the Gauss-
Newton algorithm has intimate connections with maximum likelihood estimation algorithms
(Bradley, 1973; Charnes, et al., 1976; Jennrich and Moore, 1975 and Nelder and Wedderburn,
1972) and modern methods of robust estimation (Beaton and Tukey, 1974).

The need for derivative-free algorithms has inspired many practitioners, for example,
Berman and Weiss (1967), to replace derivatives with difference approximations, and has

inspired others, such as Powell (1965) and Peckham (1970), to develop special derivative-
free least squares algorithms. The algorithm we consider here, called Dud (doesn't use
derivatives), is basically a derivative-free Gauss-Newton algorithm that gives one itera-
tion for each function evaluation.
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2, DUD

We want to consider the least squares fitting problem wherein one seeks a parameter
vector 8 = (6 n . . »6„)

1 to minimize a sum of squares
n

IQ(e) =

i=l
(y

i

The y. are components of an observed data vector y

a vector valued response function f(e) = (f. (0)).

Euclidian norm,

Q(e) = ||y - f(e)|| 2
.

(i)

= (y^ ) and the f.(9) are components of

In vector notation, using the standard

(2)

In each iteration the Gauss-Newton algorithm approximates f(e) by a first order Taylor
expansion about the current value of the parameter vector 8 and solves the resulting
linear least squares problem to obtain a new value of 8. Dud, on the other hand, approxi-

mates f(8) at each iteration by an affine function which agrees with f(e) at p+1 previous
values of the parameter vector. This also leads to a linear least squares problem which
is solved to obtain a new value of 8. The new value replaces one of the currently used
parameter vectors and the updated set is passed to the next iteration.

From a geometric point of view, the Gauss-Newton algorithm approximates the p-dimen-

sional manifold spanned by the values of f(e) by a tangent plane at a current value of

f(8). Dud approximates the manifold by the secant plane through p+1 previous values of

f (8) (see Figure 1 )

.

Parameter Space Variable Space

Figure 1, A geometric picture of the affine approximation used by Dud

3, DETAILS OF IMPLEMENTATION

Formulas are simplified if Dud's linear approximation is written as a function of the

transformed parameters a , which are defined implicitly at each iteration by

(3)

Vl + AOa
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where , . . . »©p+ -|
are estimates from previous iterations (numbered by age with 0! being

the oldest), and the ith column of AG is given by

A0
t

=e
i

- Vr 1=1
p •

The linear approximation is given by

Ma) = f(6
p+1

) + AFa (4)

where the ith column of AF is given by

AF. = f(
6l

) - f(0
p+1

)

for i=l,...,p. One iteration consists of minimizing

Q(a) = (y - £(a))'(y - 1(a)). (5)

The solution is given by

a = (AF'AF)- 1 AF'(y-f(0
p+1 )) (6)

and a new value of 0, 9^ ew
, is computed from eq. (3).

Gauss-Jordan pivoting (Jennrich and Sampson, 1968) is used for the required matrix
inversion in eq. (6). Tolerance (Jennrich and Sampson, 1968) is used to prevent com-

plete inversion of AF'AF if it is essentially singular. The stepwise regression method
described in Jennrich and Sampson (1968) is used to determine the order of pivoting. An

updating procedure (such as that used by Powell, 1965) could be used to reduce the number
of arithmetic operations, but we chose not to do this for two reasons. First, updating is

incompatible with iterative reweighting, which is needed for many maximum likelihood and

robust estimation procedures, Second, in our experience when the fitting of a function
is expensive, most of the cost comes from evaluating f(0). For such functions the re-

duction in cost from the use of an update procedure is minor.

Like the Gauss-Newton algorithm, Dud will not converge for some functions without
the use of a step shortening procedure to decrease Q(0). Since derivatives are not used,
9
New

is not necessar "ily in a "downhill" direction from 0 -| , The following procedure

has a good chance of producing an estimate that decreases Q(9). Select as the new
parameter vector

8 M = d0.. + (l-d)0
i (7)

New New v
' p+1

where d is the first member of the sequence

(

d.
l

1 i=0
(8)

(-1/2)
1

i=l,...,m

which makes Q(6
New

) < Q(6 -j
) if there is such a cL . Otherwise d = d^, This procedure

should be used sparingly because it can use several function evaluations per iteration
and Dud performs satisfactorily without it on most problems. A convenient guideline is

to set m = 5 when function evaluations are not too expensive and m = 0 for a first run

if they are.

In order to insure that the search does not collapse into a subplane of the parameter
space, the p parameter vector differences used in each linear approximation must span the

parameter space. Theoretically, if the current set of parameter vector differences spans
the parameter space, the new set will span it also, if and only if the component of a
corresponding to the discarded parameter vector is nonzero. Normally the new estimate
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will replace 81 (the oldest member of the set). However, if |cti |

< 10" 5
two members

of the set are replaced. First, e
i

is replaced by 6
Ngw

where a. is the first component

of 0 for which | ot
-

j > 10" 5
, Second, so old parameter values are not retained indefinitely,

0i is replaced by ( 61 + 9^ ew )/2.

The p+1 starting values required by Dud are generated from one user-supplied starting
value 9p+ i

. For i=l,.,,,p, 9^. is computed from 9
-j

by displacing its ith component by a

nonzero number h... These vectors are renumbered so that Q(9i) ^ ... ^ Q(9 + -j
) . In most

examples we have looked at, 0.1 times the corresponding component of 8^ provides satis-

factory values for the h. 's,

A specific convergence criterion is not an integral part of the algorithm. However,
the one that is used (and found to be satisfactory) is to stop when

WW - Q(Vi }

(9)

_5
for five successive iterations, where j is a small positive number such as 10 . The use
of this particular criterion is not important. However, the use of a convergence crite-
rion that requires something to be satisfied for several consecutive iterations is im-

portant.

An estimate of the asymptotic covariance matrix of the parameter estimates can be

obtained by approximating the Gauss-Newton result given in Jennrich (1969),

I - %I"
1

(.0)

jr "I

where s
2 = Q(9)/(n-p). Here can be approximated by AFAO~ where AF and AG are the

values used in the last iteration. The resulting estimate is

S = S
2AO(AF , AF)"

1

A0' . (11)

4, NUMERICAL TESTING

In this section we evaluate Dud's performance on some standard test problems found

in the literature. Results for a variety of popular algorithms are included to provide

measures of the difficulty of the problems. Box's (1966) "equivalent function evalua-

tions" are used to compare algorithms. In this method each evaluation of the vector

f(9), or one of its partial derivatives is counted as a function evaluation. Computations

with Dud were done on an IBM 360/91 using double precision arithmetic. Unless indicated

otherwise results for other algorithms are taken from the originator's paper.

4.1 Rosenbrock's Valley

This problem was first proposed in Rosenbrock (1960). The function to be minimized

is Q(e) = 100(9
2

- 8 2 )

2 + (1 - 9J 2
. The minimum occurs at 9 = (1.0, 1.0)'. Iterations

begin at 9 = (-1.2, 1.0)', Additional starting values for Dud were computed with

h = (-.012, .01
)

'

.

Table 1 contains the number of equivalent function evaluations and number of itera-

tions required to reduce Q(e) to the indicated values. When speed is measured by the
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Al qorithm Iterations
Equivalent
Fun Eval

.

Final

Log Q(e)

Derivative-Free Least Squares

Dud
Peckham (1970)
Powell (1965)
Marquardt (1963)t

Spiral (Jones, 1970)
Polyalgorithm (Aird, 1973)

Derivative-Requiring Least Squares

BMDP3R (Dixon, 1975)
Shanno (1970)

Myer and Roth (1972)

Derivative-Free General

Powell (1964)
Brent (1973)
Stewart (1967)

Q.N. (Greenstadt, 1972)
Rosenbrock (I960)
Nelder and Mead (1965)

Deri vati ve-Requ i ri ng General

Fletcher and Reeves (1964)
Davidon (Fletcher-Powell, 1963)
Fletcher (1970)
Greenstadt I-S (1970)
Greenstadt I-W (1970)
Bass (1972)
Oren - 1 (1973)
Oren - 2 (1973)
Oren - 3 (1973)

* NA means not available
+ F means the algorithm failed

| From Jones (1970)

2

NA*
20

NA
NA
18

2

21

17

13

47

25

20

NA
NA

27

18

39

24

33

66

F+

35

29

5

12

70

92

17

100

9

74

NA

151

120

169
199

200
150

NA

NA
141

221

138

231

F

104
85

•13.7

•17.4

-8.0

•13.6
- 00

NA

-7.1

NA
•13.6

-9.2
•17.2

•11.5

-8.4
-8.0
-9.5

-8.0
-8.0

NA
•13.4

•12.1

•n .3

NA
NA

Table 1. Rosenbrock's Valley

number of function evaluations BMDP3R is the only real competitor to Dud. This might be

expected on this problem because most of the other algorithms attempt to minimize Q(8)
along the search direction of each iteration. Since Q(e) has a curved valley short steps
are taken at each iteration, and as a result these algorithms need several iterations to
get to the solution.

4.2 Box's functions

These two problems were originally described in Box (1966).
function is

r /„ fl \ . -8iX -6 2x / -x -lOXv
f i (x,9) = e - e - (e - e )

Box 's first response

and the second is

f 2 (x,9) = e-
9lX -8 2 x „ , -x -10x»

- 8 3 (e - e )

(12)

(13)
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The problems were run using several different starting values. Results are found in
Tables 2 and 3. Again the performance of Dud is quite good relative to its competitors.
Although it failed occasionally with the partial stepping option turned off, in this
mode it rather consistently outperformed the Gauss-Newton algorithm, BMDP3R, and all
of the others. With the partial stepping option on, Dud never failed and outperformed
all of the competition, including BMDP3R, in 6 out of 14 cases. Overall no other algo-
rithm did as wel 1

.

Starting Values

0 0 5 5 2.5
Algorithm

0_ 20 0 20 1CJ

Dud, m=0 F* 11 41 F 10
Dud, m=5 32 12 46 19 8

Brown & Dennis (1972), FDGN F F F F 16

Brown & Dennis (1972), FDLM 22 25 25 31 16

BMDP3R (Dixon, 1975), m=0 27 F F F 15

BMDP3R (Dixon, 1975), m=5 24 18 48 24 35

Shanno (1970) 46 31 32 45 35

Powell (1965)+ 38 22 46 29 12

Best of Box (1966) 27 15 39 27 6

Worst of Box (1966) 96 144 231 103 109

* F means the algorithm failed
+ From Box (1966)

Table 2. Number of Equivalent Function Evaluations for Box's
2 Parameter Function.

Starting Values

10 2.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

20 10 0 10 10 10 20 20 20

Algorithm 1 10 10 1 10 20 0 10 20

Dud, m=0 10 F* 5 11 9 14 11 12 12

Dud, m=5 10 27 5 11 21 22 9 24 24

Brown & Dennis (1972), FDGN 21 21 13 17 17 17 21 21 21

Brown & Dennis (1972), FDLM 41 33 41 17 41 93 41 61 109

BMDP3R (Dixon, 1975) 20 12 8 16 16 16 20 20 20

Powell (1965) +

Best of Box (1966) 34 68 104 15 28 28 19 46 33

Worst of Box (1966) 564 281 200 313 292 350 344 608 315

* F means the algorithm failed
+ NA means not available

| From Box (1966)

Table 3. Number of Equivalent Function Evaluations for Box's

3 Parameter Problem.

4.3 Tri gonometric functions

The response function (Peckham, 1970 and Powell, 1965) is

f
n
.(e) =| (a^slnej t b..cosB.)
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and y.. = f. (0) + e.. ; i = l,...,n. Components of 9 are random numbers on [-tt.tt], the a., and

b. are random numbers on [-100,100] and the e^ are random on [-6,6], Tests were run with

p=5, 10, 20, 6 = .1, 1.0, and 10.0, and in all cases n = 2p, Starting values differ from

8 by random numbers in the interval [-tt/10, tt/10]. This description of the problem was
found in Peckham (1970). It differs slightly from Powell's (1965) version in that Powell
describes the a^ and b.. . as random integers. Dud generated its p additional starting

values with h = .0016
+ -j

. The numbers in Table 4 are the number of function evaluations

required to locate the least squares estimate of 9 to an accuracy of .0001 for each com-
ponent. Multiple entries in the table were obtained by generating the problems using a

different random number of sequence.

Dud's performance on these problems looks encouraging. In all cases the number of

function evaluations was a small multiple of the number of parameters, The number of

function evaluations increases with the size of the residuals, but this trend is no worse
with Dud than with the other algorithms.

Algorithm

Number of
Parameters ,1

6

1 .0 10,

5 11 13 19

14 15 22

Dud 10 23 23 33

19 21 29

20 34 43 56

39 43 57

5 8 18 24

Peckham (1970) 10 15 27 34

20 26 48 55

5 17 37 33

20 29 34

Powell (1965) 10 26 47 78
29 47 86

20 42 118 175

36 88 73

Table 4. Number of Function Evaluations for the Trigonometric
Functions Problems

The problems in Table 4 are unusually rich in factors that complicate the comparison
of algorithms. Since the solutions of these problems are not known, it must be assumed
that they are the best estimate that the algorithm produces. The use of a convergence
criterion that causes an algorithm to stop prematurely makes the algorithm's performance
look better than it is. For Dud, the iterations were continued until eq, (9) with
T = ,00001 was satisfied for five successive iterations. The figures for Dud in Table 4

are the number of function evaluations required to get each component of 9 to within
.0001 of the best estimate produced by the algorithm. Several more iterations were re-
quired to satisfy the stopping rule used in the program than to locate the solution to
the accuracy required in the comparisons.
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Totals for Dud include the p+1 function values required for starting. It is not al-
ways clear if other authors include these in their totals. For one of the five param-
eter problems in Table 4, Peckham claimed that his algorithm used only eight function
evaluations. If the six function evaluations required by his algorithm for starting are
counted in this total, the algorithm must have reached the solution on the first or
second iteration. This is rather surprising since his first iteration should be the
same as an iteration with Dud, and from Dud's output it seemed unlikely that any algorithm
would converge in one more iteration.

4.4 Bard's Problem #3d1

The problem (Bard, 1970) is to minimize

8 5

Q(8) = Z Z w (z (t 9) - y )

2
(15)

1= 1 r= i
r r i n

where the z (t,8) satisfy a system of nonlinear differential equations. This is the type

of problem that motivated Dud's development. Initial values for the system of equations
and the data are found in Bard (1970). The convergence criterion is that each component
8. of 8 differs from its previous estimate by less than 10" 1

* (e. + ,001). Results are

found in Table 5.

Equivalent
Algorithm Iterations Fun. Eval

,

Dud 26 33

Gauss-Newton* 9 - 10 74 - 101

Marquardt (1963)* 14 114

Davidon (Fletcher-Powell, 1963)* 30 - 91 392 - 1073
ROC, IROC (Bard, 1970)* 40 - 58 350 - 548

* From Bard (1970)

Table 5. Performance of Various Algorithms on Bard's Problem.

The algorithms used with Dud to numerically integrate the system and to constrain
estimates of the parameter vector to lie between the upper and lower bounds differ from
those used for the other algorithms, A fourth order Runge-Kutta routine was used to

perform the integrations required by Dud, A quadratic programming technique described
in Ralston (1975) was used for the constraints. The algorithms used in Bard's paper

require partial derivatives of the components of z with respect to components of 8.

Bard used sensitivity equations for these derivatives. These equations plus the original

system were integrated with a third-order variable step predictor-corrector routine. He

used penalty functions for the constraints,

When speed is measured by the number of equivalent function evaluations, Dud's

performance looks impressive. For this problem the actual cost of obtaining the solu-

tion depends heavily on the accuracy to which the integral of system of equations must

be computed. The problem was run using various stepsizes in the integration, Stepsizes

as large as 2.5 produced satisfactory results. When a stepsize of 2,5 was used, com-

puted values of the z r were accurate to five to eight significant digits. With this

stepsize, less than two seconds of cpu time were required to obtain the solution.

The comparisons in this section can be criticized from several points of view. The

examples, although they have all been canonized by the literature, seem for the most part
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to be artificial. The basic criterion for comparison, equivalent function evaluations,
is somewhat arbitrary and not always a relevant index. All the problems had small (in

two cases zero) fitted residuals, a situation which is known to make Gauss-Newton type
algorithms perform well and probably makes all the algorithms considered look artificially
good. In some cases the performances recorded may depend more on details of implementa-
tion than on the basic algorithms considered.

Nevertheless such comparisons are valuable if we don't take them too seriously.
They suggest that Dud is at least a competitive algorithm. This, together with its
simplicity and potential for application to problem of fitting functions defined by
differential equations, where function evaluation is expensive, is enough to make the
algorithm attractive.
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IMPROVING THE APPARENT RANDOMNESS OF PSEUDORANDOM
NUMBERS GENERATED BY THE MIXED CONGRUENTIAL METHOD
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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with sequences of pseudorandom numbers generated by

the mixed congruential method. That is, a sequence of integers is started
with a value Xq and continued as X^-^ = XX + |i (mod P) where \,u.,P, and
Xq are integers. The fractions U

±
= X

i
/P or V

±
= X

i
/(P-1) (i=0,l ,2, . . .

)

are the derived pseudorandom numbers in the intervals [0,1) and [0,1],
respectively. If Xq is a "true" random number, then choices of X and u,

have been based, for example, on making small the serial correlations

p s
= Cov(U£, Ui+S )/Var (U^ ) s = 1,2,... . That is, choices of X and p,

have been made to make the sequence Uq, U-^ , U£ , . . . appear random. Exact
determinations of the serial correlations p s

have been made (Ahrens
and Dieter (1971); Jansson (1964/66); Knuth (1969)) except that the

evaluation of generalized Dedekind sums is involved making the necessary
computations cumbersome. It is the purpose of this paper to indicate
how certain subsets of the sequence Uq, U^ , U2,... can each be made to

consist of mutually statistically independent random variables, how
simple exact expressions for the serial correlations p s , s = 1,2,...
can be obtained, and how the p s

can be minimized if Xq (and in general

Xq, X-^ , . . . ,
Xr for some r) and p, are chosen randomly, and if X is

chosen appropriately.

Key words: Pseudorandom numbers; mixed congruential method; serial

correlation; mutually statistically independent random variables.

1 . INTRODUCTION

In all practical applications of the Monte Carlo method, we need samples of random

numbers but, because of practical considerations, we are usually forced to use samples of

pseudorandom numbers instead. One possible way of generating a sample of pseudorandom

numbers is by the mixed congruential method.

Let us consider the stochastic process Xq, X^ , , . . . with values in the set of inte-

gers A = (0,1,2,... ,P-1] defined by

X
i+1

= XX
i
+

M- (mod p )> 1 = 0,1,2,... (1)

where the two process parameters X ,\i e A and Xq ~ U[A] (i.e. Xq has the discrete uniform

distribution on A). In practice, a physical method (e.g. specially constructed dice, tables

of random numbers, specially constructed machines) is used to randomly generate a value of
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Xq. The fractions IL = X-^/P or = X^/(P-1) (i = 0,1,2,...) are the derived pseudorandom
numbers in the intervals [0,1) and [0,1], respectively. With respect to the computation of

the sequence Xq, ,
X2 , • . . , we obtain fast and short calculating routines by choosing

P = 2^ or 10*3 for a binary or a decimal computer, respectively. We shall initially consider

P = 2^ and then deal with P = later on in the paper.

2. A MIXTURE OF MIXED CONGRUENTIAL GENERATORS

Since Xq ~ U[A] , one way in which the statistical sample Xq , X-^
,
X£ , . . . defined by eq.

(1) can be made to appear random is to also have the discrete uniform distribution on A as

the marginal distribution of each of the random variables X-p X2,... . In order to achieve
this, we see from eq. (1) that the transformation y = \x + u. (mod 2 ) must be one-to-one
from A onto A.

Theorem 1. The transformation y = Xx + \x (mod 2^) is one-to-one from

A onto A iff \ = 1 (mod 2).

A second way in which the statistical sample Xq, Xq
,
X2 , ... can be made to appear

random is to have as much statistical independence among the random variables Xq, X-^
,
X2 , . .

.

as is practically possible. As a first step in achieving such, let us now consider a simple
mixture of mixed congruential generators each defined by eq. (1); in particular, let us

consider the new stochastic process Xq, Xt
,
X2 , . . . with values in A defined by

X = XX
±
+ M (mod 2

b
), i = 0,1,2,... (2)

where the process parameter \ = 1 (mod 2) and Xq, M is a random sample of size 2 on X ~ U[A]

In practice, a physical method will be used to randomly generate values of Xq and M. We
note that the process parameter a, in eq. (1) has been chosen randomly, i.e., M~ U [A].

Theorem 2. The stochastic process Xq, X-^
,
X2 , . . . defined by eq. (2) is

strictly stationary with X.^ ~ U[A] (i = 0,1,2,...). Also, the pairs of
random variables X^

, ^i+/2nH-l )2^ ^

*

m = 0»1,2,...) for fixed k (k =

0,1,2,...) have identical joint distributions; in particular, for k = 0

and for each i ,m = 0,1,2,..., the random variables X_
,
X_

statistically independent. i i+2™+lare

SERIAL CORRELATIONS

A necessary condition for the stochastic process Xq, X^
,
X2 , ... defined by eq. (2) to

appear as a random sample is that, for i = 0,1,2,... and s = 1,2,..., the serial correlations

P
s

= P x x
= Cov(X

i5
X
i+s

)/Var(X
i

) = Cov(U., U )/Var(U )

i ' i+s
(3)
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be small.

Theorem 3. For the strictly stationary stochastic process X 0'
defined by eq. (2), the serial correlations p s

(s = 1,2,...) defined by eq,

(3) are minimized for \ = 1 (mod 4), and for m = 0,1,2,..., are given by

(2mfl)2*

0 , k = 0
,

= p = < (2
2k

- l)/(2
2b

- 1), k = 1,2 b-1,

, k = b,b+l , . .

.

With respect to Theorem 3, there are a number of notes we would like to make. Firstly,
the choice X = 1 (mod 4) has previously been suggested in the literature with respect to

the mixed congruential generator defined by eq. (1) but on the seemingly non-statistical
basis that the generator's period (i.e., the maximum number of numbers which can be generated
without repetition) be a maximum. Secondly, the desired joint discrete uniform distribution
of X„ and X , is given by

0 ok J

ft(x
o = V x

2
k " x

2
k>

l/2
2b

, (x
Q

, x
fc
) e A X A

,

, otherwise

where A X A =
( (

to it is obtaine
x
q>

x2k)| xQj xok 6 M

.

ed when X = 1 (mod 4)

For fixed b and
and is given by

fixed k < b, the best approximation

" V x
2
k = x

2
k

} =

2h-W
1/2

ZD
, (x

Q
, x ) e (AXA)

k;

I. otherwise
,

where (AXA)
fc

=
{
(x

Q ,
x
2ic )|xq, x

2k e A ,
x
2k

= x
Q
+ 2k x (mod 2

b
) for some x e Aj . Finally,

on the basis of minimizing the serial correlations p s
(s = 1,2,...), the choice of the

process parameter X = 1 is as good as any other choice \ = 1 (mod 4). For the choice \ = 1,

the stochastic process Xq, X
1 ,

X
2

, . . . defined by eq. (2) becomes strictly "additive" and

from a practical point or view can be computed quickly given the values of Xq and M.

4. COMPUTATIONS ON A DECIMAL COMPUTER (P = 10
b

)

For P = 10 , we could go through a discussion similar to the discussion which we

carried out in the previous two sections for P = 2
b

;
however, for the sake of brevity, we

shall just list Theorems 4, 5 and 6 which would replace Theorems 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
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Theorem 4. The transformation y = A.x + p, (mod 10 ) is one-to-one from

A onto A iff X 4 0 (mod q) for q = 2,5.

The stochastic process defined by eq. (2) would be replaced by the stochastic process'

Xq, X^
,
X
2

, ... with values in A defined by

X
i+1 " XX

±
+ M (m°d

10b)
'

1 = 0,1 '
2 ' ' '

"

^

where the process parameter X 4 0 (mod q) for q = 2,5 and Xq,M is a random sample of size i

on X ~ U[A] generated by a physical method.

Theorem 5. The stochastic process Xq, X^
,
X2 , . . . defined by eq. (4) is

strictly stationary with X^ ~ U[A] (i = 0,1,2,...). Also, for a given

X, the pairs of random variables X^
, +q Qm+n)2^5^ ^

'

m = 0,1,2,...;
n = 1,3,7,9) for fixed k and & (k,j> = 0,1,2,...) have identical joint
distributions; in particular, for k,j» = 0 and X = 1 (mod 10), the random
variables X^.-^q^j^ for each i ,m = 0,1,2,... and n = 1,3,7,9 are
statistically independent. Moreover, for X = 3,7,9 (mod 10), the

random variables X^ , ^-±+2x0^1
^or eacn i>n = 0,1,2,... are statistically

independent

.

Theorem 6. For the strictly stationary stochastic process Xq, X-^ ,
X£ , . .

.

defined by eq. (4), the serial correlations p s
(s = 1,2,...) defined by

eq. (3) are minimized for X s 1 (mod 20) and X = 9,13,29,33,37,49,53,57,69,
73,77,97 (mod 100); and for m = 0,1,2,..., and n = 1,3,7,9 are given as

follows

:

(i) for \ s 1 (mod 20)

P k 0
= P k I

(10m+n)2
K
5 2*5

KVI

liiai

0 k = I = 0
,

= (5
2*- l)/(10

2b
- 1), k = 0; l = 1,2,... ,

b-1,

- (5
2b

- l)/(10
2b

- 1), k = 0; i = b, b+1, ...

,

= (2
2k

5
U

- l)/(10
2b

- 1), k=l ,2, . . .
,b-l; 1=0,1,.. . ,b-l

=
( 2
2k

5
2b

- l)/(10
2b

- 1), k=l,2,... ,b-l; 4=b,b+l,...,

= (2
2b

5
H - D/(10

2b
- 1), k=b,b+l,...; j£=0,l,... ,b-l,

1 k,JL = b,b+l , . . .

;

(ii) for \ = 13 ,33,37,53 ,57, 73 ,77,97 (mod 100),
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(10m+n)2 5 2"5

3/(10
2b

- 1)

(2
2k

5
2A+2_

1)/(1Q
2b_

x)

(2
2k

5
2b

-l)/(10
2b

- 1)

(2
2b

5
U+2

- l)/(10
2b

- 1)

k

k

k

k

k

k

0; i = 0,1,2,...

,

1; i = 0,1,2,...,

2,3,... ,b-l; £=0,1,... ,b-2

2,3,...,b-l; £=b-l,b,...,

b,b+l,...; 4=0,1,... ,b-2,

b,b+l , . . . ; 4=b-l ,b, . . .

;

(iii) for \ = 9,29,49,69 (mod 100),

(10m+n)2 5
• .1

p

2
k
5

i,

(2
2k

5
24+2_ 1)/(10

2b_ ^

(2
2k

5
2b_

1)/(1Q
2b_

L)

(2
2b

5
24+2_ 1)/(10

2b_
t)

k

k

k

k

k

0; i = 0,1,2,...,

l,2,...,b-l; £=0,l,...,b-2,

1 ,2 , . . .
,b-l; jfc-b-1 ,b, . . .

,

b,b+l,...; I =0,1,... ,b-2,

b,b+l,...; 4=b-l,b,... .

On the basis of both statistical independence and the magnitudes of serial correlations,
;e would prefer the values X = 13,33,37,53,57,73,77 or 97 (mod 100) for the process
>arameter X.

A GENERALIZATION OF THE GENERATION PROCESS

As a generalization of the pseudorandom number generation process, we shall consider
the strictly stationary stochastic process Xq, X-i , X2 , . . . with values A defined by

X.
,

= XX. + M (mod P)

,

1+r 1
i = 0,1,2, (5)

where the process parameter X = 1 (mod 4) if P = 2 and X = 13,33,37,53,57,73,77 or 97
(mod 100) if P = 10b ; and X

Q ,
X
1

,
X
2

, . . . , X M is a random sample of size r+1 on X ~ U[A]

.

In practice, a physical method will be used to randomly generate values of Xq, X-^
,
X2 , . . . ,

Xr _-^, M. We have constructed a new stochastic process Xq, X-^ ,
X2 , . . . by selecting in turn

the random variables from r statistically independent stochastic processes each defined by
eq.(2) for P = 2

b and by eq. (4) for P = 10b .

From the definition of the new stochastic process Xq, X-^ , X2 , . . . , we see that each
(r+l)-tuplet Xi5 Xi+rni+1 ,

Xi+rn2+2 ,

Xi+rrir _ 1
+r -l >

xi+r2nr+r
(i^ ,n

2
, . . . ,n.=0,l ,2, . . . )

consists of mutually statistically independent random variables and all the possible pairs,
triplets, and r-tuplets, each consisting of mutually statistically independent random
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variables, are obtained as subsets of them. As a consequence, we see that the serial

correlations

P rm+1 P rm+2
= fW-1 " °' in = 0,1 ,2, . .

.

while for m = 0,1,2,...

r(2nri-l)2
K

r2
l

0 , k = 0
,

(2
2k

- l)/(2
2b

- 1), k = l,2,...,b-l,

1 , k = b , b+1 , . . .

,

f P = 2 ; and for m = 0,1,2,..., and n = 1,3,7,9

}

k I
P k I

r (10m+n)2V r2 5*

3/(10
2b

- 1)

, k

, k

(2
2k

5
2i+2_

1)/(10
2b_ ^ k =

(2
2k

5
2b

- l)/(10
2b

- 1) , k =

(2
2b

5
2^+2_ 1)/(1Q

2b_ lh k =

1 , k =
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ABSTRACT

This is a progress report of an effort to integrate into the SPSS

CROSSTABS procedure both weighted least squares and maximum likelihood

techniques for fitting models to categorical data. It includes a par-

tial draft of a users' manual.

Key words: Categorical data; linear models; loglinear models; maximum

likelihood; statistical package; SPSS; weighted least squares.

1. INTRODUCTION

The art of analyzing categorical data has advanced rapidly in recent years. Two lines
!of research have proved especially fruitful. One approach has been to fit hierarchical lin-

|ear models to the logarithms of the joint probabilities using maximum likelihood estimation

(MLE). These models are subsets of the fully crossed design; the term hierarchical denotes

the fact that if any particular interaction effect is included in the model, then the model

also includes the interactions of all subsets of the set of variables involved in the first

interaction. Researchers prominently associated with this approach include Goodman, Bishop,

Fienberg, and Holland.

A second approach has been to fit linear models to conditional probabilities (or to

their logarithms, or to logits) using weighted least squares (WLS). This approach has been

pursued principally by Koch and his associates.

A variety of self-contained computer programs is available for one approach or the oth-

er. In addtion, one of the major statistical packages already has a procedure for MLE of

hierarchical loglinear models (BMDP3F), and a WLS procedure is anticipated in SAS in the

near future.

No single currently available program offers both approaches, however. This presenta-

tion is a progress report of the effort to integrate both approaches into the integer-mode

CROSSTABS procedure of SPSS. A partial draft of a users manual for the new features is at-

tached. Comments and suggestions will be appreciated.

Progress to date consists of implementing the ECTA program computational and output

features in CROSSTABS. ECTA is a self-contained program for the log-linear MLE approach,
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written by Leo Goodman and Robert Fay. The second stage of the project will consist of im-

plementing NONMET, a program for weighted least-squares analysis which was adapted by

Herbert M. Kritzer from programs originally written by Gary Koch and his associates. The

third step will be to integrate their output features with a single output format.

The users manual will of course have to be expanded. An introductory section or sec-

tions will have to be written. Descriptions of the output, and the options, and limitation
will have to be documented.

Suggestions from readers of this paper will be appreciated. Work on the implementatio:

of NONMET is already well along. Completion of all remaining work is scheduled for March,

1978.

ADVANCED CROSSTABS: 2-WAY TO 8-WAY CROSSTABULATION OF INTEGER-MODE CATEGORICAL DATA,

AND FITTING OF A MODEL TO THEM

til

Ift

lit

Subprogram CROSSTABS enables the user to compute two-way to eight-way joint frequency

distributions, and to fit models to the tables thus obtained, using either maximum-likeli-

hood or weighted least squares techniques. The advanced features of CROSSTABS, however, op

erate only in the integer mode. Furthermore, each variable must actually take on every vali

within the range specified for it in the VARIABLES= list (see below).

2.1 Required components of the Advanced CROSSTABS procedure card . The specification

field of the CROSSTABS procedure card has a fairly large number of portions or segments, bu

of these, only three are required. Of those three, the first two are almost identical to

the two segments of the CROSSTABS procedure card for integer mode. The first part, the

VARIABLES=1 ist, specifies the variables to be used in building the tables, and the range of

their values. The second part, the TABLES=1 i st, specifies the tables to be generated.

These two parameters have the general form:

P

1 16

CROSSTABS VARIABLES = variable list / TABLES = tables list /

btBoth of these parameters are discussed in ample detail in sections 16.2.1 through 16.2.3 of

the SPSS manual (second edition). The advanced features depart from that discussion in onlj

one respect: where formerly the TABLES^ parameter could be specified only once, now it maj

be specified up to 20 times. (The limitation of 20 on the total number of primary table re

quests still obtains. The primary table requests may now be distributed among TABLES= pa-

rameters at the user's discretion.) The third required parameter, the ESTIMATE parameter, er.

requests the type of parameter estimation technique, either maximum likelihood or weighted

least squares, used to fit a model to the data. The appearance of this parameter invokes

the advanced features of CROSSTABS. Without the ESTIMATE parameter, CROSSTABS works pre-

cisely as documented in chapter 16 of the SPSS manual. In particular, if the ESTIMATE pa- 1:

rameter is omitted, but some of the other parameters discussed below are included, then

those other parameters will be unrecognizable symbols, causing premature termination of the lb-

run. Also, if the advanced features of CROSSTABS are invoked, the first ESTIMATE parameter

must immediately follow the first TABLES^ list.

Since some of the optional procedure specification segments are relevant only to maxi-

|

mum likelihood estimation, while others refer only to weighted least squares estimation, anc
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still others have different meanings, depending on which type of analysis is requested, the
remaining procedure card segments will be treated separately in the following discussion.

2.2 Requesting a maximum likelihood analysis . To request a maximum likelihood analy-
sis, one must first specify ESTIMATE = MLE, as follows:

1 16

ESTIMATE = MLE /

If the user specifies only the three parameters just discussed (a VARIABLES = list, a TABLES
-- list, and ESTIMATE = MLE), CROSSTABS will estimate only the saturated log-linear model,

vith standard effects for all variables, and the problem will be interpreted as a "no-factor,

nul ti -response" problem in the sense described in section 1.x . To specify other models or

Dther types of effects, or to specify that the variable named first in each table request of

the TABLES = list is to be treated as a dependent variable, the user must use some of the

aptional control card segments described below.

2.2.1 Adjusting cell frequencies with ADDCELL . For a variety of reasons, some author-

ities recommend that a fixed constant, usually 0.5, be added to the observed frequency in

pach cell when estimating the saturated loglinear model. This option is available to the

-jser through the ADDCELL parameter. To add 0.5 to each observed cell frequency, specify

ADDCELL = 0.5/. To cause some other value to be added to each cell, the user should specify

16

ADDCELL = value /

ADDCELL = 0. is the default for each TABLES = list. Once the ADDCELL parameter has been

specified for a particular TABLES = list, the specified value will remain in force for suc-

:eeding TABLES = lists, until it is suppressed by specifying ADDCELL =0., or until it is

:hanged by ADDCELL = some other value.

2.2.2 Using the COMPARISONS parameter to specify the comparisons to be made among the

Categories of each variable . One way of drawing comparisons among the categories of a vari-

able is discussed in this manual in section 21.2.1, "Dummy Variables: Coding and Interpre-

tation." In this section, we will review dummy variables briefly, and then go on to discuss

other types of comparisons that can be made.

In the example of section 21.2.1, an unnamed dependent variable Y is being regressed on

"eligion, which has been coded into four categories: Protestant, Catholic, Jewish, and 0th-

?r. From these four categories, three dummy variables have been created: variable Dl has

value 1 for Protestants, and so on. The category for Others is called the reference catego-
ry, since it has no dummy variable of its own, and since Others have the value 0 on all

;hree dummy variables. Note that the reference category here is the highest-numbered cate-

gory. To specify the creation of dummy variables for religion, with the highest-numbered

:ategory as the reference category, in a CROSSTABS analysis, the user would specify a COM-

PARISON parameter as follows:

16

COMPARISON = RELIGION (DUMMY, HI) /
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Another type of comparison is traditional in the analysis of variance for balanced de

signs, where each class of the independent variable has the same number of cases. This typ
of comparison uses variables that are similar to dummy variables except that the reference

category is coded -1 in each of the variables. We have called this the BALANOVA comparison

for want of a better unambiguous term; its values are tabulated for the religion example in

Table 1. To analyze the data from the religion example as though the comparison variables

Table 1: Scores for BALANOVA Comparison Variables for Religion

Types of Cases Bl B2 B

Protestant 1 0 1

Cathol ic 0 1 (

Jewi sh 0 0

Other -1 -1

shown in Table 1 had been used, one would specify COMPARISON = RELIGION (BALANOVA, HI).

This type of comparison is useful when each category of the independent variable has

the same number of cases, for in that situation the regression coefficient for each compari

son variable is equal to the difference between the mean of the dependent variable in the

corresponding category of the independent variable and the overall mean of the dependent

variable. The coefficients of BALANOVA comparison variables lose this neat interpretation

when the marginal distribution of the independent variable is not uniform.

When the marginal distribution of the independent variable is not uniform, there is no

generally applicable set of comparison variables that can be used to give the deviations of

each category's effect from the mean effect. The comparison variables that will work for

one marginal distribution will not work for another. Nonetheless, it is possible to specify

that the effects for each category should be printed out as the deviation of that category's

effect from the mean effect. To do this for the religion example, one would code COMPARISOI*

= RELIGION (DEVIATION). When deviation comparisons are specified, an effect coefficient is

printed for each category of the independent variable. (Any one of them is redundant, since

they sum to zero.) Thus there is no need to specify a reference category with DEVIATION

comparisons, and the reference category will be ignored if it is specified.

Since deviation comparisons are the usual choice of authors of published social science

research (as of this writing) using this technique, they are the default when maximum like-

lihood estimation is specified. If no comparisons are specified for a particular variable,

DEVIATION comparisons will be computed.

In some cases, even though a variable is categorical, its categories represent real

numbers. When the categories represent equally-spaced real numbers, polynomial comparisons
can be generated by specifying COMPARISON = variable name (POLYNOMIAL). For instance, if

the variable NCHILDRN has five categories representing 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 children respec-
tively, the specification COMPARISON = NCHILDRN (POLYNOMIAL) will generate polynomial com-
parisons for linear, cubic, quadratic, and quartic effects.

Still another type of comparison is called the Helmert comparison, after the statisti-
cian who first suggested it. With Helmert comparisons, the first category is compared with
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all the rest, taken together; then the second category is compared with the third through
the last, all taken together; the third is compared with the fourth through the last, and so

on, until the next-to-last category is compared with the last. Alternatively, one can com-

pute reverse Helmert comparisons by starting with the last category and working backward to

the first. Both types of comparisons are especially useful when the categories are measured
on an ordinal scale. Suppose now that NCHILDRN has four categories, representing no chil-
dren, 1 child, 2 children, and 3 or more children respectively. COMPARISON = NCHILDRN
(HELMERT, LO) specifies Helmert comparisons for NCHILDRN, while COMPARISON = NCHILDRN
(HELMERT, HI) specifies reverse Helmert comparisons.

Finally, if the user desires a type of comparison not available through the keywords,
it is possible to specify the keyword SPECIAL and enter the comparison matrix directly. To

see how this works, consider the religion example used above. One could enter the dummy

variable matrix directly as follows:

COMPARISON = RELIGION (SPECIAL, 1 , 0, 0, 0 / 0, 1 , 0, 0 / 0, 0, 1 , 0)

Here we have entered the matrix of values of variables Dl , D2, and D3 from Table 21.2. Note

that this matrix has as many rows as the underlying variable has categories, but one column

fewer. It has been entered by columns, not by rows. The size of the matrix is fixed,

therefore, by the number of categories of the variables; the order of its entry is fixed by

the program. The alignment of the columns one above the other in the example, and the use

of slashes to separate them, is purely optional. The program ignores slashes in the matrix
specification. Their use is highly recommended, however, to improve control card readabili-

ty (and therefore to make the user's eyeball check more effective).

2.2.3 Specifying the model to be fit to the data with the MODEL = parameter . A single

model is specified by a list of marginals that are to be fit to the data. This specifica-

tion has the form

MODEL = (marginals list) (marginals list) ...(marginals list)

where a "marginals list" is either the name of a single variable, or several variable names

separated by asterisks. For example, consider a five-way table created by TABLES = A BY B

BY C BY D BY E. To test the hypothesis that all of the relationships in this table can be

adequately summarized in the table of A by B by C, the table of B by D and the marginal dis-

tribution of E, we would write MODEL = (A*B*C) (B*D) (E)

.

In the early stages of the analysis of an unfamiliar table, one will often not want to

test hypotheses as specific as the example just given. One may want to estimate the coeffi-

cients in the saturated model (the model that fits all effects up to the highest possible

order of interaction). For the saturated model, it is only necessary to specify MODEL =

SATURATED. One might also want to fit first the model consisting of all (K-l)-way subtables

(where the table being analyzed has K dimensions), then the model consisting of all (K-2)-

way subtables, and so on down to the model consisting of all 2-way subtables, then the model

consisting of all the 1-way marginals, and the model that hypothesizes equal frequencies in

every cell. To fit all of these models, beginning with the saturated model, specify MODEL =

BYLEVEL.

2.2.4 Controlling the iterative proportional fitting with MAXITER and DELTA . The

iterative process that is used to estimate the cell frequencies, based on the specified mod-

el, is set to stop after 25 steps, or after the estimated frequencies at any one step are

all within .01 of the corresponding frequencies at the previous step, whichever comes first.
These limits should be adequate for the vast majority of data situations. In exceptional

cases, however, the user can modify the maximum number of iterative steps by specifying
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MAX ITER = number, and can modify the maximum discrepancy by specifying DELTA = value.

2.2.5 Summary of the CROSSTABS control card for maximum likelihood analysis . The gen-

eral form of the CROSSTABS control card for maximum likelihood analysis is as follows:

1

CROSSTABS

16

VARIABLES = variable list/ TABLES = tables list/

ESTIMATE - MLE/ ADDCELL = value/

f variable list (DUMMY,
jj?

variable list (BALANOVA,

)

LO

HI

COMPARISON

J
variable list (HELMERT,

( variable list (SPECIAL, matrix)

DELTA = value/ MAXITER = number

variable list (DEVIATION)

variable list (POLYNOMIAL)

LO

HI

MODEL =

model
speci f i ca-

tion

or

SATURATED

or

BYLEVEL

2.3 Requesting a weighted least squares analysis . To request a weighted least square

analysis, one must first specify ESTIMATE = WLS, as follows:

16

ESTIMATE = WLS

If the user specifies only the VARIABLES = and TABLES = parameters, in addition to ESTIMATE
= WLS, CROSSTABS will estimate the saturated linear model, with the variable named first in

the table specification interpreted as the dependent, or response, variable. The highest-

numbered category of the response variable will be taken to be the reference category. Ef-

fects of the independent variables will be computed using dummy comparisons with the high-

est-numbered category of each independent variable omitted, as described in section 2.2.3,

above. Separate contrasts will be computed for each of the effect parameters, but not for

any combination of parameters. To specify another response function, other models, other

ways of computing effects, and so on, it is necessary for the user to code additional param-

eters on the CROSSTABS procedure card, described below.

2.3.1 Adjusting cell frequencies with the ZEROCELL parameter . Grizzle, Starmer, and

Koch (1969:491) recommend that in cells in which the observed frequency is zero, the zeroes

be replaced by the quantity 1/r, where r is the number of categories of the dependent vari-

able. This substitution will be made automatically by subprogram CROSSTABS when weighted
least-squares analysis is requested. To specify the substitution of some other number for

observed zeroes, the user should include the ZEROCELL parameter, as follows:

16

ZEROCELL = n
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Where n_ is the number to be substituted. In particular, to suppress this substitution, code
ZEROCELL = 0.

2.3.2 Specifying one of the standard response functions for weighted least-squares
analysis . Subprogram CROSSTABS allows the user somewhat greater flexibility in specifying
the response function for weighted least-squares estimation than for maximum-likelihood es-
timation. Here, the response function is not uniquely determined as was the case with maxi-
mum-likelihood estimation. With ESTIMATE = WLS , the user may specify either linear, log-
linear, or logistic response using the RESPONSE subparameter . The RESPONSE parameter has
the general form

16 ( LINEAR *\

)
° r

/
RESPONSE =

'

\ LOGLINEAR I

/
"

f
( LOGISTIC J

2.3.3 Identifying the dependent variable . In the current version of CROSSTABS, the

first dimension of the table is taken to define the dependent variable for weighted least

squares analysis. For example, the table specification

TABLES - X Y Z BY A BY B BY C BY D

specifies that X, Y, and Z are to be taken in turn as the dependent variables.

2.3.4 Specifying COMPARISONS and MODELS . The comparisons of the categories of the in-

dependent variables using weighted least squares are specified precisely like comparisons

for maximum likelihood analysis, except that DEVIATION comparisons are not available. Mod-

els are also specifiable in the same way, where fully crossed hierarchical designs are being

employed. WLS estimation, however, offers the opportunity of fitting non-hierarchical mod-

els, and in particular of including nested and contingent effects in those models.

In a non-hierarchical model, including in a model the interaction of a set of variables

does not automatically cause the inclusion of the main effects of those variables and the

interaction of all subsets of them. Consider this example: suppose we have opinion on some

issue cross-tabulated by several variables, including education and income. Then a hierar-

chical model including the effects of education, of income, and of their interaction may be

specified as follows:

CROSSTABS VARIABLES = OPINION EDUCATION INCOME (1,2).../

TABLES = OPINION BY EDUCATION BY INCOME BY ... /

ESTIMATE = WLS /

MODEL = (EDUCATION * INCOME) . . . /

To specify the same model in a non-hierarchical fashion, it would be necessary instead to

specify

MODEL (NH) = (EDUC) (INCOME) (EDUC * INCOME) . . . /
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with all other parameters remaining unchanged.

Now suppose further that the other variables in the table of the preceding example ar

race (1 = white, 2 = black) and sex (1 = male, 2 = female), and suppose that an initial ri

with a saturated model had shown a significant interaction at the highest level; in other

words, the education by income by race by sex interaction effect was statistically signify

cant. One might then decide to examine the effects of income, education, and their inten-

tion separately within the cells of the race by sex subtable. In this case, one would sp€

ify

MODEL (NH) = (EDUC WITHIN (RACE * SEX)) (INCOME WITHIN (RACE * SEX)) . . .

to get the effects of income and education nested within the sub

table of race by sex. Finally, suppose that examination of the output from the nested moc

suggested that the education effect really was about the same for black males and black ar

white females, but was different for white males; and that the income effect was signified

only for males, but was much stronger for white males. To test that hypothesis, one could

fit a model of contingent effects, as follows:

MODEL (NH) - (EDUC WHEN (RACE EQ 1 AND SEX EQ 1 )

)

(EDUC WHEN (RACE EQ 2 OR SEX EQ 2))

(INCOME WHEN (RACE EQ 1 AND SEX EQ 1 )

)

(INCOME WHEN (RACE EQ 2 AND SEX EQ 1 ) ) / . . .

Thus the user has much more latitude in specifying a model for weighted least squares

estimation than for maximum likelihood estimation J First of all, a model may be specifie

hierarchically, just as with MLE estimation, where each effect specified automatically gen

erates a whole family of main effects and lower-order interaction effects. (Of course, if

the response is not LOGLINEAR, then the name of the dependent variable will not appear in

the model description.) Models may also be specified non-hierarchi cal ly , so that the spec

ification of an effect generates only the effect specified. When models are specified in

this way, the effects may optionally be nested within subtables of the full table, or may

be contingent on the truth of some logical proposition about the cells of the table. Thus

a model specification may have the form

(marginals list) (marginals list) . . .

for hierarchical models, or the form

effect [WITHIN (subtable)] [WHEN (logical expression)]

effect [WITHIN (subtable)] [WHEN (logical expression)]

nit

He

ati

0

for non-hierarchical models.

The logical expressions that are permitted here have the same form as those that are

permitted in the IF statement of SPSS, but their use is much more restricted here. In par-

ticular, a relation in a logical expression here must have the form

variable name relational operator value

'This difference in versatility is not a result of inherent differences between the two
statistical estimation methods, but rather of differences between the computational algo-
rithms used in advanced CROSSTABS. Direct maximum likelihood estimation algorithms with
the same latitude as the weighted least squares algorithm implemented here do exist, but
they are prohibitively slow.



In other words, each relational operator must be preceded by a single variable name, and

[must be followed by a single value of that variable. As with the IF statement, if a vari-

able name is omitted, the last one mentioned will be inferred; if both variable name and re-

lational operator are omitted, the last-mentioned of each of them will be inferred. Also be

•aware that a variable name may be used in only one part of each effect description within a

: model specification; it may be used in the "effect" part, or in naming the "subtable," or in

the "logical expression", but not in any two of them.

2.3.5 Identifying variables using dimension numbers in MODEL = parameters . Model

specifications may, at the user's option, use the dimension numbers of variables rather than

; their names. Consider the earlier example, where we had

2.3.6 Specifying contrasts . Using the CONTRASTS = parameter, it is possible to test

the statistical significance of any one of the effect parameters taken separately, or of any

,set of them taken together. It is also possible to answer questions of the form, "Is this

.effect equal to that one?" or "Is this effect equal to twice that one?" and so on. This

subject was covered in greater detail in Section 1.x, above. The CONTRASTS = parameter may

i be used to test the significance of each of the model parameters, taken separately in se-

quence, by specifying CONTRASTS = EACH. To test the significance of each parameter sepa-

rately, and in addition to test the significance, taken together, of all of the parameters

whose separate chi-squared value fall below a certain critical value, specify CONTRASTS =

ALLBELOW (value), where the critical value, in parenthesis, immediately follows the word

For any other set of contrasts, it is necessary first to code CONTRASTS = MATRIX(c),

where £ is the number of effects, or linear combinations of effects, being set to zero si-

multaneously, and second to supply the contrast matrix following the READ MATRIX card. See

Section 2.5, below, for details.

2.4 Summary of CROSSTABS control card for weighted least-squares analysis.

TABLES = OPINION BY INCOME BY EDUC BY RACE BY SEX/

MODEL (NH) = (EDUC WITHIN (RACE * SEX)) (INCOME WITHIN (RACE * SEX))

We could just as well have written

TABLES = OPINION BY INCOME BY EDUC BY RACE BY SEX/

MODEL (NH) = (3 WITHIN (4 * 5)) (2 WITHIN (4 * 5))

ALLBELOW.

!

1 16

I CATFIT VARIABLES = variables list/ TABLES = tables list/

RESPONSE =

variable list (DUMMY, )

variable list (HELMERT, ^ T
variable list (SPECIAL, matrix)

variable list (BALANOVA, ^ )

variable list (POLYNOMIAL) /

?
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/ model specification

or

\ BYLEVEL

or

SATURATED

CONTRASTS =

EACH

or

ALLBELOW (value)
/

or

MATRIX (c)

2.5 Special conventions for table and matrix input to subprogram CATFIT . The user ma

optionally read in the table itself and as well as contrast matrices following the READ MA-

TRIX card. The table and matrices appear in the order and in the formats indicated in Tabl

2.1.

Item

Tables

C-matrix

Table 2.1: Table and Matrix Input to Subprogram CATFIT

format Shape read by

8F10.0 Vector

16F5.0 matrix row

how requestec

Option 1

CONTRASTS =

MATRIX(c)

2.6 Options for subprogram CATFIT .

1. Read the table

2. Write the table on FT09F001

.
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ABSTRACT

The general criteria for statistical software packages is discussed
in application to time series software.

1 . INTRODUCTION

Since the Section on Statistical Computing of the American Statistical Association
formed the Committee on Evaluation of Statistical Program Packages in 1973, there has been
considerable interest and activity centered around establishing the desirable features of a
statistical software package. A recent article documenting general criteria for packages
is that of Francis, Heiberger and Velleman (l). In this document we propose some criteria
and considerations for the more specific needs of evaluating computing software for time
series analysis.

The computing problems of time series algorithms stand quite distinct from the
mainstream of statistical computing for several reasons. One immediately apparent reason
is the variation in sample sizes encountered in time series problems. Where as a sample
size of 50 to 100 may be very adequate for most statistical analyses, here it is

insufficient; but a sample size of 500,000 would not shock anyone active in the field. The
wide range and magnitude of sample sizes encountered make issues of speed and accuracy
important considerations, as well as generally preventing any one algorithm from being even
nearly optimal in every situation. Another problem specific to time series is the distance
between alternative approaches to the analysis of a given set of data. Whereas everyone
would recognize a factor analysis problem and treat it as such, with some dissention
perhaps on the method of rotation, time series analysts are immediately split between
"Frequency Domain" and "Time Domain" approaches. Even within these broad categories there
is apt to be differences on such issues as window shape or differencing. More than the
individual preferences though, certain fields of application by their nature dictate
different approaches.

The large number of alternative methods of analysis in time series gives rise to a

third difference. Since no package can be sufficiently versatile to encompass all
algorithms used without being a storage nightmare, packages must either be specialized or
the routines in a library (a collection of subroutines which require user-written main
routines and can be retrieved from mass storage when needed) . The criteria discussed by

Francis, Heiberger and Velleman tend to apply more closely to "packages" than to libraries,

so some additional detail for libraries is included in this report.

In this document, we will use the outline provided by Francis, Heiberger and Velleman
since the criteria established in that report applies to statistical computing in general
and hence to time series computing in particular. For completeness, all of the criteria in

that report will be repeated; but to prevent excessive redundancy, we will elaborate on

those aspects more specific to time series analysis. The brevity given to any topic is

therefore not to indicate any lack of importance.

2. USER INTERFACE

2.1 User's Documentation . User documentation for time series packages, as in general,

needs to be on two levels: a novice document and an advanced document. However, perhaps
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more in time series than elsewhere, several types of novice must be identified and reached:
the time series, statistics and computer novice; the time series and computer novice
knowledgeable of statistics; and finally the computing novice knowledgeable of time series
analysis. Recently several text books have been published with associated software, in

which case the text serves also as user documentation.
The advanced manual has some unusual needs for time series software. The large sample

sizes encountered make punch cards sometimes an inefficient means of data storage or input.
Hence the capabilities for reading tape input, together with options for storage format,

must be treated clearly in the text, and not briefly in an appendix. Also, the variety of
algorithms for accomplishing the same end result need discussion with some clear guidelines
for their use (not criteria such as "with large sample sizes," but with input to what is

"large").

2.2 Control Language and Output . Criteria for control language are discussed in (l).

An important addition to their considerations is criteria for libraries. The calling
sequence for a subroutine can be very clearly documented with comment cards, which is quite
handy since the programmer usually has a source listing. However documented, though,
several items must be included. In addition to the actual calling sequence, a clear
explanation must be given to the values for control options, to the nature of the variables
in the calling sequence (real, double precision, complex, etc.) and to the sizes needed for
arrays

.

2.3 Data Structures . Much of the data available for analysis is part of a larger data
structure maintained by a Data Base Management System. The large sample sizes dealt with in

time series analysis make the interface of the packages with data structures more important.
This is not always a simple manner since most DBMS' s are written in languages such as COBOL
while the scientific subroutines used to build a time series package are typically written
in languages such as ALGOL, BASIC or FORTRAN. Any trend towards interactive or semi-
interactive packages certainly complicates this problem.

The problem of missing values mentioned in (l) is also very important in time series
analysis. There is in general even less agreement here on how to handle missing values
than in the rest of statistics.

2.k Graphics . The use of graphics is of even greater importance in time series
analysis. Whereas line printer plots are adequate to spot trends in residuals or patterns
in factor loadings, high resolution plots are needed to differentiate such subtle differences
as between spectral peaks and side lobe effects. Hence in addition to the criteria given
for graphics in (l), the issue of "graphics portability" emerges as a very difficult and
important problem.

True graphics portability is an extremely difficult achievement as graphics software
differs from device to device. A higher level graphics language must either be used or
contained as a part of the package.

2.5 Cost . The problems of accuracy verses running time have been discussed before.
There are, however, additional cost considerations that should be discussed at least in the
appendix of the advanced manual. First would be the speed considerations for input and
output. For example, very large series are typically analyzed by segmenting the series.
While this method is memory efficient, it is i/o inefficient. Information should be
available to ascertain the trade off's as well as information such as buffer size to help
select the most optimal segment size. Another cost consideration for large jobs is the
overlay structure of the package and how to use it in sequencing commands to minimize
swapping

.

2.6 Audience and Pedagogy . The specialized nature of many time series packages makes
these considerations even more noteworthy. For example, a filtering routine may be
seriously out of place in a strictly time domain oriented package, and hence only wasted
storage space.
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3. STATISTICAL EFFECTIVENESS

3.1 Versatility and Accuracy . These considerations are discussed in (l), and as
previously noted they are of increased importance for time series analysis. Even when
information on speed and numerical accuracy is not available, careful statements of what
algorithms are used is absolutely mandatory.

k . IMPLEMENTATION

h.l Programmer's Documentation . Many of the things normally relegated to the
programmer's document (things useful to the "keeper of the package" at an installation)
have been moved to the advanced user manual in previous paragraphs. It is still important
that adequate information exist to allow changes necessitated by local pecularities in an
operating system in order to make the package operate.

h.2 Extensibility . Time series analysis continues to be a rapidly developing and
growing body of knowledge. The last two decades have seen several major revolutions in
approach to analyzing a time series. Consequently, if a package is not easily extended, it
suffers early obselescence

.

U.3 Portability and Source Language . These considerations are discussed in (l).

5. DISCUSSION

The criteria listed are obviously idealistic in the sense that the "perfect time series
package," (TUTTIPACK) optimal for all environments and situations is not possible. These
criteria therefore are not meant to measure or rank packages, but rather to help delineate
the differences between packages and to help designers of future packages. One may argue
that a "pedagogical" or teaching package needs to be concerned only with easy control,
small (teaching) examples and simple I/O, making many of the above criteria irrelevant.
However, experience has shown that students are fond of taking their familiar packages
with them after graduation. Converse arguments can also be made about the desirability of
using the same type package in the classroom that will be used in "real applications."
Hence these criteria and considerations are important and should be considered in the study
of any time series software.

6. REFERENCES

(1) I. FRANCIS, R. M. HEIBERGER, P. F. VELLEMAN, Criteria and Considerations in the

Evaluation of Statistical Program Packages. The American Statistician
, 29 (1975)

PP. 52-55.
"
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ABSTRACT

A features matrix with accompanying glossary of terms is proposed
for the comparison of features of statistical packages available for

IBM 360-370 environments. Improved definitions and further enumeration
of features are seen as necessary, continuing tasks in the further re-

finement of such a matrix, The proliferation of statistical packages
and their various versions makes such a task quite difficult.

Key words: Statistical package; features matrix; BMDP; DATA-TEXT;
OMITAB; OSIRIS; SAS; SOUPAC; SPSS; TSAR.

1. INTRODUCTION

There was once a time when a person wishing to use a computer to analyze data had a

very simple task before him/her. After becoming expert enough in a programming language the

user simply wrote a program to perform the necessary calculations feeling fortunate indeed
if a library of useful subroutines was already available for use. The process was terribly
time consuming and often made accomplished programmers out of analysts with little desire to

become so. With the advent of the statistical package and problem oriented languages all

this has changed for the bettei—or has it? When there were only one or two such packages
life was simple. Either one or both of the packages could perform the required data input,
transformations and statistical calculations or it was back to roll your own. However, now
package proliferation is poignantly problematic for both the novice and sophisticate alike.
Not only are there many more packages available but each has grown in complexity as well as

flexibility. The problem has become which package best solves a particular class of prob-
lems rather than whether or not there is a package that will solve them.

In order to help users select among packages several surveys of packages have appeared
which have offered feature by package matrices to compare package capabilities (Allerbeck,
1971; Schucany, et. al_. , 1972; Slysz, 1974; CUNY, 1976). While such matrices generally
offer no evaluation of the degree of accuracy or ease of features, they do serve the impor-
tant function of defining bases for comparisons which might later be more thoroughly inves-
tigated and quantified (E. G. Rollwagen, 1974; Francis, 1973).

This paper attempts to make a contribution to the construction of such matrices by con-
structing a matrix of features which does not concentrate completely on available statisti-
cal procedures but also on data management and transformation capabilities. It also at-
tempts to update past efforts by including more recent versions of packages reviewed in the

past.
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2. PACKAGES

The packages chosen for this effort were those most commonly available on IBM 360/370
machines running under OS or VS. They were BMD-P, DATA-TEXT, OMNITAB , OSIRIS III, PSTAT,
jSAS-76, SOUPAC, SPSS and TSAR. Unfortunately, manuals for GENSTAT and OMNITAB II were not
secured in time for this effort but, hopefully both will appear in a later version. Every
attempt was made to secure the most recent documentation for each package. (See refer-
ences.) However, since not only packages proliferate but versions of packages also have
multiplied, it is very possible that any omissions might be the result of not having up to
date documentation.

3. FEATURES

An attempt has been made to provide some organization to the list of features which
corresponds to the steps involved in using most packages--data definition, data transforma-
tion, data summarization and estimation. Other modes of organization are certainly possi-
ble. In fact the best mode of organization should be a matter of further investigation.
However, it is clear that some form of logical organization must be brought to such features
in order to make such lists useful for both evaluation and reference purposes.

The determination of whether a package has or does not have a particular capability is

sometimes not as clear as it might seem. Many packages can be made to do almost any form of
data manipulation by applying enough programming effort to the task. However, other pack-
ages can accomplish the same manipulation in one or two statements. For example, SPSS's
RECODE statement can easily accomplish the same remapping of variable values that requires
many SAS76 IF statements. Thus, for this matrix an indication that a package has a certain
capability is based on whether or not an operation can be accomplished but not necessarily
how easily that operation might be done. Admittedly some consideration was given to ease of
programming in making some determinations about a package's capability. This has undoubted-
ly interjected a subjective element into the construction of the matrix which, hopefully,
can be improved upon by better definition of features and constructive comments.

Unlike some other papers presented in this area, the originators of the packages have
not been given the opportunity to examine the entries for their package in advance. It is

hoped that they will be able to do so in the near future and provide feedback on any errors
and omissions as well as suggest improvements in the features list itself. Comments from
others interested in this effort are also appreciated. The matrix has been automated using
SAS76 so that adding or changing features or correcting entries is not quite as problematic
as retyping the matrix anew.

4. GLOSSARY

A glossary of terms for input data capabilities, data management facilities, package

file capabilities and output capabilities is appended to the features by packages matrix to

help clarify the meaning of terms used. No attempt has been made to provide definitions of

statistical terms. The need for such definitions or at least references to appropriate lit-

erature is recognized. However, such a task would require more effort than is possible to

devote to this project at the present time. It is hoped that this glossary can be expanded

and improved upon through comments from interested readers.
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COMPARISON OF STATISTICAL PACKAGE FEATURES
APRIL, 1977

Input Data Capabilities BMDP DTXT OMNI OSIR PSTA SAS SOUP SPSS TSAR

Types of Input Data
Case by variable
Hierarchial records
Variable length records
Correlation matrices

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X

X

Program Data Definition
Mnemonic variable names
Column defined
FORTRAN format
Freefield

X

X

X

X

X

X

Data Types
Character < 5

Character > 4

Multipunched (col. binary)
Multivalued observations
Real binary
Integer binary
Packed decimal
Zoned decimal

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Data Management

Data Editing
Input sequence check
Wild code check
Range check

X

X

Missing Values
Automatic deletions X X X X X X X X

Pair-wise deletions X X X X X X

List-wise deletions X X X X X X X

Checked in transformations X ? ? ? X X X

Transformation
Recode statement X X X X X X

Character to numeric transform X X X X X X X X

Arithmetic computes X X X X X X X X X

List functions X X X X X X

Crosscase transformations X X X X X X X

Ranking X X X X X X

Standardization (Z scores) X X X X X X X

Data aggregation X X X X X X

Transpose data (e.g., case to
variable) X X

Contingent transformation X X X X X X X X X

Case weighting X X X X X X X X X

Sort functions X X X X X X

Selection
Random samples X X X X X X X X

Selective samples X X X X X X X X X

Automatic storage of data subsets X X
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Package System File BMDP DTXT OMNI OSIR PSTA SAS SOUP SPSS TSAR

File Manipulation
Save and process system files X

Update system files X

Add variables to file
Add cases to file
Merge files

File Interfaces
Read other system files
Write other system files

X X X X X X X

x x x x x x xA

X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X

X X X X X

X X

Output

Label ing

Variables
Values

Other Output
Data listing statement
Data to other (tape, etc.)
Matrix (correlation, etc.)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Statistical Procedures

Univariable Descriptive Measures
Mean X

Median X

Mode X

Variance X

Standard deviation X

Range X

Frequency distribution X

Histogram X

Contingency Table Analysis
Row percent X

Column percent X

Cell percent of total X

Expected values X

Chi -square X

Fisher's exact test X

Yate's correction X

Non-Parametric Measures of Association
Cramer' s V X

Tau A X

Tau B X

Tau C X

Gamma X

Somer's D

Symetric X

Asymetric X

Lambda
Symetric X

Asymetric X

Phi X

X X X X X X X X

X X X X X

X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X X

X X X

X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X

X X X X X X

X X

X X X X X X X

X X X X X X

X

X X X X

X X X

X X X X X

X

X X X

X X

X X

X X X

X X X
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BMDP DTXT OMNI OSIR PSTA SAS SOUP SPSS TSAR

Simple Correlation (Parametric)
Scaiter plots X X

Pearson's product moment X X

Eta2
Simple regression coefficients X X

Sample Tests

Parametric
Student's T test X X

Related T-test X X

Non-Parametric
Chi-square X X X X X X

Kolmogorov - Smirnov X XXX
Wilcoxon X

Runs test X

Tau A X XX X

Concordance X X

Mann Whitney U X X

Kruskal -Wal 1 is Anova X

Friedman 2-way Anova X

Analysis of Variance
Dimensi ons

One-way XX XXX X XX
Two-way XXXXXXXXX
Three-way X X X X X X X

Three-way XXXXXXXXX
N-way XXXXXXXX

Estimation
Unweighted means XX XX
Exact anova X X X X X X

A priori contrasts X

Posterior comparisons
Duncan multiple range test X XXX
Dunnet's T X X

Student-Newman-Keul s X X

Tukey X X

Tukey's alternative X

Modified least significant
difference X

Scheffe X X

Repeated measures XX X

Multiple Regression
Variable entry

Stepwise XX XXXXXX
Automatic polynomial XX XX

Parameter estimation technique
01s XXXXXXXXX
Weighted least squares
Least squares estimates of
nonlinear bet X X

Assessment of resultant equation
Residual printing X X X X X XX
Residual plotting X X X X X XX
Durbin-Watson X X X X X X

Multiple R XXXXXXXX
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BMDP DTXT OMNI OSIR PSTA SAS SOUP SPSS TSAR

•

F-test for multiple R X X X X X X X X
parameters estimatea

Unstandardized beta X X X X X X X X X

Standardized beta X X X X X X X

Normalized ueta X X
r\cy rc b b i un tnruuyn uriyin VA YA v

A
v
X

v
X X

i or r test Tor coeiTicients vA X
V V
A X X X X X X

Analysis of covariance
une -way vA v

X X X X X

N-wdy V
X X X X X

WILM II IU 1 L 1 p 1 c LUVdn atcb V
A vA vX v

X X

ractor ana lysi s

Factor structure estimation
principal components VX

V
X X X X X X

Principal axis X X X X X X

More advanced techniques V
A X X X X

Kotationai metnoas
Orthogonal

Varimax X X X X X X X

utner vA v
X X X X X

Cel i que X X X

User supplied communal i ties X X X X

nibcci idneous multivariate tecnniques
Discriminant function X X X X X X

Canonical correlation v
A

v
X

v
X X X X

rrobi

t

v
X X X X

Logi t

cluster analysis vA vA v
X

V
X

AID (automatic interaction detector) X

MCA (multiple classification
ana iys 1 s )

vA

jpcL Li a 1 alia 1 y b 1 S YA YA YA

Time series analysis X X X

Miscellaneous mathematical techniques
Linear programming X

Matrix algebra operations X X
v
X

Miscellaneous scaling
Nonmetric multidimensional scaling X

Guttman scaling X X X X

Roll call analysis yA

5. GLOSSARY OF TERMS

I. Input data capabil ities--input data may have various forms of organization and coding.
Some statistical packages have great flexibility with respect to the forms of data orga-
nization and coding which are acceptable. Others are much more restricted in what they
are capable of accepting.

A. Types of input data
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Case by variable - the standard mode of data input corresponding to the statistical';

notation of a case by variable matrix of data.

Hierarchical file - a data set with an aggregate level record preceding records for

each unit composing the aggregate unit, (e.g.: a record with family character^

istics followed by records with individual level data about each member of the

fami ly .

)

Variable length records - records with different physical lengths. A package must
be able to determine the length of the record as well as read the information or

it.

Correlation matrices - matrices are often a more compact form of feeding data to

multivariate analyses. Some packages have the capacity to input them directly
to these statistical routines.

B. Program data definition - every statistical program must have a method for defining
the characteristics of the data to the program. Statistical packages vary in

the ease with which this may be done.

Mnemonic variable names - the capacity to refer to variables in the data using user
created mnemonic names.

Column defined data formatting - a convenient method for detailing the position of
variables on data records in terms of record location without having to write a

pseudo-Fortran format statement.

Fortran format - use of FORTRAN-like format statements to describe positions of

variables on data records.

Freefield - data for variables is simply placed on record in order separated by one

or more blanks.

C. Data types - data are not always represented as simple numeric codes. Packages dif-

fer in their capabilities for reading nonstandard data types.

Character < 5 - character strings of length four or less.

Character > 4 - character strings of length greater than four are generally less
easily handled, if at all, by many packages.

Multipunched -non-EBCDIC or BCD codes used to represent data, usually found in old
Harris and Roper opinion survers.

Multivalued observations - possible with multipunched codes where several numeric
codes in a single card field comprise a legitimate code combination.

Data management facilities - data is not often in the form an investigator wishes imme-
diately after being read in from a deck of cards, tape, etc. The data management fa-
cilities of statistical packages permit the investigator to manipulate the values of
variables, construct indices of concepts, select subsamples for analysis as well as edit
out "bad" data from analyses. Various packages provide these facilities to different
degrees

.

A. Data editing - operations performed to insure that data has been correctly recorded
and in proper order for processing.

Automatic data sequence checking - the program requires the user to specify to it

the case identification field and the case sequencing field in the data. Using this
information, the program then checks the user's input data to confirm that it is

sorted properly.
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Wild code check - ability to specify pertnissable codes for variables and have pack-
age check for illegitimate values.

Range check - ability to define permissable upper and lower numeric bounds for vari-
ables and have package check for out of range values.

B. Missing data handling - data are seldom complete for all cases across all variables.
Nevertheless, many researchers feel that they have adequate data to perform an anal-
ysis on the data in hand. Statistical packages often provide a means for identify-
ing values for variables that indicate "bad" data and provide a means for editing
out cases containing these values.

Automatic elimination - elimination of cases with identified missing values from the
analyses without user intervention.

Pair-wise deletion - the elimination of cases from each of the bivariate relation-
ships entering into a multivariate analysis such that only cases missing data from a

particular bivariate relationship are eliminated from the calculation of that rela-
tionship's coefficient.

List-wise deletion - the elimination of cases from a bivariate or multivariate anal-
ysis such that if any variable of a case has a missing value, all variables for that
case are eliminated from the analysis.

Checked in transformations - missing values encountered in data transformations
cause the result of the transformation to be set to a missing value.

C. Transformation and selection features

Recode statement - the ability to easily change the values of a variable to other
values. Usually most useful in collapsing many categories of responses into fewer
categories for analysis.

Arithmetic computations - the ability to easily perform arithmetic transformations
of a variable or variables. (E.g., sum several attitude variables to construct a

Likert index.)

List functions - functions useful in arithmetic computations which perform summary
operations on a case-wise basis or several variables at a time. (E.g., Y=mean (A,

B, C, D, E) where Y is the mean of the variable values of A, B, C, D and E.)

Crosscase transformations - ability to perform computations that involve values ag-

gregated across cases. [E.g., Y = (X - mean (X))]

Transposition of data matrix - the ability to transpose the datamatrix from a cases

by variables matrix to a variables by cases matrix. This is useful for performing Q
factor analysis and/or cluster analysis.

Contingent transformations - the ability to transform the value of a variable, as-

sign a value to a new variable or perform a computation if and only if some logical

expression based on values of the data is true.

Ranking function - the ability to assign rank order numbers to cases based on the

values of a variable.

Standardization - a useful crosscase transformation which will automatically trans-

form the values of a variable into Z score form.

Aggregate data - the ability to calculate and assign to cases values for variables

which are the sums of all members of a class of units in the data of which that

case is a member. The units used as the basis for aggregation are user definable.
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Character variable conversion - the ability to assign numeric values to the alpha-

betic codes for a variable or variables.

Case weighting - the ability to weight cases in terms of marginal frequencies in a

manner prescribed by the user.

Sort functions - the ability to sort the data based on the values of some vari-

able^). Usually the case identification number and the record sequencing field

are used as the variables.

D. Case selection

Random sampling - the ability to select a random subset of cases in the data.

Selective samples - the ability to select out cases for analysis on the basis of

some selection criterion. (E.g., perform the analysis only on middle class

males
.

)

III. Package file capabilities - many systems are capable of storing input data as well as

variable mnemonics and other descriptive information in a form that makes them more

easily accessible and quickly read by that particular statistical package. These sys-
tem files also save the user the machine time necessary to define the location and de-

scription of the data each time the package is run on that particular data set.

File manipulation - the ability to modify a package file.

Save and process system files - has the ability to store and retrieve a system

file.

Update files - the capacity to correct values for given variables for given cases

on an existing file.

Add variables to system file - the ability to add additional data in the form of

variables to a statistical package system file.

Add cases to system file - the ability to add data in the form of cases to a sta-

tistical package system file.

Merge files - a procedure for merging two or more existing files.

File interfaces

Read other system files - procedure for reading another package's system file.

Write other system files - a procedure for writing another package's system file.

IV. Output capabilities

Variable labelling - the ability to append short descriptive phrases to each variable

and have those phrases printed out when the variable is displayed on the printout for

an analysis.

Value labelling - the ability to assign a short descriptor to any or all values of a
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variable and have these descriptors printed out adjacent to the values whenever that
variable is displayed on the printout.

Data output - the ability to output the data from the package to some other storage

medium such as tape or cards.

Matrix output - the ability to output correlation and/or factor score matrices from

the program for storage on some medium such as tape or cards.
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Abstract

The low "overhead" learning philosophy of the ST package is discussed. Ex-

amples of the interactive dialogue used to produce plots, and of the resulting
plots are presented. A word on the current state of development concludes the

report

.
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I. Some Philosophy

The ST interactive statistical plotting package was developed for use by statisticians,
as opposed to computer programmers. Computer programmers have invested in a body of know-

ledge which allows them to enter data and instructions into the computer, thus acheiving
some desired result. In other words, they make use of a certain syntax to communicate with

the computer. On the other hand, a statistician may not be familiar with any other syntax

than that of the English language. The ST package allows the statistician to enter

specifications for a particular type of plot, usually using only the English language. Thus

the need for programming experience or reference to thick manuals is minimized.
The obvious way of getting the plot specifications into the computer is for the program

to ask appropriate questions, which when answered in English (usually "yes" or "no") obtain
the necessary information to produce the desired plot. This is the approach used by the ST

package. (Hence the name "interactive plotting.") In this manner, the "overhead" of com-
puter related knowledge required of the user is kept minimal. More complex plots will re-
quire more questions, and answering many questions can be tedious. This is the "operating
cost," and is measured in terras of human patience. In writing an ST program, we try to

minimize this operating cost in several ways—among which are keeping questions terse yet
unambiguous, and allowing experienced users to "answer ahead" (supply answers before the

question appears)—but not, if possible, at the expense of increased overhead.

2. An Example

At the poster session described by this paper, 15 recorded examples of on-line interac-
tion with the ST package were played back on a graphics terminal, and copies of the ST
user's guide were made available. A condensed version of one of the examples follows:

Example: Analysis of U.S. draft data using enhanced scatter plots.

Data :

Y Data: Birthdates, represented as the integers from 1 to 366. These were
drawn from a box, supposedly randomly, to determine an order for
drafting people in the U.S. in 1969.

X Data: The number of the draw on which the corresponding birthdate was
selected

.
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Background to the Analysis:

An analysis by Fienberg (1973) using regression and goodness-of-f it tests
showed that earlier birthdates tended to be selected later, probably because they
were nearer the bottom of the box and the box was inadequately m ixed--a 1 though
this cannot be perceived in the scatter plot.

The Cleveland/Kleiner technique is to compute smoothed moving statistics to

summarize the behaviour of the original scatter plot of Y versus X. Four vectors
are computed given a group size R for the moving statistics: the vector SO is

smoothed X's; SI is smoothed values of the lower values of Y; S2 is smoothed
values of the middle values of Y; S3 is smoothed values of the upper values of Y.

The points (SO, SI), (S0.S2), and (SO, S3) are then plotted.

Description of the Terminal Session :

The user runs the program ST/scat: the X and Y data are typed and saved on a

file, and a scatter plot is produced. Not satisfied, the user then runs

ST/SCATPLUS, which uses the Cleveland/Kleiner technique to enhance scatter plots.

The saved data are read from the file, a group size of R=50 is specified, and the

resulting enhanced scatter plot is displayed. (Notice that the results agree with
Fienberg's analysis.) The user saves the moving statistics on a separate file for

future reference.

Terminal Session :

SYSTEM?st/scat
IF TEKTRONIX TERMINAL, TYPE BAUD RATE: 9600
VARIAN HARD COPY CAPABILITY REQUIRED? no

(screen clears)

INTERACTIVE SCATTER PLOTS

USER CONTROL OF AXIS LIMITS? yes

OF X-AXIS LIMITS? y
OF Y-AXIS LIMITS? y

IF DATA ON A FILE, TYPE FILE NAME: (carriage return)

IF DATA CONTAINS MISSING VALUES,
TYPE A NUMBER THAT WILL REPRESENT THEM:

TYPE THE DATA: AN X VALUE, A Y VALUE, ANOTHER X, ETC.

AN EMPTY LINE SIGNIFIES END OF DATA.

DATA: 305 1 159 2 251 3 215 4 101 5 224 6 306 7 199 8 194 9

DATA: 325 10 329 11 221 12 318 13 238 14 17 15 121 16 235 17

DATA: (etc.)
DATA: 95 359 84 360 173 361 78 362 123 363

DATA: 16 364 3 365 100 366

DATA:
TITLES FOR X DATA AND Y DATA (8 CHARS EACH): order birthday

SAVE DATA ON A FILE? y
TO SAVE THE X DATA, TYPE FILE NAME: usdraft

TO SAVE THE Y DATA, TYPE FILE NAME: usdraft

CONNECT POINTS WITH STRAIGHT LINES? n

PLOTTING CHARACTER:
X-AXIS LIMITS: 1 366

Y-AXIS LIMITS: 1 366

(the screen clears, and the plot appears:)
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COLUMN 1 0RDER

SCATTER PL0T 0F 366 P0INTS

(user types carriage return to continue)

ANOTHER SCATTER PLOT? no

SYSTEM?st/scatplus
IF TEKTRONIX TERMINAL, TYPE BAUD RATE: 9600 ;no

(screen clears)

INTERACTIVE ENHANCED SCATTER PLOTS

USER CONTROL OF AXIS LIMITS? y;y;y
IF DATA ON A FILE, TYPE FILE NAME: usdraft
THERE ARE 2 COLUMNS OF DATA.
WHICH COLUMN FOR X-COORDINATES? 1

WHICH COLUMN FOR Y-COORDINATES? 2

GROUP SIZE FOR MOVING STATISTIC: 50
PLOTTING CHARACTER FOR (X,Y), IF ANY: *

X-AXIS LIMITS: 1 366
Y-AXIS LIMITS: 366

TYPE 1 MORE NUMBER: 1

(the screen clears, and the plot appears:)

366
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GR0UP SIZE - 50

(user types carriage return to continue)

SAVE RESULTS ON A FILE? yes
TO SAVE THE ORDERED X-COORDINATES , TYPE FILE NAME: results
TO SAVE THE CORRESPONDING Y-COORDINATES , TYPE FILE NAME: results
TO SAVE THE MOVING STATISTICS SO, TYPE FILE NAME: results
TO SAVE THE MOVING STATISTICS SI, TYPE FILE NAME: results
TO SAVE THE MOVING STATISTICS S2, TYPE FILE NAME: results
TO SAVE THE MOVING STATISTICS S3, TYPE FILE NAME: results
ANOTHER ENHANCED SCATTER PLOT? no

3. Current State of Development

There are presently 19 different ST routines. They will perform scatter, Q-Q, ECDF, PDF,
PF, and CDF plots, polynomial regressions, user supplied function plots in rectangular or
polar coordinates, histograms, a Central Limit Theorem demonstration involving histograms of
means of random samples, summary sample descriptive statistics plots, multi-dimensional data
plots, bar graphs, enhanced scatter plots, multiple regressions, and contour plots. They
will also generate random numbers to be stored in a file for further analysis, and evaluate
PF's, PDF's, CDF's, and inverse CDF's for various discrete and continuous distributions.
Certain programs are used for research, while others are designed for primarily for teaching
purposes (e.g. the Central Limit Theorem demonstration). These programs will run on a Tek-
tronix terminal (for high quality plots) or an arbitrary terminal (for crude character
plots). High quality hard copy is available from any terminal. The ST programs are
available to and are widely used by both faculty and students throughout the Faculty of
Mathematics at the University of Waterloo.

The ST package is being developed at the University as a research project. As such, it

is in a state of constant flux. (We are currently involved in making the package device in-

dependent.) It is written in standard Fortran, with exceptions and system dependent fea-

tures documented and separated from the main body of code.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are several stages to be passed before this data transmission can be done
automatically at the cost of minimum effort from the user. Obviously, the data must be
retrieved and stored in a way that other routines can get at it. On some time-sharing
installations, such data handling is available. However, there is a further stage that
has been neglected. The linguistic expression of this data transmission must be concise
and clear. The expression should resemble the way in which the problem is normally stated,
say to a colleague.

2. GENERAL

As part of the Consistent System developed at M.I. T., I proposed a language, DATATRAN,
that would accomplish this linguistic expression. This language has been implemented
within an interactive version of a large statistical package (TSP which was written primari-
ly for econometricians) . Two notable features of this application are the table driven
syntax and the context dependent semantics.

A basic element of what was proposed is to treat all statistical routines as multi-
valued functions. This parallels our natural usage. We regress "x" on the "log(y)"
rather than on some other attribute that was created as the log of y.

Several examples are attached. To better understand these examples, the reader is

urged to first read the note on "An algorithm to derive mnemonics for computer usage."

The first example compares two time series; the original dependent attribute and the
predicted values of that attribute regressed on several independent attributes.

The second and third examples introduce random number generators as dyadic operators.
A random number generation can be thought of as relating location (some measure of central-
ity) to scale (some measure of dispersion).

All of the examples show how the computer creates names for the attributes that are
returned by the indicated functions. These created names are just what the user called
them in writing out the instructions to the computer, "log(y)" is called just that, "x-y"

becomes "x-y". "5 rnnd 2" (random numbers normally distributed) becomes "5.rnnd2.".
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An algorithm to derive mnemonics
for computer usage

As the number of statistical procedures available on a computer grows, the problem of
what to call the procedures arises. Some computers will not accept more than a small number
of characters in a name (six in many cases). This makes it impossible to use the full name
of many statistical techniques. Thus, we have seen a great number of abbreviations. ANOVA
for analysis of variance is a well-known one.

These abbreviations, however, are arbitrary. They have to be memorized for each usage.
Besides, which analysis of variance should be called ANOVA since there are a variety of
techniques available?

*
To get around these encumbrances, an abbreviation algorithm was developed at MIT. The

advantage of an algorithmic approach is that the user is absolved from memorizing abbrevia-
tions. Instead, each abbreviation can be recreated from the normal name for a statistical
technique by the application of the algorithm.

The algorithm for abbreviating names is as follows:

! The first letter and the next following consonant (if any)
! of the first word to which are added the first letter of
! each subsequent word in the name. (N.B., prepositions,
! conjunctions, definite and indefinite articles are passed
! over in scanning the subsequent words.)

As an example, "analysis of variance for complete layouts" becomes "anvcl". "an" comes
from the first word, "of" is skipped as is "for" so that the first letters of the remaining
words make up "vcl". "under the name" would become "unn" even though "under" is a preposi-
tion. It is not skipped over since it is the first word in the name to be abbreviated.

Inevitably, we have had to make exceptions but they are well-defined and limited in

scope

.

1. In order to avoid confusion and redundancy, short names are not abbreviated. Short
is defined as any name composed of only one word which has four or fewer letters. E.g.,
"for", "with", "plot" are not abbreviated.

2. The few commands coming from FORTRAN, such as "format", have been left unabbrevi-
ated. It was felt that most people would already know them in their long form.

3. Function names, such as "log", "tan", etc. that are already widely used in an
abbreviated form have been left untouched. For the most part, these abbreviations have be-
come names in themselves and, as such, would not be abbreviated under the above algorithm,
exception 1. The few, like "conjg" that would be abbreviated by this algorithm have been
left untouched so as to avoid undue confusion.

* This algorithm was developed largely by Jeffery Stamen and Robert Wallace as part of their
work at the Cambridge Project, MIT.

An expanded version of TSP/DATATRAN will be available for general use on Multics beginning
in September 1977. Some parts of the expanded version are currently available by special
arrangement. For more information, please contact: John Brode, 23 Berkeley St., Cambridge,
MA. 02138, (617) 864-8319.
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ABSTRACT

Using Monte Carlo techniques it is possible to solve any and all

integer programming problems in a very simple and direct fashion. Start-
ing with problems that have a million or less feasible solutions, the

authors write Fortran IV programs to search all possible solutions to

obtain and record the optimum one.

When dealing with an integer programming problem with more than a

million feasible solutions, which is usually the case in applications,
the authors take a random sample of approximately one million feasible
points and find the optimum solution of this sample.

It is the authors' contention that the sampling distributions of

feasible solutions of practical integer programming problems have thick
enough tails, no isolated extreme points, to make this approach useful

in obtaining a solution that is very close to the true theoretical opti-
mum. This contention is investigated by finding and graphing the sam-
pling distributions of the feasible solutions of hundreds of integer
programming problems. Copies of the graphs are available from the au-

thors .

Key words: Computer; integer programming; Monte Carlo techniques; opti-
mum solution; random sample of feasible solutions; statistical approach
and justification.

1. INTRODUCTION

Integer programming is the study, and hopefully solution, of functions of several vari

ables that are to be maximized or minimized. These variables are subject to certain con-
straints, usually inequalities. They further have the property that each variable can take
only integer values.

Therefore in most practical problems there are only a finite number of possible (feasi-
ble) solutions. So theoritically it is possible to examine all possible solutions and take
the one that produces the true optimum.

Until recently there was no real point in pursuing this approach, because even the sim
plest of integer programming problems would have thousands of feasible solutions. These
problems were just too large to solve in this manner without some computational aid. But a

modern high speed computer is quite capable of looking at thousands or millions of points
and recording and printing the optimum solution in a matter of minutes or seconds.
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2. AN EXAMPLE

Let's look at an example of an integer programming problem. Maximize

P = 7x
1

+ 2x2 + x
2

, + 8x
4

libject to 0 < x-l < 9 i = 1,4, *
l

+ x
2

+ x
3

+ x
4

< 30 and x\ + 2x
2

+ x
3

< 70.

Without considering the constraints one can see that there are 10 choices for each var-
able and therfore at most 10^ = 10000 possible solutions. Using Fortran (or any compara-
le language with loops and IF statements) a short program can be written to run through the
3000 possibilities, throw out the ones that don't meet the constraints and find the opti-
jm solution.

However, most practical problems, although they have a finite number of solutions, in-

Dlve at least billions or trillions of possible solutions. This makes the above approach
npractical at best. For example, if we had a function of twenty variables and each could
ake the values from 0 to 99 then we would have 10020 possible solutions.

3. THE TECHNIQUE

The authors propose to solve integer programming problems of this size by taking a ran-

pm sample of say one million possible solutions and finding the maximum or minimum of this
ample of solutions as desired.

The approach is quite straightforward. Just read in a random number for each variable
nd check it to see if it meets the constraints. If they all meet the constraints, have
he program evaluate the function and check to see if it is the optimum so far. If it is,

hen store this solution. The program continues like this through the loop, say one million
imes, and then prints the optimum solution. The programming details are available from the
uthors.

4. JUSTIFICATION

The only remaining question is how good is the answer obtained through random sampling?
irst, it is very easy to obtain an answer quickly this way. This reduces costs. Also, the
echnique works on virtually any integer programming problem whether linear or nonlinear,
md regardless of the type or number of constraints. Therefore very little time has to be

pent figuring out how to approach the problem.

Each integer programming problem has a sampling distribution of all feasible solutions,

y taking a random sample of about one million possible solutions, the odds are overwhelming
.hat the maximum or minimum solution from the sample will be in the upper or lower .001 per-
:ent region of the distribution. Assuming that the tails of the distributions of the inte-
ger programming problems are reasonably thick, no isolated extreme points, our random sample
solution should be near the optimum. It is the authors' contention that this is true in

practical integer programming problems. This contention was investigated by finding and
graphing the sampling distributions of hundreds of integer programming problems using the
technique in Conley and Tracy (1976). Four of these graphs are presented here. Copies of

)thers are available from the authors.
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This does not by any means prove our contention. However, the well behaved nature of

the distributions does tend to reassure one that similar results would follow for large in-

teger programming problems if those results were obtainable. Even if the contention isn't

justified in every case, one still will have the best solution of a million or ten million
possible answers, depending on how long the program is run.

Also sensitivity analysis can be done by checking the points around the random sample
optimum to discover if a better answer is close by. Other variations can be used to improvf

the answer. In addition, if the constraints and/or objective functions are subject to

slight variations, the random sampling approach is more likely to produce a solution that
will be valid with these variations than a theoretical solution that is frequently near a

"corner" of the constraint region.

5. CONCLUSION

With the recent and future advances in capacity, speed and miniaturization of computers
we believe this technique will be a promising alternative when the theory approach to inte-
ger programming problems becomes complex.
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A SYSTEM FOR DICTIONARY-DRIVEN DATA ENTRY
USING AN INTELLIGENT TERMINAL

Brent A. Blumenstein and Robert K. O'Day
Emory University, Department of Biometry, Atlanta, Georgia 30322

ABSTRACT

This paper discusses a generalized dictionary-driven data entry
system which runs on an intelligent terminal in conjunction with a
large-scale data base computer. An Input Control Program (ICP) controls
the sequencing, branching and edit checking. The ICP is interpreted by
a data-independent BASIC program which runs on the intelligent terminal.
Data are entered, verified, and recorded on diskettes for later
transmittal to the data base computer. The ICP is prepared for the
intelligent terminal on the data base computer by a program which runs
under control of a data base dictionary. This system of data entry has
been found to have significant advantages over more traditional
approaches to data entry. The main advantages include flexibility and
an orientation to the goal of data analysis. This paper presents an
analysis of these advantages and a favorable cost comparison over card
punching for one large-scale data entry problem.

Key words: Data base dictionary; data editing; data entry; data
independence; data management; distributed processing; intelligent
terminal; statistical data systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes an intelligent terminal data entry extension to the
Dictionary-Driven Datasystem (DDD) described in Blumenstein (1976). DDD is a general
purpose data system providing within entity content flexibility through the use of a data
base dictionary. The primary goals of DDD are to facilitate the entry and maintenance of
data In a flexible and easily extendible data base and to allow for the extraction of
selected data in a form compatible with statistical analysis software and report programs.

The DDD within-entity content flexibility allows the set of attributes on which values
exist to vary from entity to entity. However, control of a minimum set of attribute values
which must exist is possible. The introduction of a new attribute into the data base is

accomplished simply by adding the definition of the attributes to the dictionary and
modifying the input program(s) to request values of the new attribute. This data system
design has already proven itself to be successful on several large-scale longitudinal data
bases

.

One of the most useful components of DDD is VIC, a conversational value input program.
VIC is controlled by an ordered list of attribute names called an Input Control Program
(ICP). The ICP is interpreted by VIC and causes requests for attribute values to be made to

the terminal. The values are edited under control of the dictionary as they are entered and
a second entry for verification is manditory. The value input procedure is modified (for

example, an order change or the addition of a new attribute) simply by changing the ICP.

There are two problems in using VIC: (1) it is expensive to run and (2) its operational
efficiency is affected by response time degradation of the multi-user central computer on
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which it runs. The motivation to develop the intelligent terminal data entry system came
from a desire to overcome these two problems.

The intelligent terminal used consists of a central processing unit with 16K bytes of
memory, a very fast video display, an upper/lower case keyboard, an audible signal and two
diskette handlers. A diskette holds 262,262 bytes. In addition, a printer is necessary to
facilitate program development. The software available is a very advanced and augmented
BASIC interpreter. A detailed description of the intelligent terminal is found in the
manufacturers reference manual (1975).

2. OPERATION OF THE INTELLIGENT TERMINAL DATA ENTRY SYSTEM

Figure 1 is a schematic of the relationship between the central computer and the
intelligent terminal relative to the operation of the intelligent terminal data entry
system. The intelligent terminal version of VIC is named VIW. The dictionary file (A) is

the DDD dictionary for the data base being processed. The dictionary is maintained using
the DDD definition facility. The ICP source file (B) is created and modified using the
general purpose file editor available in the central computer. The ICP processor (C)

interprets the source ICP, fetches the required value editing specifications from the DDD
dictionary and creates the file ICPVIW (D.l), the VIW version of the ICP on the central
computer. Hence, the ICPVIW contains both control logic and value editing specifications.
The ICPVIW is transmitted to the intelligent terminal using a telephone linkage. The ICPVIW
may not be modified except by modifying the ICP or the dictionary and re-running the ICP
processor. Hence, the dictionary is the only source of attribute value editing
specifications and the source ICP will always represent the control logic of the input
procedure as it will run on the intelligent terminal. The transmission of the ICPVIW to the

intelligent terminal is done one time.

The execution of VIW (E) causes the intelligent terminal version of the ICPVIW (D.2) to

be interpreted, attribute value requests to be displayed on the video display, values

accepted from the keyboard (F) and a data base input file (G.l) to be written. Periodically
(for example, at the end of each day) the intelligent terminal version of the data base

input file is transmitted to the central computer. The central computer copy of the data

base input file (G.2) is input to the data base update program (H) and causes the data base

(I) to be updated.

The design of this intelligent terminal data entry system allows for multiple input

procedures for a single data base (a different ICP for each). Furthermore, multiple data

bases may also be processed on a single intelligent terminal.

3. DESCRIPTION OF VIW

VIW is independent of the data base being processed. It is an interpretive program

written in the BASIC programming language. Like its VIC counterpart, VIW accepts six value

types: literal, metric, categorical, indicator, date and time. Each value type is

vigorously edited according to its specifications in the data dictionary. These edits

include range checks, category code verification, and date structure validation. A single

display line is used for each value requested, and each value is prompted by displaying its

respective attribute name from the data dictionary. If an error condition is detected by

VIW, an appropriate diagnostic is displayed on the screen and the operator is provided with

the opportunity for immediate error correction. A programmable audio tone (BEEP) is used to

capture the operators attention. Missing values are entered and validated in accordance

with the missing value permissions specified in the data dictionary. A second entry or

verification is mandatory on all values to test equality with the previously entered value.

However, the operator is provided with the capability of batching input, and verifying an

entire batch of input at once. If there is a discrepancy during verification, an algorithm

is executed which is designed to evoke the intended value from the operator. VIW has many

additional features which include: the ability to suspend and subsequently restart data

entry, a very tight file integrity mechansim and the ability to cancel the input of a single
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entity or batch of entities if necessary,

run.

Figure 2 provides an example of part of a VIW

Figure 2: VIW run example

DCMICMET? hist
DEFAULT ENTERED FOR DCOTHCON.
POINV? y
POSIDE? left
SEQNUM? 1

PSCODE? 742
EDPEOD? &-000-010000
DEFAULT ENTERED FOR EOD1967.
TSREC01? y
TSPROC01? L mod rad mastectomy, quadrant bx Rt breast
VERIFICATION DISCREPENCY. RE-ENTER.
TSPROC01? Lt mod rad mastectomy, quadrant by Rt breast
TSSTAT01? done

4. THE INPUT CONTROL PROGRAM

The ICP implements the ordering and control logic for an input procedure. At present,
the only control logic provided is the conditional input of values depending on the value of

condition codes. The condition codes are set as a result of the execution of ICP commands
which can assess the value set inclusion relationships. For example, an ICP can be designed
so that the outcome of a given treatment will be requested only if the treatment was
actuallly performed. The substitute value for a conditional input is indicated in the

conditional input request command. There are also ICP commands which perform logical
operations on two or more conditional codes. Figure 3 presents an ICP source code example.

Figure 3: ICP example

REQO FORMNUM
REQO SOURCE
RETC 0,1,

A

REQC HOSP,0, !NA

REQO LASTNAME
REQO FIRSTNM
REQO SOCREC
REQO DATEADM
REQO DATBIRTH
REQO BIRTHPL
REQO CASAME
RETC 0,1,

N

REQC CASTRNUM,0,!NC
REQC CASTREET.O, INC
REQC CACITY,0,!NC
REQC CASTATE, 0,!NC
REQC CAZIP,0,!NC
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5. EXPERIENCES IN DEVELOPMENT AND USE

The development of this system has not been smooth. The first type of intelligent
terminal selected was rejected because of inadequate processing capacity, ineffective
language processors and inefficient use of memory by the language processors. The current
manufacturer was then selected. However, the first type of processor tried was too slow.
The current target intelligent terminal is quite satisfactory.

It is natural to wonder how the cost of using this intelligent terminal data entry
system compares with puncned card preparation. The project providing the stimulus for the
development of this system is concerned with the collection of data on a large number of
cancer cases, both incidence and follow-up. The number of attributes on which data are
collected exceeds 300. In this data base It is highly desirable to collect a large amount
of open ended literal values such as "other diagnostic procedures performed." The monthly
cost of the two intelligent terminals and two data entry operators (salary + fringe +
overhead) is $3880. The goal is to enter 48 forms per day and this requires 75% utilization
of the data entry operators and intelligent terminals. Therefore, the cost per form for
data entry is

$3880/(23 days per raonth)/(48 forms per day) = $3.51.

The estimate for card punching using a card punching service is based on 40 cards per form
and a cost of $0.14 per card (local Atlanta prices for an alphanumeric punch job). Hence
the cost per form for card punching would be:

(40 cards/form) x ($0.14/card) = $5.60

Please note the following:

* The total cost of the intelligent terminals and the data entry operators are used in
the estimate.

* The estimate of the card preparation cost does not include the cost of editing. The
intelligent terminal cost does include a significant amount of editing.

* The card preparation cost estimate could have been computed for an "in-house"
operation. However, because of card handling problems this option was rejected.

* Verification discrepancies are corrected more quickly on the intelligent terminal and
this is probably the main reason the use of the intelligent terminal costs less.

6. PLANS FOR THE FUTURE

A planned major enhancement to this data system is the implementation of the capability
to perform value cross checks within the intelligent terminal. For example, it would be

desirable to be able to assure that a sex specific cancer diagnostic procedure indicated as

having been performed is valid for the sex of the patient. The implication of this feature
will require a major restructuring of VIW so that values may be addressed in a random
fashion rather than sequentially as is now the case. Because of the limited capabilities of

the intelligent terminal it may be very difficult to accomplish this rewrite. However, the

potential saving in processing cost on the central computer is significant.

SUMMARY

An intelligent terminal data entry system has been developed. It is an extension to a

dictionary-oriented data management system and therefore benefits from the high degree of

content flexibility and data base extendibility inherent in the dictionary-oriented design.
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The system implements many desirable data entry features not available using conventiorl
methods and is cost effective for one very complex data entry problem.
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ABSTRACT

Minimization of the p-th power of the residuals as a criterion

for fitting regression models has "been suggested "by a number of

authors recently. Various algorithms have "been proposed for computing

these L^ estimators. Some of the more promising algorithms are

considered, and computational experience relating to their speed is

reported.

Key words: Computer timings; curve fitting; estimation; gradient;

Newton-Raphson; perturbation methods; quasi-Newton; simplex method;

variable metric method.

The usual solution to the common problem of estimation of the parameters in the linear

lodel has traditionally been to use an estimator that minimizes the sum of squares of the

.eviations of the observations from their estimated mean values. While these least-squares

stimators enjoy optimal properties among certain classes of estimators and/or under some

'airly weak assumptions, when the class of permissible estimators is extended or when the

ssumptions are not met, the least squares estimators may loose some of their appeal.

We consider the linear model,

.iere y is an n-vector of observations, X is an n x m (n > m) matrix of constants, g_ is an

1. INTRODUCTION

y = xg_ + £, (1)

-vector of parameters to be estimated, and e is an n-vector of disturbances. The L
~ -

:

stimator of (3 is a vector p which is a solution to the problem

min £ |y (2)
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where x^ is the i-th row of X. For p = 2 this is the least squares criterion. In additioi

to their possible statistically attractive properties, the least squares estimators are

particularly simple to compute, being a solution to the consistent linear equations

(X'X)g. = X'y (3i

(although this formulation is not necessarily the best way to obtain these estimators).

Other members of the class of L estimators, however, may be more desirable from a

statistical standpoint than the least squares estimators under various conditions on the

model (see, e.g., Forsythe, 1972, or Rice and White, 196k). For p ^ 2 the estimators are

more difficult to compute

.

In recent years a number of algorithms for computing L estimates have been proposed.

However, little is known about their relative computational efficiency. The authors under-

took a study to compare some of the more popular algorithms, for p > 1, with regard to

computational efficiency.

2. THE ALGORITHMS

The L estimation problem (2) is essentially one of unconstrained minimization; hence,

there are a number of algorithms available for the computation of the estimates. As an

initial classification, we may categorize such algorithms based on the degree of regularity

of the objective function that they require, such as convexity, existence of derivatives,

etc. In general, the extent to which the optimization method takes advantage of special

properties of the objective function is indicative of the time-efficiency of the procedure.

A widely-used algorithm requiring very few conditions on the objective function is the

Nelder-Mead method (Welder and Mead, 3965). In this procedure the objective function is

evaluated at the vertices of a simplex and, based on the function values, a new point is

chosen to replace one of the simplex vertices in such a way that the sequence of points

leads toward the function minimum. This and other direct search procedures would not be

expected to perform as well as some other algorithms that utilize more properties of the

objective function (2) for the problem at hand.

Members of the class of gradient procedures, when applicable, should perform more

efficiently. Letting r^ = y^ - x!g_ in (2), we have the i-th component of the gradient,

-p ill
|r

i
|P~2

(yi - §
which, when equated to zero, gives a weighted least squares problem, aside from the

presence of B in the r. . The following iterative procedure is immediately suggested.
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Solve

where

and

X'R^k+1
) = X'RH ( 5 )

R
(k)

= diag (|y. - x^ (k)
|

p"2
) for K = 1, 2, ...

r(°) = I.

Qiis procedure was investigated by Fletcher, Grant, and Hebden (1971) and found to diverge

for p > 2. If p < 2, the weights in (5) may become infinite. Merle and Spath (197^+)

Investigated this algorithm and found it to converge for 1 < p < 2 on all problems they

Considered, when they assigned to any quantity |y^ - x^g_
|

less than E, the value E, for

some small E > 0. Following Merle and Spath, we refer to this method as Algorithm 1.

A straightforward application of the Newton-Raphson method using second derivatives of

'2) gives the iterative procedure, solve

X-R<
kW k+1

) = X'R
(k)

y (6)

md take g/
k+1

'
)

= [(p-2)p^
k

'
)

+ £^
k+1

) ]/(p-3 ) , where R^ is as in Algorithm 1. Again

following Merle and Spath, we refer to this procedure as Algorithm 2. This algorithm was

studied by Gentleman (1965), Fletcher, Grant, and Hebden (1971), Kahng (1972), and Rey

1 1975

)

}
among others. As long as the Hessian matrix remains positive definite, the

:|ilgorithm is known to converge. In the estimation problem for p > 2, this requirement

.S satisfied if no more than n - m residuals are equal to 0 at any stage.

To overcome the possible problems of a singular Hessian matrix, Ekblom (1973)

J..ntroduced a perturbation in problem (2), yielding the objective function

min E C(y. - x£) 2
+ e

2
]
p/2

, (7)

2
nd suggested using a Newton-Raphson method on a sequence of problems in which e is

ecreased to zero. In addition, Ekblom recommended a Goldste in-Armijo steplength in (6)

nstead of the constant (p-2)/(p-l). Ekblom' s modification allows the procedure to perform

ffectively for all p > 1.
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Algorithms 1 and 2 and Ekblom's algorithm all make use of the normal equations (5).

An essential difference is in the method of updating the solution, Let

(10
+ Y

(k+l)
ff

(k4l)^

where

(k)
with R as before and

4
k)

= ly
A

- xlP
(k)

l

P_1 sign (y..-x!&
(k)

).

Then = 1 gives Algorithm 1, Y^
k+1

^ = ~j gives Algorithm 2, and Y^
k+1

^ set to the

Goldstein-Armijo steplength divided by (p-l) gives the interior loop of Ekblom's algorithm.

Another gradient procedure applicable for any value of p > 1 is the Davidon-Fletcher

Powell method (Fletcher and Powell, 1963). This widely-used algorithm is one of the most

efficient of the class of gradient procedures known as variable metric or quasi-Newton

methods.

3. TIMING COMPARISONS

The five algorithms described in Section 2 were implemented in FORTRAN using double

precision and run on an IBM 360/65 for various artificial data sets. Available codings

known to be generally efficient were used when available. The Nelder-Mead implementation

by O'Neill (1971) (with the modification and corrections given in subsequent issues of

Applied Statistics ) was used in some preliminary timing trials, but was found to be very

time consuming relative to the other algorithms. For example, with p = 3-5, n = 20, and

m = 5, the Nelder-Mead procedure required approximately six times as much CPU time as the

modified Newton method (Algorithm 2) and, with p = 1.5, n = 20, and m = 5, required over

three times as long as Davidon-Fletcher-Powell.

The IBM (1968) SSP implementation, DFMFP, of the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell method was

used. For the other three algorithms the authors wrote a subroutine, LPFIT, incorporating

a least squares procedure HFTI and associated routines given by Lawson and Hanson (197*0

A key given to LPFIT determined whether Algorithm 1, i.e., a weight of 1 in (8),

Algorithm 2, i.e., a weight of l/(p-l) in (8), or Ekblom's method, i.e., a weight of

6
(k+1)

/(p-D in (8), with 6< k+1 ) be ing the Goldstein-Armijo steplength, and a sequence of

values of e, was to be used in the computations. Residuals less in absolute value than a

small tolerance were set to a small positive number. In the Ekblom method, e was set to

100 initially and was decreased by a factor of l/lOO for three iterations.
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The various tolerances and convergence criteria of the algorithms were tuned so as

generally to give seven place accuracy on -well-conditioned data. Table 1 gives the CPU

times, in hundredths of seconds, for the four algorithms for various well-conditioned data

sets with n observations and m independent variables (including a constant) and for various

values of p.

TABLE 1

CPU Times in Hundredths of Seconds for Four L Ale
P

jorithms

N M P DFMFP Algorithm 1 Algorithm 2 Ekblom

20 5 1.25 86 lV? * 115

5 1.25 253 -*
j 1 1

1+0 10 1.25 310 573 * 365

20 5 1.50 ] 00 73 35 Ilk

ko 5 1.50 157 216 78 180

ko 10 ] .50 271 271 191 318

20 5 3.50 hh * 2h 81+

ho 5 3.50 ihh * h6 15!+

ho 10 3.50 227 100 360

20 5 7.50 117 33 91

ho 5 7.50 3h8 89 198

ho 10 7.50 501 * 157 397

* — process did not converge

k. DISCUSSION

Investigation of CPU time for the various algorithms, as shown in Table 1, points to

the need for consideration of two cases defined by the user's situation.

First, if a general purpose algorithm, applicable for all p > 1, is desired, then the

only two candidates are the Fletcher-Powell and Ekblom algorithms. Programs based on

these algorithms required roughly the same amount of CPU time in execution of the test

datasets. Since Ekblom' s algorithm allows for more user control over the iteration, it

seems preferable to the authors, particularly for larger p values. Also, we suspect that

for very large p the Fletcher-Powell algorithm will not compare favorably with Ekblom'

s

algorithm.
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Secondly, if the user is only interested in p values near p = 2, say 1.5 < p < 7.5,

then algorithm 2 (key = 2) seems to be a logical choice since it is significantly faster.

However, the user must be aware of the fact that proof of convergence has not been found

for the range ] .5 < p < 2. Also, it must be expected that as p increases above 7.
c
>, this

algorithm will begin to perform less well in comparison with the Ekblom algorithm.
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THE METHOD OF MIDPOINTS
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ABSTRACT

This Mathematical Model is used for finding an estimated regression
line by successive midpoints. It can be applied to computer science,
statistics and operations research.

Suppose the set of n points (x^y,), . ..(x n ,y n ) is given, then the
estimated regression line can be determined by the kth set of two mid-
points, M k = [(x k

,
,y ki ), (x kj ,y kj )], k = n-2,

xk. = 0/2 k
) I)

1

"
„ (i) x i+1]

and
(l/2 k

)

(l/2 k
)

This method would benefit both statistics and computer science in

the following ways: (1) The Mathematical Model can be derived easily
without using any calculus; (2) The model may be used as an example for
teaching "Model Building"; (3) It is easy to show the estimated regres-
sion line by graphing and making the calculations by a simple table;
(4) It is a simple example for learning computer programming by using
the FACT(N) and COMBINATION subroutines.

Keywords: Binomial coefficients; COMBINATION subroutine; FACT(N)
subroutine; estimated regression equation; estimated regression line;
least-squares prediction equation; Mathematical Model; midpoints;
midpoints prediction equation.

1 . INTRODUCTION

How to build a Mathematical Model is one of the interesting topics in applied
mathematics. A real world problem is given for showing the process of deriving the model.
Some examples are illustrated for presentation of the techniques and applications. Then
some of the results are checked by the method of least-squares.

2. A REAL WORLD PROBLEM

2.1 Problem . Estimate the stopping distance of the car traveling at 25 miles per

hour from the following data:

Speed (miles/hour) of the car 20 30 40 50

Stopping distance (feet) 50 95 150 210

2.2 Solution (by graphing) . In this figure: let x=speed and y=stopping distance.
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P, (X,,Y;) are the points on the xy-plane where 1=1,2,3,4. Draw P\ P
2
,P2

P

3
,P
3
P4 and find the

;

midpoints from each segment. We get three points: Mn = (25,72.5), Mu = (35 ,1 22. 5) and
M n = (45,180). They belong to the set Mi. Then we find the two midpoints of M n M 1

2 and IJ«.

M12M13 respectively: M 2 i
= (30,97.5) and M 22 = (40,151.25), which belong to the set M 2 .

Finally, use these two points to determine a line. Since the line does not pass through
the mean (x,y) (where x=35 and y=126.25) we can make another line pass through the point
(35,126.25) by using M21 and M 22 as the slope. Then we obtain the predicted regression
line which equation is:

5.37x - 61.70 (1

A

0

I
s
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Feet

Line- filling by Me-rKod erf- Midpoints
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± Ma ={Hai j Maa.}

flje. Second se4 of Midpoint

l
2

:

I

10 TO \jS_\ 3 0

Spce. J

40 5 0

Miles/hr

>

From this predicted midpoints line we estimate the stopping distance of the car

traveling at 25 miles/hour is 72.55 feet.

2.3 Comparison . The least-squares prediction equation is

y = 5.35x - 61.00 (2)

The stopping distance of the car is 72.75 feet when derived from equation (2). Thus the

results from these two methods are approximately equal.

2.4 Solution by using vectors . We may solve the problem by using vectors as follows:

Let Pi be the set of vectors, Mi = the set of 1st midpoints, M 2 = the set of 2nd midpoints.
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Pi P2 P3 P4

P,: (20,50) (30,95) (40,150) (50,210)

Mi: (zO + 30 , 50 + 95J ,
(
30 + 40 , 95 + 150

) , /40 + 50 , 150 + 21 oA

^2 2
J

I 2 2
J

\
2 2

J

M 2 : (20 + 2(30) + 40 , 50 + 2(95) + 15p\ , (lO + 2(40 + 50 , 95 + 2(150) + 21o\
I 22 2 2

J
I 2? 22"

j

*We can get M 2 1 directly from the data i.e. in M 2 1

:

x = ID (20) + 2(30) + (1 ) (40) ,

y
_ (1 ) (50) + 2(95) + (1 ) (150)

or x = 1/2
2

[(1,2,1) - (20,30,40)] , y = 1/2
2

[(1,2,1) • (50,95,150)]

• means the dot product of two vectors. Similarly, we can calculate x, y in M 22 .

3. GENERALIZATION

3.1 Generalization for finding the last two midpoints .

If Pi = {Pi ,P2 »P3. — P«/ with Pi = (xi.yO , P2 - (x 2 ,y2 ) , — Pn = (x n ,yn ) we can

make a table as follows: J

Pi : (xi,y,), (x 2 ,y 2 ), (x 3 ,y 3 ), (x 4 ,y4 ), (x 5 »y5 )> — ( x n-i .Yn-, )> (x n ,yn )

Mi :

f
Xl + x ? , y! + y2\ , /x?+ x 3 , y9 + y^j ,

f
x 3+ x 4 , y^ + y4 \ , —f x +x , y +y_

1
2 2

i A 2 M I
2

/
2

J I \
M 2 :

f
xi+2x 9 +X3 , yi +2y7 +yo\ , /x2 +2x,3+x 4 , y ?+£y^+y4\ ,

/
x3+2x 4 +x 5 , y3+2y4 +y5

]
,

I 22 22 I I 22 22 I l~2? 22

M 3 : /xi +3x2 +3x3 +x 4 , yi +3y2 +3y3+y4\ , / x 2+3x3+3x4+x s , y?+3y^+3y4 +ys \ ,

ZT* 2 3 23 23
\ M31 / \ M32 J

Now we have a pattern for calculating the last two points:

If n = 4 M 2 = M n -2 is the end n = 5 M3 = M n -2 is the end.

In M 2 : _ (1,2,1) • (xi,x 2 ,x 3 ) Where 1, 2, 1 are the values (o)/^)'^
21

"*

2 2 Binomial coefficients in combinations

,

When n = 5, M 3
= M 5 _ 2 , v = x i+3x 2+3x3 +x4 _ (1 ,3,3,1 ) • (xi ,x 2 ,x 3 ,x 4 )

3 '"

§
m * " V

Where 1,3,3,1 are the values of [0] » (f) » (2) & (3

When n = n, let k = n - 2

In M k : x k ,
= J4k[(l,k,Kk(k-l) t

— 1) • (x,, x 2 , ,x n _,)]

x k2 = <Ak [(l.k.ak (k-1 ),---!) • (x 2 ,
x 3 , — ,x n )]
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y k/1
= *k [(l.k.Kk (k-1),— 1) • (y, , y 2 , — , yn -i )]

y k ,2
= /jk • (y 2 . y3 > —i Yn)]

3.2 The final formulas . Therefore, suppose the set of n points Ui.y,), (x 2 ,y2)> -*

(xn,y n ), is given, then the estimated regression line can be determined by the kth set of
two midpoints,

k!
'

i! (k-i)!
'

and
Xki = (V2 k

)

y kl = (V2 k
)

, k = n-2,

+ i

y +

1

x k2 = (l/2k)

|y k 2 + d/2 k
)

Xi=o U x i +

K

,i-o V 1

2

y ; + 2

APPLICATIONS

4. 1 Exampl e 1 .

x 1 3 4 6 8 9 11 14
Glven:

y 1 2 3^ A 5 7 8 9

The work of this example may be arranged as in the following table

Oxui (iAi+i x Y

1 1 1 1

18 12 3 2

60 60 4 4

M - 8 120 80 6 4

k = 6 120 75 8 5

54 42 9 7

11 8 11

14

8

9

Sum 384 278

?) Xj-t 2 (t/Yif?
0 116 3 2

2 15 24 24

3 20 90 60

4 15 160 100

5 6 135 105

6 1 66 48
14 9

492 348

" =^ 6 -°°
fx., =^=7.68

161 m 62:

.y 61
= 278 = 4.34 ^ 348 = 5<44

The points: (6.00, 4.34) and (7.68, 5.44) approximately satisfy the least-square line:

y = .545 + .636x

4.2 Example 2 . To show "The Method of Midpoint" by using computer programming,

x 43 44 36 38 47 40 41 54 37 46
Given:

y 74 76 60 68 79 70 71 94 65 78

From the general program (by using the COMBINATION subroutine), we get the results which

are shown as follows: where n = 10 and k = 8

x = 0.4171094521E 02 x = 0.4288282021 E 02

y = 0.7197267168E 02 y = 0.741 7970293E 02
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The final midpoints approximately satisfy the least-squares line: y = 73.5 + 1.68 (x-42.6)

4.3 Final remarks . 1) Sometimes a midpoint line does not pass through the point
(centroid) , (x,y) . We better make the line passing through (x,y) by using the following
equation: y-y = [(yK 2-yia )/( x k2

_ xki )](x-x) • 2) The "Midpoint Method" is useful for curve
smoothing. We can also fit a midpoint parabola. But some of the results are not very good
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ABSTRACT

With the growth of interactive computing in general, attention
needs to be paid to the quality and style of statistical software
written or adapted to on-line computing. Criteria are presented for
evaluation of interactive statistical software which may be of use
to both designers and purchasers of such software.

Keywords: Conversational computing; interactive computing; online
computing; statistical programs.

Statistical processing, like many other computing genres, is showing no signs of
foregoing the advantages of interactive computing. The ability of a student or researcher
to sit down at a remote terminal, key in a few, simple, natural language commands, and have
available, at the terminal, summary, descriptive and inferential statistical analyses is

not to be denied. Interactive statistical processing (ISP) is particularly useful in

instructional applications, both in the teaching of statistics itself and in "Statistical
Analysis in" type courses in many academic fields. The student is relieved of the burden
of translating specific assignments into program instructions into punched cards into card
decks into interpretation by collapsing the intervening steps into a single key-in process.

ISP is inherently different from batch processing in more ways than the difference
between a keypunch and an interactive terminal. Interactivity implies two-way communi-
cation: the user keying in instructions and receiving responses and the program receiving
instructions, translating them, providing diagnoses of errors and responding with patholo-
gies and requested analyses. The interactive terminal is not, then, just a convenient
substitute for the keypunch and batch card reader. Of course, it is generally possible to

execute batch-type statistical programs in an interactive environment, but this is not what
is meant or implied by interactive computing. The interactive processor is one which
prompts, asks questions, lexically scans for syntax errors, recovers from errors (usually
with a meaningful diagnostic), and provides results at the terminal in a form designed for

the interactive terminal.

Some proposed criteria for an ISP are as follows:

1. Generality
2. Conversabil ity
3. Error- recoverabil ity
4. Linguistic style of the program
5. Data restrictions

--size
--form
--on/off line entry
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6. Transportability

These criteria are, obviously, interrelated to a great extent but we shall examine each
separately (with appropriate references to the interrelatedness)

.

1. GENERALITY

Generality in any statistical processor is the capability of that processor to perform
multiple statistical tasks in the same "job." That is, one should be able to request an
analysis of variance and multiple regression on the same data without having to execute
multiple separate programs. The BMD and BMDP programs are examples of uniprocessors; SPSS
and STATPAK are examples of multiprocessors. Not only should multiprocessing be available,
it should be available for distinct subsets of the data.

In addition to multiprocessing, the "ideal" ISP should be able to produce a wide variety
of "popularly available" analytic types, specifically summary descriptive statistics, fre-

quency distributions, bi- and multivariate frequency distributions and associational
statistics, correlational analyses, regression, factor analysis, analysis of variance,
scaling, and perhaps other multivariate treatments such as cluster analysis, discriminant
analysis, factor comparison, canonical analysis, and the like.

2. CONVERSABILITY

There is, as previously stated, a difference between running an essentially batch-type
processor in an interactive environment and executing a true conversational program. One
thinks of a conversation as a two way street: the receiver being more than passive and the
sender being not the only active participant. Rather, conversabil ity is a characteristic
of an ISP such that the user can provide the program with instructions, the program provide
the user with diagnosis of errors in the instructions or (ideally) the results the user
desires, and both provide each other general information concerning needs and requirements.
This conversabil ity is not just post-hoc error diagnosis with a (usually) cryptic message.
Rather, it is approximately real-time syntactic analysis with maximum opportunity for the
user to request, at any stage in analysis, additional information from the program con-
cerning the user's options.

3. ERROR-RECOVERABILITY

The ability of a user to converse with an ISP and the ability of the program to recover
from syntactic or logical errors on the part of the user are obviously related; the latter
is of little value unless the former is also available. The ideal is, of course, for the

user to commit no errors of any kind. It is unfortunate that such a number of available
statistical programs seem to assume that this will be the case or, if errors do exist in

the user's instructions, to give an error diagnostic in the form of a memory "dump."

The process of error-recovery consists of four major steps:
(a) detection
(b) diagnosis
(c) prognosis
(d) prescription
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The first step, detection, is the rather straightforward "catching" of (usually syntax)
errors. This step is the most crucial to the entire process since a faulty syntax scanner
is not likely to produce very meaningful subsequent steps. After an error is detected, the
program should promptly notify the user that an error has been encountered, providing both
the general "geographic" area of the suspected error and probable cause of the error. The
third and fourth steps are branches from the second: if the error is too severe to remedy
by internal corrections ("patching"), the program should be able to recognize this and,
coupled with the previous diagnostic message, inform the user to completely re-enter the
command. If, on the other hand, the error is not so serious, the program should be able
to merely request an on-the-spot correction for the faulty part without requiring complete
re-entry. In summary, if the program is capable of detecting a "small" error, it should be

likewise capable of asking the user to correct this small error without requiring that the
user completely re-enter the erroneous command.

4. LINGUISTIC STYLE

The style of command entry for analyses and data retrieval is what comprises the

linguistic style of a program. In brief, an ideal ISP should permit the user to enter
commands in a natural -1 anguage manner, including subject(s), verb(s), object(s) and modi-
fiers. And, for the advanced user, abbreviated syntax should be available. The following
example from OMNITAB may serve to illustrate this particular quality:

EXTENDED:

FIT INCOME IN COLUMN 1, USING WEIGHTS OF 1.0, 3 INDEPENDENT VARIABLES IN COLUMNS 2, 3, AND
4, PUT COEFFICIENTS IN COLUMN 5, RESIDUALS IN COLUMN 6, AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF PREDICTED
VARIABLES IN COLUMN 7

CONCISE:

FIT 1, 1.0, 1, 3, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

Even this style is rather inflexible, however, since regardless of the "verbiage"
inserted, parameters must still follow a particular order. What might be better still

would be a scanner which required and recognized a keyword (or appropriate abbreviation)
prior to a given parameter instead of requiring a fixed order, viz:

EXTENDED:

FIT 3 DEP VARS IN COLS 2, 3 AND 4 AGAINST INDEP VAR IN COL 1 AND WEIGHTS OF 1.0, PUTTING
RESIDS IN COL 6, COEFS IN COL 5 AND SDS IN COL 7.

CONCISE:

FIT 3 DV 2, 3, 4 IV 1 WT 1.0 RESID 6 COEF 5 SDS 7.

This approach is the one generally used by SPSS and the BMDP programs. Certainly it

is more helpful for the novice who is likely to be intimidated by the entire concept of

timesharing analysis anyway and does not interfere with the flexibility for the more
sophisticated user.

5. DATA RESTRICTIONS
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5.1 Size . The amount of data which can be analyzed is chiefly a function of two
components: machine size and the philosophy of the program used to analyze it. The second
component is one which merits the greater attention.

Two competing philosophies exist here and both have merits and faults. The first is

that, to insure speed of execution, data should be held in-core in a (typically) elastic
segment of high-core. The second is that, to decrease execution-time field length, data
should be held out of core in a rapidly accessible (random-access?) disk file. The
decision on the part of the program designer of which of these two philosophies to adopt
is based upon a number of criteria:
(A) Maximum field length available at execution time;
(B) Queueing algorithm used;
(C) Ease/difficulty of opening, accessing, and closing external data files at execution

time; and
(D) Ease/difficulty of expanding/contracting execution field length at execution time.

In general, it may be said that out-of-core data storage is preferable to in-core
storage since most timesharing systems utilize field-length size criteria in job queueing.
The by-product of this philosophy is that much more data can be held/generated out of core
than in core. Given the rapid technological advances in disk storage density and retrieval
speed, the rationale for in-core storage promoting more rapid turnaround has been largely
obviated.

5.2 Form . Data comes in many forms, ranging from the traditional "rectangular" set
usually associated with batch-type card image to structured trees to matrices (correlation,
covariance, etc.). The minimum capabilities of the ideal ISP should be the capability to

enter any of these several different forms of data without the necessity of either "off-
line" preparation (such as sorting, collating, and so forth) or "pre-program" preparation
(such as writing a data justifying, "rectangularizing" or "data cleaning" program) prior
to statistical analysis by the statistical processor itself.

For non-rectangular data sets, the user should be able to specify a fixed number of
records ("cards") per entity and a unique case number for each entity so that the statisti-
cal program could re-justify the data to be examined. Matrix input should be permitted for
those types of analyses which can make use of this type of input (regression, factor
analysis, analysis of variance, and the like) and should be flexible enough to allow
different formats for matrices (full matrix, serial string, triangular, etc.).

Admittedly, the greatest amount of statistical analysis is performed on rectangular,
fixed-variable, fixed-record, fixed-observation data. Yet many times, this requirement is

entirely inappropriate, the raw data resembling a tree much more than a rectangle (such as

PUS data). An ideal ISP should, then, be capable of selectively accepting traditional
rectangular data as well as tree-type data, if necessary "rectangularizing" the tree (by

padding or aggregating) for subsequent analyses.

In addition to the usual numeric input, the ideal ISP should permit alphanumeric input
for those circumstances in which it may be appropriate or necessary and should allow the

maximum use (of an admittedly limited range) of this kind of data in statistical analyses.

Last, the ideal ISP should permit (and encourage by faster execution time!) alternate
types of input to raw data where appropriate such as correlation or variance/covariance
matrices into multivariate processors. A user should be able to specify the style of this

input (typically generated by the program itself or by other statistical processors but

occasionally not) such as full matrix, serial string, triangular, and so forth, and the

format of the matrix or alternate input. The key here is maximum flexibility.
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5.3 On/off line entry . Quite often, researchers and students are not the originators
of the data being analyzed. They may not, then, have much or any control over the recording
medium used. The data may reside on magnetic tape or disk from which it must be retrieved
by any computer program, statistical or not. The ideal ISP should, therefore, be able to
access data from sources external to the user's command terminal.

6. TRANSPORTABILITY

Insofar as statistical programs are concerned, transportability includes both adapta-
bility of the computer code to multiple hardware manufacturer equipment and compatibility
of analytic methodologies and report-generation to established (albeit somewhat fuzzy)
criteria. The first of these can best be achieved through use of ANSI FORTRAN or COBOL
(or other easily adaptable compiler) with as few machine-dependencies as possible (and

those unavoidable dependencies clearly and accurately noted). Particular attention
should be paid here to inconsistency of word-size and its possible implication for accuracy
and report appearance. The second is simply a point that should be made early-on in the
design of the program to use accepted (and well documented) techniques in the calculation
of particular statistical analyses and to use accepted terminology in report generation and
program documentation.

CONCLUSION

What has been examined here are some rather general concepts concerning the design of
an ISP. But the user (or purchasing agent or other concerned individual) might keep these
criteria in mind when considering purchase of interactive statistical software. And, indeed,

these criteria should not be limited to statistical software; any program which purports to

be "interactive" should at minimum meet the requirements of conversabil ity and error-
recoverabi 1 ity. As use of timesharing systems becomes more prevalent, these criteria will

enable users - be they students, researchers or the "general public" - to make easy
transitions between the verbal world of statistical analysis and the machine world.
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ABSTRACT

Examination of Discriminant Analysis computer programs in several
widely distributed packages (BMDP, GENSTAT, SAS76, SPSS) reveals that two
analyses, termed classification and canonical variate analysis, are sub-
sumed under the one phrase. The paper defines the two techniques, shows
their relation, and considers how each of the packages handles the two
methods

.

Keywords: Canonical variate analysis; classification analysis;
discriminant analysis; evaluation of statistical software.

1. INTRODUCTION

Examination of the Discriminant Analysis programs in several widely used statistical
packages shows that two distinct but related analyses, which will be called classification
analyses and canonical variate analysis, are encompassed by the term discriminant analysis.
This paper defines the two techniques and shows their relation. It then reviews the capa-
bilities of four programs (SAS76 DISCRIM, SPSS6 DISCRIMINANT, BMDP7M, GENSTAT CVA) to per-
form the" analyses . It concludes with the observation that the programs emphasize one or the
other of the two techniques. The comparison of the programs shows occasional holes in the
packages' abilities, some of which can be filled by using other features of the packages.

2. CLASSIFICATION AND CANONICAL VARIATE ANALYSIS

Classification analysis involves techniques designed primarily for classifying observa-
tions into groups. Here one supposes that there exists a vector of observations ,x^

x^
on each sampling unit, and on the basis of such measurements, each sampling unit is to be
classified as belonging to one of k distinct and mutually exclusive populations. In canoni-
cal variate analysis one seeks to find those dimensions along which the k groups show maxi-
mal separation. Geometrically, one seeks a set of axes along which the differences in group
centroids are maximum relative to within-groups scatter. The canonical variates that are
derived may be thought of as these axes. An outline for the mathematical procedures for

achieving these goals is available in Hohwald and Heiberger (1977) , the relevant formulas are

included in TABLE 2.

3. PACKAGES

The computer programs examined are each part of a widely distributed statistical pack-
age as available to the University of Pennsylvania on the UNI-COLL Corporation's IBM 370/168
during summer 1976. They are not necessarily the most recent versions available from the

package distributor. The packages were selected for availability and illustrativeness . They
are not the only programs which compute discriminant analyses and their selection should not

be interpreted as endorsement.
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The four programs were compared by studying their manuals and noting the features includ
ded. A test data set (Fisher's Iris data) was run on each program with optional output re-
quested. Table 1 lists possible control options and output content expected from programs
for discriminant analysis, classification analysis, and canonical variate analysis. The
list is a union of features culled from a review of the equations in this paoer and those
observed in the programs. Additional comments on the packages based on the general charac-
teristics discussed in Francis, Heiberger, and Velleman (1975) and Heiberger (1976) are made
in the discussion.

The table indicates that both SAS76 and GENSTAT have sufficiently flexible command lan-
guages that complex procedures can be written in a macro form and later used as if they were
part of the language. Using a system-provided feature does not require the user to pay at-
tention to either the arithmetic or the formatting details. Writing a macro requires both.
Potential macros are included in the table because writing them is a significantly simpler
task then writing the same procedure directly in either host language (e.g. Fortran for GEN-
STAT, PL/I for SAS76)

.

3.1 SAS76. The SAS76 DISCRIM procedure classifies observations using a generalized
2 ~ ~

square distance measure, D^(x) = 2S_^. Here is given either by equation (3) or (4) depen-

ding on whether the group covariance matrices or the pooled matrix is used, and with sample
estimates of £ and u used instead of the population parameters. The observation x is then

~
X

2
classified as belonging to the group which minimizes D^(x).

Table 1 shows that SAS76 provides most of the features needed for classification analy-
is and very few of those associated with canonical variate analysis. The SAS76 macro faci-

ity together with its MATRIX procedure provices sufficient flexibility such that it is pos-
sible for a sophisticated user to write a canonical variate analysis macro.

3.2 SPSS6. The SPSS6 SUBPROGRAM DISCRIMINANT is designed for two research objectives:

(1) "analysis" to determine whether several populations are statistically distinquishable,
and (2) "classification" to determine to which population an observation belongs.

The analysis can be based on a user-determined set of discriminating variables or by a

subset of these selected by a stepwise procedure using one of five possible criteria. Ei-
ther equation (3) or (4) can be used for classification. Classification of observations in-

to groups can be based on all s canonical variates or on only the statistically significant

ones - statistical significance being determined by a partitioning and sequential testing

of Wilk's lambda, A, equations 15-18. Sample misclassification probabilities (equation 5)

are computed, but as noted in section 2, should be viewed with some caution. New observa-
tions cannot be classified.

SPSS6 DISCRIMINANT computes both the standardized and the unstandardized canonical vari-
ate coefficients (equations 9 and 6) . The standardized coefficients correspond to the stan-
dardized discriminating variables:

z
±

= _i i i=l,2, ... ,p.

a

.

i

Thus, z ~N(0,1) i=l,2,...,p, and applying equation (9) to the first equation in (8), one

sees that:

I = A'ZA = (A'D(r_
L
)) (D(a

i

)" 1
i:D(a

i

)" 1

)
(D(o

i
)A) = A

(s)
'pA

(s)

where P is the correlation matrix corresponding to E. The discussion of the z. in the manu-

al incorrectly indicates that the z. are independent rather than correlated.
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In sura, therefore, SPSS DISCRIMINANT attempts a combination of both conceptualizations.

3.3 BMDP7M. The BMDP7M program emphasizes a stepwise approach, selecting variables that
contribute most to the separation of the groups at each stage; the procedure is outlined in
the last paragraph of section 5. The program makes the implicit assumption that all within-
group covariance matrices are equal and uses equation (4) for classification. The user has
the option of obtaining detailed output for the classification results and significance tests
at each stage.

The primary emphasis of the BMDP7M program is on classification, although as Table 1

shows it does compute several pieces of information needed for a canonical variate analysis.

3.4 GENS TAT. The Genstat CVA directive is designed for a canonical variate analysis;
and, as can be seen from Tahle I, provides most of the needed features. Genstat does not
have a classification procedure, although its computational language and macro facility pro-
vide sufficient flexibility that one could be constructed by a sophisticated user.

4. COMPARISION

All four programs examined are part of widely distributed statistical packages which in-
clude many data handling features and statistical capabilities not mentioned here.

Three of the programs (SAS76 DISCRIM, SPSS6 DISCRIMINANT, BMDP7M) have classification
capabilities. SAS76 is the most complete in this respect since it is the only one that can
save the classification information and use it to classify additional observations. Both
SPSS and BMDP7M can select subsets of the discriminating variates by a stepwise procedure,
and SPSS can further select a subset of the canonical variates for use in classification.
SAS76 and GENSTAT can do neither. SAS76 and SPSS can accomodate unequal with-group cova-
riance matrices; BMDP7M cannot. Three of the programs (SPSS, BMDP7M, GENSTAT CVA) have ca-
nonical variate capabilities. Genstat is the most complete among these. S AS 76 and Genstat
both have macro facilities that provide the user with the opportunity to write additional
components of analysis.
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Table 2. Formulas related to classification and canonical variate analysis.
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Explanat Ion of Symbols

S
i
=i

C
discriminant score; q =1^ prior probability; f.(x) = probabllt

density under popula tion i; C(i
|
j )= cost of missclassification

i^*
1

discriminant score when all costs are equal

quadratic discriminant function; t - i*"*
1

covariance matrixiu = i
C ^ mea

vector - 1 ~1

linear discriminant function; all £. assumed equal

estimated missclassif i cat ion probabilities

The canonical variates; A defined by formula //8

hypothesis SSCP matrix with n^ = k-1 degrees of freedom

error SSCP matrix with n = L n.-k degrees of freedom
e

j-i J

general eigenvalue problem where I is estimated by

Standardized discriminant function coefficients; D(a.) = diagonal
matrix of standard deviations

Hotelling generalized T 0 statistic; used to test for no overall di.cl-r

ences among the k groups along all s dimensions simultaneously.

GLR test .statistic for testing of no overall differences among
groups; X. = i***

1 largest sample eigenvalue of H in the metric- of E

approximate central chi — square with pn degrees of freedom, used for
h

testing the significance of X

approximate F statistic with pn
n

and (k^k^~2^.)

statistic for the remaining j through s eigenvalues assuming 1

through j-1 are significant

approximate central chi-square with (p-j+1 ) (n^-j+1 ) degrees of free-

dom; used for testing the significance of the remaining j through s

eigenvalues

.
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SIGNIFICANCE ARITHMETIC—A FORTRAN APPROACH
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ABSTRACT

The first part of this paper presents a brief history of automatic
computer error analysis for uninitiated computer users. A chronological
bibliography is also presented for further reference. The second part
of the paper briefly describes an improved significance arithmetic
system which is implemented by Fortran callable arithmetic routines.
The system is never liberal and has special routines to overcome the
problem of ul traconservatism. Technical details of this system will

appear in a future paper.

Key words: Automatic error monitoring; computer calculations; Fortran
error analysis; rounding error; significance arithmetic; significant
digit algorithms.

1 . INTRODUCTION

This paper consists of two parts: 1) a brief history of automatic error analysis; 2)

an improved system of significance arithmetic. Before outlining an improved system of
significance arithmetic, it would no doubt be useful for many computer users if a brief
history of automatic error analysis, including significance arithmetic, is presented. The
numerous articles on this subject span twenty years. To ease the effort required to obtain
a quick overview of the literature, a chronologically ordered bibliography is included at
the end of this paper.

2. A BRIEF HISTORY OF AUTOMATIC ERROR ANALYSIS

The errors associated with computer computations are traditionally classified as:

discrepancies due to uncertainties in input data, discrepancies due to

the use of approximation formulas, and discrepancies due to the necessity
of rounding or otherwise truncating symbolic representations of numbers
obtained as computed results, Ashenhurst, 1971.

These errors are referred to respectively as inherent, analytic, and generated errors. The
perceived need for some sort of "automatic" analysis of these errors resulted from the
concern over the neglect numerical error analysis received from the introduction of floating
point arithmetic. Floating point arithmetic eliminates the numerical analysis previously
needed to determine the location of the decimal point when fixed point arithmetic was used.

Floating point arithmetic results give absolutely no indication of the number of good,
significant, digits. Only the most naive user assumes all digits carried by a computer are
good digits. To get an indication of the accuracy of results, some form of error analysis
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must be performed. Floating point arithmetic complicates this error analysis with the
result that it is rarely performed by the majority of computer users. To those concerned
over the neglect of error analysis, it seemed clear that the only way to induce the majority
of users to perform this vital analysis was to make it as automatic as the placement of the
decimal point.

Basically all attempts at automatic error analysis are classified as significance
arithmetic, SA, or interval arithmetic, IA. Cheydleur (1949) originated the concept of
significance arithmetic which received the major emphasis in various researcher's attempts
to automatically determine error in floating point computations. Sterbenz (1974), refers
to significance arithmetic as an automatic method of analysis of rounding error.
Significance arithmetic generally incorporates variations on the unnormalized representation
of computer numbers—leading zeroes replace non-significant digits in the decimal
coefficient. If the coefficient is not normalized, the digits trailing the leading zeroes
are significant digits, thus automatically indicating accuracy. Arithmetic operations have

to be implemented to produce the correct number of leading zeroes in arithmetic results
using unnormalized representations—see Sterbenz (1974) for more details. Note that there
is a distinction between unnormalized representations and unnormalized arithmetic
operations. In the past, disastrous versions of SA were produced by simply assuming that
only unnormalized arithmetic needed to be implemented to produce automatic error analysis.
A most important other consideration is the effect of rounding on unnormalized results.
Normalization produces a cushion (of bad digits) on the end of a computer word which
minimizes the effects of rounding on good digits. With straight unnormalized results, the
good digits are on the end of the word and subject to severe effects from rounding.

Unnormalized representation is not needed when SA is implemented by carrying a separate
index of significance with each variable in the result, Gray and Harrison (1959). Interval

arithmetic carries an interval of significance for each value in a computation and produces
an interval result. The wider the interval representing a number, the less accurate the
number is. Interval arithmetic is attributed to Moore (1959, 1966). The majority of work
on significance arithmetic was accomplished by Ashenhurst and Metropolis and is reported in

the numerous articles appearing in the references. Unfortunately, despite the heroic
efforts of many individuals, automatic error analysis remains unknown to many floating point
computer users.

The cause of the demise of automatic error analysis, especially significance arithmetic,
is forensic. None of the proposed systems were completely automatic, and certainly not as

mindless to use as floating point arithmetic. Sterbenz (1974), p. 204, indicates several
disadvantages of automatic error analysis, the most serious being the often severe loss of
digits due to the unnormalized representation's increased sensitivity to round off error.

Even more serious, though, for floating point users concerned with precise error analysis,
is the fact that error estimates may indicate more good digits than there really are; it can

be liberal, Miller (1964). Serious users in lieu of hand error analysis or no analysis
often prefer interval arithmetic because it is never liberal. IA, however, is not without
serious disadvantages including the fact that it can be very conservative, and that the
interval requires two storage locations to represent a number rather than one. Neither SA

nor IA can easily or efficiently handle correlated errors which most often affect matrix
computations. Thus, for matrix computations, an alternative to SA or IA is gaining favor.

The alternative is to select algorithms and techniques that are numerically stable for the

computation of interest and then not worry about final error which is usually much less than

SA or IA would predict, G. W. Stewart (1973).

The concept of automatic error analysis has not completely vanished from lack of
success. Attempts are still being made including those by Metropolis (1976), Stoutmeyer
(1977) and the authors. At this point one thing seems clear; it is unreasonable to expect
totally automatic error analysis—the problems involved are more complex than the placement
of a decimal point. It also seems apparent that large mainframe-builders will never change
the architecture to favor automatic error analysis. However, with the advances in

microcomputers this possibility should not be completely forgotten. At present, it is

reasonable and possible to obtain a software system which is relatively easy to use,
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gives the best possible non-liberal results, and is not ul traconservative--it does, however,
require some insight on the part of the user.

3. PITHY BITS AND SIGNIFICANCE ARITHMETIC

In light of the bad connotations that SA has acquired for some users, the term pithy
bit arithmetic (PA) will be used for the system briefly discussed here. Technical and
analytic details of the PA system will appear in another paper. The goal of PA is to retain
as many meaningful or pithy digits (bits, when referring to computer representations) as
possible while eliminating the possibility of giving liberal accuracy estimates. As it

currently exists, PA is implemented by calling Fortran functions that produce modified
computer arithmetic. The usual arithmetic symbols are replaced by functions. This system
requires little adaptation by programmers when initially coding a routine. It does require
recoding of existing programs. In the future it is hoped to modify some Fortran compilers
to include a 'type other' declaration which will allow PA variables. A precompiler is

another possibility that would be useful for converting existing coding. However, the
precompiler might be less desirable as it would allow conversion of sloppy coding and
algorithms, which PA should eliminate initially. PA increases running time by 1/3 to 1/2
more than required by straight coding. The programs these estimates were based on contained
much "brute force" error analysis so the estimates are probably low for programs not doing
any error analysis. This loss of speed seems a small price to pay for knowing the accuracy
of results.

Keeping the three sources of error in mind, the basic strategy adopted by PA computing
any function is similar to that suggested by Ashenhurst (1965): First, compute the
theoretical minimum (inherent) error based on the accuracy of all function arguments and the

linear term of the Taylor series expansion of the function; second, normalize all function
arguments; third, compute the function using the normalized arguments and pithy bit
routines, taking a sufficient number of terms in any approximation to insure that the

analytic error is less than the inherent or generated error, whichever is greater; and
fourth, if the generated error is less than the inherent error, unnormalize the result to

display only pithy bits. This procedure has the advantage that when sufficient word length
exists, the returned accuracy of any function is neither liberal nor conservative. When
word length is not sufficient, then other adjustments must be made to the PA system. These
adjustments are made by special routines available in the PA system.

The PA system uses unnormalized number representation--doubl e or single precision—with
appropriate rounding. The interpretation of zeroes--there can be an infinite number of

interpretations— is analogous to Carr's "shifting zero" (1959). Algorithms are provided for
optimally converting Input/Output from decimal to binary and vice versa.

Estimates are given for the theoretical minimum inherent and generated errors for

single and multiple argument function calculations. Strict use of PA and these estimates of

error can lead to a severe loss of accuracy due to the sensitivity of unnormalized
representations to accumulated rounding error. An example of where this can occur is in

summing the series S = E xn , Miller (1964). Previous versions of SA gave liberal estimates
of accuracy for this geometric series, which contributed to mistrust of SA. PA is designed
to never be liberal in such cases. Obviously, never being liberal can lead to

ultraconservatism, i.e., losing all accuracy. PA solves this problem by establishing
special routines for handling these recursive calculations. Metropolis (1965), Ashenhurst
and others at various times devised similar special routines but they never seemed to be

incorporated into a single system. Also, they were unwilling to entirely eliminate
liberalism which would have had the effect of forcing the use of special routines (if all

digits were not to be lost). The disadvantage of using extra routines is that the user must

intervene and decide when a routine is appropriate.

A criticism of the pithy bit system is that it does not specifically take correlated

error into account—estimate it. PA does provide some control or knowledge of correlated
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errors, in that, using PA in cases where correlated error exists may yield an unusually

conservative number of pithy digits. The implication of this result is that the algorithm
should be changed or chosen to yield more digits and eliminate correlated error. This is

consistent with matrix calculations proposed by G. W. Stewart (1973), with the addition
that PA should be used in conjunction with appropriate computational algorithms. Metropolis

(1976) proposes variance calculations to estimate correlated error, however the system
becomes cumbersome for large matrix calculations. Thus it is believed the PA system offers
as practical an approach to correlated error as any existing system.

The major differences between PA and other versions of SA is that it is never liberal;
it has routines incorporated into the system which eliminate the ul traconservatism which can
result from not being liberal; it allows full use of the computer word without requiring
extra storage for variables or accuracy information. The system cannot be used blindly.
The user must be aware of what he is doing but does not need to be concerned about
liberalism. Further information on the PA system will be available from the authors.
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ABSTRACT

An interactive package containing about twenty statistical analy-
sis programs has been developed to the user testing stage. Example
programs are multiple regression, analysis of variance, chi-square
contingency tables, plotting and one and two sample multivariate
statistics. Major concepts in program construction and examples of
program input-output are provided. The program is written largely in

XDS Sigma 7 Extended Fortran but utilizes some assembly language
instruction subroutines for input and systems control. It is now being
operated on the Montana State University XDS Sigma 7.

Key words: Interactive; program; statistical analysis.

1 . GENERAL

A package of interactive programs for statistical analysis is being developed at
Montana State University. The current version contains the twenty-five programs listed in

table 1 and was recently made available to campus users. The package is written largely in

XDS Sigma 7 Extended Fortran but utilizes some assembly language instruction subroutines
for input-output and systems control. It is being operated on the Montana State University
XDS Sigma 7.

The programs are designed for use by the novice in statistical analysis by computer.
Default settings for most parameters enable the beginner to obtain results on simplified
data sets without previous instruction. Assistance information is printed on request. But

while one goal is to serve the novice, another is to provide sufficient options and flexi-
bility to meet the day-to-day needs on moderate sized data sets of the more sophisticated
user.

A major construction goal is to simplify addition of new programs to the package and
modernizing old ones as new statistical procedures are developed. Appendage of notes to

program output is possible without recompilation of programs. This facilitates references
to new tables or recent journal articles (and even tells of bugs in a newly developed
program)

.

A DRIVER program is utilized to select the specified statistical analysis program as

well as to provide assistance instructions from a DICTIONARY file upon request. Each

statistical analysis program obtains needed values for parameters through an ARGUMENTS
subprogram. Data input is also always handled by a separate INPUT subprogram.

The subprogram ARGUMENTS and its associated file DICTIONARY is central to the inter-

active control of programs by the user as well as to simpl ications in statistical analysis

program construction. A call of the following form for example

CALL ARGUMENTS(71 ,11 ,12,14,21 ,16,17,19)
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types out records 71,11,, ,19 in the DICTIONARY and stores the user's response when
appropriate for use by all programs. When the response pertains to setting parameters for
input-output, these are automatically set. Table 2 is an example of input-output.

Table 1

Programs in Current Version

DESCRIPTIVE:
BIPLOT
BICOUNT
HISTOGRAM
NPLOT
SUMSTAT

NON-PARAMETRIC:
NPCORR
NPGROUPED
NPPAIRED

BIVARIATE PLOTS & SUMMARY STATISTICS
TWO-WAY FREQUENCY TABLES
HISTOGRAMS & SUMMARY STATISTICS
NORMAL PLOTS
SUMMARY STATISTICS

RANK CORRELATION TESTS (UNDER CONSTRUCTION)
MANN-WHITNEY 2-SAMPLE TEST
SIGN, SIGNED-RANK & FRIEDMAN TESTS

PROBABILITY (&INVERSES):
BINPROB
BPROB
CHIPROB
FPROB
NCFPROB
TPROB
ZPROB
ZINVERSE

ATTRIBUTE DATA:
CHISQR1
CHISQR2

BINOMIAL PROBABILITY
BETA PROBABILITY
CHISQUARE PROBABILITY
F PROBABILITY
NON-CENTRAL F PROBABILITY
STUDENT T PROBABILITY
NORMAL PROBABILITY
Z FOR GIVEN NORMAL PROBABILITY

ONE-WAY CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS
TWO-WAY CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS OF GROUP MEANS:
ANOV1 ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
AN0V2 ONE FACTOR ANOV FOR RANDOMIZED BLOCK DESIGNS
TSINGLE SUMMARY STATISTICS & TESTS FOR SINGLE SAMPLES
TGROUPED SUMMARY STATISTICS & TESTS COMPARING TWO SAMPLE
TPAIRED SUMMARY STATISTICS & TESTS FOR PAIRED RESPONSES
COMPARE MULTIPLE COMPARISONS & CONTRASTS

REGRESSION & CORRELATION:
MREGRESS MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION

The current version is written as 2735 fortran records including comments, 465
assembly language records, and 220 dictionary file records. It requires 22K in core
exclusive of blank common as an operating module.

Immediate future plans are to develop an output subprogram suitable for use by most
statistical analysis programs. It will eliminate much of the duplication in the current
version due to each program handling its own output by fortran instructions. Programs to
be added include random data generation, more general analysis of variance and covariance
programs, and considerable extension of options in multiple regression. As may be expected,
progress is dependent upon adequate funding.
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Table 2

Example of Input-Output for Histograms

ENTER DESIRED PROGRAM OR HELP FOR ASSISTANCE.
HISTOGRAM

PRODUCES SUMMARY STATISTICS & HISTOGRAMS OF FREQUENCY.

ENTER CONTROL PARAMETERS (* INDICATES DEFAULT).
DATA SOURCE (TTY* OR 8 CHARACTER FILE NAME) =DATA
OUTPUT DESTINATION (TTY*, LP OR 8 CHAR FILE NAME)=
DATA FORMAT (*=(20G), MAX 40 CHAR. & PARENTHESES)=(T3,3F3.0)
NO. OF INPUT VARIABLES (1* TO 20) =2

NO. OF VARIABLES USED (N*=NO. INPUT, 1 TO 20)
DATA TRANSFORMATIONS DESIRED (YES OR NO*)
CORRELATIONS DESIRED (YES OR NO*) =N0
ENTER OUTPOINTS (UPPER BOUNDS) FOR CLASSES FOR HISTOGRAMS.

USES 1 TO 10 OUTPOINTS IN ASCENDING ORDER PER VARIABLE
DEFAULT* USES 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

VAR# : OUTPOINTS
1 : 10 20 30 40

2 : 10 20 30 40 50

NO. OF CASES (N>2 OR N=0* EOF) =19

25.00 18.00

NO. OF CASES READ = 19

VARIABLE 1 2

MEAN (N= 19)= 25.84 34.05
STD DEVIATION = 9.535 14.21

SKEWNESS = -.8041 E-01 .6208E-02
KURTOSIS = -2.889 -2.915

MAXIMUM = 40.00 55.00
MINIMUM = 10.00 15.00

FOR VARIABLE 1

:

UPPER % FREQ 0 10
BOUND + +.

10.00 .1 2 +XX
20.00 .1 2 +XX

30.00 .4 8 +XXXXXXXX
40.00 .4 7 +XXXXXXX

+ + + + + +

SYMBOL X = 1

FOR VARIABLE 2

UPPER % FREQ 0 10
BOUND
10.00 .0 0 +

20.00 .3 5 +XXXXX
30.00 .2 3 +XXX
40.00 .3 5 +XXXXX
50.00 .1 2 +XX
LAST .2 4 +XXXX

SYMBOL X = 1

20 30 40 50
._+ + + +

RESTART WITH SAME CONTROL PARAMETERS (YES OR NO*)?
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ABSTRACT

Minitab II is a general purpose statistical computing system, written
in machine compatible FORTRAN IV. It is designed especially for students
and researchers who have no previous experience with computers. It is

very easy to use, flexible, and fairly powerful, and has been found
especially useful for exploring data, for plotting, and for regression
analysis. In this note we review three aspects of the development of
Minitab in the past year.

1. REGRESSION OUTPUT

A new regression output was designed. One crucial aspect of this design is data depen-
dent formats. In this note, we use the word format to mean the number of places printed
after the decimal point. Controlling the format based on the data values has many advan-
tages, including:

(1) It allows compact output (no need to allow for 5 decimal places and for numbers of

the order of a million at the same time)

.

(2) The user never sees digits which are statistically (or numerically) meaningless.

(3) The user always sees all the relevant digits, no matter how small or large the

data are.

(4) Output printing is faster; this is especially important on typewriter terminals.

The selection of formats is best shown by an example (see Figure 1) . Note that the

formats are chosen to print the same number of digits for an entire vector or table; this

makes comparing of numbers easier. (The number of digits printed is partly a matter of

taste - some people might prefer one more digit printed in parts of the output.)

1 . 1 Notes on the regression output .

(a) The coefficients of the regression equation are usually printed with 4 significant
digits (sig. d.)- (If the coefficients are too large, exponential format is used.)

(b) In the table of coefficients, a format is chosen (separately for each coefficient) so

that the standard deviation of the coefficient is printed out to 3 sig. d. The
coefficient is printed with the same format. This insures that just the statistically
meaningful digits are printed.
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(c) Entries in the AOV and Further AOV tables are all printed with the same format. It is

normally chosen so that SS(RESIDUAL) is printed to 3 sig. d. (which allows computing F

to about 2 places). (Fewer sig. d. are printed if necessary to avoid printing digits
which are numerically meaningless.)

(d) XI is printed out mainly for identification, so it is only printed to 3 sig. d. (in
the largest values)

.

(e) The format for ST. DEV. PRED. Y is chosen so that ST. DEV. PRED . Y corresponding to an
observation located at the centroid of the X values would be printed to 2 sig. d.

Then all are printed to >_ 2 sig. d. This same format is used in the printout of Y,

Y-hat, and raw residuals. (The standardized residuals are printed with 2 decimal
digits .

)

(f) The table of XI, Y, Y-hat, etc. has been shortened to 4 rows in this note to save
space. The normal output would include all 39 rows.

(g) The amount of output can be controlled with the BRIEF and NOBRIEF commands. The output
is arranged so that the most important (and short) parts of the output are first, so

if you are using Minitab interactively, you can terminate the output by using the break
or attention key when you have the output you need.

(h) A second example is shown in Figure 2. The XI in this example is the XI of Example 1

divided by 100; the Y here is the Y of Example 1 multiplied by 10,000.

2. HODGES-LEHMANN ESTIMATES

A MANN-WHITNEY command was added to Minitab. This command does the 2-sample rank test
and the corresponding point and confidence interval estimates (Hodges-Lehmann estimates)

.

The algorithm for finding the estimates was developed by J. W. McKean and T. A. Ryan, Jr.

(Transactions on Mathematical Software, June 1977, pp. 183-185).

These estimators have very desirable efficiency properties when compared to X-bar and

the t-confidence interval. (The efficiency is always at least 86.4%, and can be infinite.
Typical values are 95.5% for normal data, 100% for uniform data, and 200% on moderately
long- tailed data.)

The traditional way of computing the point and interval estimates is to calculate and
order the values (x-y) for every pair with x from the first sample and y from the second
sample. Since there are mn such pairs (if there are m x values and n y values) the storage
required is large (1,000,000 if m = n = 1,000), and the time required to order the differ-
ences is of order mnlog(mn) . This method, then, is obviously unsuitable for moderate size
data sets.

The McKean-Ryan algorithm finds the estimates by iteration. Let U(9) = #(y-x <_ 9) be

the Mann-Whitney statistic for testing the hypothesis that the difference of the population
medians is 6. The Hodges-Lehmann point estimate of 6 is defined by the solution of the

equation U(6) = mn/2. (If the hypothesis is true, E(U) = mn/2.) Since U(0) is monotone and
asymptotically linear, the point estimate can be found by a modification of linear inter-
polation (regula falsi) . Modifications of linear interpolation are needed to prevent a

large number of interactions in bad cases. The confidence interval is found in a similar
manner

.

The time required on a typical example, involving two samples of 1,000 observations
each, was only 0.2 second (about $0.02) on Penn State's IBM 370/168.

Donald B. Johnson and others have studied an entirely different algorithm for finding

the Hodges-Lehmann estimate. Their method has the advantage that the solution can be found
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in the order (m+n) log(m+n) time even in the worst case. The principal disadvantage is that
it requires 2-3 times as much array storage.

3. PORTABILITY j,itti

(especially minicomputers) Jstor

A major part of the programming effort in the last year has been to increase the

portability of Minitab. The most important advances have been in making Minitab suitable
for large minicomputers.

Minitab has been written in standard FORTRAN IV, has been checked by the PFORT veri-
fier, has been installed on many different large computers, and the program, especially the

main root, is relatively small, so the implementation on minicomputers is not as difficult
as it would be for most statistical programs.

Most minicomputers use 16-bit words for integer variables. Three important implica-
tions of this are:

(1) Integer variables must not store large values. (4-digit integers is a safe limit.)'

(2) Integer and real word sizes are different, so it is necessary to be careful about

word alignment, if real and integer arrays are equivalenced , or common blocks are

used for both integer and real variables.

(3) Only two characters can be stored in each integer word.

The first and second problems are relatively simple to solve. The third problem
required considerably more effort, particularly with object time formats.

3.1 Packing formats . Minitab makes extensive use of computed (object time) formats
for printing. For example, instead of printing the median using a fixed format:

WRITE (IPRINT.10) XMED
10 FORMAT (4X,8HMEDIAN = ,F12.4)

we initialize an array KFMT with (4X,8HMEDIAN = ,F12.n). We then replace the n with a

character which is computed to print XMED to, say, 5 significant digits, and print the

median using

WRITE ( IPRINT , KFMT) XMED

There are difficulties with this approach, however. Suppose we initialize KFMT in a

way which is appropriate for an IBM 370, (which stores 4 characters per word) . We would
then store KFMT in an array of length 7 as follows:

(AX, 8HME DIAN = ,F 12. n )

and KFMT (6) is to be calculated.

Note first that this would not work on a 16-bit computer, which can only store 2

characters per word. The problem is deeper than this however. This format will not work on

a computer which stores more than 4 characters per word. For example, on a DECsystem 10,

which stores 5 characters per word, each word of the array would have an extra blank added,

with the result being

(4X, 8HME DIAN =,F 12. n )

The extra blanks do not matter, except in the Hollerith field, where they are disasterous.
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Thus for a DECsystem 10, we want the format stored

4X,8 HMEDI AN =, F12. n )

with KFMT(6) to be computed, while on a 2-character per word machine, the format should be

stored

(4 X, 8H ME DI AN Fl 2. n )

which is of dimension 11, and KFMT(IO) is to be calculated.

The solution, for Minitab, is to write a "master source" in a pseudo-FORTRAN, which
contains a description of the format, with the items to be computed marked with a $ sign.

A program, called "the packer", then processes this master source, and produces formats
packed for word sizes from 1 to 10. It also creates variables which point to the locations
of the items to be computed. The result is a FORTRAN deck with format items suitable for

2-characters per word computers marked with F2 in the first two card columns, etc. The

appropriate cards are then selected for the target computer by a small preprocessor, similar
in concept to that described by Roald Buhler (7th, 8th Interface Proceedings)

.

Minicomputers present many other problems, and we are gradually beginning to find out

how to solve them. Minitab has recently been installed on several PDP-11 computers with
some difficulty (primarily finding a suitable overlay structure) and it has been routinely
installed on several HP 3000' s.

THE REGRESSION EQUATION IS
Y = 0.06090 -0.00268 X1 +0.00122 X2

ST. DEV. T- R ATI 0 =

COLUMN COEFFICIENT OF COEF. COEF/S.D.
0.0609 0.0143 4.26

X1 C1 -0.002677 0.000722 -3.71
X2 C2 0.001217 0-000234 5.21

THE ST. DEV. OF Y AECUT REGRESSION LINE IS
S = 0.CC978
WITH ( 39- 3) = 36 DEGREES OF FREEEOM

P-SQUARED = 47.3 PERCENT
P-SQUARED = 44.4 PERCENT, ADJUSTED FOR D. F.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

DUE TO DF SS MS=SS/DF
REGRESSION 2 0.C030901 0.0015450
RESIDUAL 36 0.0034414 0.0000956
TOTAL 38 0-0065314

Figure 1. Minitab Regression Output
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FURTHER ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SS EXPLAINED BY EACH VARIABLE WHEN ENTERED IN THE ORDER GIVEN

DUE TO DF
REGRESSION 2

C1 1

C2 1

SS
0.003090

1

C. 000498 1

0.0025920

X1 Y PRED. Y ST. DEV.
ROW C1 C4 VALOE PRED. Y RESIDUAL

1 0.48 0. 1700 0. 1460 0.0038 0.0240
2 2.73 C. 1200 0. 1223 0. 0022 -0. 0023
3 2.08 0. 1250 0. 1235 0.0024 0.00 15

4 0.42 c. 1 480 0. 1340 0.0029 0.0140

ST. RES.
2. 66

-0.25
0. 16

1.50

Figure 1. (Continued)

THE REGRESSION EQUATION IS
Y = 609.0 - 2677. X1 + 1 2. 17 X2

X1

X2

COLUMN

C3
C2

COEFFICIENT
609.

-2677.
12. 17

ST. DEV.
OF COEF.

143.
722.
2.34

T-RATIO =

COEF/S.D.
4. 26

-3.71
5. 21

THE ST. DEV. OF Y AEOUT REGRESSION LINE IS
S = 97.8
WITH ( 39- 3) = 36 DEGREES OF FREEDOM

R-SQUARED = 47.3 PERCENT
R-SQUAR ED = 44.4 PERCENT, ADJUSTED FOR D. F.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

DUE TO DF
REGRESSION 2

RESIDUAL 36
TOTAL 38

SS
309007.
344136.
653143.

MS=SS/DF
154504.

9559.

FURTHER ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SS EXPLAINED BY EACH VARIABLE WHEN ENTERED IN THE ORDER GIVEN

DUE TO DF
REGRESSION 2
C3 1

C2 1

SS
309007.
49807.

259201.

ROH
1

2

3

4

X1
C3

0. 0C48
0.0273
0. 0208
0.0042

Y

C5
1700.
1200.
1250.
1480.

PRED. Y

VALUE
1460.
1223.
1235.
1 340.

ST. DEV.
PR ED. Y

38.
22.
24.
29.

RESIDUAL
240.
-23.
15.

140.

ST. RES.
2. 66

-0.25
0. 16
1.50

Figure 2. Second Example of Regression Output
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GR-Z: A System of Graphical Subroutines for Data Analysis

Richard A. Becker

John M. Chambers

Bell Laboratories

Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

The GR-Z system is a set of FORTRAN subpro-

grams, designed to provide a basis for the graphical opera-

tions useful in data analysis and related areas. They pro-

vide a wide range of general and specialized statistical

graphical operations, and are designed to facilitate both

simple graphical computations and the design of new graph-

ical methods.

Features of the system include the following.

The user has access to a large number of graphical

operations, designed to provide powerful, attractive

graphical facilities in data analysis, including easy-to-

use high-level operations and a wide range of flexible

intermediate- and lower-level routines. High-level

routines are provided for scatter plots, time-series

plots, histograms, probability plots and other graphi-

cal operations. The system allows user programs to

extend, alter or replace these operations, in a flexible

manner.

The display or page is organized into pictorial com-

ponents (figure and plot) and related co-ordinate sys-

tems which allow graphical operations to be expressed

simply and logically.

A set of graphical parameters controls the pictorial

results, with sensible default values.

Extensive documentation exists, including tutorial

and reference manuals, and detailed descriptions of

individual routines.

Simple GR-Z programs usually consist of a sequence

of calls to high-level routines, each of which produces a

complete plot; for example,

REAL X(50),Y(50)

READ(01)X,Y

CALL BEGINZ
CALL SPLOTZ(X,Y,50)
CALL FINISZ

STOP
END

The call to the scatter-plot routine, SPLOTZ, could be

replaced with any of the other high-level routines. For

example,

CALL EEPLTZ(X,50,Y,50)

produces an empirical-empirical probability plot of the two

sets of data, and

CALL HPLOTZ(X,50)

produces a histogram of one of the sets. Other simple sub-

routine calls allow titles, additional lines or points, or other

information to be added to the plot.

In a simple program such as the above, the GR-Z
system chooses default values for graphical parameters

which determine the details of the appearance of the plot.

When greater control over the appearance of output is

desired, or when users wish to create their own graphical

operations, a wide range of additional routines may be

used. For example, users can control the layout of figures

on a page, the style in which plots are produced, plotting

characters and many other characteristics. The parameters

which control such features all have system default values,

so that the user need not be concerned with them unless

special effects are desired.

GR-Z is designed to be highly portable. The source

code conforms to a portable subset of standard FORTRAN.
Device-dependent code is kept to a minimum and is iso-

lated into a small number of routines. On the other hand,

it is possible to improve the efficiency of the system by

writing device-dependent routines to replace system rou-

tines at a higher level. Operating system dependencies are

also isolated and kept to a minimum.

Attached are a set of examples of GR-Z graphical

output from users' programs. (We make no attempt here

to explain the varied applications involved in the plots.)
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The GR-Z programs are available from Bell Labora-

tories on a license basis. A non-profit educational institu-

tion may obtain a royalty-free license to use GR-Z for edu-

cational and academic purposes. There is a small service

charge to help defray the cost of distribution. Inquiries for

an educational license should be directed to:

Bell Laboratories

Computing Information Service

600 Mountain Avenue
Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

USA

For commercial and governmental organizations, and for

educational institutions desiring to use the system for com-

mercial purposes, a royalty is charged. Inquiries should be

directed to:

Western Electric Co.

Patent Licensing Manager

P.O. Box 20046

Greensboro NC 27420

USA
n
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AN APPLICATION OF A RECORD LINKAGE THEORY IN CONSTRUCTING A LIST SAMPLING FRAME

Richard W. Coulter and James W. Mergerson
U.S. Department of Agriculture

ABSTRACT

The Statistical Reporting Service (SRS), USDA is presently in-

volved in the task of building a master list sampling frame of farms
in each of its field offices. Lists from various sources with various
formats and data content are combined to form a composite list in each
state. An automated record linkage system is being developed to format
and standardize the lists and to detect, display, and remove the dup-
lication from this composite list. An overview of the system is pre-

sented with a brief explanation of the functions of the subsystems in-

volved. This is followed by a discussion of the mathematical model

employed to detect duplication and the computer processing used to im-
plement this model

.

Keywords: Address match; blocking; data manipulation; group resolu-
tion; identical match; linkage group; linkage model; list sampling
frame; record linkage; reformat.

1. OVERVIEW

The Statistical Reporting Service, USDA, has developed an automated system to combine
many list sources to form a master list sampling frame in each of its field offices. The
present system consists of three subsystems. These are referred to as the Source List
Editor Subsystem, the Record Linkage Subsystem, and the Group Resolution Subsystem.

1.1 Source list editor subsystem . The Source List Editor Subsystem consists of three
major operations. These operations are Reformat, Identical Match, and Data Manipulation.
While together these form a large and complex set of logic and perform a vital role in the

total system they can be mentioned only briefly here.

Lists are obtained from various sources and do not conform to a standard format. The
primary function of Reformat is to convert all source lists into a common format. Also
place, state, and zip code are validated against each other and their spellings standardi-
zed.

In Identical Match, the first attempt is made to identify and remove duplication. The
input file is sorted on all variables that will be used for record linkage. Any two or

more records which have identical character by character linkage information will be con-
sidered to be the same record. These records will be compressed into one record, and one
identifying number will be assigned.

In Data Manipulation, the information that is necessary to perform record linkage is

obtained. The purpose of Data Manipulation is to identify all words in the primary name,
secondary name, and address fields of each input record; to determine the use of these
words; to manipulate them into a common structure; to code all given names and surnames;
and to assign each record to one of three classes: individual, partnership, or corporate.

1.2 Record linkage subsystem . A separate linkage procedure has been designed for
each class of records.

Partnership and corporate class records tend to be unique in their forms and for these
a simple set of decision rules is used to match records. Depending upon the results ofthis
testing each pair is classified as a link, possible link, or non-link. Links and possible
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links are arranged in linkage groups, the premise being that records in the same linkage
group will generally represent one farming operation.

The individual class of records comprise by far the largest portion of records on the
file. A substantial amount of effort has been undertaken in developing a linkage system for
these records in which the amount of identifying data is often meager. The probability
model used and the necessary computer processing are described in Section 2.

1.3 Group resolution subsystem . The Group Resolution Subsystem consists of four major
operations. They are as follows: Automated Resolution I, Address Match, Manual Review, and
Automated Resolution II.

The main functions of Automated Resolution I are to generate microfiche output for all

linkage groups, to select a sampling unit from each linkage group, and to identify linkage
groups that contain a record from the drop file (a predetermined file of non-farms).

In Address Match, all records with sufficient address, regardless of class, that have

identical addresses are identified. This program will help to identify between class dup-

lication.

Manual review is a manual process in which certain linkage decisions made by the auto-
mated system are examined. The reviewer will decide to either accept or reject the decision
made by the automated system.

In Automated Resolution II the final List Sampling Frame is created. All overrides made

by the manual reviewer are processed.

2. INDIVIDUAL CLASS LINKAGE

2.1 Linkage model .

2.1.1 General technique . The mathematical model employed to identify the dupli-
cation between the individual type names on the composite list incorporates some of the con-

cepts developed by Ivan Fellegi and Alan Sunter. The model is based on estimating two pro-

babilities for the results of each comparison pair and converting these into a weight for

the pair. Pertinent portions of the theory are described below.

Let L» be the list to be unduplicated which covers the population A with members a.eA.

Members of L^ will be denoted by a{a^ ).

Define: M = {(a^ a..); a\. = a^, i < j}

U = {(a
i

, a^); a., f a. , i < j}

as the matched and unmatched sets respectively.

k
Denote by Y = (y ) the vector of coded results of the comparison of the components in

the comparison pair [a(a.) 5 a(a.).J, where the result of the comparison on the k component
is denoted by Y .

J

1. m( Y
k

)
= P{ Y

k
[d(a..), a(a.)J; (a., a.) e m}

2. u( Y
k

)
= P(Y

k
[cxU^, qcUj)]; (a-.a,.) e U]

A component weight for each y is defined by:

w (y
k

)
= Togln [m( Y

k
)/u( Y

k
)]
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Once weights have been assigned to the outcome of each of those components being com-
pared, a total weight for the comparison pair is computed by summing together all of the
component weights.

Two threshold values are calculated prior to making the comparisons and are used in

classifying each. If the total comparison pair weight is larger than the upper threshold,
then the pair is classified as a definite link. If the total weight is less than the lower
threshold, then the pair is classified as a definite non-link. Pairs with total weight be-

tween the two are classified as possible links.

2.1.2 Weight calculation. Rather than describe in detail the computations for each
component, some of which are rather lengthy, only the computations for the simplest condi-
tion are given here. This is the weight calculation procedure for those components (pre-
fix, suffix, route, street name) which use only a simple agreement or disagreement weight.

Define e = P(the component is misreported on a record given the pair is associated
with M)

e= P(the component is different, though correctly reported in a pair of records
from M)

e and e^ will be referred to in the following as error terms.

e
Q

= P(the component is missing on a record)

f .
= the frequency of the j value of the component on the file (e.q. frequency

J of route number 1
1

'

)

N = the total number of records with the component present on the file.

Then, m(component agrees and is the value) = (f ./N) (l-e)^(l-e. )(l-e )^

J w 0

th 2 2
u(component agrees and is the j value) = (f,-/N) (1-e )

2 2
m(component disagrees) = [l-(l-e) (l-e.)](i-e )

t o

2 2
u(component disagrees) = [1-E .(f ./N) ](l-e

Q
)

2
m(component missing in one or both records) = l-(l-e )

2
u(component missing in one or both records) = l-(l-e

o
)

The weight for each condition is log (m/u). Note that one agreement weight is cal-
culated for each different value of each component. Many modifications have been made to

this basic theory to allow more sophistication. These include the use of given name and
surname codes and partitioned disagreement weights in the model.

2.1.3 Estimating error rates and thresholds. Prior to processing the entire file
through linkage, a sample of blocks is selected. Weights are calculated for the entire
file but only the sample is processed through linkage using initial estimates of error
terms and thresholds.

The sample results are then manually reviewed and verified. Counts for each component
are kept for those pairs classified as links. These are used to update the error terms.

This update then changes the various weights already calculated.

Also, the thresholds are revised as necessary based on this manual review. Upon com-
pletion of this step, which may require processing the sample through several iterations,

the entire file is then ready to be processed through linkage.

' tf

tor

talcL
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2.2 Linkage Software. In the Record Linkage Subsystem there are eight major programs
involved in the process of detecting and grouping together those individual class of records
which have a high probability of representing the same person or farm operation. These pro-
grams are: Data Selection, Blocking, Sample Selection, Frequency Count, Weight Calculation,
Weight Insertion, Linkage Match, and the Master File Update Program.

Since the master file is very large, the entire file is not passed through each program
in the subsystem. Instead, in data selection only those data fields that are used in the
Record Linkage Subsystem are extracted. Also frequencies for Identification numbers are

calculated.

Blocking consists of putting all records with the same surname code in one block. A

maximum allowable block size is parameter input since in some cases the internal tables
could get too large. For this reason the surname code blocks that exceed the maximum block

size are further broken down by other variables. These variables are currently a first

name initial group code and a location code.

Since the entire file is not passed to the blocking program a special technique is used

to define blocks. The input file contains only the value of the blocking variables for a

given record and the record number for that record. The program outputs one record for each

block which contains all the record numbers of the records in that block.

The sample select program selects a subset of the blocks to be used in the iterative
process to calculate error probabilities. Blocks are selected by strata where each strata

is a range of block sizes. To extract blocks, a particular number of blocks from each
strata and the starting block for each strata are parameter specified and a systematic
sample selected.

The frequency count program calculates frequencies of all linkage variables on the in-

put file except for identification numbers. These frequencies are used by the weight cal-
culation program in calculating agreement constants which are the portion of the agreement
weights which do not include the error terms.

In the weight calculation program partial agreement weights, agreement constants, and

disagreement weights which are used by the linkage model are calculated. This program can

operate in two different modes, called Mode A and Mode B. When running in Mode A, partial
agreement weights, agreement constants and disagreement weights are calculated. In Mode
B, only partial agreement weights and disagreement weights are calculated.

Since an iterative procedure is used to calculate error terms, it is necessary to re-

calculate weights after each iteration. In order to greatly reduce costs, a special tech-

nique is used to eliminate the need for reinserting weights after each subsequent calcula-
tion. This is accomplished by initially operating in Mode A, while each subsequent sample
iteration is done in Mode B. To obtain the agreement weights the appropriate agreement
constant is added to each partial agreement weight in the linkage match program. The ini-

tial threshold values are also calculated by this program.

The weight insertion program takes the agreement constants and inserts them into the

internal master records. The output of this process are records which contain the original

linkage variables and their corresponding partial agreement weights concatenated on the end.

The linkage match program performs the actual comparisons of components and classifica-
tion of records. This program runs in two modes which are referred to as the test mode and

the production mode. The test mode is used during the iterative process to calculate error
probabilities. In this mode, the program automatically terminates when enough comparison
pairs that match have been obtained for calculating error probabilities. The production
mode runs to completion and does not do the processing for the error probability revision.
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The processing starts by reading a block, Every possible combination within a block is

generated and passed one pair at a time to the model. A total weight for each pair is cal-

culated and the pair is classified according to the relationship of this weight to the

threshold values, and is placed in a linkage group.

The master file update program reads the master file serially and outputs an updated
serial version of the master to be passed to the Group Resolution Subsystem.

3. REMARKS

While results are encouraging, analysis is continuing on all subsystems for both im-

proved results and improved efficiency.

Persons interested in more information should contact the List Sampling Frame Section,
Statistical Reporting Service, U.S. Dept of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.
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LONG RANGE PLANNING MODELS
LRPM2 , LRPM3, and LRPM4/PDM

Joseph Quinn, Roger Bove, Ta-Lin Liau
I.S.P.C., U.S. Bureau of the Census, 20233

ABSTRACT

The Bureau of the Census has built three LRPM (Long-Range Planning
Models) packages for use by planners in the developing countries:
LRPM2, LRPM3, and LRPM4/PDM (which was originally developed under
contract by the Agricultural Economics Department of the University of
Purdue). The packages differ in their level of sophistication and
data needs -- starting with simple population projections and limited
and flexible data needs in LRPM2 and going to linear programming
optimization and extensive data requirements in LRPM4/PDM.

The subjects treated in submodels include: demographic pro-
jections; family planning; projections of urban and rural populations;
labor force, health, food, and economic consumers; health services;
education projections; housing; social security; electricity, gas,
and water; families; mortality by cause; food consumption and
production by crop; energy; social mobility; construction; government
budget; regional projections; employment by industry and profession.
There are also adaptions of programs developed by others for graphing
and data management.

Because the models were designed for use in the developing
countries, they were designed to be:

Easy for social scientists who were not computer technicians
to use;

Small enough to be run on most computers;
Flexible in their data needs and in allowing many alternative

paths to be followed when building a country model;
Segmented so that submodels such as education projections

could be run independently;
Reasonably accurate in any projection mechanisms used;

Useful for historical and structural analysis as well as for

projections.

Key words: Demographic projections; developing countries; economic
projections; long range; planning models, social services.

1 . TEXT

The LRPM packages were built to show planners how to use census and survey data to see

how demographic, economic, and social factors interrelate. Until about ten years ago, most
planning models ignored the effects of population growth and structure and assumed that this

subject should be treated outside of planning models, particularly Neo-Keynesian and Neo-

classical models. With the passage of time, many analysts have decided that a country's

population should be the center of development plans, programs, and projects.
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If a planner wants to account for population in an explicit and an analytic way,
he must be able to: first, identify specific subgroups by their characteristics and

needs -- age, sex, educational level, training needs, requirements for food, medical
and social services. Second, he must be able to test whether changes in the structure
of these groups will be consistant with his plans and vi ce-a-versa . Last, he should

be able to see what interactions will occur as changes in some characteristics of the
population affect other characteristics and these in turn affect plans.

Based on this need the LRPM2 modules or submodules were designed to have the following
features

:

(1) They treat a fairly wide range of relevant problems;

(2) They are easy for persons, who are not computer technicians, to use.

Data formating and computer instructions are clear and simple to

fol low;

(3) The data needs are flexible since statistical systems differ in the

kinds and quality of data produced;

(4) Any projection or accounting mechanisms used are reasonably accurate;

(5) All of the submodels can be run separately;

(6) The models are designed so that they can be used for checking historical
data and structural analysis as well as for making forecasts and

projections

;

(7) All of the programs are small enough to be run on the medium size
computers generally found in less developed countries;

(8) The LRPM2 flexibility allows any researchers to follow as he sees fit

a large array of alternative paths when building his choice of a

structural model

;

(9) The basic test for a model as set forth by Hannes Hyrenius is considered:

"(a) that all factors judged necessary, according to the criteria laid

down, must be included; (b) that these are indicated and measured in

correct (unbiased) forms and measurements; (c) that relations and

feedback loops are included correctly and to the extent necessary;
(d) that all constants, parameters, relations and feedbacks are quantified
in a satisfactory way."

The twenty-two submodels of LRPM2 have the following functions. Projections of:

(1

(2

(3

(4

(5

(6

(7

(8

(9

(10

(11

(12

(13

(14

(15

(16

(17

(18

(19

(20

(21

(22

Demographic variables;
Urban and rural population;
Special population groups such as labor force, economic consumers,

health service consumers, food consumers, and school -age groups;

Health Services;
Education;
Housing (also electricity, sewerage, and water);
Economic simulations;
Family planning;
The number of families;
Mortality by cause;
Food consumption and agricultural demand;
Energy;
Construction

;

Government budget;
Regional projections;
Employment by industry and profession;
Social Security;
Graphing;
Table formating and a management information system;

Patterns of development submodel;
Income Distribution;
Transition matrices;
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All of the submodels have several short manuals which include:

(1 ) Program listing;

(2) Methodology;

(3) Input instructions and data needs;

(4) Example runs using various options;

(5) Useful statistical routines for preparing or analyzing data;

(6) Special uses of this submodel, e.g., housing to forecast water,
sewerage, and electricity demands;

(7) Actual case studies;

(8) Flow charts;

(9) Data needs (required and optional);

The analyst can use the combination of submodels he desires. LRPM3 and LRPM4/PDM,

also developed by the SEA Staff, deal with the data in a more integrated fashion with LRPM3
focusing on keeping track of the educational attainments of the population and income
distribution and LRPM4/PDM concentrating on the relationships between agriculture and the
rest of the nation.

An interactive version of LRPM2 was built by the Demographic Projections Analysis Group

at the American University in Cairo.

TABLE I-A -- SAMPLE DEMOGRAPHIC OUTPUT - LRPM2

1975 Base Population (Thousands)

NUMBER PROPORTION OF

TOTAL POPULATION

AGE MALES FEMALES MALES FEMALES

0 to 4 427.94 423.22 0 0817 0.0808
5 to 9 349.89 346.22 0 0668 0.0681

10 to 14 308.42 304.85 0 0585 0.0582

15 to 19 258.23 257.66 0 0493 0.0511

20 to 24 200.61 233.69 0 0383 0.0445
25 to 29 152.42 202.71 0 0291 0.0367

30 to 34 123.09 175.99 0 0235 0.0336

35 to 39 121.62 166.56 0 0232 0.0318
40 to 44 112.61 136.71 0 0215 0.0261

45 to 49 104.76 119.42 0 0200 0.0228

50 to 54 95.35 97.42 0 0182 0.0186
55 to 59 81.19 85.90 0 0155 0.0164
60 to 64 67.57 68.62 0 0129 0.0131

65 to 69 46.09 50.81 0 0088 0.0097
Over 69 48.71 61 .81 0 0093 0.0118
TOTAL 2498.38 2740.99 0 4766 0.5234
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TABLE I-B SAMPLE DEMOGRAPHIC OUTPUT - LRPM3

Rural Males - 1971

Aae 111 iterates Li terates Primary Secondary Uni versi tv

0-4 1570,.2

5-9 1 3631 J U J i.6

10 - 14 1041

.

6 63.0 — —
15 - 19 519.,4 360.0 16.3 8.1

20 - 24 360.,0 293.0 38.6 4.2
25 - 29 289.,5 268.0 33.8 3.1

30 - 34 271

.

,6 233.0 26.4 2.9

35 - 39 252..7 200.0 14.4 1 .6

40 - 44 190.,3 159.0 8.6 .8

45 - 49 178,.2 115.0 5.6 .5

50 - 54 186.,0 85.0 3.7 .4

55 - 59 159.,4 60.0 2.5 .3

60+ 334.,2 85.0 4.1 .2

Total 6717.,4 1921.0 154.1 22.1

TABLE I-C SAMPLE DEMOGRAPHIC OUTPUT - LRPM4/PDM

Population by Location, Sex, and Level of Education

Location and Sex

Rural Agriculture

Total

Male
Female

Rural Nonagricul ture

Total
Male
Female

Urban

Total

Male
Female

Total Population

Total

Male
Female

Population

12487903.
6311928,
6175975.

3478671

.

1717551

.

1761120.

15987057.
8035511

.

7951546,

31953631

.

16064990.
15888641

.

Percent by Level of Educational Attainment
(Grades. Completed)

0-3 4-7 8-11 12-15 16

58.51

52.04
65.12

57.61

53.18
61 .94

33.79
32.70
34.90

46.04
42.49
49.64

31.60
34.41
28.73

25.98
25.95
26.02

21.00
19.39
22.64

25.69
25.99
25.38

7.42
10.03
4.74

11 .78

14.59
9.05

20.54
19.30
21.79

14.46

15.15
13.75

2.45
3.49
1 .39

4.39
5.97
2.84

22.55
25.77
19.29

12.72
14.90
10.51

0.02
0.03
0.02

0.24
0.31

0.16

2.12
2.84
1 .39

1.10
1.47

0.72
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A NEW APPROACH TO ACCESSING LARGE STATISTICAL DATA FILES

Gary L. Hill
Data Use and Access Laboratories, Arlington, VA 22209

ABSTRACT

The National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

(NICHD/NIH) provided funding to DUALabs for the analysis of unique data
processing problems posed by large public data files. One mechanism
that resulted from this activity was the CENTS-AID II system, which re-

duces the cost of generating cross-tabulations by as much as 80%. This

high-speed statistical access system is designed for use with large files

and enables users to produce complex cross-tabulations consisting of up

to eight dimensions. A powerful retrieval language and full set of data
transformations and recode capabilities can be used to prepare any table
or set of tables required. CENTS-AID II provides access to rectangular,
heterogeneous, and hierarchical file structures, allowing simultaneous
analysis of multiple record formats and, in hierarchical structures,
direct analysis of data relationships of up to thirty different levels.

Key words: Generalized; hierarchical; large; software; statistical;
survey; tabulation.

1. ACCESSING PUBLIC DATA: The Problem

The U.S. Government provides a continuous flow of computerized statistical data cover-
ing virtually every aspect of American life: science and education, health and safety,
manpower and employment, consumer prices and expenditures, characteristics of population
and housing, and many others. These large public data files represent a valuable source of

information for researchers, planners, scientists, and administrators concerned with the
activities of people, the products they use, and the environment in which they live.

Large data producers such as the Census Bureau commonly organize sequential files in

a hierarchical, or tree structure, format. This type of file organization provides for the
definition of one or more record formats describing different units of analysis. For exam-
ple, a file may contain one record format to describe the characteristics of neighborhoods,
another to describe households, and a third for people. Additional valuable data relation-
ships are defined by arranging the records in a predetermined order (tree structure)

;

person records immediately follow the household record in which they live, and household
records follow the neighborhood record in which they reside.

The analytical potential afforded by this type of file structure far exceeds the ca-
pacity of the punched card concept of file organization where each file has a single unit
of analysis expressed in one record format. Unfortunately, most of the widely used general-

ized statistical access systems require data to be organized as if they were in punched
cards. In order to access public files, data must first be reorganized to suit the unique
specifications of the software system being used. This process is not only costly, but
often destroys data relationships defined by the original structure of the file. Further,
most public data files contain tens-of-thousands , hundreds-of-thousands , or millions of
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records whereas most statistical access systems are designed to efficiently analyze a limit-
ed number of observations. As increasingly larger volumes of data are processed, computer
costs become prohibitive.

2. CENTS-AID II: The Basics

Although CENTS-AID II is simple to learn and easy to use, it does require that the user
have a minimum of computer orientation and a basic understanding of the relationship of rec-
ords within his file. Unlike other generalized systems, most data files do not have to be
reformatted in order to be analyzed. CENTS-AID II will process simple and complex sequen-
tial file structures whose records are fixed or variable length. In a single application,
the system can process up to twenty-six different record formats and a hierarchical struc-
ture of up to thirty levels. The more complex the file structure, the more data expertise
is required of the user.

There is virtually no limit to the number of tables that can be produced in a single
run. However, no single table may exceed 17 columns, nor 999 rows, nor 8008 matrix cells.
Matrix cells can be incremented by a simple frequency count (1) or by the values of an ob-
servation variable such as income, expenditures, age or quantity. A limited set of descrip-
tive statistics is also available: percentage, mean, median, variance, and chi-square.

The free-form command language of CENTS-AID II relieves users from most of the techni-
cal details usually associated with extensive data processing. Users can readily control
the content and format of simple and sophisticated tabulations. For example, the following
TABLE command defined the six-way tabulation displayed on the succeeding page:

TABLE PLACE AND RACE AND INCGRP BY EMPST AND AGEGRP AND SEX

The VAR LABEL command was used to supply descriptive labels for each of the six variables.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN CONCEPTS: The Principles

CENTS-AID II is a generative system. The system actually generates an ANSI-COBOL pro-
gram which processes the data file and subsequently prints the requested tables. This gen-
erative approach provides an efficient, cost-effective method of file processing. In a mat-
ter of seconds, the system generates a tailor-made solution to the requirements posed by the
user. Unlike interpretive systems, the generative characteristics of CENTS-AID II enable
it to customize the file processing logic for each application. The cost of file processing
is minimized.

The cost of tabulating data from large files is minimized further by the techniques
used within the system to construct and update table matricies. CENTS-AID II constructs a

matrix shell for each table prior to the actual processing of the data file. The user must
therefore supply the minimum and maximum values of each variable to be included in a table.

Simple commands are available to manipulate variables containing alphameric values or non-

contiguous coding structures. Since each matrix shell is specifically tailored to accommo-
date the user's requested tabulations, the system only reserves the amount of core storage
actually needed. In many computer billing algorithms, the core storage costs are signifi-
cant so that by reducing core requirements, computer processing costs can be minimized.

The method used by CENTS-AID II to update, or increment, matrix cells is also a major
contributing factor to the efficiency of the system. Instead of continually scanning matrix

dimensions to determine the proper matrix cell to increment, CENTS-AID II uses the actual
code values from the data file to computer "pointers" into the matrix shell. Simplified,

the algorithm used to compute the "pointers" for a two-way table is as follows:

(Code Value - Minimum Value) + 1
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To illustrate the technique, suppose a user has requested the generation of a simple two-
way tabulation (Sex by Marital Status) ; where Sex contains two code values (0 and 1) , and
Marital Status contains five code values (3, 4, 5, 6, and 7). A record containing a value
of 1 for Sex and a value of 5 for Marital Status immediately points to the matrix inter-
section of ( 2 , 3) :

ROW POINTER = (1-0) +1 or 2

COLUMN POINTER =(5-3)+lor3

ROW
POINTE «Lt>

COLUMN
POINTER

0 s

W/////A
E

1 X

3

1 1

4
! 5 ! 6
1 1

MARITAL STATUS

7 COD E

VALUE

4. PROCESSING EFFICIENCY: A Comparison

CENTS-AID II is engineered to minimize computer processing costs for tabulating data
from large statistical files. The techniques employed do not necessarily produce a cost ef'

fective mechanism for processing small data files. NICHD and DUALabs decided to conduct a

series of benchmark tests designed to generate statistics that would demonstrate the effect
of processing increasingly larger volumes of data. Although we feel that it is unrealistic
to compare generalized systems that are designed for different purposes, we chose the Sta-
tistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) for this comparison because it is so widely
used. The benchmarks were not intended to be a comprehensive evaluation of the merits of

the two systems. Whereas CENTS-AID II is specifically designed to produce sophisticated
tabulations from large data files, SPSS offers a wide range of statistical analysis capa-
bilities that far exceed the current facilities of CENTS-AID II. The benchmark tests were
designed by an outside consultant to meet the following specifications: 1) the test must
request statistics which both systems could generate; and 2) it must use SPSS as efficient-

ly as possible. The resulting application used the FASTABS option of SPSS version 6.0
with the data files being the 1970 Public Use Samples. The results of the test are present-

ed in the following table:

BENCHMARK TEST (IBM 360 Model 65)

TEST 1 TEST 2 TEST 3

SPSS CENTS-AID SPSS CENTS-AID SPSS CENTS-AID
(6.0) II (6.0) II (6.0) II

Number of Input Records 27.591 27.591 277.723 277.723 2,719,249 2,719,249

Size of Universe 5442 5442 54,741 54,741 537,667 537,667

Number of Variables 9 9 9 9 9 9

CPU * Time (Seconds) 119.59 32.29 1 1 88. 1

7

134.08 11880.00 1113.16

Core Storage 214 94 214 94 214 94

Dollar Cost $45.99 $10.78 $175.74 $24.48 $1543.04 S111.03
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From the comparative statistics generated by the three benchmark tests, it is clear that as

the volume of data increases, the computer cost of performing tabulations with ordinary gen-
eralized software systems can become almost prohibitive. Subsequent to the execution of
the formal benchmarks presented, we undertook a further analysis of the processing efficien-
cies of the two systems. For example, each system was required to generate multiple tables
using various combinations of instructions. Throughout these tests the variation in rela-
tive processing efficiencies remained rather consistent with CENTS-AID II applications cost-

ing approximately 20% of the SPSS runs. During the testing process, an SPSS SYSTEMS FILE
was created which sustantially reduced SPSS tabulation costs. However, the cost of creating
such a file can be expensive, and valuable data relationships may be destroyed in the pro-
cess.

5. SUMMARY: Additional Information

CENTS-AID II is currently installed in over 50 computer sites around the world includ-
ing the Belgian Archives, University of Heidelberg, New Zealand Department of Statistics,
Eastman Kodak Company, Prudential Insurance Company, Congressional Budget Office, Social Se-

curity Administration, National Institutes of Health, and the New York State Workmen's Com-
pensation Board. The system is operational on the IBM 360/370 under 0S/MFT/MVT/MVS/VS1 , as

well as IBM 360/370 under DOS/VS. In the fall of 1977, a Honeywell 6000 Series version will
become available from DUALabs.

A new statistical generation module is being designed for CENTS-AID II which will min-
imize or eliminate statistical error caused by accessing very large data files. The module
will include facilities for generating correlation matricies, means and standard deviations,
sums of squares, sums of cross-products, and var iance/covariance matricies. The extended
CENTS-AID II system will perform correlation analysis on simple and hierarchical files at a

fraction of current costs with an improvement in accuracy compared to other systems.

Arrangements have been established with the National Technical Information Service
(NTIS) , U.S. Department of Commerce, for distribution of the IBM versions of the CENTS-AID H
system at a sale price of $600 domestically and $1,200 for foreign sales. The price in-

cludes the User Manual and Programmer's Notebook as well as one year of maintenance and sup-

port provided directly by DUALabs. Readers who would be interested in purchasing the IBM
360/370 version of CENTS-AID II should contact Mr. Frank Leibsly, National Technical Infor-
mation Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22161. For additional informa-
tion concerning the system, contact Gary Hill, Director of Systems, Data Use & Access Lab-
oratories, 1601 North Kent Street, Arlington, Virginia 22209; or call (703) 525-1480.
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EVALUATION OF NONPARAMETRIC TESTS IN SPSS AND BMDP

F. Kent Kuiper and David L. Nelson
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of comparisons made between the
nonparametric tests contained in the packages SPSS and BMDP. These
tests were performed using both IBM and CDC versions of each package
The packages are evaluated for accuracy, readability, machine re-
sources used, appropriateness and completeness of the collection of
nonparametric tests.

Key words: BMDP; nonparametric statistical tests; SPSS; statistical
program package evaluation; TALENT data.

1. INTRODUCTION

One important tool of statistical hypothesis testing that is beginning to be included

in several of the major statistical program packages is a collection of nonparametric, or

distribution-free, statistical tests. The tests themselves, which consist of roughly two

dozen very commonly used procedures, are employed in a wide variety of fields, including the
behavioral and health sciences, econometrics, agronomy and education. For these reasons, we
feel that an evaluation of the nonparametric techniques offered by two of the major pack-
ages, SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences), Nie, et al . (1975) and Tuccy
(1976), and BMDP (Biomedical Computer Programs), Dixon (1975), is a timely and worthwhile
venture.

The evaluation of nonparametric statistical tests reported here was performed on ver-
sions of SPSS and BMDP installed on IBM 370 and CDC 6600 computers that are part of the

Boeing Computer Services networks. The latest versions of SPSS, along with recent versions
of BMDP, were tested. Specifically, SPSS Version 7.0 (IBM) was tested on an IBM 370/168
under 0S/VS2 and Version 6.5 (CDC) was tested on CDC 6600/CYBER 74 under KRONOS 2.1. The
BMDP tests were performed on these same machines. The CDC version of BMDP is a conversion
supplied by the University of Massachusetts.

The evaluation was restricted to those nonparametric tests contained in SPSS procedures
NPAR TESTS and NONPAR CORR and the BMDP program BMDP3S. As such, it does not include many
nonparametric tests that are associated with contingency tables, which we feel is a topic
worthy of separate consideration. Even so, the present evaluation covers 19 tests in SPSS
and 8 in BMDP (see Table 1).

Suggested procedures for conducting statistical software evaluation, as outlined in

Francis, et al. (1974,1975), have been adhered to as closely as possible. Comments in this
article on package performance and suitability have been limited to discussions of the non-
parametric tests per se, except in cases where a global package feature has a particularly
profound effect on nonparametric procedures.
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TABLE 1

TEST

TEST AVAILABLE
IN SPSS

TEST
IN

AVAILABLE
BMDP3S

PAGE NUMBER
SIEGEL FOR TEST

1

.

Binomial X 40
2. 1 -Sample Chi -Square X 45

3. K-S 1 -Sample X 50

4. Runs X 55 and 57

5. McNemar X 65

6. Sign X X 70 and 73

7

.

Wi 1 coxon X X 79 and 82

8. Cochran Q X 164

9. Friedman X X 171

10. Kendall Coeff. Cone. W X X 234

1 1 . Median - 2-Sample X 114

12. Mann-Whitney U X X 119

1 0 . K-b ^-bampie vA 1 "3D
1 oU

14. Wa Id-Wolfowitz X 139

15. Moses X 149

16. Median - K-Sample X 182

17. Kruskall-Wallis X X 190

18. Kendall Rank Corr. Coeff. X X 205

19. Spearman Rank Corr. Coeff. X X 205

2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

The experiment was designed to allow for the best possible comparisons, not only be-

tween the two statistical packages and between the two computers, but also among the non-

parametric procedures themselves. Tests were performed on smaller data sets having 3 to 56

data points and on a larger data set of 505 data points. The analyses for each data set and

for each package were constructed to be as identical as possible to maximize comparability.

2.1 Data sets. The data sets used for this experiment were chosen because of their
appropriateness for the statistical procedures and for their general availability. The
smaller data sets were taken from Siegel (1956). These varied in size from roughly 3 ob-
servations of 10 variables to 56 observations of 2 variables. Table 1 indicates the page
in Siegel where the data set used for each procedure can be found. The larger data set was

taken from Cooley and Lohnes (1971), Appendix B. This data set consists of 505 cases with
21 variables, and is referred to as the TALENT data set.

The placement of the test data for the smaller and larger data sets was different. The

smaller sets were inserted directly into the SPSS and BMDP command files, following the READ
INPUT DATA card and END/ card, respectively. The Cooley-Lohnes TALENT data set, on the
other hand, was called from a separate disk file for both BMDP and SPSS.

2.2 Measurement goals and methodology. The primary goals in performing this experi-
ment were to evaluate (1) accuracy of the results, (2) contents of the printed output, (3)

cost, (4) documentation, and (5) ease of use. To accomplish this for any given procedure
and data set, we wrote SPSS and BMDP code that would be as nearly equivalent as possible.
Some of the ground rules we established in analyzing the TALENT data set were:

1) Perform 5 analyses on each run using the same nonparametric procedure.
2) Use the same variable sets and the same number of variables in each analysis.
3) Use variable names rather than indices - an option allowed for in both packages.
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4) Exercise the syntactical options of the SPSS or BMDP code as appropriate.
5) Recode the values of variables only when necessary. This was done when categorical

data was required, but not available.
6) Assume no missing values in the data sets.

The analyses using the smaller Siegel data sets correspond to the sample runs given in

the SPSS update bulletin (Tuccy (1976)).

The tests on each procedure were run as separate jobs for the purpose of comparing
costs. In total, there were 76 SPSS runs generated (19 IBM, 19 CDC for each of 2 data sets)
and 32 BMDP runs (8 IBM, 8 CDC for each of 2 data sets). All runs were submitted via PJE
devices and with the same job queueing priority.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Output formats. Output from both packages is easy to read, although the tabular
and somewhat condensed output from SPSS seems to allow somewhat faster identification of
relevant numerical information (test statistics, degrees of freedom, significance levels)
than BMDP. For certain tests SPSS reports mean ranks for categories while BMDP reports
rank sums. This use of rank sums by BMDP led to the overflow of the output format in the
Kruskal-Wallis and Mann-Whitney tests when the TALENT data set was used. Similarly, when
using this data set the Friedman test statistic overflowed the output format. When the chi-
square statistic was calculated and some cell sizes were small, the IBM 370 version of SPSS
issued a warning to that effect. This is a valuable addition not found in the 6600 version
of SPSS or in either version of BMDP.

3.2 Features. All of the nonparametric tests in BMDP compute and print a table of the

mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum for each variable used. In SPSS, printing of

such tables can be ordered optionally by the user through other procedures, although this

was not done in the study reported here. Table 2 presents a complete description of the

printed output obtained for each nonparametric test in SPSS and BMDP. By referring to this

table, the user can quickly determine what information is available in the output from each
procedure. This information can be valuable in choosing which package or procedure to use.

3.3 Ease of use. Both SPSS and BMDP are easy to use, regardless of the input medium
employed for either command or data files.

3.4 Accuracy. In general, program accuracy did not appear to be a problem for either
package or for either computing system. Some results did vary in the last 1-2 decimal

places reported, presumably because of differing word length on IBM and CDC computers. In

general, more decimal places were reported in the output formats of SPSS on the CDC 6600
than in the IBM 370 version. Test results for the Siegel data generally matched those re-

ported in the text itself. One exception arose in an SPSS run of the Sign Test on the

6600, in which a quantity labeled as a 2-tailed probability was actually the 1-tailed prob-

ability. Also in the 6600 version of SPSS, Kendall's W was substantially different from
that produced by the other runs using the same data.

The program logic of the tested procedures in both packages seemed to work well to the

extent that it was exercised, with the exception of the Friedman test in the CDC 6600 ver-
sion of BMDP3S. In this test, if n variables are present and the test is requested for any
k of them, then the first k are tested. No such problem was encountered in the IBM 370

version of BMDP3S.

3.5 Core requirements. Because of its overlay structure and dynamic storage allo-

cation, the CDC 6600 version of SPSS is able to execute in less than 70K words of core,

while the 6600 version of the BMDP programs, which constitute separate entities but which
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TABLE 2. STATISTICAL CONTENT OF PRINTED OUTPUT

Numerical codes:

(1 ) Count of total cases

(2) Count of cases in

each category

Test

Binomial

Chi -square

Kolmogorov-Smirnov
one sample

Runs

McNemar

Sign

Wilcoxon

Cochran Q

Friedman

Kendall coeff. of

Concordance

Median 2-sample

Mann-Whitney

Kolmogorov-Smirnov
2-sample

Wald-Wolfowitz

Moses

Median k-sample

Kruskal -Wal lis

Kendall rank corr.

Spearman rank corr.

(3) 2-tailed probability
(4) Significance

SPSS

Hypothesized proportion, (1),(2),(3)

1 x n contingency table with expected
values, x

2
, (2), (4), (6)

370
Test distribution with parameters,
max positive, negative and absolute
differences, K-S Z statistic, (1),(3)

6600
Test distribution with parameters, max
difference, K-S Z statistic, (1),(3)

Cut point, number of runs, Z sta-
tistic, (1),(3)

2x2 contingency tables

X
2 statistic or exact test, (1),(3)

No. of positive & negative differences,
Z statistic or exact test, (1),(3)

No. of positive & negative ranks with
corresponding mean ranks, Z statistic,
(1).(3)

2 x k contingency table, Q statistic,

(D,(4),(6)
2

Mean ranks, Friedman x" statistic,

0),(4),(6)

Mean ranks, W statistic, x statistic,

0).(4).(6)

2x2 contingency tables of No. of cases
above and below median for each group,

x
2 statistic or exact test, (1),(3)

Mean ranks for each category, exact prob-
ability for small samples, U statistic,
Z statistic, (2), (3)

Max positive, negative and absolute dif-
ferences, K-S Z statistic, (2), (3)

No. of runs, Z statistic, (2), (3)

Span for full data set, 1-tailed prob-
ability, span for truncated data set,
1-tailed probability, No. deleted from
full data set, (2)

2 x k table of cases above and below median,
Median, x

2 statistic, (1),(4),(6)

Mean rank for each group, x
2 and significance,

X
2 and significance corrected for ties,

(1),(2),(4)

t, (1),(4)

re , (D,(4)

(5) Means, standard deviations
min., max. of all variables

(6) Degrees of freedom

BMDP

No. of non-zero differences, smaller
number of like-signed differences,
1-tailed probability, (5)

No. of non-zero differences, smaller
sum of like-signed ranks, 1-tailed
probability, (5)

Rank sums, Kendalls coeff. of concor-
dance (W), Friedman

(4), (5), (6)

(see Friedman)

statistic,

Rank sums for each category, U sta-

tistic and significance, Kruskal

-

Wal lis x
2 and signif . ,(2) ,(4) ,(5) ,(6)

Rank sum for each group,

X
2

, (2), (4), (5), (6)

t, (5)

r
s

, (5)
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share a common subroutine library, require up to 150K words (11 OK for BMDP3S). The IBM 370
versions of SPSS and BMDP, on the other hand, require approximately 228K and 152K bytes of
storage, respectively, for typical jobs.

SPSS was able to handle the larger TALENT data set on either the CDC 6600 or IBM 370
without increasing the default workspace. The BMDP workspace had to be increased for the
TALENT data set for all tests, requiring the user to (1) calculate the additional space re-
quired, or (2) make an initial run with inadequate workspace allocation in order to find out
how much more space should be requested for the final run.

3.6 Documentation. Documentation of available nonparametric tests is adequate, al-
though referral to a text on nonparametrics is advisable to prevent misuse of some tests.

The table of available analyses in Tuccy (1976) was felt to be particularly beneficial.

3.7 Cost. Resource and cost information for the 76 SPSS and 32 BMDP runs examined in

this study is available from the authors upon request. The following conclusions can be

drawn from that data:

o For smaller Siegel data sets, SPSS was much less costly than BMDP on the 6600, and only
slightly less costly on the 370.

o For Siegel data, SPSS was less costly on the 6600 than on the 370, while BMDP showed the

reverse.
o For Siegel data sets, a given package on a given machine yielded approximately the same

cost, regardless of the nonparametric test used.
o For TALENT data, SPSS was much less costly to run than BMDP on either computer, even

though the cost includes a proprietary surcharge for SPSS.
o For TALENT data, SPSS cost about the same for both CDC and IBM versions, while BMDP was

slightly more costly on the 6600 than on the 370 for most tests.
o For TALENT data, a given package on a given machine yielded approximately the same cost,

regardless of the nonparametric test used, with the following exceptions: (1) compu-
tation of the Kendall rank correlation coefficient grew in cost dramatically faster than
the other tests in going from a smaller to larger data set; (2) BMDP's Friedman test
yielded an unexpectedly high cost on the IBM 370.

3.8 Differences between programs. Aside from a differing collection of nonparametric
tests offered by the two packages, many other notable differences arose. One, in the area
of missing value treatment, made the exercise of this option in the two packages inappropri-
ate. In BMDP3S, a missing value for any variable listed in the USE= sentence of the

VARIABLE paragraph causes deletion of that case. On the other hand, SPSS deletes a case
only when a variable actually being tested is missing. Since the VARIABLE paragraph in

BMDP3S is outside the inner loop for testing (see Dixon (1975) p. 659), the only way to con-

sider missing data equivalently in both packages would have been to run the BMDP3S TALENT
data, tests as separate problems. This approach was felt to put an unfair penalty on the

BMDP program evaluation.

Several differences were noted in the tests themselves, most of which are pointed out

in Table 2. In addition, the evaluation uncovered a difference in the computation of Mann-
Whitney U statistics in some instances. BMDP3S assumes the first variable listed is the

control variable, while SPSS apparently assumes the variable with the larger mean rank is

the control. Thus the U statistic can differ in the two programs, although the signifi-
cance levels are the same.

Also, some differences were observed between the 6600 and 370 versions of SPSS in the

Wald-Wolfowitz and Moses tests. When comparisons were made between the runs performed on

the Siegel data no problems were found; however, with the TALENT data, the two versions gave
different results. This was probably due to the fact that the TALENT variables contain a

large number of ties, which are treated somewhat differently by the two packages (which

brings into question the use of these tests for the TALENT variables).

3.9 Needed features. One major conclusion is that it would be desirable if BMDP3S
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would offer more nonparametric tests than those currently available, particularly for nomi- \

nal data and for data comparisons (chi-square test, Kolmogorov-Smirnov, etc.). Both pack- fro

ages would benefit from the inclusion of some graphical capability that particularly applies Held

to nonparametric tests. The K-S test, for example, could compare two cumulative distribu-
tions graphically.

3.10 Other packages. Other available packages offer or soon will offer nonparametric
tests. STAT/BASIC, an IBM BASIC-1 anguage interactive package, has several distribution-free
tests. The new version of the Statistical Analysis System, SAS 76.5, will include a pro-
cedure NPAR1WAY for one-way rank tests. Comparison of this procedure with corresponding
tests in SPSS and BMDP should be included in an expanded version of this article.
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ABSTRACT

Conceptually, the current use of computers has taken two forms in

the teaching of elementary statistics: integrating the content of sta-
tistics with that of computers; and integrating methods of instruction
of statistics by use of computers. In the first half of this paper,
three computer language textbooks are reviewed. Each uses statistics
as a content area presenting programming problems. Also, three text-
books which focus on learning statistics using the computer as an aid
are reviewed. The second half of this paper surveys six published
articles that evaluate courses employing "hands-on" computer instruction
(CAI) and also, many published articles evaluating courses employing a

demonstrational mode of instruction. The generation and use of simu-
lated experimental data and interactive vs. non-interactive computerized
statistical packages are reviewed. Extensive recommendations for inte-
grating computers into the teaching of statistics are included. The
complete paper has been submitted to ERIC with sixty-two references and
thirty-four pages.

Key words: Computer assisted instruction; computer, statistical texts;

demonstrational statistical methods; simulation; statistical, computer
texts; statistical content; statistical instruction; statistical inter-
active packages; statistical non-interactive packages; teaching sta-
tistics.

1. INTRODUCTION

Within the last five years a revolution has occurred in all courses that require calcu-
lations. From primary grades to post-doctoral study, the inexpensive electronic pocket
calculator has had a pervasive impact upon the curricula. But, just as the introduction
of calculators in courses of statistics greatly influenced the development of the analysis
of variance and experimental design, so too can we expect the introduction of inexpensive,
programmable computers to have a greater influence on the development of statistical theory,
practice, and teaching.

The impact of computers on statistical theory is best exemplified by the recent work
on matrix decompositions, generalized inverses, and multivariate analysis. Many of the
classical, hand-calculator based methods have now become obsolete or have been revised with
the advent of computers. The computer has already changed statistical practice. Extensive
plotting of data and residuals is quite common. There has been a shift of emphasis from
general tables of statistical functions, to direct evaluation of discrete values. It is

unusual not to see "p-values" reported in research articles. Whereas, ten years ago ".05",

".01", and "ns" were commonplace. Jack-knifing is an example of a statistical technique
whose widespread application would not have been seriously considered before the advent of

computers, but it is now included in the curriculum. Evans (1973) gives an excellent
review of the influence of computers on modern statistics.

Yet, for all the impact computers have had on the theory and practice of statistics,
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only recently have there been attempts to integrate the use of computers with the teaching
of elementary statistics. The purpose of this article is to explore the current use of
computers in the teaching of elementary statistics. Conceptually, this exploration will be
in two forms. First, the various means of integrating computers into the content of elemen-
tary statistics will be examined. Criteria for identifying the strengths and weaknesses of
published textbooks and computerized statistical packages will be examined from the view-
point of content relevance. Second, the various methods of implementing the integrated
content of statistics and computerized statistical packages will be surveyed. Although the
principle emphasis is on an introductory non-calculus course, most of the methods described
in the second part of this paper are useful in higher level courses in statistics and
research methodology.

2. INTEGRATING THE CONTENT OF STATISTICS AND COMPUTERS

Recent introductory textbooks attempting to integrate statistics with computers appear
to take two forms. In the first form, the object is to learn a computer language, where
statistics is used as a content area presenting program problems. The second form that many
recent introductory statistical textbooks have attempted, focuses on learning statistics
using the computer as an aid. In these textbooks, a higher order computer language or a

"canned" statistical package is used as a vehicle facilitating rapid computation and/or
insight of statistical texts and procedures.

2.1 Introductory computer programming textbooks with statistics . Three introductory
programming textbooks using statistics as a vehicle for teaching FORTRAN are: Introductory
Statistics wi th FORTRAN by Kirch (1973) ; FORTRAN Programming for the Behavioral Sciences by

Veldman (1967); and Introduction to Statistics and Computer Programming by Kossack et al

.

(1975). All three of the textbooks attempt to complement and enhance statistical develop-
ment. However, each of the three textbooks overwhelmingly emphasize the learning of FORTRAN
at the expense of the statistical content. Each of the texts orderly organizes the intro-
duction of FORTRAN from I/O media to program libraries, from simple FORTRAN statements to

branching, and from simple manipulation of constants to complex operations upon arrays. The

incorporation of previous statistical exercise programs as subroutines of subsequent statis-
tical programs is common to all three texts. Such exercises provide a sense of accomplish-
ment and utility in programming. In reality, statistical programs are built from repetitive
meaningful components much in the same way that a statistician's repertoire of designs and

analyses originates. However, it is questionable whether the content of such texts should
be used in introductory statistics courses. Such texts would better serve the teaching of

computer languages.

2.2 Introductory statistical textbooks with computer applications . A classic in

the field is Lohnes and Copley's (1968) Introduction to Statistical Procedures with Computer
Exercises . In general though, the content of this text is too advanced for an elementary
statistics course. An elementary supplement that follows in the tradition of Lohnes and

Cooley is A Computer-assisted Approach to Elementary Statistics : Examples and Problems by

Bulgren ( 1971) . The book can be used as a supplement to introductory statistical texts
Adler and Roessler (1968), Freund (1967), Hoel (1966), Huntsberger (1967), or Mendenhall

(1971). The strong point of Bulgren's supplement is the insight a student can gain through
the simulation and manipulative capabilities of the computer. The book consists of exer-

cises to be solved by either writing FORTRAN programs or punching the programs in the

appendices. The overlaying of Bulgren's supplement on an elementary text would be a compro^

mise between the strict computer programming texts on statistics and the following texts.

Each of the following textbooks use statistical packages or simple "canned" subroutines:

Introduction to Statistics and Data Analysis with Computer Appl i cations I & II by Morris

and Rolph (1971); Statistics for Education : With Data Processing by White (1973) ; and

Statistical Analysis : A Computer Oriented Approach by Afifi and Azen (1972). The emphasis

of the texts is on how and when to use existing statistical techniques. One author states

that "computer use replaces theorem proving". The author's statement indicates the
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increasing amount of statistical analysis done by researchers with a modest amount of sta-
tistical experience. Packages statistical programs have made this possible. Probably none
of the books mentioned above would satisfy the needs of every instructor. However, this
small number of texts are among the first to recognize the interelationships of statistics
and computers. As long as statistical content is not sacrificed, then experimentation of
this type has the potential of producing significant improvements upon the quality of ele-
mentary statistics courses. Following are guide lines for integrating statistics with
computers in textbooks:

1. Cost-efficiency is of prime concern in selecting a general statistical package vs.

"canned" programs. Student programming in a low level language is expensive.
2. The emphasis on computers should be on large data set manipulation and visual

display (plotting, histograms, residuals).
3. Simulation of data with pseudo-random computer generated numbers is expensive.

Alternative non-computer simulations should be used where it is feasible.
4. Statistical techniques antiquated by the computer should be dropped from texts if

the techniques contribute nothing to statistical content eg. short-cut approx.

5. I/O of statistical programs should be included in textbooks.
6. Authors should provide machine readable data bases for text and exercises.

Following are reasons for interweaving large statistical packages like BMD, SSP, SPSS, etc.

into textbooks:
1. Programs are shorter and easier to write.
2. Programs usually work the first time.

3. Typically such programs produce results of several different types of calculations
that a programmer might not have bothered to include in his own program.

4. Writing programs to perform data manipulations in FORTRAN can be tedious.
5. The I/O is fairly uniform from one installation to another.

6. Virtually all analyses are available.
7. Most researchers publish results generated by large statistical packages.

Following are reasons for not interweaving large statistical packages into textbooks.

1. The textbook could not be used at the majority of Universities due to the large

computer support system required.
2. Even one run of a program by a student is very expensive.

3. Student fails to grasp theoretical understanding that results from writing his

own program.
4. Large statistical packages confuse the student with results that are explained in

advanced courses.
Following are reasons for interweaving simple "canned" statistical packages into textbooks:

1. It is unnecessary to learn a computer language.

2. Programs require a small amount of core and can be run at most installations.

3. Saves class time in teaching mechanics.
4. Programs are task specific, hence more efficient and less expensive to use.

5. Provides easy access to standard techniques.
Following are reasons for not interweaving "canned"statistical packages into textbooks:

1. Mindless use of statistical programs replaces the intelligent use of theory.

2. Canned programs can be time consuming if the data output of one program is not

compatible with input of other programs.

3. If the data output of one program conforms to the input of another, then data must

be stored in a more expensive form than for higher level, more comprehensive

statistical packages e.g. computer cards.

4. Canned programs are often machine dependent.

3. METHODS OF INSTRUCTION BY INTEGRATING STATISTICS AND COMPUTERS

As we have seen, the use of computers in statistical content has taken on at least two

forms; emphasis on computer language at the expense of statistics or vice versa. In the

following discussion it will become clear that the computer can serve many facets in the

process of statistical instruction. For convenience, the first half of this section will
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deal with published evidence of courses employing a "hands-on" computer mode of instruction
(student) and courses employing a demonstrational computer mode of instruction (teacher).
The second half of this section will deal with the generation and use of simulated experi-
mental data and interactive vs. non-interactive statistical packages.

3.1 Hands-on . One of the most all encompassing methods of "hands-on" instruction of
theoretical material is Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI). Wassertheil (1969) success-
fully incorporated CAI into the laboratory portion of an introductory statistics course.
In her study, the main use of CAI was to individualize instruction. Each student progressed
at his own pace. Perhaps the most positive result of Wassertheil's study was that one 75

minute class period per week could be eliminated without deterioration of student perform-
ance. The benefit of CAI would be the freeing of the instructor for individual student con-
tact or other duties. Three other studies incorporating the computer to various degrees
are reviewed in the complete report of this study. However, an extreme worth mentioning is

Skavaril's study (1974) in which the computer is incorporated into all phases of instruction
in an introductory service statistics course. In his study, the computer not only provided
tutorial CAI support, but also generated statistical exercises and answers, and provided
subroutines for complete data analysis. Skavaril used twenty-nine CAI modules, nine exer-
cise generating programs, and twenty-one data analysis programs in his system. A great deal
of class time was saved at no expense to learning as measured by the final examination. In

addition, the author notes that the exercise-generating and CPS programs, provide additional
gains, since the student receives a unique set of data; cribbing is eliminated. Freeing the
student of the tedium of calculations allows him to analyze several sets of data and "to

build, by comparing statistics between analysis, empirical evidence concerning the under-
lying distribution of those statistics."

3.2 Demonstrational . In essence, this section simply questions to what extent stu-
dent involvement with the computer is cost-efficient in the teaching of an elementary sta-
tistics course. For example, is it necessary that every student individually simulates the

Central Limit Theorem, or individually simulates the meaning of "5%" statistical signifi-
cance by repeating an experiment 100 times on the computer as described earlier in Bulgren's
supplementary textbook? Filming or video taping these computer simulations could provide
the same learning at far less cost. Another question is, how cost-efficient is it to gen-
erate unique data sets for each individual 's homework? These questions truly relate to the
merits of the statistical laboratory.

The instructor can do many things with the computer to provide useful information for

the statistics classroom or laboratory. A compiled set of statistical problems with compu-

ter solutions eliminates expensive student use of the computer and unnecessary learning of
the mechanics of programming. Computer graphing of theoretical distributions, populations,
samples, or transformations can easily be compiled into booklet form available for student
purusal . Wegman and Gere (1972) produced a workbook of problems with computer solutions and

a set of forty slides illustrating a variety of distributions, densities, and histograms
available at cost. Recent articles by Edgell , Lehman, Starr, and Young ( 1975), Kanji (1974)

Tanis (1973), and Abranovic et al . (1972) offer a large number of methods for the use of the

computer or simulating equipment as supplements to a course in statistics. Some of the

reasons to use computers to aid in learning or teaching statistics are identified by Andrews

(1973).

3.3 Simulation . Not only can the computer eliminate the tedium of computations, it

can al sio el iminate the collection, input, storage, and manipulation of data. A computer can

be a fancy random number generator. Statistical designs can be specified for populations of
known parameters. An extensive data generation system, EXPERSIM (Main, 1971), is a set of

sophisticated computer simulation models for various experimental situations in specific
subject areas, eg. imprinting, drug research, motivation. Each simulation includes a com-
plete description of the experimental setting, built in controls, number of variables that
can be manipulated, and the sample data. The student may then analyze the experimental data

by requesting statistical routines. STEXSIM (W. Thomas, 1972), STATS IM (D. Thomas, 1971),
as well as three other simulation packages are reviewed in the complete report of this

study.
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3.4 Interactive vs. non-interactive statistical packages . Large statistical packages
such as BMD, IMSL, SAS, and SPSS are prohibitively expensive (core and external device re-
quirements) for student use in introductory statistics courses. The amount of core and the
use of disk and magnetic tape rapidly increases the cost of processing such packages.
Smaller packages have been developed too. MINITAB, OMNISHRIMP, OMNI TAB , TUSTAT-II, STRAP-I,
and STP are reviewed with regard to their interactive nature in the complete report of this
study (to be available from ERIC).
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